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Foreword
I welcome the publication of this handbook, which I hope will become an indispensable tool and
work of reference for everyone interested in EU environmental policy. This includes not only
those who are involved professionally but also citizens who are interested in learning what the
EU has done to protect the environment and to improve the quality of life in Europe, and what
can be achieved in future.
Well structured, concise and forward-looking, the handbook describes the history and current
status of EU environmental law, but also looks to the future by analysing the strengths and weaknesses of the actions taken so far.
EU environmental law has been decisive in improving the state of the environment in Europe. On
average, 80% of what becomes national environmental legislation in EU Member States originates at EU level. I hope this handbook will be read in particular by those who are responsible
for putting EU environmental law into practice. Understanding how laws have been developed
and what they set out to achieve is important to improve implementation.
All stakeholders interested in the further development of our policies will find this handbook
extremely useful. It will make them see where we come from and where we are today – and why
we are pushing for a comprehensive and holistic approach to environmental policymaking.
The European Environmental Bureau is a key stakeholder in the process of formulating, monitoring and evaluating EU environmental policies. It defends the interests of more than 140 citizens'
organisations across Europe in order to protect, preserve and improve our environment and protect our health and our resource base for future prosperity.
With this handbook, the EEB has shown once again, its value as an advocate of the environment
in the EU.

Stavros Dimas
Member of the European Commission, Responsible for Environmental Policies
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Protection of the environment is a well-established policy in the European Union. Following
closely on from the development of Europe’s Internal Market and starting in 1967 with the
Directive for harmonised classification and the labelling of dangerous chemicals, environmental
protection objectives and principles were finally given their own chapter in 1987, in the Treaty
establishing the European Union. Today the vast majority of national environmental policies and
laws have their origins in EU law.
Despite this development, environmental protection largely happens at national level. Most EU environmental laws setting minimum standards then leave it up to Member States on how to achieve
them. Increasingly, however, EU environmental laws are based on internal market rules, which seriously restrict Member States from going beyond a prescribed level of protection. Together with the
general domination of internal market rules in the EU, national environmental policy initiatives are
quite restricted. Thus governments wanting to introduce new environmental protection often seek
to influence and promote the development of EU policies. They remain the main initiators of EU environmental policies and laws in order to achieve their desired level of protection via the EU. “Brussels”
is thus a trading and negotiation place for policies rather than the “real” initiator.
National environmental politics change quite frequently, with changes in government, but the EU
has provided continuity, with a steady output of and increasing volume of environmental laws.
Policy approaches nevertheless have changed in response to specific environmental challenges,
conflicts with national sensitivities, in specific economy developments and policies, and failure to
adapt to administrative challenges and to achieve set targets.
In response to the growing influence and ambition of EU environmental policies and their own
failure to deliver, Member States have, on several occasions, initiated attempts to renationalise
environmental competencies and to introduce greater flexibility into EU laws - with varying
results. Many important new laws, setting environmental targets and deadlines, were passed in
the 1990s, but have since become rather complex and descriptive, due to an increasing emphasis on process rather than on setting measurable targets.
With the 2004 enlargement of the EU involving 10 new Member States, and a general slow-down
in economic growth coupled with high unemployment, European environmental policies have
come under increasing attack from many sides. The Sustainable Development Strategy launched in
2001 in Gothenburg by heads of states and governments recently became marginalised under the
Economic Growth Strategy established in Lisbon in 2000. The post-enlargement Commission - which
took office at the end of 2004 - has been reluctant to make proposals for new environmental laws,
emphasising the need to focus on increasing the competitiveness of Europe’s economy and simplifying existing EU legislation. This one-sided and imbalanced agenda has already faced criticism
from heads of states and governments, who instead placed the economic dimension together with
the social and environmental dimensions, in the context of sustainable development, and highlighted the important contribution of environment policy to growth and jobs (EU Presidency 2005).
While this EU orientation discourse goes on, the Commission itself notes “the worsening of unsustainable trends, notably, the growing pressure on natural resources, biodiversity and the climate…”
and that environmental policy integration “has been limited so far” (CEC 2005a and 2005b). This
is a diplomatic way of saying that Europe is not meeting one of its core objectives and econom-
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ic and fiscal policies continue to pave the way for the relentless transfer of environmental damage and health risk costs from the individual business to the general public.
It is clear that with currently 25 Member States, any EU decision making process takes more time
and the outcome might be less predictable. Any attempt to simplify existing rules might result in
even more complex requirements or deregulation following the lowest common denominator. In
light of the growing environmental problems there is no time to become complacent and leave
environmental issues on the back-burner. A lot has to be done - and can be done. Firstly, the market must be made to work for the environment. Today’s main economic drivers are labour costs,
while costs of natural resource use is marginal. A substantial shift of taxes on labour to natural
resource use is necessary. Environmentally harmful subsidies must be abolished. Such measures
have the potential to achieve an absolute decoupling of environmental damage from economic
growth and at the same time provide higher employment. This can be encouraged by EU institutions, but the real action has to happen at national level. Secondly, the EU must close the biggest
gaps in environmental protection, like stock-taking and controlling of chemical risks, setting soil
protection standards and putting in place a marine protection strategy – all of which are already
in progress and could be delivered in forthcoming years. Finally, existing EU law must be fully
applied and respected.
Many important environmental laws from the last 10-15 years are starting to ‘bite’: deadlines are
approaching, many objectives have still not been achieved and measures have been put in place
too late or not at all. Laws are often not properly understood, badly transposed into national law
and the administration ill-equipped to deliver. National authorities and courts are often unable
to interpret EU law and fail to provide citizens and their organisations - and thus the environment
for which they are a voice - with their proper rights. Nothing could be more devastating for
Europe’s acceptability among, and accountability towards, its citizens than failing to apply and
enforce EU environmental law. Any environmental law which is not respected by a majority of
Member States over some time risks becoming obsolete and is a wasted opportunity.
Quite rightly, the Commission President has identified the correct application of EU laws on the
ground as a top priority for meeting his aims of achieving long-term prosperity, sustaining solidarity and social justice, and achieving tangible practical benefits in relation to the quality of life
of EU citizens (CEC 2005c).
This book presents an overview and assessment of Europe’s environmental policies and legislation, aiming to make them more accessible for environmental citizens’ organisations (ECOs) and
regional initiatives, environmental and other affected authorities, and decision-makers at EU and
national levels.
It focuses on environmental legislation and policies over the last 15 years and sets a framework
for appreciating and improving the understanding of the manifold interrelations and linkages
between the many different laws. Its aim is to encourage the integration of different environmental policies and the widening of narrow sectoral views. It helps with the identification and use of
synergies of the different policies, in order to increase their effectiveness with a view to achieving better application and enforcement of existing laws.
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Therefore, a conceptual framework has been chosen to allow a logical access to, and linkages
with, the different laws. Thirty years of environmental policy history is presented, following the
progression and development of the 6 European Environmental Action Programmes. Then the
main environmental objectives for nature, air, waste and water are explained and assessed. This
is followed by EU laws providing instruments and tools to achieve environmental objectives.
These horizontal laws are further subdivided into laws setting rules for industrial production,
administrative planning and management and laws setting rules for products. All chapters offer
an explanation of the main elements of the legislation, provide a critical assessment and conclude with suggestions for action.
I hope that this book will encourage better application and use of the many and important environmental laws which exist in today’s EU.
The selection of legislation covered and political priorities closely follow the EEB’s work agenda
and 30 years of experience of working on environmental policies. Some laws are of course better designed or more ambitious than others in protecting the environment, but overall they present a unique opportunity to make further progress. It all depends with what energy, accuracy
and intelligence they are transposed and enforced on the ground. Only when the positive elements of these laws are used and defended do they have a chance of surviving.
The authors of the different chapters are EEB staff, experts from among EEB’s members, as well
as some external experts, whom I want to thank for their great work. I would also like to thank
Caroline Bretelle for all her help in editing and proofreading the text.
Brussels September 2005

Stefan Scheuer
EU Policy Director

REFERENCES:
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CEC (2005b)The 2005 review of the EU sustainable development strategy: initial stocktaking and
future orientations, Commission Communication (2005) 37
CEC (2005c) Strategic Objectives 2005-2009? Commission Communication (2005) 12
EU Presidency (2005) EU Summit Brussels, Luxembourg EU Presidency Conclusions, 22 and 23
March 2005
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This book provides a short outline of EU environmental policy history, analyses and presents
some 60 pieces of EU environment and nature protection legislation, most of which have been
adopted in the last 15 years, establishing links between the different pieces of legislation. Against
the current decline in environmental policy and the trend towards its subordination to jobs and
economic growth, the book encourages an informed and intelligent use of existing legislative
networks and calls for resistance to attempts to water it down.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE REMAINS
Europe’s environmental policy started in 1973, following the 1972 UN Conference on
Environment, addressing the public and scientific concerns about the “limits of growth”. Today 30 years later and with an impressive body of environmental legislation in place - similar or identical concerns remain: environmental progress through technology has been outweighed by
growing consumption and natural resource use. Well known environmental problems of increasing natural resource use, biodiversity loss, destruction of natural habitats and long-term pollution of most environmental media, persist.
There have been ups and downs in Europe’s environmental policy making over time, but so far
the resulting legislation has not lead to any real structural change which would significantly
impact economic and fiscal policies. Attempts to integrate environmental policies into other policies and to correct wrong market mechanisms were pursued in the 1990s but failed to deliver.
This book builds on the thesis that existing and legally binding environmental targets and deadlines, a lot of which were set in the 1990s, have great potential and once properly enforced and
supported by existing instruments, can lead to real change. Following the thesis that environmental protection derives from clear objectives, targets and deadlines in order to develop the
necessary power to achieve structural policy changes, the main part of the book analyses legislation setting objectives, targets and timetables for different environment media (sectoral legislation). The second part analyses horizontal legislation, needed to provide the set of instruments
required to achieve the environmental objectives.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES, SPECIFIC TARGETS AND DEADLINES AND PRINCIPLES
The EU provides a hierarchy of objectives and targets starting with the Treaty’s objective of a high
level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment. Following on top of this
hierarchy is the objective to halt biodiversity decline by 2010, which is further specified by the EU’s
nature and environmental media protection legislation.
The most concrete and enforceable way of specifying those general objectives is through
Environmental Quality Standards and Emission Limit Values. Both have a different theoretical
and historical background and both have their strengths and weaknesses. Emission Limit Values
can drive technological progress in order to minimise emissions but fall short of achieving structural change, dealing with diffuse pollution and promoting use of natural resource saving alternatives to provide societal services. Environmental Quality Standards on the other hand should
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present the “ecological truth” and thus are a constant driver to move towards sustainable development, but often suffer from lack of data or scientific uncertainty. A combination of the
strengths of both approaches–minimise emissions to achieve or go beyond set environmental
quality standards – seems to be the most sensible option to implement a precautionary policy as
required to address long-term and complex threats to the ecosystem.
13

The establishment of Natura 2000, a European network of nature conservation areas, as a “safety net” for Europe’s biodiversity, has a high public profile, but apart from the already missed 2000
target to designate sites, suffers from lack of enforceable targets with deadlines and contradictory EU infrastructure and agriculture funding policies. Better integration with existing air quality
and aquatic ecosystem targets would provide a great potential to strengthen nature protection.
Since 2005 payment of farming subsidies is conditional to compliance with EU nature conservation obligations. Better use of existing environmental assessment rules for projects and plans as
well as complaint and court procedures will be another way to halt detrimental developments.
Finally great uncertainty exists about the financing of Natura 2000 for 2007-13. For many countries (especially Southern and Eastern) sufficient EU co-financing is a pre-requisite for success.
Of outstanding strength are the targets set in air quality and climate change policies. Those
include the air quality objective of “not exceeding critical levels and loads...” which is further specified by the 2010 national emission ceilings, the 2005/2010 EU ambient air quality standards. By
2008-12 an 8% CO2 emission reduction from1990 levels has to be achieved and a long term climate stabilisation of 2°C above pre-industrial temperatures is envisaged. These targets and objectives have been followed by a number of instruments including a number of pollutants emission
limit values for specific industrial activities and a cap and trade system for CO2. Climate change
is high on the political agenda and further policy progress can be expected – although the emission trading system still needs to prove its ability to deliver. The further development of air legislation on the other hand is getting under increasing economic pressure. The achievement of the
already existing targets is difficult and requires substantial changes in transport and energy consumption, for which Member States largely failed to develop plans. It will be important to emphasise the synergies of climate and air policies through a focus on energy demand and efficiency
measures. There are many opportunities for ECOs to influence Air quality and Climate Change
policies, especially through early participation in national implementation and application of the
existing EU laws. Furthermore, the EU level stakeholder and expert processes in further developing legislation are an excellent opportunity for societal influence.
A further environmental media is water, which only recently complemented the former narrow
and use specific protection against chemical pollution (in order to achieve water resources to be
fit for drinking, fishing, bathing etc…), with the holistic objective of a “good ecological status“ by
2015, comprising the protection of habitat conditions and biological quality elements. While this
objective should present a key indicator for biodiversity protection and long-term environmental
sustainability, its interpretation and standard setting is largely left to Member States. On the
other hand, this objective is embedded in administrative and policy instruments (like water pricing) and an EU implementation strategy, which could help to avoid its dilution when integration
with other policies, like agriculture, transport and land use planning, takes place. The mutual
reinforcement of water and nature protection will be a key for driving structural change.
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Furthermore, full exploitation of the environmental opportunities of the Common Agricultural
Policy mid-term review 2003 will be essential. But finally, the EU wide and national interpretation
of “good ecological status” must deliver water status maps, which tell the “ecological truth”.
Without public scrutiny and support this is unlikely to be achieved.
14

Completely lacking in Europe are protection objectives and targets for soil and natural resources.
Waste policies can partly be understood as trying to fill this gap. Europe’s waste policy is built on
strong principles; for example, the waste hierarchy, but which are rarely implemented to the letter. The setting of enforceable overall targets and deadlines is incomplete, setting some umbrella targets – like landfill biodegradable waste reduction targets (25% by 2006, up to 60% by 2016),
but still missing over-arching targets on recycling and for waste prevention. Some specific waste
streams have been addressed with collection and recycling targets for batteries, packaging waste,
cars and electrical and electronic waste and environmental performance standards, like land filling and incineration, to support air, soil and water protection. In order to better steer Europe’s
waste policy, a clear and enforceable target for the reduction of natural resource use would also
need to be set. A growing awareness of Europe’s global environmental footprint and impact in
developing countries can be a key driver for this.
Besides this better information about chemicals in products and their impact on environmental
media including soils, will sharpen (but not substitute) the use and enforcement of existing waste
management principles- in particular prevention of hazardousness – through substance bans. At
national level the scope for action is great: absence of or inadequate waste management plans
at local level, subsidies for waste incinerators, illegal landfills and waste shipments to avoid
sound waste treatment need to be challenged.

TOOLS AND MEASURES
Above all environmental “instruments” stands the framework for public involvement, access to
information and justice in environmental matters. The UNECE Convention from 1998 has been
setting the scene, unfortunately with its implementation in Europe lacking still behind.
Nevertheless public participation depends on cultural and historical aspects, which means that in
any case involvement, access to information and courts can and must be tested at EU and national level in order to make progress. The potential of achieving a structural change through successful participation and court cases is substantial.
To address the environmental impacts of economic activities the EU provides for a few market
based and management provisions. In terms of market based instruments - aiming at internalising the costs of pollution - the EU presents the Environmental Liability and Emission Trading
Directives. The first has a potential large and far-reaching scope, including biodiversity and
nature conservation, water and soil protection. But its effectiveness is unsure, as the political
compromise reached is rather weak with many loopholes – falling even behind some existing
national systems. Its success at the end depends on whether the national application ensures that
the polluter will have to pay environmental damage in practice, which means that financial guarantees are established and no permit defence is allowed. European Greenhouse Gas Emission
Trading has a much smaller scope but a clear and enforceable target is set. Overall both instru-
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ments are an important first step towards market based instruments within the rather limited EU
powers in designing market based policies.
In terms of management provisions the Integrated Pollution and Prevention Control Directive
is the most important access to control industry activities and foster better environmental performance. Through the permitting procedure – to be concluded by 2007 for all covered activities
(SMEs are excluded) - industrial installations are checked against EU “Best Available Techniques”
reference documents. But as this is done at national or even local level and no level playing field
is provided very different levels of performance can be observed in Europe. Further the quality of
those reference documents is due to lack of data and balanced expert input not always satisfactory. Additionally public involvement in permit writing is yet very low. It can be concluded that
the environmental effectiveness of the permits depends on the capacities of permit writing
authorities and will be largely driven by EU environmental quality and emission standards to be
met. Despite these shortcomings, the Commission is planning to defer emission controls and
environmental media protection to the IPPC process as regards future, air, soil, waste and water
policies. This should be prevented and instead EU protection standard should be set to avoid a
huge gap between theory and practice.
The Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment Directive addresses governmental planning in
order to integrate environmental considerations and allow better public participation. The
Directive is met with reservation as its older sister Directive – on the assessment of projects, the
Environmental Impact Assessment Directive - has been disappointing so far from a nature conservation point of view and rarely has a project been stopped or substantially altered. But the SEA
Directive has been improved and both Directives have great potential especially in combination
with pursuing the enforcement of other environmental targets and standards - like climate
change, water and air protection - in order to achieve structural policy changes.
Instruments addressing the environmental impacts of products are crucial to move from end-ofpipe measures to tackling diffuse impacts, like the loss of chemicals or energy use. Only a few
strong measures have been taken so far, including the restriction of hazardous substances in
electrical equipment, the market ban for carcinogenic substances, or the pesticides authorisation scheme. But none of those measures are able to keep pace with their growing consumption
and use and introduction of new substances.
Due to the complexity of addressing the multiple stages and environmental impacts of a product
from cradle to grave , the discussion is rather theoretical and tends to imply expert follow-up
work, as in the case of the Integrated Product Policy work. The EU attempted to promote voluntary instruments like the European eco-label, the Environmental management and audit system
(EMAS), technical standardisation or voluntary agreements. These instruments suffer from the
weakness that they leave all freedom to business to decide and little obligation to deliver.
Nevertheless, EMAS and technical standardisation in conjunction with the New Approach are
used increasingly as implementation tools for environmental legislation. Environmental citizens’
organisations regard economic and fiscal incentives as more powerful tools and have advocated
their application with little result yet at EU level. For the time being the only promising instrument is public procurement which allows the public sector to ask for high environmental performance of their purchases and thus to create outlets for eco-products. In the case of the Energy
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Using Products Directive vague targets are set, but most decisions are deferred to Member State
Committees setting performance levels and writing mandates for standardising body CEN. It will
be a great challenge for societal groups to participate in such mandate writing and standardisation work, without which no real progress can be expected. Standardisation has so far failed to
deliver in the case of packaging and electrical/electronic waste standards. In terms of the specific focus of reductions in impacts from hazardous substances there is an EU chemicals policy in
place. But this policy managed to cover only a few percent of all chemicals and failed to prevent
damage effectively. The Commission proposal for a new system - REACH - would for the first time
make available safety data for 30,000 chemicals, make chemical producers responsible for the
safe management of chemicals, and encourage the substitution of chemicals which have potential long-term or irreversible impacts.

OUTLOOK: THE ENFORCEMENT AND THE LEGISLATIVE CHALLENGE
These days attacks on environmental legislation as being bureaucratic, disproportionately costly
and reducing business competitiveness (vis-a-vis China) is largely based on populism rather than
driven by a careful analysis. Indeed Europe’s environmental legislation has grown piece by piece
and resulted in a respectable and sometimes complex body of legislation. But there is no empiric evidence of negative impacts on economy and, compared to EU’s internal market, agriculture
policies and national fiscal and subsidy policies, environmental legislation is rather simple.
Nevertheless, enforcement and application of these laws is very poor partly because of their
devolved character, because environment does not have its own voice or standing in courts, and
because national and regional policy makers have not been involved in setting up EU environmental laws and administration is ill-equipped to deliver effectively. Instead of vehemently
addressing this challenge at high level we observe a trend of delegating further environmental
policy decision to lower levels – European Agencies, expert committees, regional expert networks, technical standardisation and even voluntary agreements. It is unlikely that those levels
can provide solutions to persistent environmental problems. On the contrary, such “diffusion” of
environmental decision-making may lead to “environmental dilution”. This risks a further weakening of Europe’s connection with its citizens – something needed more than ever when increasingly exposing Europe’s peoples to globalisation pressures from increasingly open markets.
Existing environmental legislation represents a unique attainment for European values. These
achievements need to be protected and their fruits harvested before they are rotten. The more
EU environmental legislation is discussed, demanded and finally applied, the less the risk of
watering down or repeal. This book can give practical assistance to citizens’ organisations, environmental administrations and decision makers on both understanding and using EU environmental laws in order to achieve our environmental targets. Understanding interlinkages between
different areas is important because targets are set at different levels and for different media and
must be seen as supporting each other.
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Introduction

Many issues under discussion today have a long history. Some issues which were already on the
agenda during the 70s have recently returned to the forefront. A short history of policy strategies
over the last 20 years therefore offers an insight into the current situation.
This analysis takes as its starting point the six Environmental Action Programmes. These are medium-term programmes and strategic policy documents which reflect the fundamental elements of
contemporary environmental thinking and problem perceptions, as well as strategic policy orientation. New action programmes often reflect a change in the general political climate of their
time.
But they are not binding programmes for action - even if they contain lists of planned activities.
A short history of the Environmental Action Programmes puts the more specific industry legislation into the wider context of environmental policy strategies.
The following analysis of the six EAPs suggests, that in terms of principles, there has been much
more continuity than change over the last 30 years. Yet in terms of more specific policy actions,
one can observe a gradual learning process. It starts with hot-spot management, and gradually
moves towards a more holistic and integrated approach, looking for synergies between business
and environmental goals. Progress however has never been linear and European environmental
policies over the last 30 years have always been very sensitive to wider economic and political
cycles.

III.2

An idealistic start 1973 - 1982

The EC started its environmental policies with an ambitious programme. This contained many
elements of today’s ideas on “Sustainable Development”. After the first United Nations
Conference on the Environment in Stockholm in 1972 and growing public and scientific concerns
on the limits to growth, the Commission became active in initiating an original Community policy. On the basis of European Council commitments in 1972 to establish a Community environmental policy, the first EAP was decided upon in November 19734.
This programme already established the argument that economic development, prosperity and
the protection of the environment are mutually interdependent. It was argued, that “the protection of the environment belongs to the essential tasks of the Community” (ibid.). Among the
most important objectives were:
◗ the prevention, reduction and containment of environmental damage
◗ the conservation of an ecological equilibrium
◗ the rational use of natural resources

4

in: OJ C112/1 from 20.12.1973
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The First EAP emphasised the need for a comprehensive assessment of the impacts of other policies, in an effort to avoid damaging activities. In this way, the First EAP already contained, in an
embryonic form, many of the later ideas behind “sustainable development”. Environmental policies in the EC originally had their own environmental justification, without this being subordinated to internal market objectives.
19

These ambitious targets were formulated in a spirit of optimism as regards the feasibility of far
reaching policy change, which became frustrated during the following decades of environmental policy making.
Yet the first steps, as proposed by the First EAP, were more “down to earth”. It proposed a gradual approach to defining environmental quality objectives. This started with research activities
on the nuisance of pollutants, on the causes of pollution and on criteria for environmental objectives. At the end of this process a definition of product and environmental quality norms was put
forward. The approach was based on the protection of single environmental media (water, air,
soil etc.). The First EAP devoted most of its attention to water protection and waste, but it also
contained a sectoral approach, with special reference to agriculture and spatial planning. Also
mentioned were preparatory activities for emissions control.
The Second EAP (1977 - 1981)5 was essentially a follow up to the first in terms of approach and
objective, with simply a greater range of problems to be dealt with. Nature Protection received
special attention.
In terms of a practical approach the First and the Second Programmes (1973-1981) advocated
quality values for water and air. The quality objectives for drinking water were very strict – those
for air could be achieved without strong policy intervention.
The evaluation of the practical success of this first period of environmental policy making is, in
general, relatively critical. Initial enthusiasm declined considerably during the periods of economic recession (1975 – 1978, 1981 -1983). Nevertheless a number of framework directives, especially for water and waste, were decided during this period.

III.3

Towards the Internal Market 1982 - 1987

The Third EAP (1982 - 1986)6 and partially the Fourth (1987 - 1992) reflect a considerable change
in policy approach, being much more closely related to the completion of the Internal Market
than their predecessors.
The Third EAP emphasised the potential risks and benefits of environmental policies to the
Internal Market and issue linkage between the internal market and environmental policies
became a key driver for programming and activities. Environmental emissions standards needed
to be harmonised to avoid distortions to industry competitiveness. Product regulations had to be

5

In: OJ C 139/1 from 13.6.1977

6

In: OJ C 46/1 from 17.2.1983; Fourth EAP in: OJ C328/1 from 7.12. 1987.
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harmonised to avoid non-tariff barriers emanating from different national product norms. On the
other hand, the third EAP emphasised the economic benefits, especially the positive employment
effects to be gained from environmental policies.
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The environmental policy approach was also modified. The Third EAP shifted from a quality
approach to an emission-oriented approach. It proposed formulating emission limit values for
stationary, as well as mobile, sources. But beyond this new approach, in order to introduce better filter technologies for the reduction of emissions at the “end of the pipe”, the objectives of
the first and second EAPs were restated. The Third EAP also made positive reference to the first
global strategy for “Sustainable Development” formulated by the IUCN in 1980. Waste avoidance,
efficient resource use and integrated environmental technologies were some of the objectives of
the third EAP.
The practice of environmental policies during the eighties was particularly concerned with cleanair policies, and noise and risk management for industrial sites.
This policy change came about partially as a result of strong German pressure. As a result of the
discussion on the ‘Waldsterben’, the economic forest interests involved and emerging pressure
from the Green Party, the German government decided on ambitious clean-air policies requiring
emission reductions from large combustion plants and cars. During the 1980s, to avoid distortions in competition, German industries and the government successfully lobbied for a harmonised European emissions control policy. Other pioneering countries were also successful in
exporting national policy innovations to EU level: a tradition of strategic environmental planning
from the Netherlands, a culture of participatory environmental policies from many of the smaller countries, a focus on setting environmental quality objectives from the UK and more recently
the reform of chemicals policies in Scandinavian countries.

III.4

Towards environmental policy
integration 1987 – 1992 (the Fourth EAP)

1987 is often seen as a turning point in EC environmental policy, since environmental protection
received its own chapter in the Treaty. Yet in terms of approach and practice, one finds much
more continuity than change, with the Treaty codifying many principles, which can already be
found in earlier policy documents. As with the Third EAP, the economics of European environmental policies remained central to the thinking behind the Fourth EAP, with an assumption of
harmony between the objectives of the internal market and environmental protection. The harmonisation of environmental standards was to take place at a “high level”. If this condition were
met, national measures, which might distort free trade, would not be necessary. Harmonisation
at a high level was justified as an essential component of the competitiveness of European industries in global markets.
The Fourth EAP marks a further change in the approach to environmental policy. The shortcomings of the earlier approaches (i.e. quality policy, emissions orientation) were recognised. An
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approach which relied entirely on environmental quality objectives was recognised as shifting
problems to other media or other regions (the case of long range transboundary pollution).
Likewise, it was acknowledged that, an approach which focussed on emission controls for stationary sources was unlikely to achieve certain ecosystem or health based quality objectives. The
Fourth EAP instead proposed a more integrated approach. For the first time, environmental protection was not perceived as an additive, but rather as an integrated activity within the whole
production process. Part of the integrated approach was to reduce energy or material inputs and
to close cycles, so that waste streams could be minimised. Furthermore, pollution control was to
systematically control all environmental media (water, air and soil) and involve an evaluation of
the problem causing substances. Therefore the Fourth EAP started to discuss a “sectoral
approach”, analysing the impact of strategic economic sectors on the environment. For the first
time ever, the evaluation of new, incentive based instruments, such as taxes, subsidies or tradable emission permits was announced.
This was an initial commitment for the strategic reorientation of environmental policies in the EC,
which gradually took place between 1989 and 1994. The ideas of the Fourth EAP (integrated
approach, sector analysis, new instruments) were further elaborated in the following years. This
change is often characterised as a “paradigmatic change”, a change from “trade orientation” to
a “sustainability frame”. Environmental policy is less perceived as an additive policy and more as
an integrated part of economic decision-making.. “Sustainable development” gradually became
a normative reference for environmental policy in the EU from the beginning of the 1990s
onwards. The incorporation of the environmental dimension and the systematic search for "no
regret strategies" were promoted. In other words, win-win situations were identified where both
environmental and economic objectives could benefit. The White Paper on Growth,
Competitiveness and Employment (CEC 1993) proposed a new development model, which tried
to create employment and improve the efficiency of resource use by a shift in the relative prices
of labour and energy. Sustainable development was perceived as a tool for improving the state
of the environment, social efficiency and competitiveness simultaneously.
A number of external factors contributed to the further advancement and elaboration of the new
policy approach. Among the most important were the emergence of new global threats (1), the
respective preparations for the UNCED conference in 1992 (2), the wider support for economic
instruments (3) and a new wave of environmentalism in Europe (4). :
(1) At the end of the 1980s, the debate on global environmental risks, especially that relating to
climate change, reached the official agenda. Since 1985 a number of international conferences
had been urging for dramatic policy changes. In 1988, following an initiative from the European
Parliament taken two years earlier, the Commission reacted to those international changes with
its first general communication to the Council. In its second communication to the Council in
1990, the Commission proposed a strategy to stabilise emissions by using a mix of efficiency standards, fiscal instruments and research.
The climate change debate has some inherent characteristics that require environmental policies
beyond end-of-pipe technologies. It requires a long-term perspective, since both the impact of
climate change and the redundancy of any effective policy measure can only be experienced in
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the long run. For CO2 reduction, traditional end-of-pipe technologies are not yet available. That
means that integrated efficient technologies, structural change in the economy, or even new production and consumption patterns are required. Furthermore, CO2 reduction requires policy
changes in several different sectors (such as energy, transport, agriculture and the chemical
industry). To give long-term orientation to all those different sectoral actors a target led environmental policy approach, as established with the Kyoto-protocol and the EU commitments on
reduction targets, is very helpful.
(2) Its global character required international action, where the Community could play a major
role in "regime building" and as a "leader". This last characteristic made it attractive to the
Commission because it could be used as a tool for strengthening European integration and the
Commission’s own role in international politics. Global leadership was an important incentive in
drafting a proposal on an energy/CO2-tax, before the UNCED conference took place in June 1992
(ibid.)
(3) At the end of the 1980s, a new regulatory approach for environmental policies was promoted
by the Commission -- especially the use of indirect, economic instruments. The Task Force Report
on the Internal Market and the Environment (1989) was not the first document but the most
explicit early document to propose environmental taxes. The different initiatives of the
Commission became authorised by the "Dublin Declaration" of the European Council from June
1990, which asked the Commission to prepare a communication on "economic instruments". In
the following years, several studies on the economic, social, and environmental impacts of these
new instruments were edited. The pilot project for this new approach - the CO2/Energy tax - was
proposed in May 1992. The tax clearly focused on energy efficiency and fuel substitution, both of
which were target-oriented approaches towards structural change. This shift towards economic
and fiscal instruments took place in several OECD countries. During this period, the limits of the
traditional approach to promote end-of-pipe solutions by regulations had become obvious,
namely in the Scandinavian countries, Denmark, the Netherlands, and to a certain extent in
Germany. Furthermore, the new regulatory approach fitted better into the "neo-liberal wave"
rather than the previous command-and-control approaches, because it focused on market
mechanisms, deregulation, and self-regulation.
(4) At the end of the 1980s, there was a mounting wave of environmentalism. Membership of
environmental organisations increased considerably. Green parties were popular in several EU
countries, and achieved good results at national level and in the European Parliament. Enquiries
into environmental preferences confirm the rising level of public expectation between 1988 and
1992. At European level, a considerable number of new ECO (Environmental Citizens' Organisation) offices, mainly establishing access to the EU institutions for their national members, were
set up between 1986 and 1992. Their capacity in terms of staff, professionalism and networking
with members and experts increased considerably during the nineties. Thus, the new approach
was greatly supported by increased public concern for the environment in general and strengthened capacities of “green” organisations and parties in particular.
This strategic reorientation was then explicitly formulated in the Fifth Environmental Action
Programme (1992 - 1999).
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Among the most interesting and innovative elements of the Fifth Environmental Action
Programme were:
◗ The principal aim of sustainable development according to the definition of the Brundtland
Report.
◗ Reference to the sectoral approach, which integrates an environmental dimension into the
most polluting sectors (transport, energy, agriculture, etc.), and the limits of old end-of-pipe
approaches. Instead, the action programme proposed structural change in favour of public
transport, energy efficiency and waste prevention.
◗ The emphasis on new instruments, especially on market-oriented instruments such as fiscal
incentives or voluntary instruments, which strengthen producers and consumers own interests in environmental decision-making.
◗ The new consensus-oriented approach taking into account the crucial role of non-governmental protagonists and local/regional authorities to represent the general interest of the environment. This may contribute to innovative concepts, raise public awareness, and enforce the implementation of EU directives.
◗ The setting of medium and long-term objectives for the reduction of some pollutants, and
proposed instruments to achieve these objectives.
Hence, the Fifth Environmental Action Programme had in its philosophical part, all the necessary
elements of a policy oriented towards "ecological structural change".

III.5

Roll-Back 1992 - 1995

The new approach of the Commission met considerable resistance from Member States. The period after the UNCED conference can be characterised as a downward cycle of environmental policies.
Unfortunately this bold initiative from the Commission did not find sufficient support amongst
Member States. Shortly after the UNCED conference a new agenda was promoted by several
Member States, which concentrated mainly on the competitiveness of industries and the decentralisation of environmental policies. This new agenda partly contradicted the ambitious ideas of
the 5th EAP. Therefore little progress could be achieved on the more innovative projects of the
5th EAP - whereas decisions on others were taken relatively rapidly.
The proposal for an energy/CO2 tax, a pilot project for using the new approach, was watered
down during two years of negotiations and finally dropped as a Community tax in 1994. In May
1995 the Commission presented a new proposal which re-nationalised the responsibility for introducing such a tax for an interim period. Also, several other initiatives and ideas for reform came
to a standstill because of strong opposition from certain industries, from other Directorates
General of the European Commission, and from Member States.
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Some of these have been well documented, including the watering down of the originally ambitious objectives of the packaging directive in 1994, the delays in the Strategic Environmental
Impact Assessment directive proposal (see chapter V.3.5.2) and progress in environmental taxation in sectors other than the energy sector (e.g. transport,).
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Member States reacted to the more ambitious elements of the 5th EAP with demands to re-nationalise environmental policies according to the subsidiarity principle. Upon the initiative of
Germany and UK, a high level expert group was set up to analyse the potential to reduce regulations that impose excessive costs on the industrial sector. The so-called “Molitor-Group” systematically scrutinised environmental legislation that was only perceived in terms of its perceived
cost dimension to the economy (CEC 1995). Existing legislation was attacked particularly in the
fields of water protection (the drinking water directive), waste (i.e. the principle of proximity; or
the promotion reuse systems) and procedural law (Environmental Impact Assessment Directive).
As a response to the new agenda of several Member States a new regulatory approach emerged
that focused on procedural requirements, framework directives, voluntary agreements and selfregulatory information and management tools. Such instruments are rather consensus-oriented
and require the co-operation of industries. They are less demanding on European standards and
are less substantive, but leave more flexibility and leeway to Member States.
As to the principle approach and the objectives, however, the Commission confirmed and further
refined the approach of the Fifth EAP in its first and second progress reports on its implementation.
There are a number of reasons for the “roll-back of environmental policies”:
(1) During this period, it became obvious that the Commission was overly optimistic on the willingness of Member States to follow “paradigmatic change”. Some Member States were not willing to follow the new approach in substance. They were reluctant to support the new quality of
European integration. The failure of the Fifth Environmental Action Programme was interpreted
as a symptom for the limits to European integration in environmental policies.
(2) The pending economic crisis and difficulties in ratifying the Maastricht Treaty contributed to
a more cautious attitude from the Commission as regards the promotion of innovative and farreaching new proposals. Furthermore, the programmatic impetus met considerable resistance
from both governments and interest groups -- especially from those who would have to bear the
costs of such a new approach. Difficulties in getting the Energy/CO2-tax proposal approved by
the Council was just a symptom of the problem of implementing the "paradigmatic change" mentioned above. Evaluative reports concluded that progress on policies directed towards structural
change "has been piecemeal and slow". The reports even observed a standstill in the efforts
towards structural change.
(3) Due to reunification the preference structure completely changed in one of the potential leaders of EU environmental policies – Germany.. The discussion on the modernisation of environmental policies there came to a standstill, whereas the economic problems of reunification, especially high unemployment, became a primary concern.
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III.6

1997 -2003: The last wave of
environmental regulation?

At the end of the 90s one can observe a patchwork of different, partially contradictory trends,
with different environmental policy approaches being promoted simultaneously. There was a certain revival of the "sustainability approach" New ambitious legislation – partly strengthening the
emissions oriented policies of the eighties - can be observed, as well as continuing attempts at
deregulation and diffusion of competencies.
Sustainability remains on the agenda. After it was strengthened as a Community target in the
Amsterdam Treaty from 1997, the Commission and several Presidencies launched an initiative for
environmental policy integration, called the Cardiff Process. Environmental policy integration
and sustainable development became key elements of a complex architecture of strategy documents. The Commission shifted from its previous top-down approach and its instrumental focus
of environmental policy integration towards a broader and less committed approach: basically
sectoral Council formations were asked to identify the key problems of their sectors, to define
objectives and to formulate activities in order to meet the objectives. Generally most of the sector strategies lacked committment, were vague and lacked innovation. The hopes of the
Commission, that sectoral self-responsibility and voluntary action by transport, agriculture or economic ministers would work, were left frustrated.. Some progress was achieved on indicators, as
were some sector targets, namely for transport and energy (EEB 1999, 2001). A serious target setting process on some key environmental issues was not launched by the Commission (see: SRU
2002).
However the revival of environmental legislation in the late 90s was impressive An unprecedented regulatory boom on many technical but also some very political issues started in 1996. This
included :
◗ New complex and holistic framework legislation, such as the Ambient Air Quality Directive
(96/62), the Water Framework Directive (2000/60) or the IPPC-Directive (1996/61), formulating
an ambitious work programme for several decades, while delegating many decisions and
tasks to member states, bureaucratic networks or to civil society and business. The reform of
European Chemicals Policies launched in the late nineties and proposed in 2003 also belongs
to this category. It is still to be seen if these new tools of cooperative governance mobilise sufficient resources and enthusiasm can drive environmental innovation.
◗ New target oriented legislation, setting maximum national emission ceilings for key pollutants, but leaving member states the freedom to choose how to achieve necessary reductions.
The NEC-Directive (2001/81) is the most sophisticated example of this approach. Based upon
long term targets and an assessment of a cost-effective reduction curve, the EU has set nationally differentiated emission ceilings for 4 pollutants. With the 2003 Emission Trading Directive,
another target-oriented policy, setting nationally differentiated CO2-targets – the so called
burden-sharing agreement – became legally binding.
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◗ The Completion, revision or modernisation of existing legislative programmes, such as the
daughter directives on air quality (1999/30; 2000/69;2002/3), on emission control for cars
(98/69) and lorries (99/96), fuel standards (in 1998) or the large combustion plants (2001)and
the incineration directives (2000/76), the landfill directive /1999/31) or the revision of the
Seveso, the Ecolabel and EMAS-directives generally lead to more ambitious standards and a
more comprehensive system of protection.
◗ The introduction of many new environmental policy instruments - namely the establishment
of producer responsibility, take back and recovery targets for some waste streams (End of Life
Vehicules (2000/53) and WEEE (2002/96), Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment
(2001/42) , Environmental Liability (2004), CO2- Emission Trading (2003/87). All are incentive
based instruments, internalising the external costs of giving feed-back to economic and public decisions.
◗ New procedural legislation or the revision of existing legislation strengthening civil society
rights, notably the three Aarhus pillars: freedom to information, participation rights and
access to justice (Directives 2003/4,2003/35 and CEC Directive proposal 2003/624).
Furthermore policy preparation at EU level became much more participatory, inviting environmental NGOs to play a role in committees, expert networks and numerous consultation processes and hence to slightly counterbalance influential industry lobbying at all levels of the
Commission. .
Each of those pieces of legislation had more or less serious shortcomings and deficits. However
the system of environmental programmes, duties, rights and incentives made impressive
progress during that phase. New committed member states, the environmental Commissioners
of that period, the strong and constructive support of "rainbow" coalitions in the European
Parliament and of a majority of Green and Social Democrat Ministers in the Environmental
Council all contributed to the unprecedented dynamics of that period. A "green triangle" of environmental policy making between Commission, Environmental Council and the European
Parliament was able to successfully bypass traditional veto players, pursuing economic or institutional interests and succeeded in introducing new instruments, which would have politically
failed politically even in so-called pioneering member states without European support. National
environmental policies have become mainly EU driven.

III.7

The 6th EAP and the Thematic Strategies

The 6th EAP may fall within a secular change in support for ambitious environmental policies. The
overall political agenda is driven by the development concerns of new member states, a new
wave of deregulation linked with the debate on European Governance and the increasing relevance of economic considerations. All this is also reflected in a change of political majorities in
Europe.
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The 6th EAP does not share the ambitious goals of its predecessor. It is both more reluctant to set
targets and to identify key instruments. The starting point of the 6th EAP is that so-called persistent environmental problems, such as climate change, the loss of biodiversity or the over-consumption of resources require a broader approach beyond environmental legislation.
Furthermore the need for the consolidation of existing legislation is increasing, especially in the
view of enlargement. Basically the 6th EAP formulates a framework of general principles and
objectives, which will be more specified by so-called thematic strategies on key issues, such as
pesticides, resources, recycling, soils, the urban environment, the marine environment, and clean
air. The reform of chemicals policy and policies to reduce EU green house gas emissions also
belongs to the key policy priorities for this first decade of the new millennium.
The 6th EAP adopts a very cautious approach. It identifies themes and principles. Specification
takes place by strategies, which are partially frameworks for further frameworks. The political
strategy of the 6th EAP is to postpone potentially contentious and controversial political decisions
to later phases or to avoid them altogether by relying on cooperative approaches to environmental policy making. Cooperative approaches with industry, such as integrated product policies, the
wider use of standardisation for environmental policies, voluntary agreements, cooperation with
Member States’ expert fora, or both (e.g. chemicals policy reform) rank high on the political agenda in order to manage complex risks, where knowledge both on the scale of the problem and on
the availability of solutions is limited. It is evident that those new governance approaches relieve
the legislator and strengthen the role of private and public professionals with specific technical
skills. Furthermore the Commission is changing its key role from an initiator of legislation to a
manager of policy processes. Environmental policy may hence lose its previous political profile
and become more and more a theme for small specialist expert communities. Those communities are responsive to scientific evidence, but the selection criteria for representatives from civil
society wanting to participate in those communities has also increased. The cooperative management of the policy processes is very demanding in terms of resources and staff and some
processes simply fail to gain momentum because of insufficient public investment, Integrated
product policy is certainly a case in point. So it is far from evident that cooperative arrangements
deliver more than the traditional regulatory instruments. This applies especially to countries and
situations where the negotiation capacity and expertise of public service and of environmental
organisations is in the early stages of development. A further problem is that policy approaches
become over complex. Holistic and integrated approaches promise to tackle and balance everything with everything at the same time. However the risk is that in the end they amount only to
fine rhetoric on principles - and little action.

III.8

Outlook

Future environmental policies need to become refocussed. Persistent environmental problems
are the challenge for the forthcoming phase of policy making and should be prioritised. Solving
persistent environmental problems needs the involvement of other sectors, but environmental
policy will have to play a key role. Setting quantitative and binding targets, which may be nationally differentiated but give direction to Europe’s environment as a whole, and defining acceptable
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levels of risk and of environmental quality based upon the precautionary principle, will continue
to be an environmental policy task. There is also a great deal of scope for improvement in emissions standards, and restrictions or incentives for further preventative behaviour from business
and consumers. However, the behaviour of these two groups will not improve if the overall market signals are wrong. Implementation not only requires better cooperation and negotiation
with other sectors and with industry, but there will also be a need in the future for someone who
is entitled to negotiate on behalf of the environment, such as environmental citizens organisations and naturally the respective environmental authorities. Environmental legislation on targets
and quality objectives are key starting points for negotiating with industry and member states.
Clean air and climate change policies show that a target led approach can acts as driving force
for improvement.
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In order to develop Europe’s environmental policy, the general EU objective of achieving a “high
level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment” has to be defined.
Indicators have to be developed, which allow a measurement of success and failure, and specific targets with deadlines set in EU legislation, to provide Europe’s citizens with clear and enforceable rights to a clean environment.
The European Environment Agency EEA regularly publishes environmental indicators, which give
an overview of the state of Europe’s environment and the success of its environmental policy priorities (EEA 2005). Nevertheless, EEA indicators are dependent on data availability, which is
strongly linked to monitoring and reporting requirements set out in EU environmental legislation. Many environmental problems not covered by legislation are therefore not addressed using
indicators or benchmarking.
There are many different ways to establish environmental targets based on ecological carrying
capacity and/or human health protection, the latter clearly dominant in Europe’s environmental
legislation. As the ecosystem approach encompasses all aspects of the biotic and non-biotic
world it presents a long-term and thus abstract objective. Ecosystem variations should be separated into anthropogenic induced ones and those which are independent of human activities, in
order to allow targeted policy action. For example Europe’s objective “to halt biodiversity decline
by 2010” (see chapter IV.2) is of such a general nature that without specific indicators or targets,
which can be related to human activities, little direct policy action is likely. Nevertheless this
objective is a key policy driver to developing and setting less integrated but more enforceable targets. So far, no overall indicator for biodiversity is available and only partial indicators - like farmland bird or threatened species, ecological water status, area and connectivity of nature protected land - have been or are being developed. This may now change with the SEBI2010 project
which seeks to develop a European set of biodiversity indicators to assess and inform about
progress towards the European 2010 goals but only started as recently as January 20058. With
regard to resource use – biotic and non-biotic – some indicators are available, including municipal waste volumes, water and energy consumption and land use (soil sealing, infrastructure), but
are mostly of a very general nature and not used for establishing enforceable targets.
What is quite remarkable is the ignorance with which the European Union, one of the wealthiest
regions in the world, treats its ecosystems. It seems unable to collect and make available sufficient information to allow us to form a clear picture of the true state of the environment,
enabling us to set quantitative targets.
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SEBI 2010: The Streamlining European Biodiversity Indicators 2010 project (SEBI 2010) is one of the more concrete outcomes from the Malahide Conference on biodiversity. This conference was held in Malahide, Ireland in 2004 and brought
together stakeholder from all over the EU to discuss prioritiy for EU biodiversity policy. They agreed that indicators for
biodiversity were badly needed in Europe. The project is led and run by the European Environment Agency and the coordination team consists of experts from a.o. the European Topic Centre, ECNC and the EEA. http://www.ecnc.nl/
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Therefore, in terms of setting ecosystem related targets with deadlines in European legislation,
rather little has happened. As indicated above, the “2010 biodiversity” target is neither enforceable nor easily related to specific policy action. However, this target can be, and is, linked to specific sectoral objectives - like the objective to “end eutrophication” from agriculture activities as
set by the Nitrates Directive (see chapter IV.5.7.4) and the maximum NOx and NH3 air emission
targets set by the National Emission Ceilings Directive (see chapter IV.3.4); achieving the
Favourable Conservation Status of important flora, fauna and habitats as established by the Wild
Birds and Habitats Directives (see chapter IV.2.2); or the achievement of “good ecological status”
in rivers, lakes and coastal waters by 2015 as set in the Water Framework Directive (see chapter
IV.5.5.1).
It must be noted that environmental quality standards9 which are directly linked to the ecosystem approach have not been developed for any of the above examples. The most advanced
ecosystem approach is represented by the Water Framework Directive, which describes the standards and parameters in a normative way, but leaves it up to Member States to set quantitative
standards. EU wide water quality standards are to be set on the basis of an ecotoxicological
approach for only a limited number of chemical substances. (see chapter IV.5.5.2). Most European
environmental quality standards are developed on the basis of human health protection, e.g.
drinking water, bathing water and air quality standards. Overall there are only a few dozen chemical quality standards (except the overall pesticide standard for drinking water) set at EU level for
a few media (drinking water resources, rivers, lakes and air). This looks rather irrelevant when
viewed in relation to the 100,000 plus chemicals which are allowed to be marketed and used in
the EU and the other environmental compartments (soil, marine). Scientific uncertainties are
high, specifically with regard to ecosystem protection. Uncertainty is mainly addressed through a
“safety factor” in order to take into account the fact that the (eco)toxicological safe level depends
on the species and that synergy effects with other pollutants occur regularly. Monitoring and
compliance control is another peculiar problem, as it is often the most expensive aspect of
setting (and enforcing) environmental quality standards. Therefore, the effectiveness of environmental quality standards in achieving overall ecosystem and human health protection is currently rather limited.
On the other hand emission limit values complement environmental quality standards. They regulate the source of pollution in order to restrict the level of permitted noise or pollutant emissions to the environment by means of general or abstract limit values. In principle, they are
guided by state of the art technology or more economically driven by the best available technology. By focusing on the source of environmental pollution, emission limit values are to take
account of principles to prevent pollution at source and to take precautionary action. Setting
emission limit values should be seen as an optimisation obligation, essentially calling on the EU’s
legislative institutions to require those responsible to take all possible technical measures to limit
and progressively reduce pollutant emissions. Unfortunately, in the process of agreeing on the
concrete limit values, compromises are being made to keep unwilling governments on board. At

9

Environmental Quality Standards are defined very differently. Sometimes they are generally described as rules related to
environmental quality outlining a desirable quality level, concerned with individual aspects of the environment, such as
a particular medium (soil, water, air) or a specific target (e.g. human beings, ecosystems, etc.). In this context they are
understood as a quantitative and measurable level of pollution or deterioration, e.g. a chemical concentration in air or
water.
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EU level a few emission standards have been established for industrial discharges into water (see
chapter IV.5.7.2), for air pollution from cars and combustion plants (see chapter IV.3.5 and IV.3.6)
and for noise pollution from different machinery (e.g. road vehicles, lawn mowers, construction
and home appliances). Furthermore, EU guidance for setting national, regional or local emission
limit values for bigger industrial installations is provided via the IPPC Directive, based on Best
Available Technologies BAT (see chapter V.3.2).
The relation between emission limit values and quality standards is historically a difficult one.
Quality standards specify citizens’ rights to certain physical environmental standards and should
ensure the long-term stability of ecosystems. Emission limits impose restrictions on individual
economic activities, should reduce overall pollution and as a minimum ensure the achievement
of environmental quality standards. This so-called “combined approach” (see chapters IV.5.5.2.2.2
on WFD and V.3.2.2.4 on IPPC) should set minimum environmental quality standards, avoid filling
levels of pollution up to these standards and thus ensure the implementation of the precautionary and prevention at source principles and prevent long-term or global pollution. But this is a
“chicken and egg” dilemma. In many cases, emission limit values are set in relation to available
environmental quality standards instead of best available technologies and thus allow the “filling
up” of water or air to respective standards. This clear violation of precaution and pollution prevention might also be encouraged by the IPPC Directive (see chapter V.3.2.3.2), which allows
authorities to take into account local environmental conditions when defining emission limit values. Different countries have chosen different approaches and have tried to impose them at EU
level. Germany has traditionally applied a technologically driven emission limit approach while
the UK has preferred setting emission limit values to determine what level of pollutant discharges
is acceptable. Besides this being the result of geographic differences between the two countries
(quick dilution or disposal of contamination on an island in contrast to a continental and transboundary situation) it is also the result of different types of national economic development and
models of state intervention - which changed in the case of UK and Germany in the 1990s (Wurzel
2002).
The current tendency of EU environmental policies is to follow an environmental impact and thus
environmental quality approach (see Water Framework Directive IV.5, IPPC Directive V.3.2 and the
Commission ideas for a revision of the Waste Framework Directive IV.4.6) to the disadvantage of
“state of the art” based emission limit values. This must not be seen as a negative development
per se, as EU environmental quality standards can be very powerful policy drivers - as seen in
Drinking Water or Air Policies10 - potentially leading to substantial changes in e.g. transport and
agriculture policies. It all depends on whether or not those standards are sufficient to prevent
loss of biodiversity and maintain the ecological carrying capacity. Thus they need to be protected against legislative dilution or granting exemptions and whether more standards are finally set
for more environmental media (soil, marine sediments) at EU level.
With respect to chemical standards, a lot is expected from Europe’s chemicals policy reform
(REACH), in delivering valuable information for many thousands of different chemicals, allowing
the establishment of air, water and soil quality standards. On the other hand, there is strong
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The EU air quality standards (for SO2, Lead, PM10 and CO) to be met in 2005 will, on the whole, not be achieved by
Member States and have triggered an intensive public debate in several countries, including legal challenges.
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national resistance against setting new EU quality standards, as experienced in the ongoing
process to establish new air and water quality standards. Finally, global and long-term pollution
resulting from the emission of persistent and bioaccumulative chemicals can only be addressed
through emission controls and limit values. But the boundaries of what classical emission controls can deliver - mainly dealing with point sources (industrial installations) - are quickly reached,
bringing the diffuse sources (agriculture, consumer products, transport) into the spotlight. For
these, BAT based concepts or product-by-product controls are rather ineffective and more generic approaches, such as the substitution of hazardous chemicals with safer alternatives throughout the value chain11, have to be applied.
The following chapters explain and assess Europe’s main legislation in setting environmental
objectives, targets and deadlines for Nature Protection, Air, Water and Waste policies. Many
deadlines set by those policies are due to be met in the very near future and a great number of
Member States will fail to achieve them and instead seek exemptions or extended deadlines. At
the same time, citizens and ECOs will have ample room to organise political and legal activities
to challenge their government’s failure to achieve these objectives and targets because of
delayed or non-existent action.
In particular, Air and Waste policies will be revised in the coming years under the 6th
Environmental Action Programme. At the time of writing, the tendency was to go for deregulation partly because of the pressure to simplify and reduce environmental legislation due to misconceptions of excessive cost burdens to industry. It is, however, also partly because of deficits in
implementation resulting in Member States being susceptible to multiple infringement procedures resulting in little national appetite for further environmental legislation. In this area there
is an important role for ECOs to ensure that Member States `get it right´ (correct transposition)
and enforce transposed legislation themselves from the beginning, not only resulting in better
environmental protection but also avoiding the future development of avoidable political antibodies.
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IV.2.1

Introduction

Biodiversity is the most integrated indicator used to describe the well-being and functioning of
eco-systems and thus presents the ultimate test of environmental sustainability. Surprisingly perhaps, little background information is available for this indicator and only a few proxies, like number of birds species or nature reserves, have been developed, leaving us with an immense knowledge gap and uncertainty about the most effective design of environmental policies. Precaution
must therefore rule most of the decision-making. Conservation of pristine or stable semi-natural
habitats is of crucial importance, as it allows the protection of highly valued – albeit sometimes
little understood - ecosystems. Nature conservation has a long history in Europe and receives
great public attention.
Pressure on habitats and subsequent loss of biodiversity as a result of population growth and
industrialisation in Europe is intense and in the mid 1970s Europe started to put in place strategies to protect biodiversity – but with limited success. The low quality and lack of ambition with
which Member States were implementing and enforcing EU laws became evident almost immediately. No other policy has been subject to as many complaints by citizens as the EU’s nature protection laws. The deficit in integrating nature protection into other policies and providing coherent policies is also significant.
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Europe’s precious biodiversity continues to be under pressure on several fronts - including invasive species, wasteful land-use, poor planning and intensive farming practices. In addition there
is now growing evidence of the serious effects of climate change on species distribution and survival.
The ambitious target to halt biodiversity decline by 2010
In 2001, at the EU Spring Summit in Gothenburg, the EU Heads of State and Government committed themselves to halting the decline in biodiversity in the EU by 2010, as part of the EU
Sustainable Development Strategy. The target is also laid down in the legally binding Decision on
the Sixth Environmental Action Programme (6th EAP) (EC 2002). The 6th EAP highlights nature and
biodiversity as a top priority.

IV.2.2

Birds Directive and Habitats Directive

IV.2.2.1

INTRODUCTION

EU nature conservation policy is based on two main pieces of legislation – the 1979 Birds
Directive (EC 1979) and the 1992 Habitats Directive (EC 1992).
The Habitats Directive focuses on the protection of wild species and their habitats. Each Member
State is required to identify sites of European importance, so called Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs), and to put in place management plans where necessary. Under the earlier Birds Directive
Member States are required to classify so-called Special Protection Areas (SPAs), which are similar to SACs and may overlap at times. The sites identified under the two Directives make up Natura
2000, the EU’s network of protected areas. This effectively is the cornerstone of EU policy for
nature conservation.
The Birds Directive developed largely out of public concern about the annual killing of migratory birds, which was widespread in southern Europe, as well as a result of pressure from citizens’
organisations and the European Parliament. As early as 1971, suggestions were mooted for
Community legislation on bird conversation. Research undertaken by the European Commission
which indicated a reduction in the number and population of migrating bird species due to hunting, agricultural intensification and the destruction of habitats resulted in the Commission proposing a directive in 1976. The initiative was controversial and many Member States were reluctant about the Community entering into this sphere raising questions about the legal basis of
Community action on the grounds of remoteness from the functioning of the common market.
The Directive was finally adopted in 1979, which is remarkable considering that it was eight years
before the Single European Act (1987) gave the Community a clear legal basis for measures concerned with nature conservation14.

14

The Commission had argued that Europe’s wild birds were part of the common heritage of the Community, that an effective protection demanded transboundary cooperation and that conserving wild birds was necessary to ‘attain, within the
operation of the common market, the Community’s objectives regarding the improvement of living conditions, a harmonious development of economic activities throughout the Community, and a continuous and balanced expansion.’
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The Second Action Programme on the Environment (1977) already hinted at a more ambitious
proposal for the protection of habitats. The Commission mentioned in the programme that it
would submit appropriate proposals for Community action, if necessary, to ensure that the Bern
Convention, that was being developed by the Council of Europe at the time, could be satisfactorily applied. Many of the provisions of the Bern Convention on the Conservation of European
Wildlife and Natural Habitats, signed in September 1979, served as a model for the Habitats
Directive, which was agreed 13 years later. However, the 1992 Habitats Directive goes one step
further by aiming to protect selected habitats for their own sake rather than because they were
home to valuable species. The directive was proposed by the Commission in 1988 just after the
Single European Act had extended the Community’s competence to the environmental sphere.
The directive was to a large extent a result of combined pressure from the European Parliament
and the requirements of international law.

IV.2.2.2

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND TOOLS OF THE BIRDS AND THE
HABITATS DIRECTIVES

The Birds Directive obliges Member States to preserve, maintain or re-establish a sufficient diversity and area of habitats for birds in order to maintain healthy populations of all species. This is
to be done primarily by creating protected areas, managing habitats both inside and outside protected areas, re-establishing destroyed biotopes and creating new ones. Member States are to lay
down a general system of protection for all species of wild birds, although exceptions are made
for hunting and for certain other reasons.
Annex I of the directive lists particularly vulnerable species which are to be subject to special conservation measures concerning their habitat in order to ensure their survival and reproduction.
Member States are to classify the most suitable territories (both land and sea) as Special
Protection Areas (SPAs) for the conservation of these species and to prohibit the capture and
hunting of these birds. Annex II lists species that can be hunted within certain limits.
The aim of the Habitats Directive is to contribute to the maintenance of biodiversity through the
conservation of natural habitats and the protection of wild fauna and flora. The directive aims to
establish a ‘favourable conservation status’ for both habitat types and wild species of Community
interest. It requires Member States to designate sites as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and
set up necessary conservation measures, including management plans, which will result in the
establishment of a ‘coherent European ecological network’ of sites of Community importance to
be known as Natura 2000.
Annex I lists habitat types whose conservation requires the designation of Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs). A habitat type is defined as being of Community interest if it is in danger of
disappearance within its natural range, where the Community has a special responsibility for their
conservation because of the proportion of their natural range falling within EC territory, or which
represents an outstanding example of one or more of the six biogeographical regions (Alpine,
Atlantic, Continental, Macronesian, Mediterranean and Boreal). A seventh region, the Pannonian
region, was added by the 2003 Accession Treaty.
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Annex II contains a list of animal and plant species of Community interest, the conservation of
which benefits from the special designation of their habitats. As with Annex I, a number of priority species are identified.

IV.2.2.3

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

One of the strengths of the Birds Directive is that it applies to all wild bird species in Europe, and
that it introduced for the first time site-based conservation measures into EU policy (with the
selection of SPAs to be based on ornithological criteria only). It has also provided a transboundary solution for the protection of migratory species (in this case birds), and tackles the problems
of hunting and trade.
The directive is weak, however, insofar as it did not set a timeframe or threshold for the completion of the SPA network, merely referring to the obligation to create “sufficient sites”.
However, 25 years after the directive has been adopted, it is common knowledge that many
Member States are still far behind fulfilling this obligation, and further judgments of the ECJ can
be expected.
The margin of discretion available to Member States under the Birds Directive concerning the
granting of derogations, and in particular to specify hunting seasons for migratory birds, has also
led to problems, and has been interpreted differently in different Member States. A significant
number of cases of alleged insufficient implementation have had to be resolved by the ECJ. The
“Guidance document on hunting” under the Birds Directive developed by the European
Commission in 2003 is based on case law by the ECJ and extensive stakeholder discussion and
provides more clarity on many aspects of the directive, including criteria for determining the
duration of the hunting season.
Compared to the Birds Directive, the Habitats Directive is a more modern legislative tool. It reinforces the basic principle of the Birds Directive, notably species and site protection measures, and
extends some of the provisions to include, management and impact assessment provisions in
article 6. This article also extends to the Birds Directive by means of Article 7, which amends the
Birds Directive.
The creation of the biogeographical seminars which examine the ecological representativity of
the national lists (amount, distribution, quality of the sites) has to be welcomed. The Habitats
Directive lays down that the only criteria on which the selection of Natura 2000 sites can be based
are ecological ones.
Article 8 offers the possibility of co-funding of the management plans (Article 8), which can help
create jobs in the countryside and enable local people to benefit from conservation.
Another strength of the directive is that Natura 2000 sites are protected even if the threats originate from outside the border of the conservation area. Compensation is obligatory if a Natura
2000 site is damaged. Natura 2000 contains a modern idea of developing networks and corridors
(Article 10), which is especially important because of the impact of climate change.
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Moreover the Habitats Directive has strengthened the importance of Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) and Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment (SEA)(see chapter V.3.5),
because Article 6 of the directive provides real juridical impacts and the possibility to complain
to the Commission. Another strength of the directive is that it foresees a strict timeframe; however, in spite of this a complete protection of sites will only be guaranteed six years after the
adoption of the European list of sites.
A weakness of the Habitats Directive is, however, that at the time of its adoption it did not sufficiently provide for the protection of marine sites. Moreover there is no obligation for the designation of sites for the protection of migratory species. The definition of marine habitats is not as
obvious as terrestrial ones, but at least, types of shores should be designated according to their
importance to marine biodiversity to counter the deterioration of large coastal and marine areas
throughout Europe.
In addition, there have been enormous delays in the Member States concerning the implementation of the Birds and the Habitats Directives, and both are amongst the most litigated directives
of the EU. The assessments of plans and projects with a significant impact on a Natura 2000 site
are often inadequate. Many of the provisions of the Habitats Directive, such as the definition of
the concept ‘favourable conservation status’ are set out in guidelines which are not legally binding. Whether and in which way the concept of “favourable conservation status” also applies to
the Birds Directive, is still under discussion.

IV.2.3

Natura 2000

The development of Natura 2000 is without doubt one of the most ambitious tasks in terms of
nature conservation in the EU and presents an essential step towards the target of halting biodiversity loss by 2010. The Natura 2000 network now covers around 17% of the territories of the
Member States before the EU’s 2004 enlargement, an area about the size of Germany.
The Natura 2000 network will include three categories of sites: those hosting the habitat types of
Community importance listed in Annex I of the Habitats Directive; secondly those sites comprising the habitats of certain animal and plant species of Community importance listed in Annex II
of the Habitats Directive; and thirdly the ‘Special Protection Areas’ for birds classified by Member
States under the Birds Directive.
Member Sates were asked to submit to the Commission by June 1995 a list of sites within their
territories which are potentially of Community importance. The next step is for the Commission
to draw up, in agreement with each Member State, a draft list of sites of Community importance
(for each biogeographical region), drawing on the national lists. By 1998 the final list was supposed to be adopted by the Commission having been presented to a committee of Member State
representatives where voting is by qualified majority. The third step is the designation of sites
selected as being of Community importance as SACs by the Member States concerned. This is to
be done as soon as possible and at the latest within six years. Member States have to set up the
necessary conservation measures, including management plans, and to take all the steps neces-
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sary to avoid the deterioration of the habitats or disturbance of the species for which the ‘areas’
have been designated.
All plans or projects which individually or in combination with others are likely to have significant
effects on sites are to be subject to an appropriate assessment of the implication for the conservation value of the site. Where an assessment of a plan or project indicates that it will damage
the conservation interest of a site and there are no alternative solutions, but the plan or project
must be carried out for ‘imperative reasons of overriding public interest’, including those of a
‘social or economic nature’, the Member State must take all compensating measures necessary to
protect the overall coherence of Natura 2000. The Commission must be informed of the measures adopted15.
The management and monitoring of Natura 2000 will require significant and continuous investment. However, it should not be forgotten that there are significant socio-economic and environmental benefits accrued from designating Natura 2000 areas (IEEP and WWF 2002).
In the exceptional case of this directive Community co-financing is to be provided to help
Member States to meet their obligations as a huge financial burden will be imposed on some
Member States because of the uneven distribution of habitats and species within the Community.
Whereas the Natura 2000 network covers for instance 10% of the territory in France (at the
moment), it covers 38% of the territory of Spain. On average the network covers 15 % of all
European territory (Le Monde 2005).
The official deadline for the finalisation of Natura 2000 lists as set out in the directive was 1998.
The first list of sites of EU conservation importance was approved by the European Commission
for the Macronesian biogeographical region (which covers the Canary Isles, the Azores and
Madeira) in December 2001. This was followed in 2004 by the adoption of the list of sites for the
Alpine, Atlantic and Continental biogeographical region. Implementation in the new Member
States is under way and when completed will make a sizeable contribution to the total area under
protection.

IV.2.4

Implementation deficits and link with other
environmental legislation

The implementation of the Birds Directive has been controversial and poor in several Member
States. It has resulted in rulings against e.g. France and Sweden and many other countries have
been referred to the ECJ. Likewise, the implementation of the Habitats Directive has been seriously delayed in certain regions and Member States. As a result the Commission has been
warning since July 1999 that regional funding under the Structural Funds may be withdrawn from
Member States where implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives is particularly inadequate. The following year the Commission stated that operations financed by the Structural Funds
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In the case of sites hosting priority habitat types or species, the grounds for proceeding with damaging projects are
restricted to those relating to human health or public safety, environmental improvements of primary importance or
other imperative reasons of overriding public interest.
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must not threaten areas likely to be included in the Natura 2000 network.. Otherwise funding
would not be released. This is believed to be the first instance of the Commission threatening
Member States to withhold funding as a way to make them apply environmental legislation.
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The submission of national lists of proposed SAC sites as specified under Article 4 (1) of the
Habitats Directive has been delayed in all Member States. In January 2000 the Commission took
further action against several Member States who had failed to adequately transpose the Habitats
Directive into national legislation and to submit complete lists of sites of potential importance for
the establishment of the Natura 2000 network. In September 2001 the ECJ ruled that Ireland,
France and Germany had contravened the Directive as they had failed to provide adequate lists
of proposed SACs and to submit these before the 11 June 1995 deadline (cases C-71/00, C-67/99
and C-220/99). This was followed in March 2003 by a judgement of the ECJ against Italy for poor
transposition of the Habitats Directive (case C-378/01).
In January 2005 the Commission sent a final warning to France for not having classified a sufficient number of SPAs under the Birds Directive, in spite of an ECJ ruling of 2002 (case C-202/01).
This could lead to a second judgment of the ECJ with possible penalties for France.
The present state of the network still varies enormously between the Member States. The problem ranges from the lack of definitive lists in some Member States to a serious delay in the presentation and implementation of the site’s management plans in others. This is particularly serious as the sites continue to be subject to projects that often reveal to be damaging. The European
Commission has had difficulties in responding to all the complaints made by individuals and citizens’ organisations in effective time, and has thus been unable to avoid the degradation of several sites.
Europe’s Environmental Impact and Strategic Environmental Assessment Directives are crucial
supporting instruments for the protection of designated sites from harmful developments (see
chapter V.3.5).
Under the EU Water Framework Directive from 2000 Member States had to provide a list of all
protected areas under Community legislation, including the ones for the conservation of habitats
and species, by the end of 2004. The specific objectives for such sites have to be achieved at the
latest by 2015 if no other deadlines are provided for (see chapter IV.5.7). It can be expected that
the overall 2015 objective of “good ecological status” for all waters substantially supports and
improves the status of nature protected sites, most of which are dependent on the functioning
of their aquatic components (see chapter IV.5.5.1).
The new EU Directive on environmental liability from 2004 needs to be transposed and implemented at national level by 2007. This Directive ensures that companies (the ones covered by the
Directive are the ones covered by other EU laws, e.g. IPPC) have to pay the costs for damages to
the environment, including damages to protected habitats and species. Member States should
encourage companies to take out insurance or other financial guarantees (see chapter V.3.3.5).
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IV.2.5

Way forward and the role of ECOs
(Environmental Citizens' Organisations)

National and European citizens’ organisations play a key role in the implementation of the
Habitats Directive on the ground and contribute to the management and monitoring of the designated sites:
◗ ECOs have proposed many Natura 2000 sites successfully. The European Habitats Forum16 has
taken part in biogeographical seminars and citizens’ organisations have shown gaps in national lists. WWF has made shadow-lists, which have been extremely useful in these seminars.
BirdLife has identified Important Bird Areas, and the ECJ has used these as a manual against e.g.
Netherlands and Finland, which has led to the classification of more SPAs. Due to the work of
Portuguese ECOs for instance, many projects and infrastructures which would have caused
damage to natural areas have been stopped, postponed or more adequate minimisation measures have been imposed, like in the case of the Vasco da Gama Bridge in Lisbon or the South
Motorway.
◗ ECOs have had the determining role in driving poor national implementation forward by
launching national court cases, complaints with the European Commission, which eventually
resulted in rulings of the European Court of Justice17. The EEB as made proposals to the
Commission for improving the effectiveness of complaints (EEB 2002).
◗ ECOs help to ensure that both the EIA and SEA directives are properly applied (see chapters
V.3.5.1 and V.3.5.2). The purpose of those directives is to ensure that the environmental consequences of development measures, plans and programmes on protected areas are identified and assessed during their preparation and before their adoption. The public and environmental authorities can give their opinion and all results are to be integrated and taken into
account in the course of the planning procedure.
However, too many EU and national policies and financial incentives run counter to an adequate
and ambitious implementation of the Habitats Directive to allow a positive outlook. The respect
for nature protection and integration into structural and agriculture policies needs strengthening. Furthermore appropriate financing of nature protection must be ensured18. In 2004 the
Commission estimated the costs for managing Natura 2000 at around 6.1 billion Euro per year.
These finances are not at all guaranteed in the EU’s proposed financial perspective 2007-2013.
The Commission envisages financing Natura 2000 through existing funds, i.e. the Structural and

16

The European Habitats Forum (EHF) is a group of ECO networks that provide input and advice to DG Environment, particularly relating to the implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives and the establishment of the Natura 2000
network. The EHF meets with DG Environment twice a year after the Habitats Committee meetings and provides a coordinated means of communication between DG Environment and European nature conservation citizens’ organisations.
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The decisions of the ECJ in the Marismas de Santona (C-355/90) and Lappel Bank (C-44/95) cases laid the basis for the
Natura 2000 site selection rules, i.e. only ecological criteria.

18

Although the responsibility for managing Natura 2000 lies with the Member States, Article 8 of the Habitats Directive provides for EU co-financing for the measures essential for maintaining or re-establishing priority habitats and species at a
favourable conservation status. This requires a broad range of measures, including land acquisition, site rehabilitation,
compensatory/incentive payments for (land) managers, administrative costs, legal fees etc.
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Cohesion Funds, Rural Development and the proposed European Fisheries Fund. But this will
need considerable awareness raising within the respective departments and remains rather
uncertain and open to the reigning day by day political agenda.
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First of all, for the Commission strategy to work, a clear conditionality in the allocation of funding would need to be established, including an automatic withholding of EU funding if Member
States fail to deliver against the environmental acquis, particularly Natura 2000.
Although proper implementation of the directives will be essential for biodiversity protection,
this will not be sufficient to achieve the EU’s objective of halting the decline in biodiversity by
2010. Firstly most of Europe’s biodiversity remains outside the scope of the NATURA 2000 network. Therefore it is crucial that nature protection is integrated in other EU (as well as national
and regional) sectoral policies, including agriculture, transport, regional policy, fisheries, etc.
Furthermore environmental organisations should consider the opportunities from linkages with
other EU laws. The implementation of the Water Framework Directive in particular bears strong
potential improvement for nature and biodiversity protection outside designated areas. The
Directive requires the achievement of a “good ecological status”, which represents a aquatic biodiversity with minor disturbance, by 2015 for all rivers, lakes and coastal waters, including their
floodplains and wetlands. In the case of Natura 2000 protected areas the relevant objectives must
be achieved by 2015 at the latest. ECOs should highlight this link and participate in the ambitious
implementation of the Water Framework Directive (see chapter IV.5).
Secondly a considerable negative impact on biodiversity is assumed to come from more subtle
pressures, like chemical and genetic hazards. Therefore the 2004 Environmental Liability Directive
provides another great opportunity for the prevention of damage to habitats and species and
enforcing the polluter pays principle. Due to the flexibility left to Member States in implementing the Directive and the potential loopholes, its effectiveness will depend on the quality of transposition into national law by 2007. Most importantly ECOs should ensure that licensed industrial activities are not automatically excluded from strict liability and that financial guarantees are
mandatory (see chapter V.3.3.5). Finally Europe’s current chemicals policy reform could – if successfully adopted – end the accumulation of chemicals in the environment and wildlife, reducing
the potential impact from hormone or neurological disruption or other irreversible effects on
biodiversity.
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IV.3.1

Introduction

Air, like water, is an environmental medium, which circulates freely though the environment and
together with soil/land and water forms the habitat for all flora and fauna. The different elements
contained in the air we breathe every day and deposited on water and soil are influenced by an
array of different factors such as weather patterns, complex atmospheric chemistry and anthropogenic activities leading to air pollution. Air pollution can both be a local and an international
problem, because it can be transported over long distances. EU legislation on air pollution
addresses two sides of the same coin: pollutant emissions as well as air quality (see chapter IV.1).
Emission legislation tries to reduce the amount of pollution emitted into the atmosphere. Air
quality legislation aims at guaranteeing that the air we breathe is safe for human health as well
as for the environment as a whole.
The four topics presented in this chapter make up the cornerstones of European air legislation.
The air quality Framework and Daughter Directives set minimum quality standards for clean air
that apply throughout the Union. The Directive on national emission ceilings (NECs) is the most
important law regulating the emissions of air pollutants. It covers four air pollutants of crucial
importance for human health, ground-level ozone, acidification and eutrophication. The
Directive defines important interim objectives in order to protect the environment and human
health and also spells out long-term environmental and health objectives with regard to air pollution, the latter based on the carrying capacity of the ecosystems (see chapter IV.3.2). The two
other sections in this chapter focus on large combustion plants and car emissions, thus addressing two of the most important sectors causing air pollution in the EU.
While most of the current air legislation in the EU was formulated during the 90s, air pollution has
been in the political debate for much longer. Over time, different aspects of the problem became
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the focus of political attention. Strong environmental concerns brought air pollution onto the
political agenda: the problem of acidification of Scandinavian lakes and rivers was discovered in
the late 60s. This was followed by concerns over air pollution impacts on forests, including the
acidification of forest soils in the 80s. Since the 90s, the debate has also focussed strongly on the
health damage caused by air pollution, particularly with regard to urban air quality.
48

Clean air policy-making in the EU has been influenced by international negotiations on air pollution : under the 1979 Convention of Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution, and its various protocols, in particular the 1999 Gothenburg Protocol20. Important EU policy-goals relating to air pollution were laid down in the Fifth (1992) and Sixth (2002) Environment Action Programmes and
the Community Strategy to Combat Acidification (1997) (see chapter III).
Air pollution legislation in the European Union
has so far been relatively effective. Over the past
few decades it has reduced pollutant emissions
and improved air quality substantially. However,
combating air pollution is still a formidable challenge: we are far from reaching the EU’s clean air
objectives of not exceeding critical loads and
levels and the effective protection of all people
against recognised health risks from air pollution, which are the most important EU objectives
with regard to air pollution (see chapter IV.3.2).

DEFINITION
Critical loads specify the environmental
carrying capacity for different ecosystems.
They have been defined as: "The highest
load that will not cause chemical changes
leading to long-term harmful effects on
the most sensitive ecological systems".
Source: Nilsson, J. (Ed) (1986): Critical loads
for nitrogen and sulphur.

Ground-level ozone and particulate matter (PM) are still important issues of concern for human
health and effects on ecosystems, particularly as more and better evidence about the negative
health effects caused by these pollutants21 becomes available. Currently the life-expectancy of EUcitizens is shortened on average by about 9 months due to man-made PM, according to the most
recent calculations under the Clean Air for Europe programme (CAFE) (Amann et al. 2004)22. This
is comparable to the impact of traffic accidents (ibid p. iv). In the year 2020, if all existing EU legislation concerning sources of air pollution is implemented, for large parts of the population life
expectancy losses attributable to antropogenic PM are calculated to still exceed 6 months (and in
countries like Belgium and the Netherlands it will still be about nine months) (ibid, p.58)23.
Furthermore, the European Environment Agency (EEA) concludes that countries in Central and
Eastern Europe still have problems with sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides (EEA 2003)24.

20

For further information, see: http://www.unece.org/env/lrtap/welcome.html and http://www.unece.org/env/lrtap/
multi_h1.htm (official Convention website). From ECO point of view, see: http://www.acidrain.org/clrtap.htm.

21

For example: WHO (2003) Health Aspects of Air Pollution with Particulate Matter, Ozone and Nitrogen Dioxide, Report on
a WHO Working Group, Bonn, Germany, 13-15 January 2003, Copenhagen, http://www.euro.who.int/document/
e79097.pdf , WHO: Health Aspects of Air Pollution – answers to follow-up questions from CAFE, Report on a WHO working group meeting, Bonn, Germany 15-16 January 2004, Copenhagen, http://www.euro.who.int/document/E82790.pdf.
For overview, see: http://www.euro.who.int/eprise/main/WHO/Progs/AIQ/Activities/20020530_1).

22

Report available at: http://www.iiasa.ac.at/rains/CAFE_files/Cafe-Lot1_FINAL(Oct).pdf

23

Please note: These figures are probably underestimations. This computer model only calculates mortality for population
above 30 years, it does not calculate infant mortality and thus underestimates overall effect. Also, for technical reasons, these
calculations only reproduce a part of the total observed mass of PM, thus health effects are likely to be underestimated.

24

http://reports.eea.eu.int/environmental_assessment_report_2003_10-sum/en/kiev_sum_en.pdf .
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Acidification is still a prevailing problem in European forests and fresh waters. If no further measures are taken, in the year 2020, 150,000 km2 of forests will continue to receive unsustainable
amounts of acid deposition from the atmosphere and thousands of Scandinavian lakes will still
not be able to recover from past acidification (Amann et al. 2004, p.vi). Furthermore, improved
understanding of the nitrogen cycle reveals serious threats for biodiversity from excess nitrogen
deposition from the atmosphere throughout Europe (ibid, p. iv). Current computer modelling
under the CAFE programme shows that if no additional abatement measures are taken, biodiversity will remain threatened at more than 650,000 km2 (45% of European ecosystems) due to
excessive nitrogen deposition (ibid, p. vi.).
Therefore it is crucial that further efforts are made to reduce air pollution and to ensure that existing air pollution related Directives (as well the related IPPC Directive – see chapter V.3.2) are
implemented and enforced everywhere in the EU. When introducing further policies to reduce air
pollution, it is also important to keep in mind that there are linkages between air pollution and
climate change. Energy efficiency, renewable energy and sustainable mobility policies offer winwin solutions that simultaneously help to combat both air pollution and climate problems.

IV.3.2

The overarching EU environmental and health
objectives for clean air

Protection of the environment and the health of EU citizens are important elements of the EU Treaty.
It obliges the European Community to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment
and to strive for a high level of environmental and human health protection in its policies (EC Treaty).
In the field of air legislation, the two most important Directives in this context are the air quality
Framework 1996/62/EC and national emission ceilings (NECs) 2001/81/EC Directives.
The air quality Directives define minimum standards for the protection of health and the environment that are to be met everywhere. The two main aims of the air quality Framework Directive are:
◗ To “define and establish objectives for ambient air quality in the Community designed to
avoid, prevent or reduce harmful effects on human health and the environment as a whole”.
◗ To “maintain air quality where it is good and to improve it in other cases”.
The first objective is rather broad. It is further specified in the four subsequent “Daughter
Directives” that were agreed by the EU in the following years. The Directive requires the Daughter
Directives to set effects-based limit values, aimed at safeguarding human health and the environment. The second objective complements this by indicating where the Directive applies. It clearly states that air quality should not deteriorate anywhere in the EU.
The NEC Directive further complements ambient air quality standards by setting the long-term
environmental quality and health objective “of not exceeding critical levels and loads and of
effective protection of all people against recognised health risks from air pollution”25.

25

Directive 2001/81/EC, Art. 1.
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Critical loads specify the environmental carrying capacity for different ecosystems. They have
been defined as: "The highest load that will not cause chemical changes leading to long-term
harmful effects on the most sensitive ecological systems" (Nilsson 1986). It can be said that in a
strict sense a critical load, according to that definition, is one that produces no effect on the most
sensitive26. receptor, even in the long term. Receptors may be individual species, types of soil,
ecosystems, etc With regard to human health, it is evident that in order to effectively protect all
people against recognised health risks of air pollution, particular attention needs to be paid to
the protection of vulnerable groups such as children or elderly people. These long-term objectives provide the benchmark for the success and ambition of EU air policy measures.

IV.3.3

The air quality Directives: the Framework
Directive on ambient air quality assessment
and the four Daughter Directives

IV.3.3.1

INTRODUCTION

The Framework Directive on ambient air quality assessment and management (96/62/EC) from
1996 lays down, for the first time, common rules and principles for setting effects-based air quality limit values to be met everywhere in the EU.
DEFINITIONS
It lists 12 pollutants for which legislation,
Limit value: a level fixed on the basis of sciincluding limit values, measurement and
entific knowledge with the aim of avoiding,
assessment requirements, must be developed,
preventing or reducing harmful effects on
and sets the timeframe for the development of
human health and/or the environment as a
the so-called “Daughter Directives”. In the years
whole, to be attained within a given period
1999, 2000, 2002 and 2004 the EU subsequentand not to be exceeded once attained.
ly adopted four Daughter Directives on ambient
air quality, covering all the 12 pollutants.
The first Daughter Directive (1999/30/EC) sets
limit values for sulphur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, particulate matter, and lead in ambient air,
and replaces the previous EU Directives adopted in the 80s. The limit values set in the
Directive aim at protecting human health and
are based mainly on the (1997) World Health
Organisation’s (WHO) guidelines. For sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) additional environmental standards were introduced to be met outside built-up areas. The

26

Target value: a level, fixed with the aim of
avoiding more long-term harmful effects
on human health and/or the environment
as a whole, to be attained where possible
over a given period.
Alert threshold: a level beyond which
there is a risk to human health from brief
exposure and at which immediate steps
shall be taken (…).
Source: Framework Directive (96/62/EC).

For further information, see: Critical loads Environmental factsheet published by the Swedish NGO Secretariat on Acid
Rain. Updated May 1998, http://www.acidrain.org/cl_fact.htm#Critical_loads
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Directive further defines detailed measurement requirements, i.e. where to measure air quality
(urban background, close to traffic, close to industry, etc.), how many monitoring stations per city,
and which measurement technique should be used. Last but not least, a separate article defines
the Member States’ obligations regarding the dissemination of information to the public.
The second Daughter Directive (2000/69/EC) sets limit values for benzene and carbon monoxide
(CO) for the first time in the EU. This is particularly important as it represents the introduction of
an air quality standard for a carcinogenic pollutant – benzene – where no safe threshold can be
defined. After the full implementation of this Directive it is estimated that emissions of benzene
will drop 70% by 2010 and those of carbon monoxide by one-third by 2005.
The third Daughter Directive relating to ozone (2002/3/EC)27 sets non-binding target values for
ozone in ambient air to be attained “where possible” by 2010 as well as long-term objectives
equivalent to the World Health Organisation's guideline values28. These targets correspond to the
objectives set in Directive 2001/81/EC on national emission ceilings (see chapter IV.3.4). The
Directive also sets alert thresholds and requires Member States to take short-term action if these
alert thresholds are exceeded and includes requirements to inform citizens about the actual pollution load.
The fourth Daughter Directive (2004/107/EC) also sets non-mandatory target values for arsenic,
cadmium, nickel and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as well as specifying monitoring
requirements for mercury.
All Directives require the development of pollution reduction plans by Member State authorities.
When a certain concentration of pollutants is exceeded (specified in detail in the different
Directives), plans and programmes have to be made, listing the different policy actions (e.g. low
emission zones, promotion of walking and cycling etc.) the authority plans to take for achieving
the standard. These plans and programmes have to be reported to the Commission and to be
made available to the public, in order to allow citizens to trace progress towards meeting the
standards.

27

This Directive replaces and older Ozone Directive (92/72/EC), which was repealed by that date.

28

The possibility to set target instead of limit values in the case of ozone is already mentioned in the Framework Directive
(Art. 4.1) taking “account of the specific formation mechanisms of this pollutant”. In the opinion of the EEB, this shouldn’t,
however, reduce the efforts to implement policies to reduce ozone pollution.
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Table 1: Limit (LV) and target values (TV) in the air quality Directives.
POLLUTANT
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ENTRY
INTO
FORCE

1 H.
AVERAGE
(HUMAN
HEALTH)

24 H.
AVERAGE
(HUMAN
HEALTH)

Sulphur Dioxide
(Sé2)

2005 (LV)

350μg/m3

125 μg/m3

Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2)

2010 (LV)

200 μg/m3

PM10

ANNUAL
AVERAGE
(HUMAN
HEALTH)

20μg/m3
per year
30μg/m3
per year

40 μg/m3

2005 (LV)

50 μg/m3(b)

40 μg/m3

2010 (LV) (a)

50 μg/m3(c)

20 μg/m3

Lead (Pb)

2005 (LV)

0.5 μg/m3

Benzene (C6H6)

2010 (LV)

5 μg/m3

Carbon
Monoxide (CO)

8 H. MEAN VEGETATION
VALUE
AND
(HUMAN
ECOSYSTEM
HEALTH)

2005 (LV)

10 μg/m3
AOT40(f)
180/240
μg/m3(d)

120
μg/m3(e)

Ozone (O3)

2010 (íV)

PAH

2012 (TV)

1 ng/ m3

Cadmium (Cd)

2012 (TV)

5 ng/ m3

Arsenic (As)

2012 (TV)

6 ng/ m3

Nickel (Ni)

2012 (TV)

20 ng/ m3

Mercury (Hg)

no LV or TV

-

-

-

-

= 18 000
μg/m3
hours

-

(a) Indicative limit values to be reviewed in the light of further information on human health and
environmental effects, technical feasibility and experience in the application of Stage 1 limit values in the Member States.
(b) Not to be exceeded more than 35 times a calendar year.
(c) Not to be exceeded more than 7 times a calendar year.
(d) At 180 (information threshold) the population should be informed, and at 240 (alert threshold) short-term action should be taken.
(e) Not to be exceeded more that 25 times per year.
(f) AOT40 = Accumulated exposure over the threshold 40 ppb.
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IV.3.3.2

ASSESSMENT

IV.3.3.2.1 Strong points
Legally Binding Standards: The limit values in Directive 1999/30/EC and Directive 2000/69/EC are
legally binding air quality standards. These are strong policy drivers for air quality management
and policies for clean air. Citizens have the right to go to court if their authorities have not
achieved the standards or not implemented appropriate measures to achieve them. This is a
strong tool for environmental organisations which, together with affected citizens, can raise
court cases about enforcing the air quality limit values (this has already been done in the UK and
the Netherlands, and is likely to happen in Germany as well).
Simple: Limit values are relatively simple and easy to communicate. This makes it easy for environmental groups to use them in communicating with the general public. In Germany for example, EEB member organisation Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland (BUND) refers to
the limit values when campaigning for better inner city transport policies and particulate filters
for diesel cars.
More data: The Directives generate a wealth of air quality data. In the different Daughter
Directives, measurement requirements (citing criteria, number of stations) have subsequently
been laid down in more detail. This data will enable a better understanding of air quality problems throughout the EU and will thus help to identify gaps in the policy responses at local,
national and EU levels. It will also facilitate better target policies and measures and could possibly be used to benchmark between Member States (However also see the point on comparability
under chapter IV.3.3.2.2).
Public information: Public information clauses in the air quality Directives are quite good.
Besides obligations to inform the general public, the second, third and fourth Daughter Directives
include the explicit obligation to inform environmental and consumer organisations. Attention
and pressure from citizens and environmental organisations are particularly important for the
implementation of the ozone and heavy metal Directives, which set target values instead of limit
values. Strong concerns from the general public can serve as an additional policy driver to ensure
that countries and regions do everything they can to comply with the target values.
Systematic approach: Air quality plans and programmes can lead to a systematic approach to
tackling the problem of air pollution. The implementation of the first Daughter Directive indicates that the obligation to make plans and programmes and to comply with limit values stimulates some regions and cities to deal with the problem of air pollution in a more systematic and
integrated way. This helps to raise the issue of air pollution on the agenda of local and regional
policy makers and encourages different sections within administrations to work together on air
quality management.
Important related positive effects: If air pollution is tackled through integrated traffic management and sustainable mobility policies there will be other positive side-effects such as less noise
and congestion, and better quality of life in cities. Findings from the Dutch National Institute for
Public Health and the Environment identify transport-related air quality and noise problems as
main factors contributing to the diseases caused by environmental problems in the EU (National
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Institute for Public Health and the Environment 2004). Reducing both noise and pollution would
yield considerable health benefits. Additionally, many measures reducing air pollution also
reduce atmospheric levels of CO2 ,the main greenhouse gas. This is a case for encouraging , for
example, more stringent energy efficiency requirements in the industry and housing sectors as
well as for measures promoting renewable energy.
54

IV.3.3.2.2 Weak points
Target values: Not all air quality Directives contain legally binding limit values. Directive
2002/3/EC on ozone, as well as Directive (2004/107/EC) on heavy metals and PAHs contain only
non-mandatory target values. Particularly with regard to the latter, the EEB had demanded the
setting of limit values, because of the carcinogenic properties of these pollutants. Cadmium and
mercury are identified as priority hazardous substances in the Water Framework Directive (see
chapter IV.5). Therefore the objective should be to phase out all anthropogenic emissions of these
carcinogens. Unfortunately the air quality Directive does not make this link – it does not refer to
the Water Framework Directive nor does it set limit values or ambitious long-term objectives. The
target values require Member States to attain these levels, “where possible” (2002/3/EC, Art. 2.9).
However, if they do not reach them, political and juridical action might be limited. Furthermore,
without a clear EU level playing field Member States and their authorities are vulnerable to economic pressure groups. Specifically in the case of the Directive on heavy metals and PAHs, target
values are explicitly excluded from being used as relevant environmental quality standards in the
permitting procedures of industrial installations under the IPPC Directive (see chapter V.3.2).
Local versus national: Air quality Directives
HOTSPOT AND BACKGROUND STATIONS
focus primarily on local pollution hotspots, but
PM monitoring stations are located in
the substances addressed are not only of local
three different categories of places:
origin, but also transported over long dishotspots, urban background and rural
tances. Local authorities charged with implebackground. Hotspot monitoring stations
menting the Directives often claim that local
measure ambient air quality near busy
policies and measures are not sufficient to
roads or other highly polluted places,
bring down pollutant concentrations to the
whereas urban and rural background starequired levels. Often, additional measures at
tions give the concentration for the air
national or EU-level are needed to achieve air
quality in a city or region as a whole.
quality standards. However, there is not necessarily co-ordination between national and local
air quality policies. National policy objectives particularly in the field of transport, often run
counter to local air quality objectives. Therefore, when additional EU measures are negotiated in
the Council, Member States – because of short-term national interests - often block or water
down legislative proposals that would help them achieve air quality standards (for example the
currently negotiated revision of Directive 1999/32/EC on the sulphur content of ship fuel).
Comparability: Data generated by the Directives is not always comparable. Countries have some
leeway in deciding where exactly to put pollution monitors, so in some countries hotspot measurement stations would be closer to the road centre than in others29. Countries that have prob-

29

This is the case for instance with regard to the siting criteria for traffic-oriented PM10 samplers, which currently define a
minimum distance from the kerbside, but no maximum distance (1999/30/EC).
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lems in meeting the limit values in these hotspots may argue that other countries which appear
not to have such problems only do so because when they take measurements they do not measure closely enough to the kerbside. Countries also have some freedom on deciding how to set up
their mix of stations, i.e. the ratio between hotspot and background stations varies from country
to country30. Furthermore, the two most commonly used types of measurement equipment used
in the EU to monitor PM do not produce equivalent results. To provide comparable data, the
countries that use non-standard measurement methods need to demonstrate to the Commission
that the results of their measurement methods are equivalent to the standard method defined in
the first Daughter Directive. If they are not, they need to apply a correction factor to the results
they obtained. An expert working group on implementation has produced substantive guidance
on how this equivalency can be demonstrated mathematically, but so far the guidance has not
been used by Member States or correction factors are still missing for some monitoring stations.
All these factors mean that EU-wide PM data is not fully comparable. This is impractical for establishing EU-wide trends and forecasts, which are politically relevant particularly if Member States
are or are likely to be out of compliance with the limit values.
Ecosystem protection: Siting criteria for ecosystem monitoring stations are too lax. The current
criteria defining where ecosystem monitoring stations need to be installed mean that it is not
possible for example to apply ecosystem limit values at Natura2000 sites that are close to a road
or relatively close to an agglomeration31. This means such areas would only be covered by the less
stringent limit values for human health and thus could be exposed to levels of air pollution that
are damaging to ecosystems and plants. This is in clear contradiction to the goals of EU nature
conservation and biodiversity policies. In locations where specific EU legislation for ecosystem
protection exists, ambient air quality legislation should complement this. The siting criteria in the
Directive should be amended, making it possible to apply the stricter ecosystem limit values in
these areas.

IV.3.3.3

IMPLEMENTATION:

IV.3.3.3.1 Will the objectives be achieved?
It is difficult to assess whether the limit values of EU air quality legislation will be achieved or
not, as some of these limit values will enter into force in 2005 or 2010 respectively (i.e. after the
time of writing of this article). Most of the following assessment will be focussed on the first
Daughter Directive, as this is where most implementation experience has already been gathered.
With regard to PM10, a wealth of monitoring data has been analysed by the CAFE expert working group on particulate matter. In summer 2004, this working group produced the Second

30

PM monitoring stations are located in three different categories of place: hotspots, urban background and rural background. Hotspot monitoring stations measure ambient air quality near busy roads or other highly polluted places, whereas urban and rural background stations give the concentration for the air quality in a city or region as a whole.

31

Sampling points for analysing air quality for ecoystems or vegetation should be sited more than 20 km form agglomerations or more than 5 km from other built-up areas including motorways, see: 1999/30/EC, Annex VI.
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Position Paper on Particulate Matter, which will inform the Commission in preparation for the
planned revision of the first Daughter Directive. It concluded that: “without additional policies
and measures, there will be widespread non-attainment” of the PM limit values in the EU32.
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In hotspots, PM limit value exceedances can be quite substantial33. The highest concentrations about twice the actual 24 hour limit value - were found at traffic hotspots and near industrial
installations34. The high concentrations near industrial installations illustrate again, how air quality protection is linked to the IPPC Directive, as PM limit values have to be respected, when sitespecific permits are issued. Permits for industrial installations are one way of achieving the proscribed level of air quality (see chapter V.3.2). Diffuse PM emissions are also important in the context of heavy metals which are regulated under the fourth air quality Daughter Directive, as some
of the particulate mass can consist of heavy metal compounds.
In many countries PM10 levels frequently exceeded even the urban background measurement
sites, and some countries also have very high rural background concentrations of PM. Rural background levels for example in the Netherlands are higher than levels at traffic hotspot stations in
countries such as Finland, Norway or the United Kingdom35. This illustrates that current PM concentration is highly differentiated across Europe. Given these substantial exceedances in many
locations, it is indeed unlikely that the limit values will be met in all places in the year 2005. This
is particularly worrying, as several studies have clearly demonstrated the many health hazards
caused by particulate matter36.
Regarding ground-level ozone, the third Daughter Directive on ozone 2002/3/EC has only been
in force since 9 September 2003. Based on ozone monitoring data, a significant reduction in
ozone concentrations has yet to be achieved. The EEA concludes: “Under current legislation and
with the rate of turnover of the vehicle fleet, further reductions will gradually occur towards
2010, and further reductions may be necessary to achieve the target values of the new ozone
Directive”37.

32

http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/cafe/pdf/working_groups/2nd_position_paper_pm.pdf , p. 12.

33

Out of the number of stations exceeding the limit values plus margin of tolerance in 2001, several monitoring stations
reported peak levels exceeding 100 μg/m3, which is more than twice the 24h limit value for PM10. CAFE Working Group
on Particulate Matter (2004): p. 60.

34

See: CAFE Working Group on Particulate Matter (2004): p. 60. Typical examples of industrial installations with diffuse dust
emissions are steel mills, non-ferrous metal smelters, open mining, cookeries, cement production, large uncovered stock
piles or loading and unloading of dusty goods, see ibid. p. 72.

35

CAFE Working Group on Particulate Matter (2004): p. 67. When referring to any of these results it is important to keep in
mind that there are comparability problems of PM10 levels in Europe (see weak points in this chapter).

36

Medina, Sylvia, Elena Blodo, Michael Saklad (2004): Health Impact Assessment of Air Pollution in 26 European Cities and
Communication Strategy – Latest Findings of the Apheis Programme, http://www.umweltdaten.de/whocc/
Newsletter34.pdf, WHO (2003) http://www.euro.who.int/document/e79097.pdf .

37

EEA (2003): Air pollution by ozone in Europe in summer 2003. Overview of exceedances of EC ozone threshold values
during the summer season April–August 2003 and comparisons with previous years, Report to the European Commission
by the European Environment Agency, European Topic Centre on Air and Climate Change based on data provided in the
framework of Council Directive 92/72/EEC on air pollution by ozone by 15 September 2003, Executive Summary
http://reports.eea.eu.int/topic_report_2003_3/en/tab_content_RLR
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In the summer of 2003 exceptionally long-lasting and spatially extensive episodes of high ozone
concentrations occurred, mainly in the first half of August. EEA states that these episodes appear
to be associated with the extraordinarily high temperatures over wide areas of Europe. This
demonstrates an important link between high ozone concentrations and climate change: if climate change were to result in warmer summers in Europe, ozone levels would increase, even if
current emission levels of air pollution were to remain the same38. In order words, climate
change would aggravate the problem of ground-level ozone, causing additional health and environmental impacts (see chapter IV.2 on Nature Protection and Biodiversity).

IV.3.3.3.2 Have plans and programmes been made?
In summer 2004, the European Commission sent first warnings to nine out of the EU-15 Member
States for failure to submit plans and programmes reducing NO2 and PM. These formal notices
were sent to Austria, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain and the UK39.
None of these countries had submitted plans and programmes to the Commission by December
2003, even though there were quite significant exceedances of the limit values in the first
Daughter Directive all over Europe.
Italy has the most zones reporting exceedances of the PM10 and NO2 limit values plus margin of
tolerance. No pollution-reduction plan or programme had been notified to the Commission by
July 2004. This is particularly striking, as Italy is
among those countries that – according to the
MARGIN OF TOLERANCE
PM position paper – have the highest
Percentage by which the limit value may be
exceedances for hotspots as well as urban backexceeded in the years before it enters into
ground concentrations.
force. The aim of this margin is to indicate,
in which areas Member States need to
In France, lengthy implementation procedures
implement policies to achieve the limit valseem to have contributed to the late start in
ues. If the margin of tolerance is exceeded,
making plans and programmes. Analysis by
plans and programmes must be made with
French
EEB
member
France
Nature
the aim of meeting the limit value.
Environment (FNE) also shows that out of 26
agglomerations that need to make air quality
management plans, at the time of writing, only one has actually implemented an air quality management plan. 19 agglomerations are still beginning to design their plan, which means that the
plans will not enter into force before the end of 2004 or beginning of 2005 respectively (Roesch
and Cambou 2004)40. This is obviously too late, if they are intended achieve limit values in 2005.

IV.3.3.3.3 What is the quality of the plans and programmes?
It is difficult to assess the quality of the many plans and programmes that have been made and
are still being made in the context of the first Daughter Directive. According to a recent

38

EEA (2003): p. V and VI.

39

Commission press release (2004) Outdoor air quality: Commission asks nine Member States to reduce pollution, reference:
IP/04/872 Date: 08/07/2004.

40

Available at , http://www.fne.asso.fr/PA/air/doc/GuidePPA.pdf . For further info: http://www.fne.asso.fr/PA/air/dos/
sp_air_A9.htm#ppa
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Commission workshop on plans and programmes41 a frequent problem seems to be the lack of
quantification of air quality impacts. Air quality impacts of certain measures are rarely modelled.
Given this lack of quantification, the prioritisation of measures becomes difficult. Moreover, several cities and regions in the New Member States report the planned construction of ring-roads
to solve inner-city air quality problems42. Obviously, this is a counterproductive way of managing
urban transport policy and cannot be supported from an environmental point of view.
According to German EEB member (BUND) most plans and programmes drawn up by German
cities are disappointing, because they are often quite noncommittal. Measures are not co-ordinated into an overall policy with concrete measures to reduce traffic at large. Effective measures
like low emission zones with restricted access for high-emission vehicles (for example for diesel
cars without particulate filters) have not yet been planned by any German city. However, as far as
technical measures are concerned, some cities retrofit or intend to retrofit their bus fleets with
particulate matter traps. All buses in Frankfurt and Lübeck use particulate filters, as do most of
the buses in Berlin and Munich use them as well43. FNE shares the German analysis with regard
to Dunkerque, the only French city to have already implemented an air quality management
plan.. The measures specified in the plan are too general and there is a lack of targeted and quantified measures (Roesch and Cambou 2004, p. 60).
In the UK, there are around 130 local authorities required to make air quality management plans,
and their quality varies. As there are so many plans and programmes, it is difficult for environmental citizens’ organisations to assess the overall quality. An assessment for the UK Department
of the Environment mentions the quantification of policy impacts as one of the first problems
that come to attention in a comparative analysis of plans and programmes. It shows that in some
cases it is extremely difficult to estimate the effect of certain measures on pollutant concentrations, because – again – some local authorities did not include quantified data regarding the
emission sources. Cost-effectiveness assessment on a local scale has also proved difficult (DEFRA
2004)44.

IV.3.3.3.4 How will the Directives be enforced by the Commission?
At the time of writing, it is not clear how the Commission will respond to the likelihood that many
Member States will fail to comply with limit values. However, in response to the widespread lack
of action plans so far and the indications that in the plans, effective measures aimed at reducing
transport growth in city centres are often lacking, the EEB is calling for a strict enforcement of the

41

Implementing Air Quality Legislation in the enlarged EU: Workshop on Plans and Programmes of Air Quality and National
Emission Ceiling Directives, 1-2 September 2004, Brussels, http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/cafe/general/
workshop_on_plans_programmes.htm.

42

Prague reported a “speed-up the construction of new elements of communication system (inner and outer circuit)” as well
as prioritising their street construction “according to its significance for air protection”. The Silesia region in Poland as
well as the Moravian-Silesian Region in the Czech republic presented “bypass building” and “continuation of road investment” as means to comply with the PM10 limit values. See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/cafe/general/
workshop_plans_presentations.htm

43

Interview with Martin Schlegel (29.11.2004), transport campaigner BUND.

44

Available at http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/airquality/laqm/eval/pdf/actionplan-report.pdf , p. 19 ff.
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Directive. A high level of scrutiny from the Commission is needed with regard to the question of
whether plans and programmes have been made in time and if the Directive has been properly
implemented in EU Member States. Furthermore, the Commission should evaluate the effectiveness of policies and measures undertaken in action plans. In particular, it should investigate if and
how local air quality management is complemented by supporting policies at national level or if
it is in fact counteracted by national policy priorities particularly in the field of transport policy.
So far it is clear that air quality Directives have not achieved their double objective of avoiding,
preventing or reducing harmful effects on human health and the environment as a whole while
at the same time maintaining ambient air quality where it is good and improving it in other cases.
This is mainly due to insufficient implementation and enforcement: plans and programmes have
to contain effective measures to reduce air pollution and this needs to be supported by a coherent national policy. Given the dramatic health impact of PM specifically, but also continuing problems with high ground-level ozone concentrations, more action to reduce PM and ground-level
ozone is urgently needed.

IV.3.3.3.5 Room for ECO action (Environmental Citizens' Organisation)
ECO action on these Directives can take place at local, national and at EU levels. At EU level, ECOs
can participate in the Clean Air For Europe (CAFE) process, where current EU clean air policy is
evaluated and an integrated strategy for the future of clean air policy is formulated. At the time
of writing, it appears as if the Commission is likely to revise the first Daughter Directive and to
introduce new limit values for smaller dust particles (PM2.5), which are so far not regulated by
air quality Directives. ECOs should pay close attention to this revision process to ensure that the
revised directive is environmentally ambitious.
At national level, focus on implementation of the existing Directives will become increasingly
important. While the onus of controlling Member States’ compliance with EU Directives rests
with the Commission, it remains limited and its effectiveness depends largely on ECOs making
the Commission aware of specific problems. As air quality legislation has good provisions for
informing the public, environmental organisations, citizens’ groups as well as public health
organisations can use these to assess local air quality. They can act as a watchdog, demanding
that these standards are respected everywhere in the EU, particularly at traffic hotspots and in
areas near industrial installations. Furthermore, the plans and programmes that need to be
drawn up to reduce pollution offer a unique opportunity for ECOs to promote a sustainable urban
transport policy that reduces traffic, traffic congestion and pollution. Local environmental groups
can critically follow the development of these action plans and insist that the measures selected
in them are sound from a longer-term sustainability perspective and that they are actually put
into practice. This is important to ensure that these Directives are implemented in a meaningful
way, leading to improved environmental and health conditions and a better quality of life in
cities.
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IV.3.4

National emission ceilings for certain
atmospheric pollutants
45

60

The Directive 2001/81/EC on national emission ceilings (NECs) covers four air pollutants, namely
sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and ammonia
(NH3). It sets long-term environmental and health objectives with regard to air pollution in the
European Union as well as interim environmental objectives to be achieved by 2010 (see chapter
IV.3.4.1)46. These objectives are strong political commitments defining the environmental quality
objectives in the field of air pollution.
Air quality legislation and emission legislation are complementary. Air quality Directives set the
minimum standards to be achieved in ambient air everywhere in the union (see chapter IV.3.3).
Emission legislation tries to provide the tools to attain the reductions necessary to meet those
standards as well as to achieve long-term environmental quality objectives. This is a key
Directive, both for defining long-term and interim environmental objectives as well as for defining country-by-country emission ceilings, which is the most important legally binding tool for
meeting these objectives. Emission ceilings are also crucial for attaining the EU air quality standards for a number of pollutants, including SO2, NO2, fine particles (PM10), and ozone.

IV.3.4.1

INTERIM OBJECTIVES AND EMISSION CEILINGS

The interim environmental objectives specified in this Directive are:
◗ Acidification. The areas where critical loads are exceeded to be reduced by at least 50% in all
areas compared with the 1990 situation.
◗ Health-related ozone exposure. Ground-level ozone above the critical level for health to be
reduced by two-thirds in all areas compared with the 1990 situation.. In addition, ground-level
ozone load should not exceed a given absolute limit anywhere.
◗ Vegetation-related ozone exposure. Ground-level ozone above the critical level for vegetation to be reduced by one-third in all areas compared with the 1990 situation.. In addition,
ground-level ozone load should not exceed a given absolute limit anywhere.
These interim objectives should be met by 2010. The Directive further specifies country-by country emission ceilings to be attained by 2010. The purpose of the emission ceilings is “to meet
broadly” interim environmental objectives, given in Article 5 of the Directive. Member States
must limit their annual national emissions so that these do not exceed ceilings laid down in
Annex 1 of the Directive (see Table 2 at the end of chapter IV.3.4.6), and they must ensure that
these emission ceilings are not exceeded in any year after 2010.

45

This section of the text is largely reproduced from Environmental Factsheet No. 16, June 2004 by The Swedish NGO
Secretariat on Acid Rain, see: http://www.acidrain.org/pages/publications/factsheet/factsheet16.pdf.

46

To “move towards the long-term objectives of not exceeding critical levels and loads and of effective protection of all people against recognised health risks from air pollution”, 2001/81/EC, Art. 1. The long-term objective should be achieved
“preferably by 2020”, Art 10.5 (b).
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After the adoption of the NEC Directive, national emission ceilings for 2010 have also been
agreed with the new Member States. These NECs are established in the accession treaties
between the EU and each acceding country, and presented in Table 4 at the end of chapter
IV.3.4.6.
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IV.3.4.2

PROGRAMMES AND REPORTING

The Directive prescribes that by October 2002 at the latest, Member States were to have drawn
up programmes for the progressive reduction of national emissions of the four pollutants and to
have reported them to the Commission. These reports shall provide information on measures and
action taken at national level to attain emission ceilings. National programmes are to be updated and revised by 1 October 2006 and Member States are obliged to make this information available to the public47. Member States must also make annual reports of their national emission
inventories, and their emission projections for 2010, to the Commission. Methodologies for emission inventories and projections are specified in the Directive.

IV.3.4.3

REVIEW AND REVISION

Based on, among other elements, the information from Member States, the Commission was to
report to the European Parliament and the Council in 2004 on progress made in the implementation of the national emission ceilings, on the extent to which interim environmental objectives
are likely to be met by 2010, and on the extent to which long-term objectives could be met by
2020. It will have to report again in 2008.
The Directive’s review was to be completed in 2004, including an evaluation of the indicative
emission ceilings for the Community as a whole (see next paragraph), and consideration of further cost-effective actions that might be taken in order to reduce emissions with the aim of attaining interim environmental objectives by 2010. The review report has not yet been delivered yet,
but was to be part of the Thematic Strategy on air pollution to be published in July 2005.
Furthermore, the Commission has launched a contract to evaluate national plans of the Member
States, to provide technical input to the revision.48
The Commission intends to prepare and adopt by mid-2006 a legislative proposal to revise the
national emission ceilings. This revision will build upon the work performed in the context of the
Clean Air for Europe Programme and the Thematic Strategy on air pollution. The Commission
may also propose “further emission reductions with the aim of meeting, preferably by 2020, the
long-term objectives”.

47

The programmes are available under: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/nationalprogr_dir200181.htm .

48

The final reports are available at the Commission’s website at: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/necr.htm
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IV.3.4.4

ASSESSMENT OF THE NEC DIRECTIVE

IV.3.4.4.1 Systematic overestimation of costs
62

In essence the methodology used when developing the Directive is intended to attain agreed
objectives for improving environmental and health protection. It should also bring about an
equal relative environmental improvement everywhere in the EU, while at the same time ensuring extraordinary improvements in the worst affected areas.
A computer model for integrated assessment was used to carry out a so-called joint optimisation
to find the most cost-effective way, for the EU as a whole, of achieving the environmental aims
expressed in the NEC Directive. This enabled the Commission to propose differentiated national
emission ceilings, which largely reflects the polluter-pays principle and should maximize the environmental benefits of emission reductions49.
A drawback of this methodology is that it tends to overestimate the costs for emission reductions.
The reason is partly that only technical emission abatement measures have been considered, no
account having been taken of structural measures such as switching fuels from coal to gas,
increasing energy efficiency, greater use of alternative energy sources, and changes in the transportation and agricultural sectors. Emissions could be reduced at much lower cost through some
of these structural changes rather than by relying solely on technical end-of-pipe solutions.
Furthermore, a highly doubtful energy scenario has been used in the computer modelling. This
is largely based on information submitted by the individual Member States, and would imply an
increase in the EU emissions of carbon dioxide by about 8 per cent by 2010. Such an increase is
in absolute disregard of the commitments made by the EU and its member countries under the
Kyoto protocol, involving a reduction of 8 per cent in EU emissions of greenhouse gases (of which
carbon dioxide is the most important). A computer model run simulating a low-CO2 scenario that
would roughly accord with the Kyoto agreement brought the extra cost down by more than 40
per cent.

IV.3.4.4.2 Benefits to health and the environment
The area of ecosystems where the depositions of acidifying air pollutants exceed critical loads
will be diminished as a result of the Directive. There will also be reductions in the exposure to
damaging levels of ozone, both for people and vegetation. By lowering the emissions of SO2 and
NOx, the Directive will help reduce exposure to health-damaging fine particles (PM10 and
PM2.5), as these two pollutants act as precursors to secondarily formed sulphate and nitrate particles. Thus the Directive will contribute to achieving air quality limit and target values for SO2,
NO2, PM10 and ozone. Although no interim targets have been set for eutrophication, improvements can nevertheless be expected as result of lower emissions of NOx and ammonia. However,
in all cases significant further reductions in emissions are needed in order to attain the long-term
objectives for protecting health and the environment.

49

A similar approach is now also being used in the Clean Air for Europe Programme (CAFE) generating the background data
for the upcoming Thematic Strategy for Clean Air, which will outline the EU’s priorities in air pollution policy until the
year 2020.
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The Commission also made an analysis of the quantifiable financial gains to be made from reducing
emissions.. Account was taken chiefly of the effects on human health (morbidity and mortality), on
farm crops and modern buildings and materials. Calculations showed the gains to be significant, and
that the economically quantifiable benefits significantly outweighed the estimated costs. It should
however be noted that a number of gains were not included, such as direct health effects of NO2
and VOCs, less acidification of soil and water, less eutrophication, reduced effects on biological diversity, less long-term effect on forest productivity, and reduced damage to historical monuments.

IV.3.4.4.3 Level of ambition too low
A weakness of the Directive is that the country-by-country emission ceilings are not strong
enough. Current NECs in the Directive will fail to reach even agreed interim environmental objectives for 2010 and will certainly not attain long-term objectives by 2020. This is because during
the negotiations of the Directive, a political compromise between the Council and the Parliament
was reached, which resulted in less demanding emission ceilings.
Initially the ceilings proposed by the Commission were relatively strict. These ceilings were largely also supported by the Parliament, but were firmly rejected by the Council. Another result of this
compromise was that in the current Directive there is no strong legal link between the emission
ceilings and interim objectives. The emission ceilings are only required to “meet broadly” interim
objectives by 2010. In order to illustrate the gap between country-by-country emission ceilings and
what needs to be achieved to meet interim environmental objectives, the Directive also contains
so-called indicative emission ceilings (set out in Annex II). These are set for the EU as a whole (i.e.
not for each Member State), and reflect the estimated emission reductions needed EU-wide to
meet interim targets (see Table 3 chapter IV.3.4.6). In any case it is obvious that the attainment of
long-term objectives will require significant further reductions in emissions of all four pollutants.

IV.3.4.5

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The Directive was scheduled for review and revision by 2004. The revision would have been an opportunity both to strengthen the NECs for 2010, for setting new NECs for later target years (e.g. 2015
and/or 2020), and for deciding on a date for the attainment of the long-term environmental objectives.
As mentioned earlier, the first review and revision will be delayed by over a year, the reason
being that the analysis and evaluation was to be co-ordinated with the ongoing Clean Air For
Europe (CAFE) programme, initiated by the Commission in 200150. The CAFE programme will
result in a Thematic Strategy on air pollution due to be presented by the Commission by July
2005. The strategy is to be accompanied by proposals for revised and/or new Directives relating
to air pollution. The review of the NEC-Directive will be one part of the Thematic Strategy, but legislative proposal revising the NEC-Directive and setting new national emission ceilings will be
postponed until mid-2006. Current developments under CAFE indicate that the NEC-Directive may
be extended to include national emission ceilings for fine particles (PM10 or PM2.5, or both).

50

For further information, see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/cafe/index.htm
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ROOM FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

As significant further reductions in emissions of all four pollutants are needed to attain the longterm objectives and the ambient air quality standards described in chapter IV.3.3, it is important
that ECOs keep monitoring the implementation of this Directive as well as acting to influence
new related policy developments. One possible way of influencing EU policy development in this
context is for ECOs to become more engaged and involved in the CAFE programme. This could
take place both at the national level (Member States provide input data to the analysis, as well as
national views and opinions) and at the EU-level (by participating in CAFE working groups, evaluate ongoing work and provide opinions).
As regards the Member States’ reporting of national programmes, only a minority of Member States
had actually prepared and reported such programmes in accordance with the Directive obligations.
Here, national organisations could play an important role by exerting national pressure on their
governments. If prepared in accordance with the obligations, these programmes could provide useful information not only on future emission levels, but also on national forecasts regarding future
activity levels in the sectors of energy, transport, industry, and agriculture. Moreover, if Member
States produce and disseminate this type of information properly, the likelihood of compliance with
other air quality legislation, such as the EU air quality standards, could be better evaluated.
Table 2: National emission ceilings for SO2, NOx, VOCs and NH3, to be attained by 2010 for
EU15 Member States (kilotonnes).
COUNTRY

SO2

NOX

VOCS

NH3

Austria

39

103

159

66

Belgium

99

176

139

74

Denmark

55

127

85

69

Finland

110

170

130

31

France

375

810

1050

780

Germany

520

1051

995

550

Greece

523

344

261

73

Ireland

42

65

55

116

Italy

475

990

1159

419

Luxembourg

4

11

9

7

Netherlands

50

260

185

128

Portugal

160

250

180

90

Spain

746

847

662

353

Sweden

67

148

241

57

UK

585

1167

1200

297

EU15

3850

6519

6510

3110
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Table 3: Indicative EU-wide emission ceilings for SO2, NOx and VOCs (kilotonnes).

EU15

SO2

NOX

VOCS

3634

5923

5581
65

Table 4: National emission ceilings for SO2, NOx, VOCs and NH3, to be attained by 2010 for the
new Member Statesi and accession candidateii countries (kilotonnes).
COUNTRY

SO2

NOX

VOCS

NH3

Bulgaria

856

266

185

108

Czech Republic

265

286

220

80

Cyprus

39

23

14

9

Estonia

100

60

49

29

Hungary

500

198

137

90

Latria

101

61

136

44

Lithuania

145

110

92

84

Malta

9

8

12

3

Poland

1397

879

800

468

Romania

918

437

523

210

Slovakia

110

130

140

39

Slovenia

27

45

40

20

i

The NECs for the new Member States are not given in the NEC Directive (2001/81/EC), but in the accession treaty for each
country.

ii

The NECs for the two accession candidate countries Bulgaria and Romania have not yet been established. Therefore, the
figures given in this table for these two countries are taken from the 1999 Gothenburg Protocol.

IV.3.5

Road vehicles

IV.3.5.1

WHY EMISSION LEGISLATION FOR ROAD VEHICLES?

In 2001, road traffic in the EU15 was responsible for nearly half of all emissions of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and one third of those of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). It also contributed significantly to the emissions of fine particulates (PM) and of the greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide
(CO2). Reducing vehicle emissions is therefore a crucial component of any strategy to combat pollution from PM and ozone, as well as climate change.
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Emission requirements for light road vehicles have existed in the EU since the early 70s, while the
first emission standards for heavy vehicles came at the end of the 80s. As a result of this legislation, over the years the air pollution rate per vehicle has decreased considerably. A new car or
truck today may emit some 80-90 per cent less air pollutants, as compared to a vehicle produced
in the 70s.
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It is however important to note that while technological improvements have lead to significant
improvements in the emission rates from new road vehicles, transport volumes in the EU have
grown steadily, at about the same rate as the economy or above. Over some ten years since the
early 90s, passenger transport has grown by almost 20% and freight transport by about 30% (EEA
2004). Furthermore, progress made with diesel cars was much slower than with petrol cars,
where the introduction of the catalytic converter as exhaust gas treatment brought about the
main improvements. Diesel engines have only been treated by an internal optimisation of the
engine. This helps explain why, during the same time period, emissions of regulated air pollutants from the transport sector were reduced only by 24 to 35% (international aviation and
marine shipping not included) (EEA 2004). In spite of these reductions in air pollutant emissions
from road transport, serious air quality problems still exist, especially in urban areas.
Consequently, significant further emission reductions from motor vehicles are necessary for the
EU to reach its environmental and health objectives as outlined in the two previous subchapters.
Technical standards, which apply to all new vehicles in the EU, offer the possibility of achieving
across-the-board emission cuts and can help to bring down background concentrations of PM
and ground-level ozone. They are thus important measures that can help local authorities to
achieve the air quality limit values (see chapter IV.3.3.3). Emission limits for vehicles have to be
EU-wide, as internal market regulations require joint Community standards so that vehicles, like
any other product, can circulate freely in the internal market of the European Union.

IV.3.5.2

SOME ASPECTS OF REGULATING VEHICLE EMISSIONS

The specific properties of different types of engine and fuel result in different emissions of the
various pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, hydrocarbons an carbon dioxide). Diesel-driven vehicles for example emit much more PM and NOx, but less CO2 than
petrol-driven ones. Moreover, the quality of the fuel plays an important role in determining pollutant emissions and also influences the functioning of some exhaust gas treatment equipment
(see also chapter V.4.7). Lead in gasoline, for example poisons catalytic converters, which was one
reason behind the introduction of lead-free petrol in the EU51.
To test if vehicles comply with emission limit values, standard testing procedures are used -socalled test-cycles. They aim at creating repeatable emission measurement conditions and, at the
same time, simulate real driving conditions. Typically any new engine model has to be emission
certified before it is released onto the market.

51

For a good and more detailed explanation of the different aspects of regulating vehicle emissions, also see: Taschner,
Karola Dr. (1998): Auto-Oil I and II, in: EEB (1998): EEB Industry Handbook, Brussels, http://www.eeb.org/publication/
INDUSTRYHANDBOOK.pdf.
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The reliability and credibility of the test procedures are important to ensure that all new vehicles
comply with the legally binding emission limit values, but also to ensure that the vehicles maintain low emission rates in real-life driving conditions. The different test-cycles for cars and heavyduty vehicles have come under critique, as they do not adequately reflect real-life driving conditions. This means that in reality the emissions of the existing car fleet are likely to be higher than
calculated when the emission standards were set. ECOs have therefore argued that the current
test-cycles should be reviewed and revised. Different test-cycles are used in the EU, North America
and Asia, and emission standards from different regions may not always be directly comparable.
Furthermore, it is also important to ensure that vehicles maintain low emission rates, even after
several years of use. Therefore durability requirements as well as in-use testing durability testing,
road worthiness tests and on-board diagnostic systems are also important.

IV.3.5.3

CURRENT LEGISLATION

Emission standards for cars and light-duty vehicles are referred to as EURO 1-5 standards (the
Commission is currently working on a proposal for EURO 5). The most important Directive in this
field is Directive 70/220/EC, which has been amended a number of times52. Amendments include:
◗ Euro 1 standards (also known as EC 93): Directives 91/441/EEC (passenger cars only) or
93/59/EEC (passenger cars and light trucks)
◗ Euro 2 standards (EC 96): Directives 94/12/EC or 96/69/EC
◗ Euro 3/4 standards (2000/2005): Directive 98/69/EC as well as further amendments in 2002/80/EC
Table 5. EU emission standards for passenger cars, including UBA (Federal Environment
Agency, Germany) proposal for 200853.
PASSENGER CARS

NOX (G/KM)

HC (G/KM)

HC+NOX (G/KM)

diesel

petrol

diesel

petrol

diesel

petrol

diesel

Petrol

140

-

-

-

-

-

0.97

0.97

Euro 2 (1996)

80/100i

-

-

-

-

-

0.7/0.9i

0.5

Euro 3 (2000)

50

-

0.50

0.15

-

0.20

0.56

-

Euro 4 (2005)

25

25

0.25

0.08

-

0.10

0.30

-

Euro 5 – UBA
Proposal (2008)

2.5

2.5

0.08

0.08

0.05

0.05

-

-

Euro 1 (1992-93)

i

PM (MG/KM)

Indirect Injection (IDI) and Direct Injection (DI) engines respectively.

Source: ACID NEWS No.3, September 2004

52

For a list of all amendments, see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/automotive/Directives/vehicles/dir70_
220_cee.html .

53

These standards currently regulate four groups of compounds: nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and particulate matter (PM). Of these, carbon monoxide is less significant from the point of view of health and
the environment.
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The EURO 3 and EURO 4 standards were elaborated in the context of the Auto-Oil programme, in
which information on the abatement potential and costs of vehicle technology and corresponding
fuels were analysed. The data input for this programme was provided by the European Motor
Industry Federations(ACEA) and the mineral oil industry (EUROPIA), as well as by a consultant54.
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EURO standards have also been set for heavy-duty vehicles. These are referred to with roman
numbers, EURO I – V. The most important Directive is the Heavy Duty Diesel emissions Directive
88/77/EEC, which has subsequently been amended several times55.
Table 6. EU emission standards for heavy vehicles and UBA (Federal Environment Agency,
Germany) proposals (no EU legal obligation) for 2008 and 2010.
HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES

NOX (G/KWH)

(HC) G/KWH

PM (MG//KWH)

EURO I (’92 – ’93)

9.0

1.23

400

EURO II (’95 – ’96)

7.0

1.1

150

EURO III (2000)

5.0i

0.66ii

100/160iii

EURO IV (2005)

3.5i

0.46ii

20/30iii

EURO V (2008)

2.0i

0.46ii

20/30iii

1.0i

0.46ii

2/3iii

0.05i

0.46ii

2/3iii

EURO V
UBA PROPOSAL (2008)
EURO VI
(UBA PROPOSAL 2010)
i

Both ESC and ETC test cycle.

ii

ESC test cycle only.

iii

ESC and ETC test cycle respectively.

It is expected that many engine manufacturers will have to fit heavy duty diesel vehicles with both
particulate filters and NOx reduction technology to meet EURO IV requirements. However, some
manufacturers are now able to meet the limit values without further exhaust gas treatment.

IV.3.5.4

PLANNED LEGISLATION 56

A review of current emission standards for road vehicles in the EU began in autumn 2003. This
work is being carried out by a subgroup of the Commission’s Motor Vehicle Emissions Group
(MVEG), with the participation of the member countries and various stakeholders.

54

Environmentalists, consumer organisations, motoring and other citizen’s organisations have raised concerns about the
Auto-Oil process being intransparent, see: Taschner, Karola Dr. (1998): Auto-Oil I and II, in: EEB (1998): EEB Industry
Handbook, Brussels, http://www.eeb.org/publication/1998/INDUSTRYHANDBOOK.pdf, p. 52-62. On costs of technology
in the Auto–Oil programme see also: Stockholm Environment Institute (1999), Costs and strategies presented by industry during the negotiation of environmental regulations, Stockholm Environment Institute, Stockholm, Sweden,
http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/sei/pubs/ministry.pdf, p. 19-23. On Auto-Oil in general, see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/
environment/air/autooil.htm.

55

For a list of all amendments, see: http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/automotive/Directives/vehicles/
dir88_77_cee.html.

56

This section of the text is largely reproduced from Environmental Factsheet No. 17, September 2004 by The Swedish NGO
Secretariat on Acid Rain, see: http://www.acidrain.org/factsheet17.pdf
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On the basis of this work the Commission will present a Directive containing new standards. The
proposed Directives for light and heavy vehicles are expected to be issued in spring and autumn
2005, respectively. The development of new technology in recent years, combined with new findings regarding harmful health effects, especially of PM, makes it likely that the Commission will
propose significant strengthening of emission limit values, primarily for diesel vehicles.
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In 2003, the German Federal Environment Agency (UBA) published a proposal for new emission
standards for motor vehicles (German Environment Agency 2003)57.
For passenger cars the UBA proposal include the following (see Table 5, above):
◗ Emission requirements should be fuel neutral, i.e. the same for all fuels.
◗ Emission limit values for PM should be strengthened by a factor of ten. This is likely to require
the application of particulate filters, which can remove 90 per cent or more of particulates in
the entire size range (The Danish Ecological Council 2004)58. The current Euro 4 standards for
diesel cars can be met without such filters, at least by small cars. If petrol vehicles are also covered by the proposed new PM requirement it may mean that direct injection engines will have
to be fitted with particulate filters.
◗ The NOx requirement for diesel cars should be strengthened by a factor of three, down to the
same level as for petrol vehicles.
◗ The summation value for NOx + HC for diesel cars should be replaced with an HC limit value
regardless of engine type.
The UBA proposal for heavy duty vehicles means (see Table 6, above):
◗ Fuel-neutral requirements.
◗ Agreed, but as yet, indicative PM standards for 2008 are lowered by a factor of ten, which is
likely to require the application of particulate filters.
◗ Agreed, but as yet indicative, NOx requirements for 2008 are halved, and then halved again in
2010.
In its report, the UBA discusses whether emissions of particulates should also be counted by number, or whether simply regulating the weight would suffice.. The authors conclude that confining
the limit to weight could lead to the engine makers concentrating primarily on eliminating the
largest and heaviest particles, which have relatively little effect on health. They would therefore
like to supplement the current weight-based standards with limits on the maximum number of
particles within the size range that is inimical to health.
The extra cost for a diesel car to meet UBA EURO 5 standard proposals - compared with EURO 4
- is estimated to run to 200–400 euros. It would cost practically nothing, on the other hand, for a

57

The report of the German Environment Agency can be downloaded from http://www.umweltdaten.de/uba-infopresse/hintergrund/FutureDiesel_e.pdf.

58

On health effect of diesel particles and particulate
http://www.ecocouncil.dk/download/dieselpjece_eng.pdf.

filters,

see

the

Danish

Ecological

Council

at:
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heavy vehicle to move from EURO V to EURO VI, since it would be enough in that case to improve
the emission control equipment that is already needed to meet EURO V requirements.
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The need to reach a relatively quick agreement on exhaust emission requirements is important
not only to allow industry the time to prepare for the production of cleaner vehicles, but also to
give member countries an opportunity to introduce tax incentives to favour vehicles that comply
with the requirements early -such as diesel cars fitted with particulate filters.

IV.3.5.5

OUTLOOK – ROOM FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

The EEB, together with the European Federation for Transport & Environment (T&E), has been calling on EU Member States and the Commission to support UBA proposals for strengthened emission standards as well as demanding that the introduction date be brought forward to 200859. At
the time of writing, technology that would easily meet the proposed emission limit values is
already commercially available so there is no reason to delay widespread introduction until 2010.
Environmental citizens’ organisations in several countries have been campaigning for the introduction of particulate filters for diesel vehicles as well as for national fiscal measures favouring
earlier introduction of cars equipped with such filters. It is important that nationals continue to
demand that their governments support ambitious new limit values both for PM and NOx.
With regard to urban air quality, the concept of “environmental zones” will probably gain more
importance in the future. In the context of air quality plans and programmes (see chapter IV.3.3.3),
local authorities can create low-emission zones in urban areas. In these zones, it is possible to
restrict the access of highly polluting vehicles. ECOs can call for the establishment of more lowemission zones in urban areas, with restricted access for diesel vehicles not equipped with particulate filters. This would put pressure on car manufacturers to provide incentives to retrofit
existing vehicles.

IV.3.6

Large Combustion Plants

IV.3.6.1

WHY A DIRECTIVE FOR LARGE COMBUSTION PLANTS (LCPS)?

The Large Combustion Plant (LCP) Directive (2001/80/EC) applies to combustion plants with a
thermal capacity greater than or equal to 50 megawatts (MW)60. The LCP-sector is dominated by
power plants, but also includes other industrial combustion plants in sectors such as iron and
59

See ECO letter to the Environment Council in October 04: http://www.t-e.nu/docs/Positionpapers/2004/2004-1011_ngo_input_envi_council.pdf.

60

The 50 MW thermal is related to energy input, not output, i.e. it is based on the amount of fuel the plants burn, not on
the amount of (useful) energy they produce. Furthermore, the emission limit values in the Directive are set as milligrams
3
of pollutant per cubic metre of air (mg/m ), which again has no relation to the amount of useful energy produced. ECOs
have long been calling for changing this to unit (e.g. grams) of pollutant per gigajoule (g/GJ) of useful energy produced,
as this would help to promote energy efficiency.
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steel production and petroleum refineries. It is important to regulate emissions from these plants
because they are the EU's largest source of SO2 emissions, as well as contributing significantly to
NOx and particulate matter emissions. According to the European Pollutant Emissions Register
(EPER) these combustion installations contributed to 69 % of all sulphur emissions, 64 % of nitrogen oxide emissions and 41 % of particulate matter emissions in all sectors covered by EPER in
2001 (for EU 15)61.
Substantial reductions in emissions from LCPs are necessary in order for the EU to meet its international and internal environmental aims, as laid down in the 1999 Gothenburg Protocol to the
Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution, the EU’s Fifth and Sixth Environmental
Action Programmes. According to a recent study analysing the largest point sources of air pollutant emissions in Europe, in 2001 the 100 largest point sources of SO2-emissions were still emitting 7.1 million tonnes of SO2 a year, corresponding to 43 per cent of the total of 16.7 million
tonnes from all sources on land in Europe (Barrett 2004)62.

IV.3.6.2

REQUIREMENTS AND EMISSION STANDARDS

The first EU Directive on Large Combustion Plants entered into force in 1988 (88/609/EEC). It set
emission limit values for plants built after 1987 (so-called new plants) as well as country-by-country ceilings for step-wise national reductions in SO2- and NOx-emissions from plants built before
that date (so-called existing plants). However, the emission reductions required by this Directive
were not ambitious and did not at all reflect what technology could deliver at that time. In
October 2001, it was replaced by the second LCP Directive (2001/80/EC), setting stricter standards
for some categories of plant and including more plants within the scope of the Directive.
The Directive sets emission limit values for sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust. These limit
values are minimum standards, which mean that Member States are free to adopt emission limit
values and compliance deadlines which are stricter than those of the Directive, as well as including other pollutants and laying down additional requirements. The Directive sets emission limit
values for three categories of plants:
1) plants licensed before July 1987 (so-called existing installations)
2) plants licensed between July 1987 and November 2003 (so-called “old” new installations)
3) plants licensed after November 2002 (so-called “new” new installations)
The limit values vary according to the age and capacity of the plants, as well as the type of fuel
they burn (see Tables 7 and 8).

61

See: European Pollutant Emissions Register: http://www.eper.cec.eu.int. EPER holds emissions data on around 10,000
large and medium-sized industrial plants, which are listed in Annex I of the IPPC Directive and which exceed specified
emission thresholds. This means the percentage figures given here reflect the share of LCP emissions from all installations covered by EPER, not from all sources in the EU.

62

Available at http://www.acidrain.org/apc17.pdf.
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Table 7: Emission limit values for SO2 and NOx from plants licensed after November 2002
(mg/m3)
SO2

Plant size (MWth) 50-100
72

Nox

100-300

>300

50-100

100-300

>300

850

200

200

400

200

200

Liquid fuels

850

400-200

200

400

200

200

Biomass

200

200

200

400

300

200

35

35

35

150

150

100

Solid fuels

i

Natural gas

ii

iii

i

NB. Where the emission limit values for SO2 cannot be met due to the characteristics of the fuel, installations smaller
than 300 MWth must either limit their emission levels to 300 mg SO2/m3, or achieve a desulphurisation rate of at least
92%. Larger plants must achieve a desulphurisation rate of at least 95% and limit emission levels to 400 mg SO2/m3

ii

Specifically for gas turbines using natural gas, the limit value in most cases being 50 mg NOx/m3.

iii

Linear decrease

Source: Acid News no. 3/2001

Table 8: Emission limit values to be applied from 1 January, 2008 for SO2 and NOx from existing plants (licensed before November 2002). Plant size in MWth and emission limits in mg/m3.
SO2

Nox

Plant size

50-100

100-500

>500

50-500

>500

Solid fuels

2000 i

2000-400 i,ii

4001

600

500 iii

Plant size

50-300

300-500

>500

50-500

>500

Liquid fuels

1700

1700-400

400

450

400

Plant size

>50

50-500

>500

Natural gas

35

300

200

ii

i

NB: Where the emission limits for SO2 cannot be met due to the characteristics of the fuel, various rates of desulphurisation should be achieved (from 60 to 94%) - with the highest rate applicable for plants greater than 500 MWth.

ii

Linear decrease

iii

From 1 January 2016 the emission limit value will be 200 mgNOx/m3.

Source: Acid News no. 3/2001

This LCP Directive has important links with the IPPC Directive. The LCP Directive sets mandatory
emission limit values for air pollutants, that have to be respected in the permitting procedure.
The IPPC Directive also takes account of other environmental impacts of large combustion plants
and enables permitting authorities to set additional obligations for individual plants (see chapter
V.3.2 on IPPC).
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IV.3.6.3

ASSESSMENT

IV.3.6.3.1 Directive applies to existing plans
The most important innovation of the new LCP Directive is that it sets emission limit values for
existing plants, which was not the case in the 88/609/EC Directive, in which plants built before
1988 were exempt from such limit values. Under the new Directive, existing plants are subject to
emission limit values as from 2008.
It was largely thanks to the efforts of the European Parliament as well as active lobbying by ECOs
that the terms of the Directive now also include emission standards for pre-1987 plants.
Additional analysis undertaken for the Commission in 2001 clearly showed that if no action were
taken, existing (pre-1987) large combustion plants would remain important sources of SO2- and
NOx-emissions in the year 2010 (Cofala and Amann 2001)63. It was estimated that by applying the
same emission limit values to the pre-1987 plants as those in Directive 88/609/EC for post-1987
plants, SO2 emissions from these sources in the EU15 would be reduced by almost 70 per cent
and NOx emissions by about nine per cent. In accession countries SO2-emissions from existing
LCPs would be 86 per cent lower and NOx emissions would be cut by eight per cent64.
In addition to prescribing measures for pre-1987 plants, the new LCP-Directive also sets tighter
emission requirements for new plants, i.e. those licensed after November 2002. In this context it
should be noted that the emission limit values also for these post-2002 plants are not very strict,
especially regarding the NOx limit values (see chapter IV.3.6.5).

IV.3.6.3.2 Country-wide “bubbles”
A weak point of the Directive is that it opens up the possibility for Member States to combine
their emissions from existing LCPs in country-wide bubbles. This means that instead of applying
emission limit values to each individual plant, Member States are allowed to reach the equal overall reductions from existing plants via a so-called national plan for the country as a whole.
National plans have to ensure that the overall total emission reductions achieved are the same as
what would have been achieved by applying ELVs to individual plants.. This procedure thus allows
highly polluting plants to exceed the emission limit values, provided this is compensated by additional emission reductions in other plants within the national bubble – which obviously may
result in negative impacts on local air quality. Currently, eight Member States have submitted
national plans under the LCP directive: the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland,
Netherlands, Slovenia, UK. However, Slovenia subsequently withdrew its plan and opted for the
ELV approach.65

63

Available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/pollutants/combustion_report.pdf

64

Ibid.

65

Entec UK Ltd (2005): Preparation of the review relating to the Large Combustion Plant Directive -- a report for the
European Commission, DG Environment; Draft Final Report; April 2005; Entec UK Ltd
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IV.3.6.3.3 Exemptions and derogations

74

Another weakness of the Directive is the possibility of avoiding emission limit values altogether
for plants which will not be in operation for more than 20,000 hours between January 2008 and
2015. This means that the oldest and most inefficient plants – which are also usually the most
polluting ones – are allowed to remain in operation until 2015 without restrictions on their emissions , provided they do not exceed the total amount of operating hours.
Furthermore, the Directive provides “relaxed” emission limit values for LCPs operating only during so-called peak-loads. Such relaxed limit values are allowed for peak-load plants that will be in
operation for less than 2000 hours annually until 2015, and for less than 1500 hours annually as
from 2016. As 2000 hours equals nearly three months of operation, this means in practice that
old, inefficient and highly polluting plants are allowed to continue to operate at seasonal load,
while still emitting up to four times as much pollutants as other LCPs.

IV.3.6.4

REVIEW

According to the Directive, the Commission was to have submitted a review report to the
European Parliament by the end of 2004, which could be followed up with a proposal for revision. In the review it was to investigate possibilities for further emission reductions, analysing
among other things the need for further measures, costs and advantages of further emission
reductions in the power plant sector compared to other sectors, and the technical and economical feasibility of further emission reductions. It was to have included “as appropriate” a proposal of possible end dates or lower emission limit values for one of the derogations relating to the
NOx limit values. Furthermore, the Commission is required to analyse the national plans provided by the Member States (2001/80/EC, Art. 4.7) However the Commission has not yet published
a review report.
At the time of writing the Commission has appointed external consultants to support the review
of the Directive, by providing additional data on large combustion plant emissions, abatement
measures and costs, and addressing the points mentioned above. The final consultant report has
not yet been published.66 The Commission is likely to base its review report on the consultants’
findings as well as on the results of the cost-effectiveness analysis conducted in the context of
the Clean Air For Europe programme (see chapter IV.3.1).

IV.3.6.5

OUTLOOK AND ROOM FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL
CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

The Directive will result in further emission reductions from the LCP sector, especially regarding
SO2-emissions from old (pre-1987) plants, but these reductions will in most cases take place only
after January 2008, the deadline set for these plants in the Directive. Expected NOx reductions
from old plants are likely to be less significant, since strict NOx-standards for pre-1987 and pre2002 plants will only apply from 2016 onwards.

66

An interim report can be found under: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/air/future_stationary.htm.
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However, the key problem with the Directive is that several derogations and late deadlines have
meant that some old, inefficient and highly polluting plants will be allowed to remain in operation more or less unabated for many years.. A recent study, analysing the emissions from large
point sources in Europe, found that around 90 per cent of the emissions of SO2 from large coalfired plants come from those that were commissioned before 1987 (Barrett 2004). These plants
should be replaced or upgraded urgently not only because they cause air pollution, but also in
order to combat climate change, as they are not only very polluting, but in many cases also very
inefficient.
Another problem with the emission limit values set in this Directive is that they are technologyconserving, rather than technology-forcing. Emission limit values are set at levels that could be
met with technologies that were commercially available by the time the Directive was drafted in
the second half of the 1990s. Moreover, some of these limit values, i.e. those for NOx, will not
come into force until 2016 - fifteen years after the Directive was agreed. By comparison, emission
limit values for road vehicles were set at levels that were considered achievable within a few years
from when the Directives were agreed. They have also been reviewed and successively tightened.
From an environmental point of view, there is a clear need to further strengthen the emission
limit values for all three air pollutants, NOx, SO2 and dust. The application of currently available
abatement techniques can deliver emission reductions well below the limit values of the LCP
Directive. Recent analysis has found that in some countries (e.g. Germany, Netherlands, Austria,
Denmark and Sweden) there are already a number of existing plants which easily meet the emission limit values set in the LCP Directive for new post-2002 installations. There can therefore be
no doubt that it is possible to achieve emission levels with conventional technology that are considerably lower than the current standards (Barrett 2004, p.43). The forthcoming review and possible revision of the LCP Directive provides an opportunity to strengthen emission limit values,
remove the unnecessary derogations, and set stricter deadlines for implementation.
Demanding a change in the units used for measuring emission limit values, from pollution/m3 to
pollution/GJ useful energy still remains a priority. Currently, the emission limit values in the
Directive are set as milligrams of pollutant per cubic metre of air (mg/m3). ECOs have long been
calling for changing this to grammes per gigajoule (g/GJ) of useful energy produced, as this
would help to promote energy efficiency (see footnote 60). At the national level, ECOs should pay
special attention to the local air quality near large combustion plants. This is particularly important in Member States where national plans are being applied.
By 2007 at the latest all LCPs will need a permit according to the IPPC Directive (see chapter V.3.2).
Such permits must consider Best Available Techniques as outlined in the EU guidance67. As authorities deal with the task of writing these permits ECOs should use this opportunity to have an input
into the process, using it to insist on stringent emission limit values beyond the ones set by the
LCP Directive.

67

See for the guidance the European IPPC Bureau website at http://eippcb.jrc.es/pages/FActivities.htm.
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IV.4.1

Introduction - Waste facts

According to Eurostat data70 each year in the European Union 1.3 billion tonnes of waste are produced (including manufacturing and construction and demolition waste but excluding mining and
agricultural and forestry wastes which make almost a further 1 billion tonnes). This amounts to about
3.5 tonnes of solid waste for every man, woman and child (European Environment Agency 2002).
According to information published by the European Environment Agency (EEA), five major waste
streams make up the bulk of total waste generation in the EU: manufacturing waste (26%), mining and quarrying waste (29%), construction and demolition waste (C&DW) (22%) and municipal
solid waste (MSW) (14%), and agricultural and forestry waste the estimation of which is particularly difficult. 2% of this waste is hazardous waste, i.e. about 27 million tones71.
Waste generation continues to grow practically everywhere in the EU. The OECD expects that by
2020 waste in the European Union might have increased by 45 percent with regard to 1995. The
OECD emphasises specific trends associated with this growing waste burden72. In particular:
◗ Chemical products, and the wastes associated with their production and consumption, are
substantially increasing in both complexity and amount, suggesting uncertain but seemingly growing risks to environmental and human health systems.
◗ “Hidden flows” materials that support economic activities but do not actually enter the market place, such as mining wastes and eroded soil, can represent as much as 75% of materials
used by OECD countries.
◗ There is a linked increase of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and municipal waste generation
in the OECD area 40% growth in both factors since 1980.
◗ OECD wide recycling has been increasing, but without countervailing efforts toward waste
prevention, a near-doubling of municipal waste within the next 20 years.
Municipal waste (MW) makes up approximately 14 % of total waste. Meeting the objective set in
the fifth environmental action programme (5 EAP), to stabilise the generation of municipal waste
per capita at 300kg/capita per year73, has not been realised. In the 1960s, waste production in
Europe was approximately 200 kg per capita per year. Today it is close to 500 kg.

70

Waste generated in Europe, data 1990-2001, Eurostat, 2003. Eurostat states - about 2.25 billion tons of waste has been generated in Western Europe between 1998 and 2001. These numbers cover waste generated in the 18 Western European
countries (the 15 EU Member States plus Switzerland, Iceland and Norway) between 1998 and 2001. During the same
time period Eurostat estimates 550 million tons of waste have been produced in the 13 Candidate Countries located in
Eastern Europe. For EUROSTAT information see http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int/ in the domain of ENVIRONMENT statistics under data category WASTE

71

Waste generated in Europe, data 1985-1997, Eurostat, 2000, p.37. Note: It is still difficult to obtain precise breakdowns
on waste quantities at the EU level (despite comprehensive data existing at National level). There is not yet a very complete EU database for waste, and the classification varies widely from one Member State to the other. It is hoped that the
Regulation 2150/2002 on waste statistics (2002 OJ L 332 p.1.), adopted in 2002 will, as of 2006, establish a consolidated
set of data on waste generation.
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ENV/EPOC/PPC(2000)5/FINAL - OECD Reference Manual on Strategic Waste Prevention, August 2000
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[1993] OJ C 138/59.
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Most of the domestic waste produced is still either burnt in incinerators, or dumped into landfill
sites74. However, both landfilling and incineration create environmental damage. In particular,
land use, air pollution by the release of hazardous substances, and pollution of water and soils
remain high. Waste landfilling is a contaminating activity of major relevance: on average, 65% of
municipal waste generated in the EU (190 million tonnes in 1995) is still landfilled. In waste landfills leachates can be emitted to the surrounding soils and subsequently enter groundwater
and/or surface water. Of particular concern are those that operate, or have operated in the past,
without complying with the minimum set of technical requirements set by the Landfill Directive.
Landfills are also the biggest source of Green House Gas emission from Waste management activities – mainly due to their emission of methane, a GHG with more than 20 times the GWP of carbon dioxide.
Whilst the bigger volume waste streams are clearly not municipal waste, they pose the major
challenge in terms of finding solutions for prevention, collection and recycling and treatment.
This is mainly due to the fact that they arise from disperse sources such as households and similar installations whose municipal wastes are unpredictable in their composition and disperse in
their many generation points. The majority of industrial waste streams are more uniform and predictable in their nature and so easier to handle (although not necessarily less hazardous). The
same can be said for agricultural, mining and forestry waste streams. In most EU Member States
industrial wastes are handled by dedicated waste handlers, often adapted to the nature of the
specific waste stream in question and paid for directly by the industrial waste generator.
Agricultural, mining and forestry wastes all had traditional sources for (mostly) reuse of the
wastes – either straight back onto the land or in other sectors such as the energy sector. Mining
wastes, mainly a problem of storage have however been a growing environmental problem – but
the solution is mostly to be found in the proper provisions for mining waste facilities – also, in
theory, funded by the producer of the waste. The organisation of the `communal´ funding and
collection infrastructure of the different municipal waste streams, mostly from urban sources
with the multiplicity of producers and waste types, has been therefore the main challenge of
waste authorities.
Some municipal waste streams are of particular relevance in terms of environmental impacts.
One example of such a waste stream is waste electrical and electronic equipment. In 1998, 6 million tonnes of waste electrical and electronic equipment were generated (4% of the municipal
waste stream). The volume of WEEE is expected to increase by at least 3-5% per annum. This
means that in five years 16-28% more WEEE will be generated and in 12 years the amount will
have doubled. The growth of WEEE is about three times higher than the growth of the average
municipal waste. Because of its hazardous content, electrical and electronic equipment causes
major environmental problems during the waste management phase if not properly pre-treated.
As more than 90% of WEEE is landfilled, incinerated or recovered without any pre-treatment, a
large proportion of various pollutants found in the municipal waste stream comes from WEEE.
(CEC 2000).
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The EU Commission, Answer to Written Question E-1242/03, (2004) OJ C 33 E, p.100): estimated in 2003 that on average,
60 percent of domestic waste in the EU 15 Member States was landfilled (Belgium 32%, Denmark 15%, Germany 46%,
Greece 93%, Spain 83%, France 47%, Ireland 92%, Italy 94%, Luxemburg 37%, Netherlands 15%, Austria 43%, Portugal
88%, Finland 57%, Sweden 38%, United Kingdom 83%). For other waste, no sufficient data were available.
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Even comparatively small hazardous waste streams are of particular concern. It is estimated that
in 2002 at EU level 2,044 tonnes of portable NiCd batteries were disposed of in the municipal
solid waste stream. The main disposal route for spent batteries and accumulators is landfilling.
It is estimated that 75% of disposed spent batteries are being sent to landfill sites.. The main environmental concerns associated with the landfilling of batteries are related to the generation and
eventual discharges of leachate into the environment. However batteries in waste are also incinerated. In the case of incineration, metals such as cadmium, mercury, zinc, lead, nickel, lithium
and manganese are found in the bottom-ashes and fly ashes. Incineration of batteries thus contributes to emissions of heavy metals in the air and to incineration residues, which themselves
then have to be landfilled in hazardous landfills. According to risk assessments the EU cadmium
emissions of portable nickel-cadmium batteries due to incineration was calculated to be 323 –
1,617 kg of cadmium per year to the air and 35-176 kg of cadmium per year into water. Total cadmium emissions of portable nickel-cadmium batteries due to landfill was calculated at 131-655
kg of cadmium per year (CEC 2003).
The European Environmental Agency stated in 2004: "Trends in waste generation, a proxy for
resource use intensity, are unsustainable. Treatment and disposal options are diminishing as quantitative increase and concerns about their potential impacts grow. Decisions on the location of incinerators have become very controversial in many countries. Landfill options are often limited by space
as well as by fears of soil and groundwater contamination and their impacts on human health. The
current policy tools for dealing with waste are inadequate and need to be complemented by
approaches that promote smarter resource use by changing production and consumption patterns
and through innovation" (EEA 2004, p.6).

IV.4.2

Legal and policy context of EU waste policy

IV.4.2.1

THE EU TREATY AND WASTE POLICY

Normally, European waste legislation is based on Article 175 of the EC Treaty and member states
may maintain or introduce more stringent national provisions than those adopted at European level
under article 176. The key environmental objectives and principles of waste legislation, which are
laid down in Article 174 of the Treaty are essentially a high level of environmental protection, prevention, rectification of environmental damage at source, and the polluter-pays principle.
Unfortunately, in practice these principles are not all fully implemented in EU waste legislation.
What is crucial to bear in mind in EU waste policy is that waste is movable and therefore in some
aspects treated as a product. Legislation (e.g. on packaging waste or batteries) is based on the product-related provision of the EC Treaty (Article 95). and is bound also to Treaty provisions on allowing
the free circulation of goods (Article 28). The relationship between the Treaty provisions on environmental protection and free circulation is very controversial and often involves the European Court of
Justice. The European Court of Justice decided that, in general, waste materials come under the pro-
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visions of free circulation (Article 28)75. This means that where no EU waste legislation exists, any
national waste legislation will have to be assessed against criteria for the free circulation of goods.
The only safeguard is the environmental protection provisions of the Treaty - in particular that waste
management policy should favour a high level of environmental protection and that it should protect,
preserve and improve the quality of the environment, provisions which apply also to article 95 of the
EC Treaty.

IV.4.2.2

EU WASTE STRATEGIES AND KEY PRINCIPLES

IV.4.2.2.1 EU Waste Strategies
An EU strategy for waste management was first adopted, in the form of a communication, by
the Commission in 1989 and reviewed in 1996 (CEC 1996). Both communications were followed
by resolutions from the Council and from the European Parliament. Next to them, the EU environmental action programmes, in particular the most recent 6th action programme (6EAP) (EC
2002) and the thematic strategies on the management of resources and the prevention and recycling of waste (under preparation) (CEC 2003b and CEC2003c), contain elements for the EU's latest political approach in waste management. EU communications and resolutions are not legally
binding76, allowing them at any time to adopt new approaches, but they have political importance. An important exception is the final Decision on the Sixth Environment Action Programme,
which is legally binding on the Commission and Member States.

IV.4.2.2.2 Waste management principles
EU waste management policy is based on a number of principles77. The most important are:
◗ Polluter pays principle;
◗ Producer responsibility;
◗ Proximity principle; and
◗ Rectification at source.
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Court of Justice, case C-2/90, Commission v.Belgium, (1992) ECR I-443, para 28: "it must be concluded that waste, whether
recyclable or not, should be regarded as a product the movement of which must not in principle, pursuant to Article 30
EEC" (now Article 28 EC Treaty) "be impeded".
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See Article 249 EC Treaty, which enumerates the binding EU instruments, but does not mention communications.
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Article 174(2) EC Treaty: "Community policy on the environment shall aim at a high level of protection taking into account
the diversity of situations in the various regions of the Community. It shall be based on the precautionary principle and
on the principles that preventive action should be taken, that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at
source and that the polluter should pay". Note that there is a general problem with the environmental principles laid
down in Article 174 EC Treaty which has an impact on the waste management principles. Indeed, it is not clear, what the
legal meaning of these principles is. No decision by the Court of Justice has clarified, until now, this problem. In legal literature, some are of the opinion that principles are legal rules which must be respected in each specific case or, at least,
in general policy. Others believe that these principles are more political guidelines or orientations. There seems to be
consensus that the principles allow a certain measure to be taken, but do not require measures to be taken or legislation
to be adopted which complies with this or that principle. The principles of Article 174 EC Treaty are not automatically part
of national environmental law, though they may also exist in a rule or provision of national law. In contrast, principles
which are laid down in EU Directives or regulations, are applicable in Member States.
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In addition to these principles Waste hierarchy is a guiding steering tool, serving as a precautionary proxy for the greatest potential reduction in environmental impacts from waste generation
and management.

IV.4.2.2.2.1 Polluter pays principle
83

This principle is found in article 174 of the treaty, enshrined in the waste Framework Directive
(WFD)78 – article 15 - and reflected in a number of other Directives (producers of waste must bear
the costs of having licensed transporters and managers of waste handle their waste, especially
hazardous waste). However, it is not frequently practised and there is no firm and detailed definition of it. It is generally understood to mean that the costs of waste treatment and disposal
shall not be born by the average taxpayer, but by the person that generated the waste. An example of the polluter-pays-principle is the charging of costs for waste collection: where municipalities charge citizens with the costs of household waste collection, treatment and disposal. These
means, however, are at the discretion of local, regional or national authorities and are not regulated or mandated at EU level. Even EC legislation transposed or national legislation that does
not comply with this principle is legal (for example there are legal acts in the UK that make the
application of the polluter pays principle directly to the citizen illegal) (Eunomia 2003).
Fundamental to the scope of waste legislation is the fact that in the case of waste the interpretation of
waste ‘generator’ can be far reaching and thus precautionary. The Court of Justice has ruled that the
owner of the land where waste is (legally or illegally) deposited, can also be considered to be the holder of the waste and thereby responsible for ensuring its safe treatment or disposal79. A more recent
judgment stated that a petrol company may, under certain conditions, be considered responsible for
the contamination of the soil, where fuel leaked from a defective petrol tank at a service station80.

IV.4.2.2.2.2 Producer responsibility
This principle is not defined in EU legislation. It originally stems from Swedish environmental policy and law, but is used in a different way at EU level. It states the responsibility of the producer
for the impact of his products, in the case of waste policy typically at the end of their useful lifetime. However recently producer responsibility has been extended to other life-phases of products, including design (e.g. Directive on restriction on hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment (ROHS)81, Directive on waste from electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)82
– for more information see chapters IV.4.2.4.3 and IV.4.2.6.2)83. Producer responsibility may take
the form of obligations for the producer to recover products or to collect waste, to establish
funds or deposit schemes for recovery or recycling, organise recycling or recovery or relate to the
design and manufacture of the product in view of the later waste stage.
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Directive 75/442 on waste (1975) OJ L 194 p.39; amended by Directive 91/156 (1991) OJ L 78 p.32.

79

Court of Justice, case C-365/97 Commission v.Italy, (1999) ECR I-7773.
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Court of Justice, case C-1/03 Van de Walle a.o., judgment of 7 September 2004
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Directive 2002/95/EC OJ L37 p 19
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Directive 2002/96 on waste electrical and electronic equipment (2003) OJ L 37 p.24.
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Note: Producer responsibility is different from producer liability: while producer liability deals with damage that is caused
by a product which has to be compensated, producer responsibility aims at preventing environmental impairment and
damage, but does not aim at compensation.
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The Commission waste strategy of 1996 stated: "Considering the life cycle of a product from manufacture until the end of its useful life, producers, material suppliers, trade, consumers and public
authorities share specific waste management responsibilities. However, it is the product manufacturer who has a predominant role. The manufacturer is the one to take key decisions concerning the
waste management potential of his product, such as design, conception, use of specific materials,
composition of the product and finally its marketing. The manufacturer is therefore able to provide
the means not only to avoid waste by a considered utilisation of natural resources, renewable raw
materials or non-hazardous materials, but also to conceive products in a way which facilitates proper re-use and recovery. Marking, labelling, the issue of instructions for use and of data sheets may
contribute to this aim." In its resolution of 1997, the Council avoided the use of the notion, but
mentioned that "the producer of a product has a strategic role and responsibility in relation to the
waste management potential of a product through its design, content and construction".
Elements of producer responsibility are to be found in the Directive on end-of life vehicles84 and
on electrical and electronic waste WEEE. The 2002 Sixth environmental action programme called
for further development of producer responsibility; this aspect was also identified for discussion
in the Commission communication Towards a future thematic strategy on waste recycling, but
unfortunately the debate was restricted to ‘exploring the merits of complementing existing
Directives with a new approach addressing materials rather than end-of-life products.’ Overall the
communication towards the final Waste Thematic Strategy shows a clear lack of enthusiasm for
advancing the producer responsibility approach to the remaining waste streams still not
addressed85.

IV.4.2.2.2.3 Proximity principle
This principle stipulates that waste should be disposed of as closely as possible to its place of generation. The EU Court of Justice developed it from the principle in Article 174 of the Treaty that environmental damage should, if possible, be rectified at source. In the waste framework Directive
75/442, Article 5, it is established for the disposal - but not for the recycling and recovery86- of waste87.
And the Regulation 259/93 on the shipment of waste allows EU Member States to oppose shipments to another Member State, if the shipment is intended for disposal, but only to raise some,
explicitly enumerated objections if the shipment is intended for recovery.
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Directive 2000/53 on end-of life vehicles (2000) OJ L 269 p.14.
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Towards Communication – p 32 - `addressing smaller waste streams through producer responsibility may involve significant resources (both in legislative/ administrative and financial terms) for a relatively limited environmental benefit.´
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Court of Justice, case C-203/96 (1998) ECR I-4075: "It.. follows from the provisions of the Directive (75/442) and the
Regulation (259/93), and from the general scheme of the latter, that neither text provides for the application of the principles of self-sufficiency and proximity to waste for recovery.."
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Directive 75/442 (see also note 11 above), Article 5: "1. Member States shall take appropriate measures, in cooperation
with other Member States where this is necessary or advisable, to establish an integrated and adequate network of disposal installations, taking account of the best available technology not involving excessive costs. The network must enable the
Community as a whole to become self-sufficient in waste disposal and the member States to move towards that aim individually, taking into account geographical circumstances or the need for specialised installations for certain types of waste.
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Inside EU Member States, the principle rarely plays a role88. However, at EU level, it is often made
use of by Member States which want to implement a national waste management policy and
keep waste within their borders, also in order to fully use the capacity of waste incinerators, landfills or treatment installations.

IV.4.2.2.2.4 Rectification at source
This principle, stated in Article 174(2) of the Treaty, establishes "that environmental damage should
as a priority be rectified at source". It was used once by the Court of Justice to justify a national ban
for hazardous waste imports89. However, this judgment has remained isolated and must be considered to have been superseded by the provisions of Regulation 259/93 on the shipment of waste.

IV.4.2.2.2.5 A Note on Definitions
An important function of EU legislation is also harmonisation in interpretation of different terminology. So far the various definitions pertaining to waste management (waste itself, hazardous
versus non-hazardous waste, disposal, recovery, recycling, reuse etc) have been established in a
generic way in the framework Directive - in particular the definition of waste itself (see chapter
IV.4.2.4.1.1 for more detail) and the operations classified as recovery and disposal (listed in the
Annexes IIA and IIB), with subsequent greater specificity of definition in the individual waste
stream Directives. Especially for the definitions of recycling and reuse90.
Clarification between waste recovery and disposal operations is critical for the implementation of
EU waste management policies, drawing the line between recovery and disposal affects the interpretation of the waste shipments regime, the fulfilment of mandatory recycling and recovery targets (Packaging, End-of-Life Vehicles, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directives) and
the planning and permitting of waste treatment facilities for recovery and final disposal.
The challenge of revising the outdated lists of Recovery and Disposal operations in the framework
Directive is a complex one due to the interdependence with other Directives and the different
uses they make of them (restrictions to movement, boundaries of targets, permit requirements).
The Commission has recognised this in its preparation document Towards the Thematic Strategy
on Waste from May 2003. However the Commissions proposed solution (at the time of writing)
is causing the EEB (and other industry and local authority stakeholders) some concern as we fear
it may be symptomatic of some deeper changes in policy approaches to waste (see chapter IV.4.6).
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A notable exception is Germany where the proximity principle is translated into the responsibility of municipalities to take
care of the disposal of municipal waste, but recovery ( as opposed to disposal) of waste can be privatised/delegated.

89

Court of Justice, case C-2/90 Commission v.Belgium para 34: "The principle that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source .means that it is for each region, commune or other local entity to take appropriate measures
to receive, process or dispose of its own waste. Consequently waste should be disposed of as close as possible to the
place where it is produced in order to keep the transport of waste to the minimum practicable".

90

Sometimes however the different legal and political texts and their evolution over time can give rise to some inconsistencies. One example is the notion of re-use: In Article 3 of the framework Directive 75/442 on waste, , re-use is described
as a form of recovery of waste. In contrast to that, Article 3(5) of Directive 94/62 on packaging and packaging waste, provides that only packaging that is no longer re-used, becomes waste.
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IV.4.2.3

EU WASTE LEGISLATION

The overall scheme of EU waste policy and law is the following:
EU WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICY AND LAW
86

EU Treaty
Articles 28-30 and 174-176 of the Treaty
Community Waste Strategy
COM (96)399
1st level - Horizontal legislation
Waste Framework Directive
75/442(91/156)

Hazardous Waste Directive
91/689

Shipment Regulation
93/259

2nd level - Waste installations
Waste Incineration Directive
2000/76

Landfill Directive
1999/31

Port Directive Facilities Directive
2000/59

3rd level - Specific Waste Streams
Waste Oils Sewage Sludge Batteries Packaging PCBs
Cars Waste EEE* Animal waste
75/439
86/278
91/157
94/62
95/59 2000/53 2002/96
1774/2002
* EEE means electrical and electronic equipment

The three legislative levels of this scheme are interrelated, in the sense that, as soon as any of the
specific waste streams of the third level address hazardous aspects, the Directive on hazardous
waste of the first level comes into play; where batteries are landfilled, the corresponding
Directive of the second level is to be examined, etc.
It is important to be aware of the hierarchy of the cascade of legislation from the EU to the national
level. Where EU legislation is adopted, it prevails, in cases of conflict, over national law. In the area of
waste management policy, the EU acted, until now, almost entirely by binding legislative instruments,
Directives or regulations. Generally, these legislative measures were based on Article 175 EC Treaty.
Exceptionally, where the measure principally concerned the product and not the waste, such as the
Directives on packaging and packaging waste, on batteries, on the ban of dangerous substances in
electrical and electronic products, the legal basis was Article 95 EC Treaty, in order to ensure the existence of uniform provisions within the EU internal market. Regulations were only adopted in the areas
of transfer of wastes and of agricultural waste where it was deemed to be important to have uniform
EU-wide provisions which could not (easily) be amended by national legislation91.
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An EU Regulation is binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States and, therefore, needs normally not
be transposed into national law, while a Directive has to be transposed into national legislation. Furthermore, where EU
legislation is based on Article 175, Member States may maintain or adopt more protective measures, see Article 176 EC
Treaty. Where EU legislation is based on Article 95 EC Treaty, national legislation may only be maintained or new legislation introduced under the very restrictive conditions of Article 95(4 to 8). And where EU legislation is based on 37 EC
Treaty, such as the Regulation on animal waste, Member States may not adopt national amending legislation at all.
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IV.4.2.4

EU HORIZONTAL WASTE LEGISLATION

IV.4.2.4.1 Waste framework Directive 75/442 amended by 91/156
This Directive was adopted in 1975 and reviewed in 1991 by Directive 91/15692. It lays down the
EU-wide definition of waste and provides for a European Waste List which lists the different categories of waste and of hazardous waste. It introduces a so-called "hierarchy for waste management", according to which waste management should first of all aim at the prevention of waste
generation. If that is not possible, material waste recycling and incineration of waste with energy recovery should be pursued. At the end of this hierarchy ranks the landfill and incineration
without energy recovery.- Note that this hierarchy has been interpreted as establishing a political, not a legally binding orientation of policies, as will be further explained below.
The Directive requires, furthermore, a permit for waste treatment or disposal activities, for
which basic conditions are laid down. Waste treatment or disposal measures have to ensure that
human health or the environment are not threatened; uncontrolled dumping of waste is prohibited. Member States have to draw up waste management plans and to report on the application
of the Directive every three years.
The Directive introduces the proximity principle for waste disposal, and requires Members to
apply the polluter pays principle. It also establishes a committee for adapting the Directive's provisions for scientific and technical progress. This Committee serves more and more as the steering instrument on EU waste management policy.
The Directive's precise scope in terms of types of waste is still legally contested. In particular, it is
unclear as to what extent those areas that are mentioned in Article 2(1.b) of the Directive come
under its provisions93. De facto, the Directive does not apply to radioactive waste, agricultural
waste and mining waste. For mining waste, the EU is presently discussing a proposal for a
Directive (CEC 2003d). Central to operationalising the environmental objectives of the Directive
(recital 4 and others) is Article 4 which provides for the general obligations for waste management94, a provision against which activities of local, regional and national authorities and operators should be assessed.
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Directive 75/442, Article 2(1): "The following shall be excluded from the scope of this Directive: (a) gaseous effluents emitted into the atmosphere; (b) where they are already covered by other legislation (i) radioactive waste; (ii) waste resulting
from prospecting, extraction, treatment and storage of mineral resources and the working of quarries; (iii) animal carcases and the following agricultural waste: faecal matter and other natural, non-dangerous substances used in farming; (iv)
waste waters, with the exception of waste in liquid form; (v) decommissioned explosives". See for a discussion of this provision Court of Justice, case C-114/01 Avesta Polarit, judgment of 11 September 2003.
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Directive 75/442 (note 11), Article 4: "Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that waste is recovered
or disposed of without endangering human health and without using processes or methods which could harm the environment, and in particular: - without risk to water, air, soil and plants and animals, - without causing a nuisance through
noise or odours, - without adversely affecting the countryside or places of special interest. Member States shall also take
the necessary measures to prohibit the abandonment, dumping or uncontrolled disposal of waste".
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IV.4.2.4.1.1 The definition of waste
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The EU definition on waste is that waste is "any material which the holder discards, is obliged to
discard or intends to discard". This definition is aligned to that of the UN Convention on the shipment of hazardous waste (Basel Convention). It has an objective element in the sense that a material becomes waste by virtue of a circumstance which is outside the control of the owner or holder of the material; namely the fact of abandoning the material or the fact that there are provisions which determine that certain material is to be classified as waste, for example because it
may not be used any more; an example is a product which does not correspond to legal requirements.
It is important to note that the waste definition does not make the classification of waste dependant on the economic value of the material95. Where a person places a TV-set on the pavement
in order to have it removed by the municipal waste collectors, the TV-set becomes waste, though
it may still be in a state to be used.
Economic operators very persistently try to exclude from the notion of waste those materials that
have an economic value, that are capable of being re-used, recycled or otherwise used economically. The reason for this is that the material would then be classified as a product and not be
submitted to the provisions of waste legislation, regarding transport, export, handling, burning
etc. If the legislator were following this request, this would mean that there would be no waste
from precious metal production, from metals, wood, glass etc., as all this material is or could be
re-used or recycled. Until now, the Court of Justice rejected all such attempts, arguing that this
would contradict the EU definition of waste.
It may be asked - What is the problem, if something is considered a product and not waste? The
answer is, that for waste materials the control regime is normally stricter than for products and
adequate environmental standards for products rarely exist. In other words the waste regime can
also be seen as a surrogate precautionary regime that has a function as long as product legislation is not yet developed and complete.
A good indication as to whether something is product or waste is the consideration of whether
the generation of material in question would have been avoided altogether, if that had been
technically possible. Therefore, the gold dust which is generated when a jeweller makes a gold
ring, is waste, though it has a high economic value. Had the jeweller been able to avoid the generation of that dust, he would have done so.
A judgment in the Court of Justice in 2004 clarified that leaking substances - the case in question
concerned a fuel leak from a petrol station – constitute waste. independently of whether the contaminated soil was removed or not96. This judgment might have far-reaching consequences on
new cases of soil contamination, creating financial responsibility for those responsible for the
original contamination.
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See, for example, Court of Justice, C-304/94 Tombesi, (1997) ECR I-3561.
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Court of Justice, case C-1/03 (note 38 above)
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Where a material is classified as waste, it remains waste, until the recycling or re-use process is
finished. Again, there are attempts from economic operators to have the waste character already
finished at an earlier stage, for example after sorting (for paper), or at the first step of the recycling process. The problem is well illustrated by a Court judgment: a truck driver was stopped by
the police, because he was transporting waste without a permit for the shipment. He defended
himself with the argument that he was transporting the material to a specific installation, where
it was to be recovered, that the transport was the first part of the recovery process and that therefore the material was a product, not a waste. The Court however disagreed and concluded that
until the recovery process was complete the material should be classified as waste97.
As mentioned previously, the definition of hazardous waste depends entirely on the waste list for
non-hazardous and hazardous waste98. Thus, any waste that is listed in the waste list with an
asterisk (*), is hazardous waste. Member States may, under certain conditions, classify other
wastes as hazardous. The classification as hazardous waste has the consequence that stricter conditions for issuing a permit to handle such waste apply, that the mixing of such waste is not
allowed and that the shipment and landfilling of such wastes is subject to more severe requirements.
Nuclear waste follows rules of its own. It is de facto not covered by EU waste legislation, but follows the rules of the Euratom-Treaty. Also, recyclable nuclear material is not considered waste,
but "product", while under Directive 75/442 recyclable waste is waste. There are no attempts to
develop specific rules on nuclear waste at EU level though there are some provisions on shipment
of radioactive waste.

IV.4.2.4.1.2 Waste hierarchy
The EU waste hierarchy is meant to provide a ranking for environmental soundness in waste management and serve as a proxy for the most efficient options for reduction in environmental
impacts - prevention being the most efficient, reuse the next etc… The hierarchy is established in
article 3 of the waste framework Directive 75/442 and indicates that Member States should strive
at ensuring first of all waste prevention, then material recycling, incineration with energy recovery and finally landfilling of waste. According to the 1996 Waste Strategy (CEC 1996b) the hierarchy is commonly understood as (starting with the first priority):
◗ prevention, then
◗ re-use of materials and products;
◗ material recycling;
◗ incineration with energy recovery;
◗ landfilling.
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Court of Justice, case C-359/88, Zanetti a.o. (1990) ECR I-1509.
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Commission Decision 2000/532 replacing Decision 94/3 establishing a list of wastes pursuant to Article 1(a) of Council
Directive 75/442 on waste and Council Decision 94/904 establishing a list of hazardous waste pursuant to Article 1(4) of
Council Directive 91/689 on hazardous waste (2000) OJ L 226 p.3.
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One can also indirectly derive this hierarchy from a number of provisions. Article 174 of the Treaty
suggests combatting environmental damage, at source if possible, and ensuring prudent use of
natural resources. In addition - and this can be interpreted as implementation of the precautionary principle - if you don’t know how big the threat is, it is better to avoid it in the first place. A
preference for the recovery (material recycling and incineration with energy recovery) with regard
to the disposal of waste (landfilling and incineration without energy recovery) can also be deduced
from Regulation 259/93 on the transfer of waste. This Regulation allows Member States to completely prohibit the transfer of waste to another Member State, if the waste is to be disposed in
that Member State. In contrast to that, if the transfer takes place to recover the waste, Member
States may only raise a number of expressly enumerated objections against such a transfer.
Unfortunately, the waste hierarchy does not mean that a Member State is legally obliged to take
measures in order to follow the higher level of the hierarchy, before recurring to a lower level.
This means that waste prevention measures - in other words, product-related and productionprocess related measures - would have to be taken, before recycling measures could be adopted
or even considered. This is obviously not (radically interpreted) very practical, as any economic
activity creates residues (wastes) and intermediate measures are necessary. Consequently, the EU
Commission has never considered the hierarchy in Article 3 of the waste framework Directive
75/442 as a legal rule, but rather as a political objective and guideline. However, the absence of
a `legal rule´ does not allow the Commission to abandon waste prevention as a priority, to be
implemented and stimulated to the best of its powers, despite its unarguable intricacy.
Built into this principle the hierarchy approach is the concept of waste as a form of pollution per
se and prevention and reduction of the quantity of waste production (in general but especially
for disposal) as a proxy for prevention and reduction of environmental impacts and the achievement of a high level of environmental protection.
The hierarchy and the quantitative proxy have been, and remain, a potentially effective and pragmatic tool towards the greatest reduction in environmental impacts. This approach is then reflected in the specific waste stream legislation and is the basis for the establishment of mandatory
targets and the preference given in mandatory targets to recycling over other forms of energetic
recovery and the phasing out or limits placed on specific hazardous substances99. There has, however, been no proper mandatory implementation of quantitative prevention at the EU level yet.
(a) Waste prevention
Waste prevention includes the minimising of waste generation (quantitative prevention), but also
the minimising of hazardous properties of wastes (qualitative prevention), in order to facilitate
recycling and disposal. While recycling (and indeed any other waste management process) is a
production process and requires transport of the recyclable waste, energy use during the recycling process, and the disposal of the residues from the recycling production, waste prevention
potentially avoids all these activities.
Waste prevention may be done by fixing requirements (limit values etc) for the manufacture or
composition of products (direct prevention measures), or by influencing the behaviour of man-
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Examples are the reductions of hazardous substances in batteries, end of life vehicles and waste electrical and electronic products.
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ufacturers or traders through taxes or charges on raw materials. Alternatively consumers/users
may by influenced prices or by quality labels such as eco-labels (see chapter V.4.2) or other information (indirect prevention measures).
As mentioned previously, EU provisions on waste prevention are rare and despite the priority given
in the policy framework driving prevention has not been given priority in implementation so far. The
framework Directive 75/442 mentions clean technologies and the marketing of less hazardous products as a means to achieving waste prevention. It therefore alludes to one critical point: before a
material is waste, it is a product. Thus, effective waste prevention policy must involve waste policy
that steers a strong product policy. So far the EU has not developed a comprehensive product policy which systematically limits the use of materials for the production of goods, reduces the use of
hazardous substances and increases reusability and recyclability. Practically no legislation exists that
requires products to be made, in whole or in part, from recyclable materials or that they be re-usable
and/or upgradable. For this reason, product based prevention measures at EU level are limited to
voluntary tools such as the EU Ecolabel criteria scheme which has set criteria on some 22 products
so far (see chapter V.4.2). The exceptions are a number of Directives that prohibit or restrict certain
dangerous substances in products: e.g. mercury in batteries, heavy metals in packaging, in cars or
in electrical and electronic equipment and brominated flame retardants in electronic equipment.
One of the waste prevention approaches that has been on the agenda for many years without
much evolution is EU level waste prevention targets. The target in the 5th EU environmental
action programme from 1993, to limit municipal waste generation to 300 kg per capita per
year100, remained without widespread effects, most likely because no implementation or control
measures were laid down and the target itself was of a voluntary nature. Subsequently the 6EAP
calls on the Commission, as one of the priority actions on sustainable resource and waste management, to develop (and implement) Waste Prevention targets to be achieved by 2010.
Regrettably, bymid-2005, progress towards such concrete measures had still not been taken at
EU level.
Several methods may be used to indirectly influence waste generation. Requiring that products contain a certain percentage of recycled materials reduces the overall amount of waste stemming
from the production of such products (from extraction and processing of virgin materials). Examples
are papers, textile products or glass that contain a percentage of recycled materials. Plastic recycling
is not yet technically very far advanced, due partly to the diversity of different types of plastic materials. But it has undoubtedly a very important future role to play in waste management, given the
predominance and increasing use of plastics in our products and packaging. Another example of
recycling is food residues may be used for the making of animal feed or compost.
Waste generation may also be influenced via such products by tax incentives, financial charges, reduced
VAT on eco labels or other instruments that give economic advantages or public recognition to producers that make such products, and to consumers or users that acquire such products. In this regard, public procurement, with the considerable market it offers (public procurement accounts for over 16% of
the European Union's GDP) could play a leading role, requiring recycled, reusable or recyclable products - paper, office equipment etc - and thus promoting products that promote waste prevention.
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Fifth EU environmental action programme "Towards Sustainability" (1993) OJ C 138 p.5
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A further very important economic incentive can also be given through Individual Producer
Responsibility – bringing the end-of-life costs of the individual product to bear on the original
producer (for more on this see chapter IV.4.2.6.2 on Producer responsibility below).
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As regards household and municipal waste, the practice of municipalities of fixing waste fees
according to the weight of the household waste (often called Pay As You Throw), has, when
applied, proven to reduce waste quantities generated (especially Municipal Solid Waste) and
simultaneously increase source separation of specific, recyclable waste items - glass, metal, cardboard and paper - and of composting kitchen and garden waste101. As EU law does not regulate
waste collection fees, national, and very often also regional or local, authorities have been left
the responsibility of organising waste separation and collection in a way which reduces waste
quantities.
As concerns reuse there is also a scarcity of EU action. The closest the EU comes on reuse policy
is to set standards for ´reusability´ in the context of the packaging and packaging waste Directive.
Such standards (which took 10 years to develop) are not expected to deliver any significant support for reuse systems (for more details see chapter IV.4.4).
(b) Waste recycling
As mentioned previously, the Commission's waste management strategy of 1996 indicates that
material recycling is generally preferable to waste incineration with energy recovery102. This statement found the cautious but unambiguous support of the Council103. Recycling can save
resources: for example, the making of a private car which weighs about one tonne, but has been
estimated to take about 60 tonnes of raw material. For each car, about 85 percent of the material by weight can be recycled (steel and other metals, plastics etc)104.
Daughter Directives on specific waste streams on waste oils, batteries, packaging and packaging
waste, end of life vehicles and electrical and electronic waste, have set targets on this at EU level
with mixed success. In the case of waste oils, where no quantified targets have been set (just a
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For a comprehensive overview of PAYT in Europe and the results achieved see Report Waste Collection: To charge or not
to charge? by Eunomia, March 2003 available from http://www.eunomia.co.uk.
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Commission COM(96) 399 para 42: "Material recovery implies the separation of wastes at the source. This involves endusers and consumers in the waste management chain and makes them more aware of the necessity and the ways to
decrease the generation of waste. Indeed, it is the end-users and consumers who should carry out the separation of
wastes before disposal in order to reintroduce recyclable wastes in the production cycle. Furthermore, energy strategies
relying on waste supplies should not be detrimental to the principles of prevention and material recovery. Indeed, in
many cases it can be assumed that by retaining the existing material structure of the recoverable waste, it will be possible to minimise the additional material and energy necessary to produce a new product. Also, material recovery addresses the concerns about emissions from waste incineration installations.
In view of the above, preference should be given, where environmentally sound, to the recovery of material over energy
recovery operations. This reflects the greater effect on the prevention of waste produced by material recovery than by
energy recovery."
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Council Resolution of 24 February 1997 (1997) OJ C 76 p.1 para.22: "(The Council) recognises, as regards recovery operations, that the choice of option in any particular case must have regard to environmental and economic effects, but considers that at present, and until scientific and technological progress is made and life-cycle analyses are further developed, reuse and material recovery should be considered preferable where and insofar as they are the best environmental option".
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Recovery Options for Plastic Parts from End-of- Life Vehicles: an Eco-Efficiency Assessment, Final Report, May 2003, by
Okoinstitut e.V. for APME
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general priority for recycling) there has been fragmented success. This is also strongly attributable to the conflict between the recycling policy which seeks to encourage recycling and the EU
fuels tax Directive which grants tax relief on use of waste oils as fuels and thus encourages its
incineration105. In the case of packaging waste however the Directive has had significant impact
on EU wide levels of recycling, with all Member States achieving the obligatory 2005 recycling
targets, contributing significant reductions in impacts of Packaging Waste management (around
1 million tonnes of oil equivalent and 3 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent as a direct result of the
Directive106). However, despite the apparent usefulness of recycling targets as a policy measure to
stimulate EU wide progress on recycling, the Commission has lately shown preferences to abandoning such approaches (see chapter IV.4.2.6.1).
(c) Waste incineration
Industrial waste generators often prefer waste incineration to material recycling, as material recycling is often still more time - and cost - intensive. Citizens, though, do not like to have waste
incinerators in their neighbourhoods. Once an incinerator is constructed - which is often very
expensive - it needs to be fed continuously during its lifetime at a certain minimum volume for,
on average, periods of 30 years or more. This inflexibility brings pressure on the operator to
oblige waste managers to bring the waste to a specific incinerator, though the costs might over
time eventually be higher than considering other options, such as material recycling or composting for example. In Germany and apparently also the Netherlands, this practice even led to some
cases which oblige waste generators to deliver their wastes to a specific incinerator107 or obliged
them to deliver minimum quantities for incineration108.
Public objections to installations which co-incinerate waste (steel works, cement kilns, power
plants) are, so far, less evident (also due to the ambiguity of the activity concerned – ie such
installations are not specifically built to incinerate waste so they are not such an obvious target),
though the emission and pollution risks might be at least equivalent to those from dedicated
waste incineration installations and probably greater. This, together with political pressure from
the industries concerned to maintain less demanding emission requirements on co-incineration
in relevant legislation (e.g. the waste incineration directive) has led to a considerable increase in
co-incineration with an even greater increase potential in the future109.
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As regards waste oil tax reliefs, Directive 2003/96 gives the following member States permission to apply, till end 2006,
reduced tax rates for the burning of waste oils: DE ES, FR IRL IT LUX AUT PT FIN UK. After 2006, the Council will take a
new decision (and given past experiences probably prolong these derogations).
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See Chapter 1.7.3 of the Study on the Implementation of the Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste 94/62/EC and
options to strengthen prevention and reuse of packaging, February 2005 carried out for the Commission
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Der Anschluss und Benutzungszwang law in Germany establishes specifically a public responsibility (as opposed to private) for taking care of non-recoverable municipal waste.
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Note: there is debate as to whether this can in fact be a positive policy in the sense that it may avoid the ‘liberal market
alternative´ with different operators (private and public) collecting household waste, with the possible consequences of
waste for disposal being transported throughout the country in search of the most economic solution...
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The German Advisory Council on the Environment (SRU) report of 2004 emphasises that waste meets 25% of the energy
needs of the cement industry in average. The report notes that out of the total incineration and mechanical treatment
capacity in Germany (about 20 Mi tonnes), co incineration is estimated at 1 Mio. tonnes (which means 5%). However
there are many co incinerators with up to 90% of their energy needs met by waste and that the average waste share is
growing.
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(d) Landfill
EU waste policy tries to reduce the disposal of waste to landfills, as the materials could instead
be recycled, incinerated or otherwise be brought back to the economic circuit, whereas they may
constitute an environmental risk at the landfill, by the development of methane gases (a greenhouse gas), the leaking of polluted liquids to the soil and underground waters, or other risks.
Within the EU, about two thirds of all waste continues to go to landfills, although there are wide
variations between Member States. In almost all EU countries, numerous landfills are operating
without a permit (recently over 8000 illegal waste dumps were identified in France110) whereby
such landfills are normally neither placed on appropriate sites nor equipped with the necessary
environmental protection and security mechanisms. Under EU law, any place where waste is
stored for more than three years is a landfill. Legal cases concerning land-filling activities are a
frequent cause of environmental legislative infringement cases brought to the EU level (mostly
however linked to the requirements of the Waste Framework Directive and not the Landfill
Directive itself).

IV.4.2.4.1.3 Permits
All persons who professionally treat or eliminate, trade or otherwise handle waste, need a permit to do so. For waste incinerators, the most relevant conditions are laid down in the waste
incineration Directive; for larger installations the requirements of the Directive on integrated pollution prevention and control (IPPC Directive, see chapter V.3.2) apply in supplement.
The incineration Directive which also applies to co-incineration installations, does not apply to
some specific incineration types; but nothing prevents a Member State applying the same or
equivalent rules to those incinerators which are not covered by EC law. Applications for a permit
for an incineration installation and decisions on that application must be made available to the
public. Furthermore, every citizen has, under the legislation on access to information on the environment, the right to see at any moment the complete permit, including all conditions which are
laid down in it. No administration is entitled to keep as confidential information on, for example,
conditions on emissions into the air or the soil.
The permit must contain a detailed enumeration of all waste types which may be treated; this
includes an indication as to whether the wastes are hazardous or not. It must also contain information on the emissions into air and water, the measuring methods and techniques and, where
hazardous wastes are burnt, and information on the maximum content of hazardous substances.
The permit must furthermore ensure that the legislative provisions on waste water, discharges of
hazardous substances into water and air, and on landfills are respected. The permit must be regularly reviewed and eventually be adapted.
Where a waste incinerator also comes under the provisions of the Directive on integrated pollution prevention and control, the permit must achieve the emission levels required by the waste
incineration Directives. This can be achieved by applying the "Best Available Technology BAT".
Those are described in the Best Reference (BREF) document for Waste Incineration elaborated by
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Commission Press release 13 July 2004 - IP/04/895 – “ The Commission has furthermore decided to refer France to the
European Court of Justice over the existence of numerous illegal and uncontrolled landfills across the country .8,434 sites
have been identified by the Commission in France’s 95 departmental waste management plans.
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an EU body in Sevilla (Spain)111. These BREF documents only constitute guidelines for the permitting administration, but are not legally binding. Eventually the responsibility rests with the permit writers at local levels, how they balance environment and economic interests (see chapter
V.3.2).
Member States have to regularly control that the conditions laid down in the permit are respected. . Since the use of, or the requirements of, the BAT levels set in the BREFs are not always as
ambitious as they should be (see chapter IV.4.8.3 below on `Techniques used by installations´ for the
example of the Waste Incineration BREF) the scrutiny of such permits is important.
Note that they are free to apply the provisions of the Directive on integrated pollution prevention
and control to all incinerators, also to those that are not listed in the incineration Directive itself.
Similar provisions apply to permits for landfills. The application for a permit must also contain a
description of the hydrogeological and geological characteristics of the site. The landfill must
conform to the waste management plan that was established for the area and in particular indicate, whether the landfill is for non hazardous, for hazardous or for inert waste and which is the
landfill's permitted total capacity. The operator of the landfill must be a person who has the necessary technical knowledge to run the landfill operations. Again, the application and the permit
are accessible to every citizen, at his request, and may not be kept confidential.
Other waste treatment installations are only submitted to general requirements for a permit, and
Member States may even satisfy themselves with a registration instead of a permit requirement.
This also applies to installations which treat hazardous waste; however, in this case, it is the
European Commission which grants, under certain conditions, a derogation. In all these cases,
applications, permits granted and decisions on derogations must be made publicly accessible by
the relevant administrative authority. And once more, nothing prevents a Member State from
applying EU provisions to those installations that are not regulated in detail by the incineration
and landfill Directives at EU level.

IV.4.2.4.1.4 The siting of waste installations and public participation
Waste installations are traditionally not popular with the general public. While people recognise
the necessity to have waste treated and disposed of, they are concerned about the health and
environmental risks that waste treatment, in particular waste incinerators might bring to their
neighbourhood.. These concerns can be met in three ways: first of all to plan incineration projects only when absolutely necessary (focussing first on prevention, re-use and material recycling),
secondly, to choose the state-of-the art technology and accompanying robust control systems,
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"Best available techniques" is defined, in Article 2(11) of Directive 96/61 concerning integrated pollution prevention and
control (1996) OJ L 257, p.26 as follows: "'best available techniques' shall mean the most effective and advanced stage in
the development of activities and their methods of operation which indicate the practical suitability of particular techniques for providing in principle the basis for emission limit values designed to prevent and, where that is not practicable, generally to reduce emissions and the impact on the environment as a whole: - 'techniques' shall include both the
technology used and the way in which the installation is designed, built, maintained, operated and decommissioned, 'available' techniques shall mean those developed on a scale which allows implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically and technically viable conditions, taking into consideration the costs and advantages, whether
or not the techniques are used or produced inside the Member State in question, as long as they are reasonably accessible to the operator, - 'best' shall mean most effective in achieving a high general level of protection of the environment
as a whole".
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and thirdly, to fully involve the public in the planning and decision making. EU legislation does
in fact require public participation, which should include discussion about a proper evaluation of
alternatives and the quality of the planned installation112 (see also chapter V.3.5). Furthermore, for
bigger waste management installations – such as incineration plants, an environment impact
assessment is mandatory. Unfortunately, however, all other waste treatment or disposal installations have to undergo an environment impact assessment, only if, ‘in view of their nature, size or
localisation, they are likely to have significant effects on the environment’.
The impact assessment procedure has the objective of avoiding or at least minimising negative
impacts of the project on humans or on the environment113. The impact assessment procedure, if
properly conducted, can grant the affected public – including those who live close by the future
installations, as well as their associations - the right to participate in the elaboration of the impact
assessment with a view to including their arguments and seeing their interests taken into consideration. The final decision, however, rests with the administration which must explain the decision taken.

IV.4.2.4.1.5 Waste Management plans
Practically all EU waste legislation – from the framework Directive to the individual waste streams
Directives - requires Member States to set up and regularly review waste management plans.
Some of these plans concern the general management; others deal with collection requirements
or adapting existing landfills to EU requirements. Whether Member States establish national
plans or leave such plans to regional or local authorities, is left to them, as long as the whole territory of the Member State is covered by the plans. Of course, for many sectors, it would make
sense to obtain some transboundary planning, for example on incinerators, landfills or collection
systems. However, general reluctance from the public to have waste from other Member States
or even regions in their neighbourhood, has restricted transboundary planning to a large extent.
Normally, management plans have to be sent to the European Commission, the intention being
to progressively achieve an EU-wide waste management overview and coordination. So far however, this coordination has not materialised effectively at EU level. It is also true that for some
plans – for example the ‘framework’ plan required under article 7 of the waste framework
Directive there is no periodicity of renewal required so some waste management plans submitted to the Commission have not been revisited or notified to the Commission for many years.
Waste management coordination is thus almost entirely left to national administrations or to
bilateral cooperation.
Under EU law, the notion of "plan" and "programme" is often used indistinctively. The Court of
Justice stated that a plan/programme must constitute "an organised and coordinated system of
objectives", that it must contain a timetable and must be reviewed at regular intervals114; this
means that the adoption of legislation or of practical or ad hoc measures normally is not suffi-
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Directive 2003/35 providing for public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and amending with regard to public participation and access to justice Council Directives 85/337
and 96/61 (2003) OJ L 156 p.17. See also Directive 2001/42 on the environment assessment of the effects of certain plans
and programmes on the environment (2001) OJ L 197 p.30.
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Directive 85/337 (see previous footnote), Articles 2 and 4.
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Court of Justice, case C-347/97 Commission v.Belgium (1999) ECR I-309 (concerning a programme for batteries).
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cient to comply with the requirement of establishing a plan but this legal interpretation is hardly enforced by the Commission.
The quality of waste management plans varies considerably across Europe. Some plans consist of
hardly more than some lines. The EEA concluded recently in a Parliamentary briefing – “Although
it is difficult to identify a general relationship between the quality of waste plans and trends in
waste generation and management performance, there does seem to be a positive link in countries with very good coverage in their plans, where high levels and strong growth rates for recycling can be found. These countries are also good at limiting landfilling”115. Waste management
plans are public and may not be kept confidential. Their elaboration must undergo an environment impact assessment (see chapter IV.4.2.4.1.4) and the public has a right to participate in the
drawing up of such plans. This is important, as many plans contain provisions on the siting of
waste treatment or disposal installations and even some details of the construction and operation of such installations.
Furthermore the EU framework Directive on waste provides that Member States may object to a
shipment of waste that does not correspond to their waste management plans (recital 9). The
Court of Justice has however decided that this provision is of no relevance, as the possibilities of
objecting to such shipments was regulated by the EU Regulation on the shipment of waste116.
Revision of this regulation, currently ongoing, appears to be going in the direction of reinstating
this possibility (see chapter IV.4.2.4.4).

IV.4.2.4.1.6 Reporting
Reporting allows public authorities to assess whether the legislative requirements have been
complied with in practice, and adapt, where necessary, the conditions for the specific waste
installation or the waste stream.
Member States, based on commonly agreed questionnaires, are obliged to regularly report to the
European Commission on the implementation of the Directives. The Commission is obliged to
regularly establish an EU-wide feedback report, often specifically to the other EU institutions on
the implementation of the Directives; sometimes reports on several Directives or over several
years are assembled in one single report117.
The national reports are accessible to the public, upon request. The same applies to the EU
reports. The EU reports are often disappointing in terms of providing data that would allow verification of environmental protection on the ground, as they limit themselves – according to the
information in the national reports - to describing the national legislative and administrative
measures, without discussing their practical applications. Thus, the reports do not really constitute a yardstick to assess compliance, enforcement and real fates of waste streams and associated impacts/ improvements. The quality of the information in these reports in very much dependant on the level of detail and type of information required by the questionnaires established for
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Court of Justice, case C-347/97 Commission v.Belgium (1999) ECR I-309 (concerning a programme for batteries).
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Court of Justice, case C-203/96 (see note above).
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Article 16 of the waste framework Directive requires for example that on the basis of reports submitted to the
Commission it shall publish a consolidated report every three years, and for the first time in April 1996 (ie in April 1999,
2002, 2005 and 2008 etc...)
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these purposes. As these questionnaires are drawn up in committees with no scrutiny or access
by stakeholders, excluding ECOs among others, it is difficult to influence their content.
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Specifically on those waste incinerators with a capacity of two tonnes per hour the relevant
authorities must furthermore establish an annual report on the functioning and surveillance of
the installation, which also reports on air emissions and water discharges118. Again, this report is
required to be accessible to the public. Similar reporting requirements unfortunately do not exist
for landfills. Generally, however, it should be noted that all emissions into the air and the water
from waste installations which are in the hands of public authorities, must be made available to
the public, on request (e.g. article 12 of Waste Incineration Directive).

IV.4.2.4.2 Directive 91/689 on hazardous waste
This Directive of 1991119 defines hazardous waste as those wastes which correspond to the criteria listed in annexes of this Directive and are actually laid down in Commission Decision 2000/532
of May 2000. The general requirements of Directive 75/442, such as permits or management
plans are strengthened for hazardous wastes. Specific requirements restrict the mixing of wastes.

IV.4.2.4.3 Limiting the generation of hazardous waste through products
Limiting or even completely prohibiting the use of certain substances, because they would make
the waste which is generated at the end of a product's life-span hazardous, is current legislative
practice, though there is no systematic approach to the problem at all; it also occurs outside the
waste sector. For example, ozone-depleting substances or lead in petrol.
The main substances which are affected by such restrictions are heavy metals and other toxic,
bioaccumulative or persistent substances. There are numerous provisions in EU law that limit the
presence of heavy metals, in particular of cadmium, lead, mercury and chromium in products for
example vehicles. Other examples concern polybrominated biphenyls(PBB), polybrominated
diphenyls (PBDE), commonly used as flame retardants, which are banned, in addition to heavy
metals in the Directive on restriction on hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment (ROHS)120, or asbestos restricted by the Directive on marketing and restriction of use
Directive121. In view of the present stage of European integration and the statement in the 6EAP
that "chemicals that are dangerous should be substituted by safer chemicals or safer alternative
technologies not entailing the use of chemicals, with the aim of reducing risks to man and the environment"122, Member States may prohibit the use of other substances in products, where otherwise the material would, at the waste stage, lead to the generation of hazardous waste; this possibility has hardly ever been used; an example is the ban of lead in hunting ammunition, adopted by Denmark and The Netherlands.
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Directive 2000/76 on waste incineration, Article 12(2).
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Directive 91/689 on hazardous waste (1991) OJ L 377 p.20.
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Directive 2002/95/EC OJ L37 p 19
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For more examples related to products see Directive 76/769 relating to restrictions on the marketing and use of certain
dangerous substances and preparations, (1976) OJ L 262 p.1 and its subsequent amendments.
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Decision 1600/2002 laying down the sixth Community environment action programme, (2002)OJ L 242 p.1. Article 7(1).
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In the future, with the adoption of the Commission proposed legislative revision on chemicals
policy, REACH123 (see chapter V.4.6.4.6) there would be additional tools to prevent hazardousness
of waste by reducing and restricting the use of hazardous substances in products and articles.
Whilst waste itself is not covered by REACH requirements it is foreseen that products resulting
from recycled wastes will be, although there is strong pressure from the relevant industrial sectors to obtain exemptions for such products.

IV.4.2.4.4 Shipment of waste, Regulation 259/93
As waste materials are movable objects and Member States - inside the Member States local
authorities or other public or private bodies - provide for waste treatment and disposal installations, there is a tendency from Member States to limit the movement of wastes. In contrast, waste
holders normally want to bring waste to places where its treatment or disposal is cheapest; they
find support in the EU Treaty which generally provides for the application of Article 28 to 30 EC
Treaty on the free circulation of goods. The present ongoing EU discussion on reviewing EU shipment rules for waste is likely to give Member States more possibilities to oppose shipments to
other Member States.
In order to control waste shipments, the EU introduced the principle of prior informed consent:
a shipment may only take place, where the administration of the Member State of dispatch has
informed the administration of the Member State of destination of the planned shipment and
agreement to the shipment has been given. Details of the procedure, of the documentation to
be established and the security measures to be taken are laid down in Regulation 259/93 (EC
1993) on the shipment of waste.
The regulation, in parts is aligned to international commitments (such as the UN Basel
Convention on the transboundary movement of hazardous waste), deals with the movements
(shipments) of waste within EU Member States and the export and import of waste into the EU.
It divides waste into non-hazardous ("green"), hazardous (”amber") and very hazardous ("red")
categories and determines, when a Member State may object to a shipment of waste from another Member State.
Member States may object to any waste shipment to another Member State, where the waste it
to be disposed of in the other Member State. However, where the waste is to be recovered and
not disposed of in that other Member State - recovering includes the recycling and the burning
of waste with the recovery of energy - Member States only have few, specifically enumerated
grounds for objecting to such shipments.
According to ECJ case law the shipment of municipal waste to a dedicated waste incinerator in
another Member State is normally to be regarded as a shipment for disposal and may thus be
prohibited by the Member State of dispatch124. In contrast to that, the dispatch of waste for incineration to a cement kiln of another Member State (for co incineration) normally constitutes a dis-
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COM(2003) 644 final, Brussels, 29.10.2003.
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Court of Justice, case C-458/00 Commission v. Luxembourg (2003) ECR I-1553. Note: Some claim that this is a bit to simplistic interpretation of the judgement of the ECJ. They would say, that the judgement has caused new legal uncertainty – and that therefore restrictions against the export of waste based upon the uncertain imperfect between recovery and
disposal continue to be very contestable.
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patch for recovery125. Non hazardous – ‘green’ - waste which is shipped for a recovery operation
is however not subject to any restrictions.
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The EU has also prohibited shipments of hazardous waste to non OECD countries126. In this case
it is irrelevant whether the shipment is for recovery or for disposal. This legislation follows a decision of the Basel Convention, adopted in order to prevent waste shipments to developing countries, where there is often a complete lack of adequate waste management infrastructure. Whilst
the EU has made these obligations binding it is still the fact that this BASEL decision is internationally not yet in force. There are frequent attempts to bypass this export ban127, for example by
passing waste shipment containers through less monitored shipping routes or by selling end of
life cars or ships to third countries as second-hand vehicles, to which product, rather than waste,
legislation applies (product legislation containing no restrictions on movements).
A major revision of the Regulation is currently being discussed128. The ongoing revision contains
some important improvements notably as regards the conditions determining when and under
which conditions export for “sham recovery“ (disposal falsely passed off as recovery) can be forbidden. The proposal (under discussion in the European Parliament and Council) so far foresees
new (strengthened) criteria for authorities raising objections based on , among others, the ratio
of recoverable and non-recoverable waste, non use of BAT despite having an IPPC permit in the
installation of destination, lack of treatment in accordance with legally binding environmental protection standards in relation to recovery operations, or legally binding recovery or recycling obligations established in Community legislation and possibilities for raising objections in cases where
the planned shipment or recovery would not be in accordance with national laws and regulations
in the country of dispatch relating to the recovery of waste, including where the planned shipment
would be destined for recovery in a facility which has lower treatment standards for the particular
waste stream than those of the country of dispatch, respecting the need to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market129.
In addition it foresees a new Article 3.5 which states that municipal solid waste must be managed
as waste destined for disposal.
Note that nuclear waste is not included under the waste shipment Directive, as a separate
Directive exists for this (EC 1992, p. 24).
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Court of Justice, case C-228/00 Commission v. Germany (2003) ECR I-1439.
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Regulation 120/97 (1997) OJ L 22 p.14.
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A recent report by an EU enforcement pilot project IMPEL revealed significant rates of irregularities in containers opened
at some EU ports, IMPEL report November 2004 . A conference held in sequence to this report reported back that recent
research in the Netherlands suggests that 50% of all Dutch waste exports to other EU states are possibly illegal, as are
over 70% of exports to non-OECD countries. See http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/impel/
tfs_notified_waste.htm for more information.
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Commission proposal for a regulation on the shipment of waste, COM (2003) 379.
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Draft Council Common Position on 2003/0139 (COD) 30 June 2004 - Article 13
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IV.4.2.5

EU LEGISLATION ADDRESSING WASTE INSTALLATIONS – LIMITING EMISSIONS

EU legislation has laid down detailed provisions on landfills (EC 1999) and waste incinerators (EC
2000b), but not on installations which treat waste for example by composting or recycling. There
is however a lack of provisions on the decommissioning of installations. For waste installations,
general provisions of EU law also apply, such as Directive 85/337 on environment impact assessment for the construction of new waste installations (EC 1985), Directive 96/61 on integrated prevention and pollution control (EC 1996c) or Directive 96/82 on accident prevention (EC 1996d).

IV.4.2.5.1 Directive 2000/76 on waste incinerators (including co-incineration)
For waste incinerators and co-incinerators, EU legislation has established relatively strict rules
concerning emission limits into air and water. The objective was to ensure the maximum protection of human health and the environment (and at the same time, increase the acceptability of
incinerators). The waste incineration Directive, adopted in 2000, replaces earlier Directives on
municipal waste incinerators and hazardous waste incinerators, although a number of transition
provisions continue to apply until the end of 2005. It deals with all installations that burn waste,
also those which burn waste together with other fuels, such as cement kiln or power plants (coincineration); the Directive does not apply to installations which incinerate radioactive waste, animal carcasses or wood waste.
The Directive fixes detailed conditions for the construction and operation of incinerators, including the minimum temperature or burning waste, emission limit values for air emissions of a number of pollutants - including dust, halogenated gases, NOx, SOx, TOC, CO and heavy metals as
well as dioxins and furans. It also regulates discharges to the aquatic environment of waste water
resulting from the cleaning of exhaust in accordance with the emission limit values on TSS, Hg,
Heavy metals, dioxins and furans set in Annex IV. It makes a link to other relevant community legislation concerning the release of polluting substances into soil, surface water and ground water.
Larger waste incinerators are obliged to apply the best available technology, though this notion,
as laid down in the waste incineration Directive is very vague. Generally, the emission standards
are relatively strict, though Member States may even apply more stringent standards (for example in the Netherlands). Due to high potential emission releases particular attention is focused
on measures that are planned to be taken in the case of malfunctioning of an installation. EU
law provides that the total amount of malfunctioning of an installation may not exceed 60 hours
per year. However, it is not clear how this provision is being enforced in Member States.
Furthermore, it must be remembered that small incinerators are not expressly addressed by EU
legislation and also that the requirements of using the best available techniques only apply to the
operation of large installations. Particular care is therefore needed to control the permits and
conditions which are granted to smaller incinerators. This also applies to incinerators which are
part of hospitals and to production installations which burn their own waste during the production process etc.
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The previous loopholes for co incineration have been bigger and have been partially closed by
the revised EU Waste Incineration Directive but it still has a number of shortcomings. The Directive
does not offer solutions for some areas of potential ecodumping - for example, the threshold values of co-incineration are established in accordance with the waste disposal requirements for only
some of the relevant parameters. In particular, limits for particulates (dust), nitrogen oxides and
sulphur dioxide are much less stringent for co-incineration. Thus for co-incineration some emission limit values are less strict than for waste incinerators. Moreover, the EU Incineration Directive
makes no mention of so called `feedstock recycling´ (burning waste materials for use as chemical
as well as energetic input to a process) in installations such as blast furnaces. This is an especially
serious omission because these processes are increasingly promoted as ‘recycling’ (in order to
reach recycling targets), especially by the (end-of-life) car plastics industry.

IV.4.2.5.2 Directive 1999/31 on landfills
Landfills for waste are subject to detailed EU legislation as regards their construction and the permits
for their operation. Landfills emit gases, in particular methane, which is a powerful greenhouse gas;
liquids (eluates) from landfills may leach into the ground and groundwater, transporting heavy metals or other harmful substances. Technically speaking, landfills that totally protect against this effect
do not exist and it is only possible to greatly reduce and possibly delay such effects. Hence the importance of ensuring that the sites for landfills are chosen with caution, and operated with care and that
wastes are not accepted at landfills for which the landfill is not designed (liquid or hazardous wastes).
This Directive applies to all new and existing landfills which are in operation. Landfills are divided into landfills for hazardous waste, landfill for non hazardous waste and landfills for inert
waste. All waste must be treated before disposal. Landfills for inert waste may not be used for
other wastes, landfills for hazardous waste only for hazardous wastes. Liquid waste, hospital
waste, complete tyres and explosive, corrosive or inflammable wastes may not be landfilled at all.
The Directive also regulates in detail procedures for accepting wastes, provisions on measuring
and control procedures and after care measures
For climate change reasons (methane emissions), the disposal of the biodegradable municipal
waste fraction is to be progressively reduced – by 25% (by weight) until 2006, by 50% until 2010
and by 65% until 2016, compared with 1995 levels (with extensions in the timetables for some
Member States that invoke the escape clause, claiming that they were dependent by over 80% on
landfill in 1995 for municipal wastes). Some Member States have taken further action to restrict
landfilling of biodegradable waste at the national level - Germany will apply an outright ban on
all landfilling of untreated household waste (targeting in particular biodegradable wastes) in
2005 and Norway130 will apply a similar ban, on landfilling of biodegradable wastes, by 2009131.
Landfills must be designed to prevent groundwater pollution as laid down in Directive
1980/68/EC (see chapter IV.5.7.5), which requires prevention of input of all hazardous substances
into groundwater (black list) and limiting all other pollutants to prevent negative impacts on
legitimate uses (e.g. drinking water abstractions).
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Norway, although not a Member State of the EU has signed a European Economic Area Agreement that requires , among
other things that Norway adopts EU environmental legislation and participates in EU environmental programmes.
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In parallel, a recycling target for all types of waste - currently 75% by 2010 is to be increased to 80% by 2009 (source:
Environment Daily 1845, 21/03/05).
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IV.4.2.5.3 Directive 2000/59 on port reception facilities
In order to prevent the dumping of waste at sea, this Directive (EC 2000c) requires all EU ports to
establish waste reception facilities for waste from ships. Ships that enter the port have to pay a
fee for these facilities, irrespective of the actual use of the facility.

IV.4.2.5.4 Other waste treatment or recycling installations
So far under EU law, waste treatment ( or other recycling) or composting installations only have
to comply with the general provisions of the waste framework Directive 75/442 and, where they
exceed a certain capacity, with the requirements of the integrated pollution prevention and control Directive. Details of the permits and conditions of operation are therefore established by
Member States, either by legislation or on a case-by-case basis for each installation separately.
Permits and the conditions for operation should be publicly available on request. So far there are
no EU requirements as to the regular publication of comparative data as regards the emissions,
discharges and waste generation of such installations. As concerns specific legislation on
biowaste, despite various political calls and even clear commitments from the Commission itself
and the existence of a widely discussed draft document (CEC 2001) there is a current political
reluctance within the European Commission to come forward with a proposal for this waste
stream132.

IV.4.2.6

EU LEGISLATION ADDRESSING SPECIFIC WASTE STREAMS

There are specific EU Directives on waste oils (EC 1975), sewage sludge (EC 1986), batteries (EC
1991), packaging and packaging waste (EC 1994), PCBs and PCTs (EC 1996f), waste from the titanium dioxide industry (EC 1992b), end of life vehicles (EC 2000b) and waste from electrical and
electronic equipment (EC 2002b). Animal waste is regulated by a separate regulation (EC 2002c),
in the context of agricultural policy.

IV.4.2.6.1 Separate collection; recycling targets
A key element of EU waste policy and achieving progress in moving collective EU waste management environmental performance level up the waste hierarchy from disposal to recycling is the
establishment of minimum EU recycling targets and the associated and necessary separate collection. Whilst there is no general EU obligation to separate waste, in some Member States, - for
example Denmark, Sweden, Austria the obligation exists at the National level.
However, specific EU waste stream legislation requires Member States to set up separate collection schemes for some waste streams – in particular for batteries, packaging waste, cars and electrical and electronic waste. For some of these waste streams dedicated collection targets are set
which mean that a certain quantity of a given material must be (separately) collected, (eg. waste
from electrical and electronic production, where Member States shall ensure that on average four
kilograms of such waste per citizen and per year is collected)133. For other waste streams the col-
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See Letter to Commisioner Dimas from EEB. ASSURE, FEAD, RREUSE, ISWA and ECN, 7 April 2005
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The EEB recommended higher targets, estimating that 4kg was equivalent to less that 30% of the potential collection
possible – for more information see EEB argumentation paper Towards Waste-Free Electrical and Electronic Equipment,
March 2001.
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lection objective is more generic134 or is related to the quantities generated. For example, for batteries (new Directive proposal still under development) it is proposed (by the European
Parliament) as a percentage of the national sales of batteries in each country (as the quantities
of total battery consumption differs greatly between the old and new Member States).
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Recycling targets are percentages which must be reached for the recycling of certain materials.
For example, the Directive on packaging and packaging waste requires that by the end of 2008,
60 percent by weight of glass packaging material must be recycled. Such recycling targets exist,
in EU law, by now for packaging waste, cars, electrical and electronic equipment; they were not
established for batteries or sewage sludge, where they might be less appropriate.
There is some discussion at EU level, whether such recycling targets for specific sectors should
not be replaced by recycling targets for materials - for example a recycling target for all glass, not
only glass from packaging waste. The problem here is how such a recycling target can be organised (how the responsibilities for achieving the target attributed) and enforced, and whether the
efforts in a specific sector would not be diluted by spreading the responsibility over several sectors. (e.g. packaging paper targets if changed to just paper targets would be probably cause a
shift to non-packaging sources of paper and possibly reverse progress made on separate collection of packaging).
What is clear is that recycling targets usefully fix objectives for authorities and the public to attain
and are capable of mobilising efforts and means. They require better organised collection of data,
well developed collection systems and accompanying measures to persuade the public to participate in collecting.

IV.4.2.6.2 Producer responsibility, individual producer responsibility
On the basis of the Extended Producer Responsibility principle, producers should be responsible
for all costs relating to the management of some waste streams (including collection)135– under
EU law this is most notably the case for waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) where
extended producer responsibility is specified to the level of individual producer responsibility
(article 8 of Directive 2002/96 on WEEE). Individual financial producer responsibility means that
each individual producer is liable regarding the costs relating to the waste management activities which are required for its own-brand products when they become waste. It does not however relate to the organisation and logistics of take-back systems, which is a common misunderstanding. Individual responsibility does not prohibit co-operation among producers – but should
maintain clear-cut ultimate responsibility by an identifiable individual producer. This means that
companies will need to be informed about the waste from their own products and the costs corresponding to them.
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For example for waste oils it is simply stated in article 1 - Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that
waste oils are collected and disposed of without causing any avoidable damage to man and the environment. Which can
be interpreted as all waste oils available for collection.
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For example for waste oils it is simply stated in article 1 - Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that
waste oils are collected and disposed of without causing any avoidable damage to man and the environment. Which can
be interpreted as all waste oils available for collection.
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The added value of the concept of individual responsibility, is that through the internalisation of
external costs, it creates a direct upstream effect which should contribute to designing for the
environment. In this way, every improvement in design will have a direct effect on the costs the
producer should have to bear for potential treatment at the end of the product’s life and eventually on the price consumers have to pay for the product.
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Improvements in terms of design which will have a direct effect on waste management costs can
include improved ease of dismantling (requiring less time equipment), use of easy and positive
post-waste value materials for recycling, the direct use of recyclate for the manufacturing of new
products (cheaper materials) – which will lead in turn to the use of less raw materials and saving in resources136.
An important caveat: individual financial responsibility only drives eco-innovation if a very
demanding framework is set, thus preventing cost reduction strategies by ecodumping. This
applies especially to recycling, collection and chemicals targets. Compromises on those points
create incentives to reduce costs by choosing environmentally less performing waste management options that cause more damage to the environment..
The effectiveness of the individual producer responsibility in the WEEE directive will in the end
depend greatly on the way the EU directive is transposed into National legislation. According to
an industry platform (the Recycling Platform - created to follow-up on the producer responsibility requirements and their implementation) many member states are transposing the EU Directive
into National legislation in such a way that producers are, in practice, pushed into systems of collective responsibility.
In contrast to individual financial responsibility, collective financial responsibility does not remunerate the innovating producer. Innovation in ecodesign by one producer will probably get diluted and lost in the collective financing model. Environmental improvement through a collective
model may only be achieved via consensus, if the participants of a collective model agree on differentiated fees or if there is competition between individual and collective models. However,
producers are unlikely to agree on an environmentally differentiated fee as there will always be
some `losers´ that will have to pay a higher fee). So only allowing `competition´ between schemes
drives innovation as it gives a company opportunities for choice and hence also for leaving a collective financial responsibility scheme, if it prefers to do so.

IV.4.3

Voluntary Instruments

The use of non binding instruments in waste policy so far has been exceptional. In 1981, a recommendation on the recycling of paper was adopted137. However, this recommendation was
almost completely ignored by professionals and also by administrations, and had virtually no
impact. In a number of cases, manufacturing lobbies have tried in the past to persuade EU insti-
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Note: Improvements at the level of waste management costs can also be achieved by a shift in company policy by trying
to sell services rather than products. This will also contribute to the idea of sustainable consumption, less use of
resources, of hazardous substances, etc. as mentioned earlier. These concepts are not recognised by the Directive.
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Council Recommendation concerning the re-use of waste paper and the use of recycled paper (1981) OJ L 355 p.56.
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tutions to back up industrial commitments by establishing voluntary agreements, mainly in
order to escape legislative measures. So far they have been unsuccessful.
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IV.4.4

Standardisation (see also chapter V.4.5)

In the waste sector, few EU standards have been elaborated until now. The standardisation or
New Approach138 has only been adopted in the packaging waste sector. Following the New
Approach the EU Directive on packaging and packaging waste, beyond the targets and mechanisms for waste collection and recycling, fixes general provisions in order to define common
understanding of the composition and the reusable and recoverable (including recyclable) nature
of packaging – these are called the essential requirements139. Promotion of prevention of packaging waste was also included. The Directive however only laid down very general guidelines and
environmental objectives to be reached (in Annex II of the Directive), leaving it to industrial standardisation by CEN to elaborate European standards for prevention, reusables, recyclables and
other aspects. The approach was a complete failure: though there was a detailed mandate given
to CEN, the CEN standards were so poor that the Commission refused to accept them140 and make
them official by publication in the European Official Journal141. The EEB and the Consumer
Standardisation watch dog ANEC followed these developments closely142 and the EEB even provided alternative proposals143. Unfortunately this refusal did not stop the packaging standards
drawn up by CEN: the only effect which the refusal had was that the presumption that packaging
complying with the standards complied with the packaging Directive, did not come into effect
and so Member States were left to find national solutions for enforcement. Pressure to find an
EU solution (and certainly pressure from industry for formal adoption of the CEN standards) lead
to a second attempt to define the standards in CEN, with a `new´ mandate. The mandate however was not significantly different from the first (as a result even CEN acknowledged it could not
achieve very different results from the first attempt). In February 2005 the Commission, after putting the standards quickly through Member State committees, performed a complete U-turn and
published the standards (almost identical in content to the ones refused in 2000) in the Official
Journal.
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The “New Approach” is a specific policy approach characterised by a clear separation of tasks and responsibilities
between the European legislator and the European standards bodies (European Committee for Standardisation-CEN,
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation-CENELEC and European Telecommunication Standards
Institute-ETSI) – for more information see chapter V.4.5 on Standardisation)
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The essential requirements only establish the results to be attained, without specifying the technical solutions to do so
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With the exception of EN 13432 “Requirements on packaging recoverable through composting and biodegradation”
which was published in the OJ. Note that the standard on prevention was `published´ but with an exception for the essential requirements listed under Annex II, point 1 third indent, which means this standard gives no presumption of conformity for the Packaging Directive.

141

See NGO reaction paper - Success for EEB and ANEC rejection of packaging standards March 2001

142

See EEB position paper CEN at work_ How the requirements of the European Packaging and packaging waste Directive are
by-passed by the CEN standards, Sept 2000. All this was done from outside of the formal EU standardisation process as at
that time the ECO EU level standardisation watch dog did not exist, only some German EEB members had, albeit restricted, participative access to the German national mirror body. See http://www.eeb.org/activities/waste/
packaging/Index.htm

143

See EEB´s own alternative proposal for credible standards (to prove that they could have been set) - EEB on Drafting effective packaging standards, June 2001.
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The standards (as they now stand) still fail to promote packaging prevention, reuse and recyclability144. Some illustrative examples are:
◗ they allow companies to use vacuous arguments on packaging presentation, such as “it has to
look bigger than it is”, to justify voluminous and unnecessary packaging.
◗ they allow companies to produce so called ‘refill pouches’ (common for eg in laundry softeners) and claim that this is re-usable packaging while the pouch is in fact a one-way throwaway
packet and no re-use in the true ‘multiple trip’ sense occurs. No minimum amount of ‘reusage’ is defined in the standard.
◗ they allow packaging with any percentage of recyclable materials to be called ‘recyclable’. A
packaging item with as much as 50% inert (non-burning) material, made of PVC or with unacceptably low energy content meets the standard on ‘energy recovery’.
The reasons for the failure of the Packaging standards are primarily due to imbalances in the
interests of the parties defining the standard. (for more information see chapter V.4.5 on
Standardisation)
With the general trend of deregulation, simplification of legislation, making `better legislation´
etc. it cannot be excluded that standards in the waste sector will become more frequent in future.
In theory, they could replace much of the existing legislation, in particular where technical details
are regulated, such as acceptance criteria for wastes in landfills or incinerators, emission standards, recycling and recovery targets etc.

IV.4.5

Taxes and charges

EU waste law does not, so far, provide for economic instruments, such as for taxes, charges or
fees. Such measures are left to Member States, principally for reasons of subsidiarity: all attempts
by the EU to introduce such measures at EU level have been rejected so far145.
Economic considerations strongly influence the behaviour of waste generators and holders. A
landfill tax increases the price for landfill disposals and may make forms of waste recovery economically more attractive. A tax on metal can packaging makes this form of packaging less attractive for producers and consumers. The example of collection charges for municipal waste graduated according to the weight of waste already mentioned above is another one.
Public authorities have the possibility of influencing waste pricing, as they frequently operate
waste treatment and/or disposal operations, organise the collection of municipal waste, and
occasionally industrial waste. They also sometimes have the possibility of initiating or even
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For more details on how the standards fail to achieve the objectives of the packaging Directive see ANEC-ECOS Position
Paper on the revised Packaging Standards prepared under the second standardisation mandate M317 , January 2001 and EEB
press release Commission encourages increases in packaging waste!, 22 February 2005

145

See, for example, Article 15 of Directive 94/62 on packaging and packaging waste, which provides: "Acting on the basis
of the relevant provisions of the Treaty, the Council adopts economic instruments to promote the implementation of the
objectives set by this Directive". No such measures were yet adopted.
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adopting legislative measures. Influencing the pricing of waste treatment and disposal activities
via taxes, charges and fees also requires from public authorities, a clear long-term strategy on
waste prevention and recycling objectives to be reached, which treatment and/or disposal installations are to be favoured and considerations on what materials should be financially favoured
or disadvantaged.
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Another good example of the use of taxes is a tax on plastic shopping bags introduced in the
Republic of Ireland which has cut their use by more than 90% and raised millions of euros in revenue. 3.5 million euros of the revenue raised is to be spent on environmental projects. The tax
of 15 cents per bag was introduced in March 2002, in an attempt to curb litter, among other
objectives.

IV.4.6

Waste Policy today and tomorrow - New
approach in the 2005 Strategy?

(Note: This chapter is based on the state of discussion surrounding the elaboration of the EU
Waste Strategy in June 2005.)
It is important to realise that waste management within the EU is traditionally marked by the dispute on competence between Member States, often also regions and local authorities, on the
one hand, and the EU on the other hand. As Member States are responsible for constructing and
operating waste installations, they can considerably influence waste flows. On the other hand the
EU has the possibility of influencing waste management through the provisions on the free circulation of goods (and some wastes) which prevent Member States from closing their borders to
waste imports or exports. This tension is a useful one for reinforcing such principles as the proximity principle.
The upcoming features of the Thematic Strategies generated by the 6EAP – in particular on waste
prevention and recycling – which follow some new lines of thought, whilst not formalised (and
so still subject to changes) are worth mentioning as they illustrate the political environment in
which EU waste policy is evolving at this point in time.
The strongest evidence of changes in approach can be seen in the Commission’s intentions for
amending the waste Framework Directive (WFD). The Commission’s proposals for the WFD revision involve at least 4 fundamental changes:
1. undoing the current proxy approach to waste policy (waste hierarchy based on a quantitative approach to prevention > recycling > incineration > landfill) by introducing a ‘new’ environmental objective and a lifecycle approach (as a new article 1 of the WFD). While nothing
can be said against refining the quantity based approach in order to increase the environmental effectiveness of measures and ensure that environmental trade offs are better taken care
off (e.g. climate versus water pollution), it would require a huge amount of data (e.g. chemical compositions of products and waste) and modelling capacity (e.g. predicting ecosystem
responses). As this condition is not fulfilled and it is unlikely that Member States or industry
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would be willing to invest in it, replacing the current waste volume approach with environmental and life-cycle assessments would
i. offer no further progress in terms of real implementation (no clarification of Member
States’ responsibilities/obligations towards implementation for example)
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ii. potentially lead to increased environmental degradation and health impacts.
Further the `lifecycle thinking´ would need to be carried out at local authority level and their
establishing of waste management plans146, for which resources are currently not available. At the
same time the attack on the credibility of the waste hierarchy gives increased justification for subsidiarity in waste policy - disengaging the EU from its responsibility of steerage in waste policy
(as Life Cycle approaches and analyses are more robust at the national and local level) good
examples of the risks of this approach can be seen in the already existing debate on the packaging and packaging waste Directive.
According to the current WFD the primary objective should be to restrict the production of packaging waste. As an avoidance technique the industry tries to steer the discussion in the direction
of merely reducing the lifecycle impacts of each packaging unit. In practice this leads to the distraction of political pressure to reduce quantities of packaging generated and attempts to establish tools such as Packaging Environmental Indicators (PEIs). National pilot projects (for eg in The
Netherlands) have revealed difficulties with PEI’s ability to deliver good EU steerage ie steering
to wards recycling/other forms of treatment (primarily due to lack of sufficient data, specific
nature of different kinds of packaging and the high weight of the distribution (transport) factor
in the lifecycle formula). In general the conclusion is that such indicators would be even less feasible at the EU level where data quality is an even greater challenge147.
2. introduce approaches to establish end-of-waste (fitness for use) criteria that may restrict
the scope and precautionary nature of waste policy. As stressed above the scope of the waste
definition is the key to ensuring that the impacts of waste generation are reduced and most
importantly that there is a strong (regulative pressure) incentive to generate LESS waste. A key
argument for reducing the scope of waste policies is the promotion of recycling. But the actors
behind this argument would instead suggest that the main interested actors are co incinerators who want to burn more waste – as a cheap fuel alternative - without too much administrative control, or material streams that would like to shed the material cycling responsibilities
– eg plastics wastes. The EEB has explained in a study why it thinks that this is not beneficial
to the environment148.
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The life cycle approach risks asking Member Sates to go down something similar to the UK Best Practical Environmental
Option (BPEO) route. This can lead to to endlessly complicated processes, requiring heavy resources (where citizens’
organisations’ interests often lose out ) leading in turn to serious governance deficits and the lifecycle analyses are in
turn highly vulnerability to distorting boundary and assumptions. The UK environment ministry has recognised this
(Changes to Waste Management Decision Making Principles in Waste Strategy 2000, DEFRA, Dec 2004) and are now abandoning the BPEO approach. Sources indicate that it will probably go back to applying the waste the hierarchy and
strengthening the hierarchy approach and consultation practices.

147

The Study on the Implementation of the Directive on Packaging and Packaging Waste 94/62/EC and options to strengthen
prevention and reuse of packaging, February 2005 done for the European Commission concludes that the Dutch experience suggests that `a simple PEI is too simple for any other application than as a product development tool for industry’

148

See: EEB study: Ecodumping by Energy Recovery, 2001
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3. introducing pro-incineration approaches to the recovery definitions; The Commission’s proposed solution (at the time of writing) is to establish, through technical committees, a general definition of recovery based on the notion of substitution of resources, including a corrective mechanism to list specific processes in the disposal annex where it is considered that from
an environmental perspective it is not appropriate to classify them as recovery (and so remove
the recovery status maybe given to them by this very broad definition of recovery – eg landfill
with biogas capture could be newly classified as recovery by this definition, and would need
to be de-classified to disposal again). This correction mechanism may also make use of efficiency (eg energy efficiency) thresholds to clarify specific cases (ie waste incinerators). The
proposal as it stands is unsatisfactory as, among other reasons:
i. the wider interpretation of substitution of resources will mean that indirect power/heat
generation achieved by energy in waste incinerators (substituting that in dedicated power
generation installations) will classify all modern waste incinerators as recovery (effectively
reversing ECJ ruling on the matter – for more details see below) and,
ii. the use of efficiency thresholds is undefined, and if used only for energy efficiency, is insufficient to serve the multiple considerations for waste management (prevention hazardousness, separation of recyclables, proximity principle etc). The EEB has proposed an alternative approach for `credible´ recovery criteria.
There also serious concerns at this point in time on the part of the various stakeholders (ECOS
and even industry interest groups) as to the democratic adequacy of the committees proposed to
carry out such changes given the current poor track record of political decisions taken by the
Commission using such committees149.
4. delegating setting of recycling standards to the IPPC Directive instead of setting up a dedicated horizontal daughter Directive (as has been done for landfill and incineration). The EEB
does not believe that the IPPC is the right place to address such waste policy aspects, for several reasons. One such reason is that the implementation of the IPPC Directive seems to be of
low quality leading to huge national and regional differences in environmental protection (see
chapter V.3.2)150.
At the same time the Commission shows intentions of revoking (deleting) the Waste Oils
Directive. Interestingly the Commission has failed to bring forward any environmental data justifying such a step and despite adequate evidence that the problem is not with the Waste Oils legislation but contradictory to EU economic policies (fuel tax exemptions encouraging the burning
of waste oils).
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See EEB press release on case of ROHS technical adaptation committee - Commission risks credibility in its implementation
of electronic products safety rules, 18 March 2005
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In July 2003 the Commission reported to Parliament and Council about the progress of IPPC implementation. The findings are alarming: huge delays, inadequate legal transposition and candidate countries facing serious capacity problems.
It concludes that successful application of BAT by 2007 is essential to achieve more sustainable production patterns and
therefore warns that if efforts of authorities are insufficient it might be necessary to establish a more harmonised
approach, i.e. by setting EU wide emission limit values. But the Commission until now refrained from making any concrete proposals to revise or how to complement IPPC.
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Similarly the Commission refuses to carry out its previous commitment to complement the waste
legislative set-up with a much needed biowaste and composting Directive and prefers to consider product standards or IPPC run process standards as sufficient, leaving the legislative tools to
Member States, with each one setting its own Strategies.
Both moves are difficult to place in an environmental impact approach, where there is the evidence for benefits of waste oil regeneration151 and removing biodegradable waste from landfills
and supplying clean compost to European Soils has widely documented benefits.
To conclude, a change from the existing approach to waste policy with a strongly precautionary
(especially in approach to scope) and ‘quantity as an impact proxy’ approach, making full use of
leadership from the EU level and using binding legislative tools to one that uses a complex lifecycle impacts approach, delegating leadership to the national level and preferring standards and nonlegislative tools all point in the direction of a Commission that is deregulating on waste policy152.

IV.4.7

Implementation and decision-making

IV.4.7.1

RESPONSIBILITIES

Implementation of EU legislative measures is, in principle, the obligation of Member States
(Article 175(4) of the Treaty). In the area of waste management, this basic principle must not be
forgotten, as EU waste legislation presupposes the adoption of national, regional or local legislative measures in order to be fully operational. It is furthermore most important that waste legislation is properly applied at all administrative levels, that the necessary monitoring and control
measures are taken by the public authorities and that in particular the illegal shipment, illegal
incineration, illegal operation of landfills and illegal disposal of wastes is exposed and stopped.
In all Member States, the application of existing legislative provisions by waste operators and
other persons continues to be a serious problem153. Generally, it must be said that in all Member
States bad implementation, application and enforcement is one of the biggest problems for environmental law in general and for waste management law in particular.
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See EEB submission to Commission consultation on the revoking of the Waste Oils Directive - EEB response to Waste Oils
consultation Feb 2005
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For a good and still relevant overview of the challenges waste policy faces see EEB publication – Towards a Low waste
Europe – Ten Key Issues, April 2001.
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For example the Commission has recently applied to the European Court, because there are more than 8.800 unauthorised landfills in operation in France (see Commission Press release 13 July 2004 - IP/04/895 ). Though this practice is
banned since more than a decade, unauthorised landfills operate not only in France, but in all Member States. A similar
application is made against Italy, where nearly 5000 unauthorised landfills operate (Commission Press Release - IP/04/930
of 15/07/2004).
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COMPLAINTS

Individual persons and environmental organisations are entitled to complain to the European
Commission, whenever they are of the opinion that waste legislation is not being applied correctly. Complaints to the European Commission on the infringement of EU waste legislation are frequent These complaints mainly concern the siting of waste incinerators or landfills, (some recent
examples are case 156/03 December 2004 Commission versus Italy, case 420/02 Nov 2004
Commission versus Greece, 398/02 June 2004 Commission versus Spain etc) absence of environmental impact assessments, the operation of unauthorised landfills, and, more generally, the
emissions or discharges from waste installations beyond the authorised limits.

IV.4.7.3

USE OF WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANS

As mentioned before, waste management plans have to be sent to the European Commission
with the intention being to progressively achieve an EU-wide waste management overview and
coordination. However, until now, the Commission has hardly ever looked at the quality or completeness of waste management plans or tried to integrate different plans into a greater planning
structure, or looked at the details of national implementation reports. Waste management plans
have a powerful potential for compelling Member States to implement and achieve waste management objectives. The current questionnaire that Member States have for reporting purposes154
is probably too open and unspecific for these purposes – creating a tendency for Member States
to just list what legislation has been adopted. Ideally the questionnaire should be revised and this
should be done with proper stakeholder involvement and scrutiny through the use of a formal
Waste Steering group (as exists for Air Policy containing both representatives of national competent authorities and stakeholders) and dedicated working groups.

IV.4.7.4

THE IMPORTANCE OF WORKING LOCALLY

The main challenges for local authorities is to set up waste management strategies and plans that
are coherent with national waste management plans. Unfortunately, EU local authorities are generally not equipped to meet these obligations, at a time when strong political pressure for further devolution (of powers from EU level to national level) and more flexibility on waste policies
is on the increase. There is an urgent need to fill the gap between those in charge of proposing
new legislation, and those with the responsibility for implementing it. As it is often the local
authorities that bear the burden of implementing the requirements of EU waste legislation, the
need to improve their involvement in the preparation of legislation and to strengthen the support given for the exchange of best practices among them is vital. Working locally to achieve general environmental goals is thus critical for citizens’ environmental organisations.
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The Questionnaires are laid down in Commission Decision 94/741/EC and Commission Decision 97/622/EC concerning
questionnaires for Member States reports on the implementation of certain Directives in the waste sector. Available
online at Commission Waste Policy website http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/waste/legislation/d.htm
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IV.4.8

Links and crossovers with other EU legislation

IV.4.8.1

LINKS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIA POLICIES:

Below are some of the links and crossovers from waste legislation to legislation on other environmental media and public participation requirements. The list is not exhaustive but gives some
examples of how, in particular other policies, can reinforce and even strengthen the ambition
level of waste policy. This in turn will assist us in achieving the necessary levels of pollutant reductions and reaching the objectives of clean air, water etc.

IV.4.8.1.1 Links to Water Quality
Landfills - see chapter IV.4.2.5.2. Annex I of the landfill Directive establishes requirements for
effluent (leachate) collection and treatment and foresees standards on leachate measurement
methodologies. The leachates collected must be ‘treated to the appropriate standard required for
discharge’. Applicable standards can be found in Annex IX of the Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC and further national and EU wide standards have to be developed following the procedures of the Water Framework Directive as outlined in chapter IV.5.5.2.1. Overall landfill
leachates must prevent pollution of soil, groundwater and surface water. Landfills must be
designed to prevent groundwater pollution as laid down in Directive 1980/68/EC (see chapter
IV.5.7.5), which requires prevention of input of all hazardous substances into groundwater (black
list) and limiting all other pollutants to prevent negative impacts on legitimate uses (e.g. drinking water abstractions).
Waste Incineration - see chapter IV.4.2.5.1. The regulation of incinerator effluents in the waste
incineration Directive has a direct link to other relevant community legislation as it concerns the
release of polluting substances into soil, surface water and ground water. This includes the 1980
Groundwater Directive which can be used to establish the level of environmental protection associated with emissions into water .
Waste oils – the waste oils Directive requires that Member States ensure the prohibition of any
discharge of waste oils into internal surface waters, ground water, coastal waters and drainage
systems.
On this point it is important to note that the concept of `good water status` in the Water
Framework Directive (see chapter IV.5) is defined as good ecological as well as physio-chemical
status. This means that emissions to water bodies cannot result in a decline in the ecological
health of the water system and must allow the achievement of a close to natural state.

IV.4.8.1.2 Links to Air Quality
Waste Incineration – see chapter IV.4.2.5.1. The Directive on waste incinerators fixes emission limits for some air pollutants. These apply together with the general quality provisions on air specified by the Air Quality framework legislation and daughter Directives on specific pollutants (eg
on SOx, Particulate Matter (dust) and NOx) (see chapter IV.3.3).
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Landfills – see chapter IV.4.2.5.2. The Directive on landfilling of waste sets emission controls on
methane (a powerful global warming potential gas) and requires collection of methane (Annex I
paragraph 4 of the landfill Directive – all methane must be collected and used or flared).
Furthermore biodegradable waste targets are set for diversion of methane producing materials
from deposition in the landfill – a 25% reduction (in weight) by 2006, 50% by 2010 and 65% by
2016, compared with 1995 levels (with extensions in the timetables for some Member States that
make use of the escape clause that they were dependant by over 80% on landfill in 1995 for
municipal wastes).
Waste oils – the waste oils Directive requires that Member States ensure the prohibition of: any
processing of waste oils causing air pollution which exceeds the level prescribed by existing provisions (i.e. community waste incineration and presumably also therefore air quality legislation)

IV.4.8.1.3 Links to Soil Protection
Waste oils – the waste oils Directive requires that Member States ensure the prohibition of
deposit and/or discharge of waste oils harmful to the soil.
ECJ Case 1/03 Van de Walle155 on contaminated soils: This case ruled that where fuel is leaked
from a petrol station, the leaked fuel and the contaminated soil are both waste, even before the
soil is excavated. Under certain conditions, also the petrol company may be obliged to remove
the contaminated soil. This has important implications for enforcement of the polluter pays principle in contaminated soils clean-up situations.

IV.4.8.2

LINKS WITH INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION LEGISLATION
(see chapter V.2)

National, regional and local waste policies are heavily influenced by grassroots action (for example in the UK the UK government recognises that due to public resistance large increases in dedicated incineration capacities is not a viable political option, leading them to more actively
explore not only recycling strategies but also other incineration strategies such as co
incineration). In this context the right of access to information is crucial. Applications for a permit and the content of the permit granted, including all conditions on the operation and emissions of an installation, must be made available to the public according to the EU Directive
2003/35 providing for public participation156. Administrations are not entitled to restrict access to
any data on emissions into the air, the soil or the water that stem from waste installations or the
shipment, handling or treatment of wastes.
Citizens and environmental organisations have a right to comment on applications for a permit,
on applications for the construction or a significant change of a waste installation. Where they
might be affected by a waste installation, they are entitled to participate in any environment
impact assessment which the administration undertakes. Furthermore, they are entitled to par-
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Judgment of 7 September 2004.

156

Directive 2003/35 providing for public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and amending with regard to public participation and access to justice Council Directives 85/337
and 96/61 (2003) OJ L 156 p.17.
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ticipate in the making of waste management plans which often determines the siting of waste
installations157.
Another useful source of information is the recent establishment of a European Pollutant
Emission Register (EPER)158. The first set of emissions data, covering the year 2001, was published
in February 2004. The second set, covering 2004, will be reported in 2006. EPER contains data on
the main pollutant emissions to air and water reported by around 10,000 large and medium-sized
industrial facilities (including waste incinerators and waste disposals sites) in the 15 EU Member
States and Norway. Fifty pollutants are covered. All reported emissions data are publicly accessible through the EPER website, which is hosted by the European Environment Agency159 in
Copenhagen. The website also provides descriptions of each of the substances, their uses, major
emission sources and their impacts on human health and the environment.

IV.4.8.3

TECHNIQUES USED BY INSTALLATIONS

Larger waste installations (notably Incineration, Mechanical biological Treatment (MBT), waste
storage, some metal and chemical liquid and sludge physio-chemical treatments, immobilising
ashes, preparing fuel from liquid waste, preparing waste as fuel) also come under the Directive
on integrated prevention and pollution control (IPPC) and must thus comply with best available
techniques BAT (see chapter V.3.2). This technique is normally laid down in individual permits and
Best Available Technique Reference documents (BREFs) are established at EU level (see chapter
on IPPC for more information.) Note that BAT should be used to achieve waste management
objectives and emission levels stricter than the specific emission levels set in Waste Directives.
The environmental performance benchmarks contained in the BREFs are not always satisfactory
(for information on this see chapter on IPPC V.3.2.3). In the case of the final draft document for the
Waste Incineration BREF from May 2005 the BAT associated emission levels were clearly under
ambitious. The EEB, which participates in the BREF development process, therefore demanded (in
November 2004) that so called ´split views´ be recorded in the final text of the Waste Incineration
BREF. This means the EEB is not convinced that the emission levels corresponding with BAT in the
revised BREF were indeed a good representation of EU BAT. The split views, if maintained in the
final BREF document, will show alternative, more ambitious benchmarks that authorities emitting
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See Annex I of Directive 2001/42 on the environment assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the
environment (2001) for specific criteria OJ L 197 p.30. Annex I includes among other elements ..

(f) the likely significant effects (these effects should include secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short, medium and long-term
permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects) on the environment, including on issues such as biodiversity, population, human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage including architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the interrelationship between the above factors;
(g) the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible offset any significant adverse effects on the environment
of implementing the plan or programme;
(h) an outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with, and a description of how the assessment was undertaken
including any difficulties (such as technical deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered in compiling the required information;
158

2000/479/EC: Commission Decision of 17 July 2000 on the implementation of a European pollutant emission register
(EPER) according to Article 15 of Council Directive 96/61/EC concerning integrated pollution prevention and control
(IPPC) (notified under document number C(2000) 2004)

159

See http://eper.cec.eu.int/eper/
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Waste Incinerator permits at the local level can require. The split views demanded by the EEB concerned the emission level ranges for releases to air and water and are in the range of 1/2 to 1/3
of the presented ranges. More specifically concerning emissions to air of total dust (as NO2),
Mercury (Hg) and its compounds, Cadmium (Cd) and dioxins and furans (PCDD/F), and emissions
to water of Hg; Cd; Arsenium (As); Tin (Sb);Vanadium (V) and PCDD/F.
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IV.4.8.4

NATURE PROTECTION

The siting of a waste installation, for example an incinerator or a landfill, within a designated
European habitat (see chapter IV.2), is additionally subject to assessment under Directives on the
protection of birds and the protection of habitats160. Only exceptionally do such installations not
constitute a significant disturbance to habitats, due to emissions, traffic increase etc.

IV.4.9

Tips for ECO action (Environmental Citizens'
Organisation)

There are a number of ways in which environmental organisations at local, regional, national and
European level could consider taking action.
(1) Use the complaints procedures (see chapter VI.2). Make sure that the existing provisions of EU
waste law and of national, regional and local waste management law are actually applied. EU law is
binding and, in the case of diverging rules, prevails over national, regional or local provisions. Where
this is contested, the case should be submitted to the EU Court of Justice as the final arbitrator..
This applies to all areas of waste legislation that were mentioned above: the classification of
materials as waste and not as used products, by-products, secondary raw materials etc.; the push
towards a policy and concrete measures to increase and improve waste prevention and waste
recycling and to get away from landfilling; the development and putting into practice separate
collection and recycling of waste fractions; the achievement of recycling targets, where such targets have been fixed etc
(2) There is an accumulating body of experience on waste prevention in the EU Community. Good
cases and examples on waste prevention initiatives can be found in for example the Belgian
(Flemish region) Municipal waste authorities (OVAM) who have a report on their waste prevention
planning and indicators161, the Spanish (Catalan regional) authorities who recently established the
Catalan Foundation for Waste Prevention and Responsible Consumption162, the Waste Prevention
project in Vienna (Austria)163, the EEA EU Topic Centre on waste has a database with examples and
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Under COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora

161

See OVAM publication Flemish National Waste prevention indicators (September 2002), translation to English available
from EEB
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See www.pangea.org/cepa

163

See www.abfallvermeidungwien.at
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case studies164 and the OECD has recently developed waste prevention indicator documents.
ACCRR (the Association of Cities and Regions for Recycling-Brussels165) is undertaking a study on
prevention experiences in local authorities and ICLEI166 has many useful local authority links. The
EEB has also drafted a working document with proposals on EU level Waste Prevention tools and
indicators which includes some information on experiences with waste prevention167.
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(3) Bear in mind that material recycling is frequently - and for the great majority of waste fractions - preferable to the burning of waste, even where energy is recovered from the burning
process. An incinerator has a lifetime of more than thirty years and requires a constant flow of
waste to keep it going. This might stifle innovative techniques for waste recycling. Do a close
analysis of real costs. Incineration projects are also frequently favoured for subsidies – direct and
indirect which reduces their real costs. Investigation of their real costs compared to alternative
options – such as flexible combinations of mechanical-biological treatment, composting and
source separation for recycling can be very revealing168. Do local authorities pay enough attention to the different waste streams? Is collection and sale of economic valuable waste items
ensured, in order to lessen the public authorities' burden for waste management? Is composting
promoted, with educational and informative campaigns, accompanying that organisation?
(4) Insist on having waste management plans being developed and regularly updated which
contain details as to the precise quantities of waste that is generated, the places where this waste
goes for treatment or disposal and, if any possible, targets and time-plans which indicate how
and when the present waste management will be improved. Insist in timely and wide-spread public consultation on the draft plans. The looser such plans are, the higher the risk for the individual citizen to see the bill for waste collection go up at regular intervals. Furthermore insist on
these plans being published and made public!
Local authorities must set up waste management strategies and plans that are coherent with
national waste management plans. As a basis for this, data on waste amounts and composition
have to be gathered and an inventory of existing waste management facilities, including the various dumpsites, has to be drawn up. Based on the future integrated waste management strategy
envisaged by the national authorities and in line with European policy, implementation steps to
meet aims need to be well planned and effectively executed. This could include the closure of
dumpsites, the setting up of waste collection systems with separate waste stream collection and
sorting, the building of recycling and treatment facilities, and the building of landfills according
to EU standards. A clear division of physical and financial responsibilities between the actors (levels of administrations, producers and importers of waste and packaging, citizens) is essential. A
robust financing strategy needs to be included into the planning process.
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The long established European database on waste: Wastebase http://waste.eionet.eu.int/wastebase has opened a new
section counting a total of 90 European waste prevention success stories. Cases from 14 European countries from Norway
in the North to Greece in the South, to Belgium in the West and Bulgaria in the East are represented in the new section
(European Topic Centre newsletter April 2004)
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See http://www.acrr.org/resourcities/dematerialisation/dematerialisation.htm
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See http://www3.iclei.org/implementationguide/humansettlements/provision_services_infra.htm
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See EEB Working Document: Elaboration of EEB PROPOSALS FOR CONCRETE EU LEVEL WASTE PREVENTION MEASURES
TO BE COMMITTED TO IN THE THEMATIC STRATEGY ON WASTE PREVENTION AND RECYCLING, April 2004
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For examples of incineration being subsidised see FOE Report on perverse subsidies for incineration in the UK - Money
to burn, December 2003.
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An option as yet unexplored is for ECOs to make use of EU waste management reporting questionnaires, either directly – providing alternative implementation information to the EU level
authorities or on the basis of ECO developed questionnaires. This has been done with great success (good impacts on National and EU level responsible authorities) by EEB member organisations in the case of implementation challenges of the Water Framework Directive and will be
repeated now with the Air Quality daughter Directives.
(5) All waste installations are required to have a permit for operation. The permit and the conditions of operation laid down in it, including emission limits, and discharges into water must be
laid down in the permit. Even where waste installations exceptionally do not come under the
requirements of EU legislation on integrated pollution prevention and control, they should apply
the best available techniques for operation, in order to minimise damage to citizens’ health and
to the environment169. Where more precise provisions for the operation of installations are laid
down in national or regional legislation, insist in comparing the content of the permit with this
legislation. It should not be forgotten that EU waste incineration legislation also applies to those
installations which principally generate products and only exceptionally use waste for incineration. Note that all provisions of the waste framework directive apply to waste incinerators of all
sizes.
(6) Waste installations normally have to report to the permitting authority on the operation of
the installation, the quantity of waste handled, malfunctioning and other incidents. The administration has the obligation to control that permits are complied with and to report its findings.
All such reports are accessible to the public under EU law on access to information on the environment170. Ask to see these reports; compare the data with the data in the permit, in the waste
management plan and with other available data. Clarify contradictions between different data
and draw the attention of the administration to their obligation to provide information that is
accurate, usable and useful.
(7) Be particularly attentive to the generation of hazardous waste. Where does it come from and
where does it go? What do industrial installations do with their waste: do they separate waste
fractions and have them collected separately? Do the figures in waste management plans for hazardous waste correlate with local or regional data? How do waste generators bear their producer responsibility; are there strategies to prevent waste generation, to recycle waste instead of
burning or landfilling it?
(8) Investigate waste shipments: is waste, as a rule, disposed of as closely as possible to its point
of generation? Are the shipment provisions respected? Is there any control of shipments by local
or other public authorities? Is waste - for example electronic goods, end of life cars or ships,
including pleasure boats – being sold as second hand goods and thereby circumventing waste
legislation? A recent enforcement pilot project in a sample of EU Member States carried out
under the European Union Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental
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This approach has been successfully demanded by the Dutch EEB member Stichting Natur en Mileu with reference to
Dutch waste incineration installation permits
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Under Directive 2003/4/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2003 on public access to environmental information – see http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/aarhus/index.htm for more information.
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Law (IMPEL) which is an informal Network of the environmental authorities of the Member States
revealed high levels of illegal shipments including many so called `recyclable´ wastes destined for
Asia171.
(9) A lot of waste disappears from public attention; it is dumped at sea or in less accessible places
on land, or , more and more frequently, (co) incinerated by private persons or companies, mixed
with other items and sold as products etc. Try to get clarity on the quantities of wastes that are
generated, by installation, by geographical entity or by other criteria. Clarify the differences in
data on waste management and ask public bodies, such as prosecutors, administrations or the
police to investigate the matter. Public opinion is always a strong ally in clearing up abuses and
misuses.
(10) Voluntary agreements are rarely suitable for the waste sector which is marked by the situation that, as a rule, everybody wants to get rid of waste; this is the decisive difference to products which people want to acquire. Furthermore, there are a large number of competing small
and medium sized companies in waste management and the fact that waste collection and disposal is also a public interest issue (for reasons of public health) means that it must be ensured
that waste is regularly collected and disposed of at carefully selected places or installations. In
view of the very different administrative waste management structures in Member States and the
difficulties of monitoring the application of non binding instruments, it does not make sense to
adopt such instruments (certainly not at EU level). Frequently professionals in the waste sector
and often also producers of products prefer the level playing field that is reached by legislative
instruments rather than having to deal with free-riders. The OECD has published a report investigating voluntary approaches, reaching the conclusion that they rarely offer much beyond `business as usual´(OECD 2003).
(11) Keep a close eye on standards – at National level and through the European watchdog
ECOS. Examples of EU standards that are currently under development that could have potentially important implications for national waste policy implementation are : the EU Solid Recovered
Fuel standard (sets – environmentally insufficient - limit values on waste for use as fuels), packaging standards (insufficient to shift producers from business as usual except for compostability
standard), methodology for characterisation of leaching from landfills, characterisation waste
etc…More detailed information can be found at the ECOS website www.ecostandard.org/

IV.4.10 The Court of Justice on important waste cases
The waste sector is the environmental sector where most Court judgments were made : between
1976 and end 2003, the Court of Justice handed out 91 judgments, 27 of them alone in
2002/2003. This number is high, because EU waste management legislation is often poorly
applied. On the other hand, there is the double conflict between Member States and the EU over
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A recent report by an EU enforcement pilot project IMPEL revealed significant rates of irregularities in containers opened
at some EU ports, IMPEL report November 2004 . A conference held in sequence to this report reported back that recent
research in the Netherlands suggests that 50% of all Dutch waste exports to other EU states are possibly illegal, as are
over 70% of exports to non-OECD countries. See http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/impel/tfs_
notified_waste.htm for more information.
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responsibility for waste management (Member States in general wish to keep the waste ‘at home’
and manage it the way they think fit, the EU prefers that it be subject more to free movement
considerations) and between economic operators and EU legislature. Economic operators try to
escape waste legislation by trying to have their materials not classified as wastes but as products,
by having them classified as non hazardous or by not having restricting shipment rules applied.
120

Relevant judgments of the Court of Justice include the following:
(Details on these cases can be found by using the ‘Case Law’ and ‘Search Form’ links at the European
Court of Justice website: http://curia.eu.int/index.htm)
Shipment of waste
C-118/86 Nertsfoeder172. A Member State may not completely prohibit the shipment of waste
which is to be recovered in another Member State.
C-203/96 Dusseldorp173. Exporting waste for recovery is regulated by Reg.259/93. The proximity
principle does not apply.
C-209/98 FEAD174. Under certain conditions, Member States may provide for local monopolies for
waste recovery.
C-228/00 Commission v.Germany175. The shipment of waste to a cement kiln for use as a fuel is a
shipment for recovery.
C-458/00 Commission v.Luxembourg176. The shipment of municipal waste to a waste incinerator
normally constitutes a shipment for disposal, even where energy is recovered.
Packaging
C-302/86 Commission v.Denmark177. A Member State may set up a take back system for packaging,
even if this makes it more difficult for one-way packaging from other Member States to accede
to the market.
C-380/87 Enichem v.Cinisello-Balsamo178. Local bans of certain types of packaging are not prohibited.
C-463/01 Commission v.Germany179. Deposit and return systems are compatible with the free circulation of goods, but may not discriminate against imports.
Notion of waste
C-418/97 Arco Chemie180.
C-9/00 Palin181. Remaining stones in a stone quarry are wastes.
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(1987) ECR I-3883.

177

(1988) ECR I-4607.

173

(1998) ECR I-4075.

178

(1989) ECR I-2491.

174

(2000) ECR I-3473

178

(2000) ECR I-4475.

175

(2003) ECR I-1439

180

(2000) ECR I-3473.

176

(2003) ECR I-1553.

181

(2002) ECR I-3533.
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C-444/00 Mayer Parry182. Production residues for consumer products are wastes.
C-1/03 Van de Walle183. Contaminated land is waste, even before excavation.
Recoverable material - recovery
C-359/88 Zanetti184. Also recoverable and reusable waste comes under the notion of waste.
C-422/92 Commission v.Germany185. Recoverable materials are not secondary raw materials, but
wastes to which EC law applies.
C-304/94 Tombesi186. Recoverable items are waste.
C-102/97 Commission v. Germany187. Directive 75/439 requires that priority be given to the recycling of waste oils.
C-6/00 ASA Austria188. The disposal of waste in old mines may, under certain conditions, constitute a recovery operation.
Waste and EC Treaty
C-2/90 Commission v.Belgium189. Wastes are covered by Articles 28 and 29 EC Treaty. The principle of rectification at source allows import bans.
C-155/91 Commission v.Council190. Article 175 EC Treaty is the correct legal basis for Directive
75/442
C-209/94P Buralux191. Individuals cannot tackle in court Regulation 259/93.
C-102/97 Commission v.Germany192. Directive 75/439 requires that priority be given to the recycling of waste oils.
Removal of waste - soil contamination
C-365/97 Commission v.Italy193. The closing of an illegal landfill is not sufficient. The waste must
also be removed.
C-1/03 Van de Walle194. Where fuel leaks from a petrol station, the leaked fuel and the contaminated soil are both "waste, even before the soil is excavated. Under certain conditions, the petrol
company may also be obliged to remove the contaminated soil.
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(2003) ECR I-6163.
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(1992) ECR I-4431.
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Judgment of 14 December 2004.
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(1993) ECR I-939.

184

(1990) ECR I-1509.

191

(1996) ECR I-615

185

(1995) ECR I-1097.

192

(1999) ECR I-5051

186

(1997) ECR I-3561.

193

(1999) ECR I-7773.

187

(1999) ECR I-5051.

194

Judgment of 7 September 2004.

188

(2002) ECR I-1961.
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IV.5.1

Introduction and Summary

Despite 30 years of extensive EU water protection legislation, the general state of waters has not
improved, with small rivers and groundwater in particular having deteriorated further, and the
true state of the aquatic environment in terms of key hydrological and ecological parameters
remaining largely unknown. This failure is partly due to extremely low quality implementation
and enforcement, growing consumption and use of chemicals and partly due to the patchwork
nature of European legislation. A patchwork which has failed to establish an overall objective for
sustainable water management and lacks integration in relevant policy sectors – mainly agriculture, transport, energy, product policies and land use planning.
In 2000 the EU adopted a comprehensive new water law, the Water Framework Directive WFD,
which for the first time established an overall objective for all surface, groundwater and coastal
waters in the EU to be achieved by 2015. The WFD provides an umbrella for all relevant water
policies, repeals a number of Directives, including the Freshwater, Shellfish Water, Groundwater
and Dangerous Substances Directives by 2013196, establishes close links with nature conservation
and provides a wide range of management tools, including public involvement, long-term and
integrative planning and water pricing. The Directives on Nitrate pollution form agriculture,
Urban Waste Water Treatment and Bathing Water protection remain in place.
The overall objective of the WFD – “good status” - is described for all surface waters (rivers, lakes
and coastal waters) in a normative way as a “slight deviation” from the aquatic biodiversity found
or estimated to exist under conditions where there has been only very minor human impact. For
groundwater, good status means that groundwater quality and quantity does not negatively
impact surface water status or the ecology of terrestrial ecosystems which depend on groundwater. The strong ecological orientation of this European environmental objective is a novelty in
European law. For the first time ever, it provides a truly environmental objective to be respected
by all human activities and therefore asks for strong integration in all other policies at EU as well
as at state level. However, the objective needs to be defined in quantitative terms largely at
national or eco-regional level, which could lead to very different ambition levels in different countries. The quality of this national ecological standard setting process will be largely determined
by the quality of the political and technical debate, administrative culture and civil society
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Council Directive 78/659/EEC on the quality of freshwaters to support fish life; Council Directive 79/923/EEC on the quality of shellfish waters; Council Directive 80/68/EEC on the protection of groundwater against pollution; and Directive
76/464/EEC on the pollution by dangerous substances.
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involvement. Only if the benefits of a functioning and healthy aquatic ecosystem are made part
of the wider public debate and the well-trodden paths of current water management are challenged by the wide range of already existing alternatives will it be possible to maintain the
integrity of the WFD objective. In theory the WFD requires ecological objectives to be set irrespective of their socio-economic impact. Derogations from these objectives are possible afterwards if given conditions are met. However, in practice this purist separation rarely happens and
decision makers will always want to know the “costs” of achieving a certain objective before
agreeing to it out of opportunistic political reasons.
Besides the overall ecological standards to be set at national level the WFD carries on the long
tradition of establishing chemical quality standards. Those standards must support the ecological objective. The methodology for setting such individual standards is well developed although
synergistic effects of the total pollution load are not taken into account and thus might be inappropriate for achieving the good ecological status. The WFD provides a harmonised EU approach
to setting standards and for the first time implements the precautionary principle for chemicals
that persist in the environment or could cause irreversible or long-term damage. This is probably
one of the outstanding successes of ECO campaigns. Emissions of chemicals identified with such
properties need to be phased out in order to achieve zero or natural background concentrations.
Unfortunately the WFD does not provide the necessary control mechanisms ( e.g. a ban on the
use or marketing of a certain chemical) but relies mainly on a combined pollution control
approach. This means Member States establish emission controls and limit values based on best
available techniques or best environmental practices as developed under the Integrated Pollution
and Prevention Control (IPPC) (see chapter V.3.2), Urban Waste Water Treatment, Nitrates,
Dangerous Substances (see chapters IV.5.7.2, IV.5.7.3 and IV.5.7.4) or other relevant Directives.
Together with general emission control measures (e.g. prior authorisation, licensing of activities
etc...) those measures must lead to achieving the chemical quality standard. Otherwise emission
controls must be strengthened. For many pollutants this approach will be inefficient as it fails to
address the main emission pathway – their widespread use in every-day products. The future
adoption and implementation of an ambitious new EU Chemicals Policy (Registration, Evaluation
and Authorisation of all Chemicals, REACH, see chapter V.4.6.4.6) could fill this gap.
The largest part of the WFD is devoted to planning and management measures in order to
achieve the objectives. These measures include the setting up of river basin authorities, environmental and economical stock taking, a risk analysis of failing to achieve the objectives, public
consultation and information, a programme of measures and finally the establishment of river
basin management plans, which need to be periodically revised. The many administrative
arrangements to be undertaken and EU reporting requirements are complex and pose a huge
task for national governments to implement them. Considering the flexibility the Directive gives
to Member States in setting the overall objective and the negative experience with implementation of old EU water laws, it is without doubt very important to have tight EU control and as much
transparency as possible. On the other hand the real danger is that in the jungle of EU reporting
requirements water managers and politicians will lose sight of what really matters– achieving a
truly sustainable and transparent water management that restores and maintains the carrying
capacity of aquatic ecosystems and contributes to halting further biodiversity decline.
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State of the aquatic environment in Europe

Rivers are sometimes described as the veins of the earth. They transport all water and all materials from or added to the land which they drain, and their volume, speed and dynamic are the result
of the characteristics of the basin. This means that all human activities within a certain river basin
will leave their mark on the rivers, the lakes and finally the coastal waters – even if such activities
seem to be far away from the actual water course. Therefore the state of the aquatic environment
cannot be described via a single line running through the land or a single parameter, but includes
all groundwater, the river bed, the riparian zone, wetlands and flood plains and requires a wide
range of parameters, of which the biological ones allow for the most integrated assessment.

The true state of European water resources and aquatic ecosystems is unknown. Monitoring
programmes are inadequate or non-existent in many Member States, and where they are in
place, their results often remain inaccessible to the public. According to the European
Environment Agency, there is a large gap between what is required by the WFD in terms of
ecological assessment and monitoring and what is undertaken by Member States and it is
currently not possible to assess the ecological quality of European waters due to lack of
information (EEA 2003, p.5). There are no dependable assessments of the status of rivers,
lakes, coastal waters, wetlands and groundwater. The WFD will require an assessment system for the first time, delivering reliable and comparable ecological status data for all
waters, regardless of the European region concerned. It is astonishing in a rich continent
like Europe that the EU is currently unable to accurately indicate the extent of pollution and
disruption of its aquatic resources.

The limited information available at EU level is the result of EU legislation dealing mainly with
specific chemical pollution, e.g. BOD loads, pesticides, heavy metals, nutrients or specific activities, e.g. drinking water provision, waste water discharge. This data suggests that over the last
two decades there has been some improvement in reducing phosphate and organic pollution,
mainly through waste water treatment. But nitrate levels in groundwater and surface water
remain high – in many places above the drinking water standard and almost everywhere leading
to significant negative impacts on biodiversity. Pollution from heavily regulated chemicals and
metals is decreasing, while pesticide contamination of drinking water resources is identified as a
problem in many countries. But for most hazardous chemicals no information is available.
While the more obvious signs of river pollution -dead fish and foam floating on the surface - are
fortunately seldom encountered in Europe today, more subtle biological effects have been detected. Trace quantities of endocrine disrupting chemicals, for instance, have been shown to interfere with the hormone regulation of fish, leaving them infertile. Hazardous chemicals such as
these may be responsible for declining fish catches in several European countries, yet the exact
mechanisms of action are extremely difficult to identify.
Natural rivers with intact riparian land have become a rarity in both northern and southern
Europe and 57% of Europe’s 89,000 km long coastal zones are used for agricultural, industrial or
urban purposes. (EEA 2003)
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At least two thirds of all drinking water in the EU depend on groundwater reserves. These valuable
underground resources are not only jeopardised by pollutants, but also by excessive abstraction.
60% of European cities overexploit their groundwater resources (EEA 1995). Along the coastlines in
Southern Europe and on many islands, seawater is already intruding into the depleted underground
aquifers, making them unusable as drinking water. The main causes of this unsustainable use, apart
from city supply, are irrigation and tourism. The water exploitation index in southern Europe has
not improved since 1980 and the irrigated area has increased by 20% since 1985 (EEA 2000).
Allocated irrigation water per hectare increased between 1993-1999 by 19% (EEA 2003b). This leads
to the promotion of unsustainable water management solutions, like big inter-basin water transfers
and dam constructions, as in the Spanish National Hydrological Plan published in 2000.
Alarming conclusions must be drawn from the European Environment Agency’s reports. Despite
an improvement in some seriously polluted rivers and lakes, the general pollution situation of
European waters has not markedly improved since the 1980s. Groundwater as well as smaller
water resources are specially threatened with further deterioration and many water resources are
over-exploited, especially for agriculture in the South.

IV.5.3

From 1975 to the WFD in 2000 (see also
chapter IV.5.7)

Water legislation was one of the first sectors to be covered by EU environmental policy and comprises more than 25 water-related directives and decisions. The first wave of legislation took place
from 1975 to 1980, resulting in a number of directives and decisions which either lay down environmental quality standards (EQS) for specific types of water, like the Surface Water, Fish Water,
Shellfish Water, Bathing Water and Drinking Water Directives, or established emission controls
and emission limit values (ELV) for specific water uses, like the Dangerous Substances Directive
and the Groundwater Directive. These directives were mainly based on the first Environmental
Action Programme (1973), which called for both approaches to be used. In practice, however, the
dual approach not only led to highly fragmented water legislation, but also to huge implementation problems. It proved less successful than expected in its environmental outcome.
The second wave of water legislation from 1980 to 1991 was less comprehensive. Apart from the
introduction of two new instruments, the Nitrates and Urban Waste Water Treatment Directives,
several ‘daughter directives’ implementing the Dangerous Substances Directive were adopted.
Due to this patchwork of legislation from the 1970s onwards, new and more co-ordinated water
legislation was demanded by both Council and Parliament. During the 1990s, a major revision of
the EU water policy was prepared, finally resulting in the Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC197. Not only will this directive repeal six earlier water directives and one regulation
and effect a number of other pieces of water legislation, but it will also provide the basis for subsequent legislative initiatives.
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The WFD tries in particular to reconcile the traditionally conflicting approaches of ELVs and EQSs.
The crucial Directives to be repealed by the WFD in this respect are the Dangerous Substances
and Groundwater Directives. While their emission limit approaches are in principle taken over by
the WFD, it is doubtful whether this will result in an equivalent level of water protection. The
EQSs set by the Surface Water, Shellfish and Fish Water Directives are a lot more easily taken up
than the WFD ‘good status’ objective to be achieved by Dec 2015 for all EU waters.
The Drinking Water and Bathing Water Directives remain as free-standing directives, yet Member
States are required to co-ordinate the protection of these waters under the scope of the WFD. The
Directives stemming from the ‘second wave’ of water legislation, Urban Waste Water Treatment
and Nitrates Directives, will not be repealed by the WFD, but some of them will be revised. Several
of their requirements will have to be co-ordinated via the River Basin Management Plans. In addition, the achievement of the objectives for the ‘protected areas’ designated under the Nitrates and
Urban Waste Water Treatment Directives is required by 2015 (Article 4).

IV.5.4

Implementation deficits and way forward

Hardly any of the water protection Directives has been fully implemented and enforced in the prescribed way or by the prescribed deadline (Demmke 2000), nor have its objectives been achieved. 13
Member States were found guilty by the European Court of Justice for non-compliance with water
legislation in 54 cases concerning 10 Directives in the period 1998-2004. There are no reliable figures
with regard to the number of infringements proceedings launched by the Commission and ECO complaints submitted. But from the Commission’s 2003 report on the implementation of the Urban
Waste Water Treatment Directive it can be assumed that a considerable number of infringement
proceedings are resolved before a court judgement. Furthermore, from the experience with ECO
complaints in the field of nature conservation, a very low percentage of complaints ever lead to
infringement proceeding by the Commission.
The implementation situation may be called disastrous, and in terms of EU-wide common water
protection standards, the Community is far from its goal. To add to the problem, during the first
wave of water legislation, Member States were not obliged to report in detail on any progress in
implementing and transposing EU water legislation. As a result, a lot of cases never came before
the Commission and a huge number of infringements is likely not to have been the subject of
legal proceedings. With Council Directive 91/692/EEC of 23 Dec 1991 on Standardising and
Rationalising Reports on the Implementation of Certain Directives Relating to the Environment,
Member States are obliged to report in detail on the implementation of environmental directives.
Consequently, the number of cases against Member States that are brought before the European
Court of Justice by the Commission because of implementation shortcomings has risen sharply.
What does the WFD do differently to overcome this serious problem? Firstly it establishes
extensive reporting obligations and secondly the European Commission and Member States are
engaged in a Common Implementation Strategy, which has already produced 13 thematic guid-
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ance documents198. Despite this encouraging start, two EEB surveys from January 2004 (EEB 2004)
and November 2004 (EEB and WWF 2005) revealed that the quality of the national transposition
laws tends to be poor. Half of all Member States have not clearly stated the overall WFD objectives in their laws and most countries have established rather weak competent authorities to
deliver the WFD. With regard to the quality of implementation, the picture is not very bright
either. Almost none of the Member States have taken early public involvement in the WFD implementation seriously although the situation improved in 2004. Ecological data which Member
States should have collected already to ensure a smooth running of the Intercalibration exercise
is missing (see chapter IV.5.5.1).

IV.5.5

Environmental objectives under the Water
Framework Directive WFD

The WFD aims to protect the physical and biological integrity of all aquatic ecosystems and hence
establish a basis for moving towards sustainable human water use. Environmental protection is
thus one of the main objectives of the Directive. The integrated and ecologically oriented assessment of the surface water status with its corresponding objectives are central instruments.
The environmental objectives are set out in article 4 of the WFD. The overall objective is a ‘good
status’ to be achieved for all waters by Dec 2015.
For surface waters, ‘good status’ comprises a ‘good ecological’ and a ‘good chemical status’.
Ecological status is determined by biological, hydro-morphological (e.g. the habitat conditions)
and physico-chemical quality elements. The point of reference is given by the biological parameters of undisturbed waters. These are waters with only ‘very minor’ human impacts (see chapter
IV.5.5.1). The good chemical status is determined by existing surface water quality standards, still
to be developed new EU legislation setting standards for EU relevant pollutants (“priority substances”) and national standards for national or regional relevant pollutants following a prescribed methodology in the WFD (see chapter IV.5.5.2).
For groundwater, ‘good status’ is determined by a good ‘quantitative’ and a ‘good chemical’ status. Good quantitative status is achieved when the abstraction is less than the natural recharge
and additionally sufficient water is available for surface waters and groundwater dependent terrestrial ecosystems to avoid any significant damage to them. Good chemical status is achieved
when existing quality standards are met, e.g. Nitrates and Pesticides, and the chemical contamination has no significant negative impacts on surface waters or dependent terrestrial ecosystems
and allows safe drinking water supply (see chapter IV.5.5.3).
This ‘integrative’ approach, which extends current chemical water quality targets to water quantity, habitat quality and biological targets, is an improvement in the protection of our aquatic
environment. Under the WFD, waters have to be protected and enhanced in a more ‘holistic’
manner. This will require rehabilitation measures such as the provision of ecologically oriented
198

All guidance documents developed under the Common Implementation Strategy for the Implementation of the Water Framework Directive can be found at http://europe.eu.int/comm/environment/water/water-framework/implementation.html.
A comprehensive and critical assessment of those guidance documents has been published by EEB and WWF in 2004.
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water flows to support natural biodiversity. The risks stemming from chemical pollution not covered by traditional monitoring (because of its complexity or synergies) should now be detected
through the required ecological assessment. As soon as the biological system in a given water
body reacts negatively on chemical contamination, the causes should be identified and controlled in order to achieve ‘good ecological’ status.
132

In parallel to the good status objective, article 4 of the WFD also calls for i) prevention any further deterioration in the status of surface and groundwater, ii) a progressive reduction in pollution from priority substances and a phasing out of emissions from priority hazardous substances
for surface waters and iii) a progressive reduction in groundwater pollution, in order to reverse
any significant and sustained upward trend in the concentration of any pollutant. The first clause
is clearly a stand-still clause to avoid the repetition of past water management errors and is logically the first measure needed to ensure that the objectives can be achieved Clauses ii) and iii)
reiterate existing EU chemical water quality objectives and should in a precautionary way support
the achievement of the ecological objectives, recognising that our knowledge of the causal relationship between chemical contamination and biological reaction is limited. The stated aim of
phasing out the emission of priority hazardous substances which is independent of whether
there is scientific proof of specific environmental damage or not is novel and is the legal transposition of a European Commission and Member States commitment under the 1998 Convention
for the protection of the North-East Atlantic199.

IV.5.5.1

GOOD ECOLOGICAL STATUS FOR SURFACE WATERS ARTICLE 4.1(A)

The application of ecological assessments and the exact definition of the ‘good ecological status’
objective need further clarification. In its Annexes II and V, the WFD gives a first ‘guideline’ with
working instructions and normative definitions, but specific numerical values, e.g. to characterise
‘good ecological status’, still need to be developed.
The WFD divides ecological status into five classes as following:
ECOLOGICAL
STATUS
NORMATIVE DESCRIPTION
CLASSIFICATION

COLOUR
CODE

High

No, or only very minor, anthropogenic alterations to the values of the
physico-chemical and hydromorphological quality. The biological qualiBlue
ty elements show no, or only very minor, evidence of distortion. These
are the reference conditions and communities.

Good

Physico-chemical conditions ensure ecosystem functioning and biologiGreen
cal quality elements deviate only slightly from the reference.

Moderate

Biological quality elements deviate moderately from the reference.

Yellow

Poor

To be defined by Member States

Orange

Bad

To be defined by Member States

Red

199

Sintra Statement, OSPAR Convention.
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The first step is to group all surface waters, rivers, lakes and coastal waters in their respective ecological types. Secondly for each ecological type biological reference values have to be derived.
Therefore one needs to find waters under undisturbed or only very minor impacted conditions –
this means surface waters the ecosystem of which is unlikely to be impacted by human activities,
like agriculture, air pollution, infrastructure works, water abstractions or diversions. The reference values for relevant biological parameters are derived from these reference waters. In many
parts of Europe it will not be easy to identify such surface waters and thus historical or modelled
values might be used. Thirdly, the biological boundary which the WFD uses as a reference point
to determine which elements ‘deviate slightly’ has to be set. This reference point will in effect be
an ecological standard as everything below it will be deemed as failing to meet WFD objectives.
What sounds like a rather straight forward process is highly complex and would result in very different standards across Europe – meaning that ‘good status’ in Sweden would probably not be
comparable to ‘good status’ in Italy. The WFD therefore provides several safety-nets. Firstly, it
does not rely solely on biological quality elements but requires the setting of quality standards
for specific pollutants and general physico-chemical parameters (e.g. temperature, oxygen, nutrients) in a legally binding way and requires assessment of hydro morphological (e.g. flow dynamics, substrate, tide) elements to support the ecological standard (CEC 2003). Secondly a so-called
“one out – all out principle” is applied concerning all the different biological, physico-chemicals
and hydromorphologial quality elements (like oxygenation condition or composition and abundance of benthic invertebrate fauna) defining “good status”, which means that the worst quality
element determines the overall status.
And finally, the WFD establishes a joint European process – the so-called “Intercalibration” - to
ensure that the national ecological assessment systems are in line with the WFD normative definitions and that the standard values are comparable between all states. This Intercalibration exercise is ongoing and has to end in 2006 (CEC 2003). It has already become clear that Member
States have failed to collect the relevant data and lack the political ambition to make this
Intercalibration exercise a success. It is likely that a repetition of the exercise will be necessary,
once data is available from the monitoring required to be in place by 2006 under the WFD.
Otherwise there is a danger that the WFD will do no more than confirm existing insufficient
national assessment systems, making a nonsense of the entire process.

IV.5.5.2

GOOD CHEMICAL STATUS – ARTICLE 4.1 AND 16

The WFD’s objective is to achieve “good chemicals status”, which is part of the overall “good status”, to progressively reduce pollution and to phase out emissions of priority hazardous substances. Therefore, Member States and the EU are required to set quality standards as well as
emission controls for specific chemicals, in particular substances or groups of substances on the
indicative list in Annex VIII200 and the priority list in Annex X to the Directive. It is important to
note here that action at Community level always involves a legislative process. As there is no legal
hierarchy between secondary legislation, e.g. between the WFD and its Daughter Directives, any
new law can change or override the WFD requirements.

200

This indicative list comprises virtually all known pollutants or groups of pollutants.
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IV.5.5.2.1 EU quality standards and emission controls
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For specific substances, the EU sets Community-wide standards which have to be met as part of
the objective of achieving ‘good chemical status’. Community standards existing at the time of
entry into force of the WFD (inter alia the Daughter Directives to the Dangerous Substances
Directive (76/464/EEC) as listed in Annex IX, and other water-relevant directives) have to be continually observed. For bodies of surface water, environmental objectives established under the
first River Basin Management Plan required by the WFD shall, as a minimum, require quality standards at least as stringent as the existing ones.
However, the relevant Daughter Directives of the Dangerous Substances Directive (76/464/EEC)
will have to be reviewed by the Commission, and revised control measures proposed, including
the possible repeal of controls on the substances covered by these directives but not included in
the Water Framework Directive’s list of priority substances (see below).

IV.5.5.2.1.1 Priority substances and identification of hazardous substances
In November 2001 a list of 33 priority substances, which establishes Annex X of WFD, was adopted as a Decision by the European Parliament and Council under the procedures laid down in
Article 16 of the WFD. The list identifies 11 priority hazardous substances and 14 substances for
review as potentially hazardous substances.
For the substance selection the Commission has chosen a simplified risk based assessment procedure, which is based on the intrinsic hazards of a substance and available monitoring data about
the occurrence of the substance in water (COMMPS procedure201). This is an important improvement from the classical and flawed risk assessment procedure which requires a theoretical exposure assessment based on emission pathway models. This classical procedure takes a long time,
puts the burden of proof on public authorities and undermines the application of the precautionary principle. Nevertheless, a number of shortcomings can be reported, requiring improvements
under COMMPS for its future application. For example, a great number of substances for which no
data were available at Community level from the national monitoring programmes or business
confidentiality applies were left out. As a consequence, the COMMPS procedure only covered 95
substances on the basis of monitoring data and 123 substances on the basis of modelling data.
Amongst the finally adopted 33 WFD priority substances, 3 are classified as UNECE POPs202, 13 as hazardous by OSPAR, which means that they are either POP-like substances or highly toxic, persistent
and bio accumulative. Another 16 were selected under the OSPAR Convention in 1998 and 2000 for
priority action, with a view to ceasing their release by 2020. It is obvious that priority substances targeted by other international agreements should be identified as priority hazardous substances. The
Community has internationally committed itself to cease emissions of these substances by 2020.
The identification of priority hazardous substances was problematic. 14 substances have been left
for a re-evaluation whether they are hazardous. 8 of which are pesticide active ingredients which
have been detected to be ubiquitous in European waters (Atrazine, Chlorpyrifos, Diuron,
Endosulfan, Isoproturon, Pentachlorophenol, Simazine, Trifluralin).
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http://europe.eu.int/comm/environment/water/water-framework/preparation_priority_list.htm

202

1998 Protocol on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) to the UNECE Convention on long-range Transboundary Air
Pollution on POPs
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Three chemical manufacturers (Dow Chemical, Finchimica, Makteshim Agar) challenged the
European Union at the European Court of Justice in February 2002 over inclusion of these substances in the WFD list of priority substances. The case was rejected. The companies claimed that
the exclusive basis for selection of substances under the WFD should be full risk assessments in
accordance with regulation No. 793/93 (see chapter V.4.6.4.2) and not the chosen COMMPS procedure. In other words, that there is no room for the application of the precautionary principle. In
addition, it is claimed that regulating pesticides under the WFD is in contradiction to their marketing authorisation under the Pesticide Authorisation Directive (91/414/EC) (see chapter V.4.6.5.1).
CAS Number

Name of priority substance

X priority
hazardous(X)***
under review

Chemical for Priority UNECE 1998
Action under OSPAR POPs
Convention

15972-60-8

Alachlor

120-12-7

Anthracene

(X)***

1912-24-9

Atrazine

(X)***

71-43-2

Benzene

n.a.

Brominateddiphenylethers

X

+

7440-43-9

Cadmium and its compounds

X

+

85535-84-8

C10-13-chloroalkanes (**)

X

+

470-90-6

Chlorfenvinphos

2921-88-2

Chlorpyrifos

107-06-2

1,2-Dichloroethane

75-09-2

Dichloromethane

117-81-7

Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP)

(X)***

330-54-1

Diuron

(X)***

115-29-7

Endosulfan

(X)***

959-98-8

(alpha-endosulfan)

206-44-0

Flouranthene

118-74-1

Hexachlorobenzene

X

87-68-3

Hexachlorobutadiene

X

608-73-1

Hexachlorocyclohexane

X

58-89-9

(gamma-isomer, Lindane)

34123-59-6

Isoproturon

(X)***

7439-92-1

Lead and its compounds

(X)***

+

7439-97-6

Mercury and its compounds

X

+

91-20-3

Naphthalene

(X)***

+

7440-02-0

Nickel and its compounds

25154-52-3

Nonylphenols

X

+

104-40-5

(4-(para)-nonylphenol)

1806-26-4

Octylphenols

(X)***

+

140-66-9

(para-tert-octylphenol)

608-93-5

Pentachlorobenzene

+

(X)***

X

+
+

+
+

+
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87-86-5

Pentachlorophenol

n.a.

Polyaromatic hydrocarbons

50-32-8

(Benzo(a)pyrene),

205-99-2

(Benzo(b)fluoroanthene),

191-24-2

(Benzo(g,h,i)perylene),

207-08-9

(Benzo(k)fluoroanthene),

193-39-5

(Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene)

122-34-9

Simazine

688-73-3

Tributyltin compounds

36643-28-4

(X)***

+

X

+

+

(X)***
X

+

(X)***

+

(Tributyltin-cation)

12002-48-1

Trichlorobenzenes

120-82-1

(1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene)

67-66-3

Trichloromethane (Chloroform)

1582-09-8

Trifluralin

(X)***

IV.5.5.2.1.2 Upcoming Daughter Directives on quality standards and control measures
For priority substances a progressive reduction in pollution is to be achieved by establishing
Community-wide environmental quality standards and source controls by the procedure laid out
in Article 16. For so-called priority hazardous substances, the cessation of discharges, emissions
and losses shall be achieved within 20 years at the latest. There is no derogation provided in the
Directive from these obligations.
For the first list of 33 priority substances the Commission should have proposed standards and measures by 20 November 2003 but is running late and announced its proposals for March 2005. Those
standards and measures need to be adopted by the European Parliament and Council in a full legislative process. If no agreement is reached Member States have to set national quality standards and
control measures by 2007, which can be seen as a safety net procedure. The work on setting quality
standards is already well advanced at the technical level. The main questions remaining are:
◗ How to use maximum allowable concentrations (MACs) to avoid environmentally damaging
peak concentrations, which would not be identified through annual averages (e.g. pesticide
peaks during summer)?
◗ Setting standards for sediments or organic matter in case of bio accumulative substances?
◗ How to interpret standards for priority hazardous substances, as their concentrations should
finally go towards zero or background concentrations, as required by the WFD?
◗ How to interpret the WFD requirement to reduce the level of drinking water treatment, e.g.
could the environmental standard value be higher than the drinking water standard taking
into account certain treatment technologies?
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The development of control measures poses major problems. Much work has been devoted to
identifying and quantifying the sources and pollution pathways. In many cases the diffuse sources
are significant and would need to be addressed in order to achieve the quality standards or phase
out all emissions. This would in most cases require EU wide market and use restrictions, which
are under the auspice of DG Enterprise and not DG Environment, the body is in charge of the
WFD. Therefore DG Environment is trying to use ‘its’ legislative tools including IPPC Directive (see
chapter V.3.2) and delegate the main measures back to Member States (see also chapter
IV.5.5.2.2.2 about WFD required emission control actions by Member States), who have already
reacted negatively about this workload being “dumped” on them.
The cessation or phase out of emissions, discharges and losses of specific chemicals or groups of
chemicals has been part of national and international legislation for a long time, both in the
European Union and in the US and Canada. However, actually achieving cessation has so far
proven politically difficult. Some stakeholders argue that if the principal emission sources of a
substance have been stopped and major reductions achieved, further reductions are economically difficult and unnecessary for the protection of human health and the environment. This is a
doubtful argument especially for substances exerting potential negative effects at very low quantities. This is for example the case for highly persistent and highly bio accumulative chemicals
(vPvBs) which once released even in low quantities, accumulate in human breast milk and are
atmospherically transported even to the most remote regions on earth. Continued emissions of
such substances – even in low quantities – pose a non-quantifiable risk and present a real life
experiment with human health and the environment. History shows that often damage has only
become apparent when it was too late to adequately react (see cases of asbestos, DDT, etc…).
Hence the standard emission control measures developed in the seventies, the classical end of
pipe solutions, are clearly inadequate for such substances. Instead, effective control measures for
priority hazardous substances need to be precautionary and look at all stages of a chemical’s life
– production, transport, application, use in articles/products, waste. Each of these stages has different release patterns, and recent studies suggest that in most cases the later life stages (use in
products or waste) pose the biggest problems (CEC 2002a)203. Thus, the use of the IPPC Directive
or similar instruments is inadequate to effectively phase out emissions of hazardous chemicals
(see chapter V.3.2.4.1).
The cessation of emissions, discharges and losses of priority hazardous substances can only be
reliably achieved by consequently applying the principle of substitution, i.e. either by replacing
them with safer substances or by non-chemical alternatives. The EU committed itself to such an
approach in the preparation of a new EU chemicals policy REACH (see chapter V.4.6.4.6).

IV.5.5.2.1.3 Article 16 of the WFD – a precedent for EU chemicals legislation?
In brief, for priority hazardous substances, the WFD prescribes EU-wide measures which would
lead to the cessation of all discharges, emissions and losses no later than 20 years after the adoption of the respective measures. In several respects, the WFD is hence a legislative novelty:
203

EU Risk Assessment for Decbromodiphenylether. According to that study releases into the environment from use and disposal of articles containing the substance account for more than 70% of all releases.
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◗ for the first time in EU law, it introduces a legally binding obligation on Member States and
the European Union to phase out emissions of certain chemicals by a certain deadline;
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◗ again for the first time, the WFD fully recognises and applies the precautionary principle to
the control of chemicals, by declaring hazard based assessments (i.e. evaluation of chemicals
by their intrinsic properties) a valid instrument for prioritising substances for action. In other
words, full risk assessments are no longer the only mechanism to regulate chemicals under
EU law. This is a major step forward in dealing with the environmental legacy of one hundred
years of virtually uncontrolled chemical technology.
The pending revision of EU chemicals legislation should take these developments into account.
The Commission’s 2001 White Paper on Chemical Policy indeed applies a corresponding methodology. Whatever the legislative tools emerging from the imminent EU chemical policy reform, it
would be a huge failure to ignore the precedent set by the Water Framework Directive’s provisions on the cessation of discharges, emissions and loss of hazardous substances, or the legislative principles enshrined therein.

IV.5.5.2.2 National Standards and Emission Controls
IV.5.5.2.2.1 Setting EQS
Environmental quality standards (EQSs) for all pollutants ‘identified as being discharged in significant quantities’ into bodies of surface water have to be set at Member State level according to
the procedure laid out in Annex V, 1.2.6. (an indicative list of the main pollutants is provided in
Annex VIII). In setting an EQS, detailed data on biological toxicity and the aquatic ecosystem need
to be taken into account. Hence, environmental quality standards (EQSs) are likely to differ from
region to region and from water type to water type. The environmental quality standards (EQSs)
are subject to peer review and public consultation.
Compliance with these EQSs is required for the achievement of the objective of ‘good ecological
status’ and ‘good chemical status’ (defined in Annex V) by Dec 2015.
For ‘High Status’ surface water bodies, Member States, with regard to the non-deterioration provision (article 4.1.a.i), must:
◗ prevent non-synthetic pollutants discharged in significant quantities from reaching concentrations in the water body above the range normally associated with undisturbed conditions;
◗ prevent synthetic pollutants discharged in significant quantities from reaching concentrations
above the limits of detection.

IV.5.5.2.2.2 Emission Controls and Combined Approach
The WFD’s Article 10 requires Member States to control, by 2012 at the latest, all substance discharges and process covered by the IPPC, UWWT, Nitrates and Dangerous Substance Directives
as well as all discharges of the priority substances of Annex X of WFD following a combined
approach. That means firstly establishing or implementing
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a) emission controls based on best available techniques, or
b) relevant emission limit values, or
c) in the case of diffuse impacts the controls including, as appropriate, best environmental practices.
Second, in case an EQS is not met via the above mentioned emission controls more stringent controls have to be set.
As a basic measure, Member States are required to include in the programme of measures to be
established by 2009 and be made operational by 2012, all sources liable to cause pollution prior
to regulation, such as prohibition, prior authorisation, or registration.
Furthermore, Member States have to establish emission controls and quality standards for the
priority substances in Annex X by Nov 2006, in case the EU fails to adopt such measures in time.

IV.5.5.3

GROUNDWATER OBJECTIVES AND PROTECTION ARTICLE 4.1(B)

The big dilemma with effective protection of this most important drinking water resource is that
we do not know much about it. What can be done for surface water - using biology to derive the
carrying capacity of the ecosystem – cannot be replicated in the case of groundwater as there is
as yet little or no information about its ecosystem available. Groundwater biology is estimated to
play a big role in its self-cleaning capacity, and its reaction to pollution is rather different to that
of surface water ecosystems204 (Griebler et al. 2001).
Therefore traditionally precautionary action, e.g. preventing the entry of all pollutants, is applied.
The 1980 Groundwater Directive, which will be repealed by the WFD in 2013, followed such an
approach, by setting up a “black” list of substances, which are persistent, bio accumulative and
toxic or of similar concern, which have to be prevented from entering the groundwater, and a
“grey” list of substances, which have to be limited from entering groundwater.
Unfortunately the WFD did not take up this approach and instead merely calls for the prevention or limitation of the entry of substances, without specifying what should be prevented and
what should be limited. During the WFD negotiations much effort was devoted to establishing
groundwater quality standards, e.g. based on drinking water standards. These efforts were eventually fruitless and resulted in a compromise article 17, which gives the Commission a mandate
to develop a new Groundwater Directive to fill the gap. In September 2003 the Commission published its proposal which, according to ECOs, represented a serious weakening in the existing
protection levels under the WFD and the 1980 Groundwater Directive. The Commission tried to
establish quality standards, but these are arbitrary and impractical to monitor in a harmonised
way, and would not prevent increased pollution, thus undermining the necessary precautionary
action of preventing the input of pollutants.

204

Groundwater is the habitat for numerous microorganisms and animals. In Europe more than 2000 lager species, such as
worms, shrimps or even amphibians, are identified. These species, protozoans and a rich spectrum of bacteria are crucial factors of in situ water purification.
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What does the WFD set as groundwater objectives?
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Firstly, it requires the achievement of sustainable quantitative water management by 2015. This
means that groundwater abstractions must be less than the natural recharge rate and sufficient
water flow must be provided to avoid any significant negative impact on water ecosystems and
groundwater dependent terrestrial ecosystems. Saltwater or other intrusions due to groundwater
level changes must be prevented. This water quantity objective is novel in EU law and a major
step towards sustainable water management.
As regards chemical quality, the WFD requires that the input of pollutants be prevented or limited,
although without specifying which substances should be limited and which should be prevented altogether. Finally, groundwater chemical quality must not lead to a deterioration of the status of surface
waters or terrestrial ecosystems depending on groundwater. A statistically significant increase in the
concentration of pollutants in groundwater has to be prevented and ultimately reversed.
In line with the WFD approach to surface water chemical objectives, one could interpret this
objective similarly as being that all “hazardous” substances need to be prevented from entering
groundwater and that all other substances be limited in to prevent rising concentrations and
damage to surface water and terrestrial ecosystems.
In order to put this interpretation into practice the new Groundwater Directive could extend the
strategy to prevent surface water pollution (see chapter IV.5.5.2.1) to groundwater.
Finally the WFD prohibits direct discharges of pollutants into groundwater, as one of the measures required to achieve the Directive’s objectives. However, Member States may exempt certain
direct discharges from specified activities from this general prohibition, provided that the objectives set for the groundwater body are not compromised and the dischargers have obtained
authorisation. But some of the exempted activities concern very toxic substances (e.g. injecting
mining waste back into certain groundwater aquifers).
The WFD has not solved the groundwater protection problem and a great deal of work still needs to
be done. But most importantly it requires Member States to develop a better understanding about
their groundwater and its strong – but usually underestimated – interrelation with surface waters.

IV.5.5.4

THE NO-DETERIORATION OBJECTIVE – ARTICLE 4.1

Preventing the deterioration in the status of surface and groundwater has been identified as a
crucial objective in protecting the environment from ongoing or planned human developments
Any further deterioration would make the achievement of a good status more difficult or even
impossible. There has been a long discussion about this no-deterioration objective and when and
how it has to be applied.
The first difficulty the WFD poses is that the objective is linked to the status of the respective
water bodies. Deterioration within one status class is allowed, only when the water changes the
class from e.g. moderate to good or from good to high, the objective of no-deterioration is
breached. This means that until appropriate monitoring is in place in 2006 and the status assess-
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ment can be finalised there will be uncertainty about the exact status of certain water. On the
other hand it also depends on the size of the impact of a specific project how certain or uncertain one can judge a deterioration in water’s status, e.g. the building of a dam in a free flowing
river means the total disruption of the river continuum and certainly means the deterioration of
status even without awareness of all biological parameters.
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But there have been other problems. Some Member States have claimed that the no-deterioration objective only becomes legally binding in 2009 or 2012, when the programme of measures
is established or becomes operational. The Commission rejected this claim and told the European
Parliament in March 2001 that ‘since the Directive entered into force on 22 December 2000 a
strict no-deterioration clause has applied, which should prevent a repetition of past errors’.
The no-deterioration objective could in theory be one of the most powerful WFD tools against
unsustainable human developments and would have a direct impact on most land use planning,
infrastructure, transport and energy projects. However, ECOs have so found it very difficult to
make use of it, as was the case with the Spanish National Hydrological Plan from 2000. For the
time being Europe’s nature conservation legislation provides the better tested and thus more successful instrument for preventing ecological deterioration resulting from human activities.

IV.5.5.5

DEROGATIONS - ARTICLE 4.3 – 4.7

Good status (good ecological and good chemical status for surface waters, good quantitative and
chemical status for groundwater) has to be achieved by 2015 - with the possibility of two 6 years
extension periods, in the case of technical infeasibility, disproportionate costs or natural conditions, which need to be reported (Article 4.4). Lower objectives (Art 4.5) may be set for the same
reason and if the additional following conditions are met:
◗ No other significantly better environmental option to serve the socio-economic or environmental needs are available;
◗ remediation measures are taken to achieve the highest quality status under the unavoidable
impacts
◗ no further deterioration occurs in the water status;
◗ and the reasons for setting lower objectives are reported and reviewed every six years.
A special derogation for surface waters has been introduced in article 4.3 in case of heavy infrastructure, which changes the character of a water, e.g. harbours, flood defence in cities. Those
waters can be identified as heavily modified or artificial. For such waters a new objective is determined taking into account the physical and unavoidable changes. This means the biological standards will be lower than for “natural waters”, but the chemical quality standards remain unaffected.
In order to designate a water as heavily modified or artificial, Member States have to prove that
the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a) the physical restoration, e.g. removal ,of dams or dykes, to achieve good ecological status
would have significant adverse effects on:
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◗ the wider environment
◗ navigation, including port facilities, or recreation
◗ activities for the purposes of which water is stored, such as drinking water supply, power generation or irrigation
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◗ water regulation, flood protection, land drainage, or
◗ other equally important sustainable human development activities.
(b) the objectives delivered by the physical modification cannot be achieved by a significantly better environmental option.
There is a high that Member States will make extensive use of these derogations. In some countries, e.g. Germany, The Netherlands, it is expected that the majority of waters will be designated as heavily modified.
Finally the WFD accepts the failure to prevent the deterioration or achievement of good status
(Article 4.6) provided the following conditions are met:
◗ If there is no better environmental alternative.
◗ If the activity is a new physical modification or groundwater abstraction or presents new sustainable human development.
◗ If the activity is of overriding public interest or delivers human health or safety benefits, which
outweigh the environmental benefits.
◗ If all practicable measures are taken to mitigate its effects.
For all three above described derogations, the WFD requires that in addition the applied derogation must not make achieving WFD objectives impossible in other water bodies, or contradict EU
environmental policies, or lower the environmental protection set out in other EU legislation,
such as the Habitats Directive.

IV.5.6

Tools and measures under the WFD

IV.5.6.1

RIVER BASIN PLANNING – ARTICLE 3 AND 13

The WFD requires a detailed, long-term and iterative planning process and the setting up of adequate
administrative arrangements including the designation of competent river basin authorities (Article
3). The success of achieving the ambitious environmental objectives in an effective way and whether
they will be achieved at all, depends to a large extend on the establishment of a competent authority able to oversee a river basin district and equipped with sufficient competencies and capacities to
integrate different policies, including land use planning, navigation, fishing, tourism and agriculture.
The central tool is the River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) under article 13 for each river basin
district, which includes inter alia:
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◗ description and characterisation of the river basin, including environmental assessment of
human activities, economic assessment of water uses, description of pollution sources and
risk analysis of failing to achieve the objectives (Article 5);
◗ a list of environmental objectives and exemptions established for surface and groundwater
(Article 4);
◗ a list of protected areas (Article 6);
◗ a map of the monitoring stations (Article 8);
◗ measures to achieve cost recovery for water services and to implement the polluter pays principle (Article 9);
◗ programme of measures (prior-authorisations, prohibitions or other general binding rules)
and specific additional measures to achieve the environmental objectives (Article 11).
The initial RBMP for each river basin district will have to be completed by Dec 2009 and reviewed
and updated every six years thereafter (2015, 2021 etc). The preparation of RBMPs is a most
important area of influence for ECOs, since this is where all relevant issues for the achievement
of the WFD objectives are negotiated. Notably, Member States are required to ensure a full and
comprehensive public consultation on all the issues covered by the plans (article 14).
In the case of international river basins – whether they fall entirely within the European Union or
extend beyond the boundaries of the Community – Member States are asked to ensure co-ordination and co-operation with the aim of producing one single international River Basin
Management Plan. If such an international RBMP cannot be produced for some reason or other,
Member States are still responsible for producing River Basin Management Plans for the parts of
the international river basin district which within their territory.

IV.5.6.2

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION – ARTICLE 14

Public Participation has a prominent place in the WFD. Firstly the European Union has developed a
strong agenda of increasing transparency and public participation. Secondly water management is historically a public service a large public administration behind it. Civil servants working in the sector
tend to have a background in civil or building engineering, which without doubt leads to impressive
advancements inhuman development. But such development has often been pursued at the expense
aquatic ecosystems, leaving nearly no rivers without a channel, dam or concrete enforcement. The
WFD takes a strong line in tackling this problem and shifting water management from working
against towards working with nature. A very important tool in making such a shift is the constant pressure to explain to the public what is happening and to present alternative management solutions.
If the WFD is to be truly successful it requires not only repair measures but a joint societal effort.
Again transparency, access to all documents and open discourse with the public are essential in
preparing such a joint effort involving different actors and across society as a whole.
The WFD thus requires Member States to encourage the active involvement of interested parties
in WFD implementation. In specific article 14 requires a six month consultation on the timetable
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and work programme for the RBMPs in 2006 on the main water management issues in 2007 and
on the draft RBMP in 2008. All background documents must be made available on request.
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The EEB together with WWF carried out a survey of the WFD implementation quality end of 2004,
which provides insight into the state of play of respective public participation in different
Member States (EEB and WWF 2005). The overall starting point is quite discouraging, but in several countries, public authorities’ attitudes towards involving ECOs in WFD implementation
improved between the end of 2003 and the end of 2004. However, the survey shows that in many
countries, public participation and active involvement still have a long way to go to reach WFD
objectives. A lot of time has passed without public authorities having developed appropriate
strategies. But there are also very encouraging examples, such as the case of Schleswig-Holstein,
where ECOs are reimbursed for participating in the implementation exercise, and Scotland,
where the Scottish Executive is actively gathering information held by societal stakeholders.

IV.5.6.3

WATER PRICING - ARTICLE 9

The use of economic instruments is of growing importance for environmental policies. One of the
key priorities of the 5th Environmental Action Programme (1992-1999, see chapter III) was the
widening of the range of environmental instruments, which has been reconfirmed by the 6th
Environmental Action Programme (2002-2012). For several years the use of economic and fiscal
instruments has been promoted in EU environmental policy with mixed success - like phasing out
environmental harmful subsidies, energy taxes and emissions trading. The EU has so far only managed to successfully introduce emissions trading for climate change purposes. Taxation and subsidies largely rest within the sole competence of Member States. Indeed a number of countries have
introduced environmental based taxes and charges. But overall environmental taxation remains at
a stable low level of 5-10% of total tax revenues in the EU (EEA 2002). On the other hand environmentally harmful subsidies are conservatively estimated to be 5% of GDP in OECD countries (OECD
2004), with subsidies in the field of water management worth some 15 billion US Dollars per year.
Member States are now obliged under the WFD to develop water pricing policies for water uses
in order to support the achievement of the environmental objectives and to implement a cost
recovery for water services, taking environmental and resource costs into account.
The potential of using water pricing for improving current inefficient water management and of
moving towards sustainable water use is great. Fair water pricing could - especially for the supply-driven management in the agricultural sector - reduce the level of harmful subsidies, lead to
more efficient water use and finally to demand management (EEB 2000).
Nevertheless, as regards full cost recovery, including environmental costs, water pricing is quite
a sophisticated question. Water is not just a commercial good, market forces are not easily applicable and the economically based calculation of environmental costs is of course complicated.
But if the Polluter Pays Principle is to be taken into account, then the inclusion of environmental
(damage) or resource costs is a crucial precondition (EEB 2000). Simple and straight forward
action, such as identifying and reducing subsidies, charges or levies for water abstraction and use
and earmarking them etc., is needed. Ecological and holistic oriented water status objectives,
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strategies against pollution from dangerous substances, river basin management and public participation are the main tools and objectives within which water pricing should be set.
The introduction of the full cost recovery principle for water services in the WFD has not been an
easy task and during the WFD legislative process, opposition, especially from Member States,
where the potential of financial instruments is greatest, hindered EU-wide clear and binding obligations on water pricing.
Article 9 of the WFD obliges Member States to take into account the principle of recovery of the
costs for water services and specifically includes environmental and resource costs. The Article
specifies that Member States have to ensure by 2010:
◗ that their water pricing policy is an incentive for efficient water use and thereby contributes
to the environmental objectives;
◗ an adequate contribution for the different water uses to the recovery of the cost of water services.
The first obligation is very important, because it makes clear that water pricing has to be seen
and used within the frame of the environmental objectives of the WFD.
The second obligation gives wide room for interpretation. What is meant by an “adequate contribution”? Further to that, full cost recovery is limited to water services, which are defined in
Article 2(3) as “all services (abstraction, impoundment, storage, treatment and distribution of surface water or groundwater, waste water collection and treatment facilities) which provide, for households, public institutions or any economic activity”. Whether self services or hydropower are considered to be water services is open to interpretation.
Due to the above-mentioned strong opposition from Member States, with low level of cost recovery for water services (particular Spain and Ireland), exemptions from the application of the full
cost recovery principle are wide.
When establishing water pricing policies under Article 9, Member States can take into account
social, environmental and economic effects as well as geographic and climatic conditions.
Further to that, Member States can simply decide not to establish any water pricing policy for a
specific water use activity (e.g. irrigation) under the condition that this does not compromise the
achievement of the Directive’s objectives.
The economic analysis for each river basin district (Article 5), which had to be concluded by 2004,
will be the basis for establishing water pricing policies and for implementing the full cost recovery and the polluter pays principle.
According to Annex IV of the Directive, the economic analysis should therefore contain sufficient
information including the estimation of environmental costs. Annex IV further specifies that longterm forecasts of supply and demand for water have to be accounted for, which is very important
in the light of the possible changes in the water cycle due to climate changes.
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The economic analysis and the steps to implement the full cost recovery obligation have to be
reported, which allows stakeholders to have an influence on how far their government is willing
to move towards cost recovery and internalisation of external (environmental) costs.
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IV.5.7

The WFD - a new umbrella for
environmental laws

The WFD not only repeals a number of EU water laws but also provides a general coordination
framework for many others, which includes setting deadlines for achieving their respective objectives. Furthermore, it feeds into important political debates with regard to Europe’s chemicals
management and product policy as well as relevant other sectoral policies. The following table
tries to give an overview on this network of legislation and policies.
WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE IN LEGAL TERMS

Repeals by 2013

• Fish Water Directive 78/659/EEC
• Shellfish Water Directive 79/923/EEC
• Groundwater Directive 80/68/EEC
• Dangerous Substance Directive 76/464/EEC

Requires Member States to register and monitor all protected areas and achieve their
respective objectives by 2015 if not specified
otherwise

Protected areas under:
• Drinking Water Directive 98/83/EC
• Bathing Water Directive 76/160/EEC
• Nitrates Directive 91/676/EEC
• Urban Waster Water Treatment Directive
91/271/EEC
• Wild Birds and Habitats Directives 92/43/EC
and 79/409/EEC

Requires Member States to develop or implement Best Available Technique BAT or Best
Environmental Practice BEP by 2012 if not
specified otherwise
And apply combined approach (first implement
BAT or BEP, than use EQS to check whether it is
sufficient, if not strengthen BAT or BEP)

Requests a review of biocides or pesticides
marketing authorisations in order to met quality standards set according to article 16 of
WFD

For pollutants and activities under
• IPPC Directive 96/61/EC
• Dangerous Substances Directive 76/464/EEC
• Nitrates Directive 91/676/EEC
• Urban Waster Water Treatment Directive
91/271/EEC

• Pesticides Directive 91/414/EEC
• Biocides Directive 98/8/EC
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WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE IN GENERAL POLICY AND POLITICAL TERMS

Develops a key indicator

For Europe’s objective to halt biodiversity
decline in 2010

Greatly expands nature protection and conservation

Especially including wetlands and floodplains
outside Europe’s nature legislation

Encourages better integration of water protection

into other EU policy areas such as energy, transport, agriculture, fisheries, regional policy and
tourism. The Commission’s proposed EU funding instruments for regional and rural development and social policies for 2007-2013foresee
funding of WFD measures (WWF 2005).

Requires Member States to ensure appropriate
administrative arrangements to implement
WFD (including the setting up of an competent
authority)

This means as a logical consequence that water
protection must be integrated with all land use
planning policies and other sectoral policies.

Requires the identification of priority and priority hazardous substances and the phase out
of their emissions

First step to implement Europe’s commitment
under several international conventions
For the first time a more efficient methodology
for the selection of substances of concern selection has been used.
Politically calls for:
• filling the knowledge gap about the safety of
most chemicals marketed and used in the EU.
• efficient substitution of such chemicals
and/or market and use controls
Both could be delivered by the new Chemicals
Policy REACH

IV.5.7.1

SURFACE WATER 75/440, FISH WATER 78/659 AND SHELLFISH
WATER 79/923 EEC DIRECTIVES

These three directives require Member States to establish Environmental Quality Standards for
specific water bodies and water uses.
The 1975 Surface Water Directive aims at protecting relevant surface waters intended to be used
for drinking water purposes, such as lakes, rivers and reservoirs. Member States have to designate
those waters and have to take all necessary measures to comply with the standards set in the directive. Most of the requirements of the directive have been integrated into the 1980 Drinking Water
Directive. Consequently, the Surface Water Directive will be repealed by the WFD in Dec 2007.
The objective of the 1978 Fish Water Directive is to protect and improve the quality of fresh
waters that support, or could support, certain species of fish. Similarly, the 1979 Shellfish Water
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Directive aims to protect and improve the quality of coastal and brackish water bodies, in order
to contribute to the quality of edible shellfish products. In order to achieve the objectives of both
directives, Member States have to designate the relevant water bodies, to monitor the quality of
these water bodies and to take measures to ensure compliance with the minimum standards set
by the Directives (‘guide’ as well as ‘imperative’ values are laid down).
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The Fish Water and Shellfish Water Directive will be repealed by the WFD in Dec 2013. The
achievement of a good ecological and chemical status for all waters through the WFD should
imply the achievement of quality standards to support fish and shellfish life. Nevertheless, nothing in the WFD explicitly prevents the lowering of standards from these Directives once they are
repealed.

IV.5.7.2

DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES DIRECTIVE 76/464/EEC AND ITS
‘DAUGHTER DIRECTIVES’

The 1976 Dangerous Substances Directive is an important component of EU water legislation and
provides the framework for subsequent regulation to control the discharge of specific dangerous
substances. It applies horizontally to all surface water in the EU and, by setting emission standards, partially follows the second approach of the 1973 Environmental Action Programme.
The objectives are the elimination of pollution by the dangerous substances listed in Annex I
(‘Black List’) and the reduction of pollution by Annex II substances (‘Grey List’). The regulatory
measures to be used by Member States to achieve these objectives are prior authorisations for
any discharge of List I substances, which can be granted only for a limited time period. List I substances are identified on the basis of their toxic, persistent and bioaccumulative properties.
Due to differing viewpoints between the UK and other Member States, the directive follows a parallel approach and makes provisions (under Article 6.1 and 6.2) for the EU Council to adopt both
Emission Limit Values ELVs and Environmental Quality Standards EQSs for each ‘black list’ substance. Member States are free to choose which approach to use. For the time being, only the UK
has followed the EQS approach.
In 1982 the Commission identified 129 ’candidate’ substances205 which qualify as List I substances
according to Directive 76/464/EEC. However, only 18 out of the 129 substances have been regulated up to now through daughter directives as List I substances (Mercury Discharges 82/176/EEC,
Cadmium Discharges 83/513/EEC, Mercury Discharges 84/156/EEC, Hexachlorocyclohexane
Discharges 84/491/EEC, and Dangerous Substance Discharges 86/280/EEC).
The WFD will repeal the 1976 Dangerous Substances Directive in 2013, except for Article 6, the
List I substances, which was replaced immediately by the WFD. In addition, the 1982 ‘candidate’
list of 129 substances is replaced by the 33 priority substances in Annex X of the WFD (see chapter IV.5.5.2.1.1). The WFD specifically mentions that the EQSs established under the first River
Basin Management Plan have to be at least as strong as the ones established under Directive
76/464/EEC.
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OJ C 176, 14.7.1982, p. 3.
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IV.5.7.3

URBAN WASTE WATER TREATMENT DIRECTIVE 91/271/EEC

The Directive's objective is to protect the environment from urban waste water discharges
through collection and treatment of such discharges, which according to the WFD has to be
achieved by 2015 at the latest. The setting of Emission Limit Values ELVs for organic biodegradable substances, nitrates and phosphates from urban wastewater treatment plants is dependent
on the local aquatic environment, i.e. how sensitive it is with regard to eutrophication or whether
it is protected for drinking water abstraction. Some countries identified their whole territory as
sensitive206, some identified parts of their territory207, and finally a number of countries do not
identify sensitive areas at all, but apply the most stringent ELVs instead208. In a tiered approach,
Member States have to establish waste water collection for agglomerations with more than 2000
p.e. (population equivalents) by the end of 2005 starting with agglomerations above 150,000 p.e.
by the end of 1998.
The Directive has delivered the single biggest improvement in the quality of European rivers and
lakes through reduced pollution with organic biodegradable substances. Nevertheless, 40% of
European waters still show euthrophication symptoms and up to 50% of this impact can be attributed to urban waste water discharges (EEA 1999).
The Directive has been often cited as the most expensive European law ever. Indeed waste water
collection networks and treatment plants are costly infrastructures, but its human health and
environmental benefits are likely to be much higher. Additionally, it is often forgotten that the
Directive does not prescribe technical standards, but sets emission limit values, which can be
achieved often better and cheaper through decentralised waste water treatment systems and the
separate collection of waste water of different qualities.
Implementation of the Directive has been slow and the Commission launched 34 infringement
procedures against Member States between 1994 and 2003 mainly on transposition, reporting,
designation of sensitive areas and collection systems (CEC 2004). Whether ELVs are met is subject
to an ongoing evaluation by the Commission.

IV.5.7.4

NITRATES DIRECTIVE 91/676/EEC

The Directive’s objective is to reduce water pollution caused by nitrates from agriculture sources,
which according to the WFD has to be achieved by 2015 at the latest.. Similar to the Urban Waste
Water Treatment Directive the Nitrates Directive requires Member States to identify specific problem areas (Nitrate Vulnerable Zones NZVs) and apply emission control measures to meet the
objectives. Beyond that, Member States have to establish codes of good agricultural practice, to
be applied by farmers on a voluntary basis, in order to provide general protection for all waters.
By the end of 1993 Member States had to designate as NZVs all surface or ground waters which
would either fail to meet the drinking water standard of 50mg nitrates/l or suffer from eutrophication if no pollution control measures are taken.
206

Belgium and Sweden

207

Germany, Spain, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and the United Kingdom

208

Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Finland and Austria
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For the NZVs, Member States have to establish action programmes within two years, which
ensure inter alia that a quasi “emission limit value” of 170 kg of Nitrogen applied per hectare per
year is achieved. This limit value can be adjusted according to local soil, crop and climate conditions after approval by the Commission and with the condition that the environmental objectives
are achieved.
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Considering that eutrophication of European waters remains today’s biggest threat to our aquatic ecosystems, a lot more must be done to correctly apply the Nitrates Directive. Member States
have been rather reluctant to regulate the agricultural industry. By end of 2001 for all countries
but Denmark the Commission has launched infringement proceedings for failure to correctly
apply the Directive (CEC 2002b).
The Commission launched 56 infringement procedures against Member States between 1994 and
2001. This indicates the high level of disrespect for this important European law and is clearly a huge
waste of money: “The cost of nitrate reduction lies in the range of EUR 50-150 per hectare per year, but
this is estimated to be 5 to 10 times cheaper than removing nitrate from polluted water. A 2002 study
estimates that denitrification of UK drinking water costs £19 million a year and projects the total UK cost
of achieving the European Union nitrate standard for potable water at £199 million over the next 20
years. Consumers, rather than the polluters (i.e. farmers), pay almost all of the bill.” (EEA, 2004)

IV.5.7.5

GROUNDWATER DIRECTIVE 80/86/EEC

In principle, all discharges of pollutants into groundwater were regulated by the 1976 Dangerous
Substances Directive which in its Article 4 explicitly obliged Member States to apply a zero emission regime for discharges of List I pollutants into groundwater. This article also referred to a
future directive on groundwater and ceased to be applicable with the adoption of the 1980
Groundwater Directive.
In a similar way to the Dangerous Substances Directive, the Groundwater Directive divides pollutants into two categories – a ‘black list’ and a ‘grey list’. However, the objectives are to prevent
‘black list’ substances from entering groundwater and to limit ‘grey list’ substances introduced
into groundwater. To reach these objectives, the national competent authorities have to prohibit any direct discharges and to take all necessary measures to prevent indirect discharges with
regard to ‘black list’ substances. All discharges of ‘grey list’ pollutants are subject to prior investigation and authorisation.
The Groundwater Directive has not been able to meet the challenge of effectively preventing longterm and diffuse groundwater pollution. A lack of instruments and of integration into other policies is the main reason for this. Nevertheless, the zero-emission obligation applies to all sources
of groundwater pollution and represents a precautionary principle for certain substances, which
are identified on the basis of their toxic, persistent and bioaccumulative properties. The
Commission proposal for a new Groundwater Directive from October 2003 following article 17 of
the WFD is less explicit with regard to prevention and limitation of input of substances (EEB 2003).
The 1980 Groundwater Directive will be repealed by the WFD in Dec 2013.
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IV.5.8

Assessment of the WFD

Strengths
Above all the WFD sets and describes an ecological objective in detail and provides a common
process to achieve some degree of EU harmonisation. Compared to the so far rather generic ecological objectives (halt biodiversity decline; protection of certain individual species and habitats)
this is a major step forward. If successful in terms of technical and political ambition the result
would be the first ever substantial indicator to test and challenge human development against
ecological sustainability.
Further to this overarching objective and in recognition of its vulnerability for political pressure
due to its complexity, the WFD provides several “safety nets” and environmental principles,
including the no-deterioration of status, the one out – all out principle (worst quality element
determines overall status), setting of chemical quality standards, phase out of emission of hazardous chemicals and the Intercalibration for achieving a EU wide comparable and WFD consistent interpretation of the ecological objective. The legal requirement to phase out emission of
hazardous chemicals is novel in EU law and a major step towards implementing the precautionary principle for chemical threats which are unacceptable due to their potential long-term, global and irreversible negative impacts. International commitments for the protection of the marine
environment can now be achieved.
Like no other environmental Directive before it, the WFD provides a great number of policy
instruments and administrative arrangements, which in summary should allow transparency,
early control and proper enforcement, and ensure sufficient integration with other environmental as well as sectoral policies to achieve these objectives. If those reforms are achieved this would
mark a new era in water management and governance.
Weaknesses
Many of the above mentioned strengths suffer in one way or another from legal vagueness and
complexity. The WFD was developed under strong re-nationalisation pressure – with the aim of
strengthening national competencies, while still believing in the necessity to set high environmental standards at the same time. As a result of this the WFD is ambitious but open ended,
granting each Member State a multitude of opt-out and exemption possibilities, which in the
worst case scenario would lead to 25 different national ambition levels in defining the objectives.
This would – depending on economic, employment and internal market pressures – easily result
in a race to the bottom and environmental dumping, which would most likely result in no more
than confirming existing and insufficient water protection standards. Such a stand still would
leave all the heavy administrative and reporting requirements of the WFD without a clear new
objective and eventually would make the WFD completely redundant.
Whether such a negative scenario can be avoided depends on the strength of the European
Common Implementation Strategy (see chapter IV.5.4) and more specifically, on the
Intercalibration process, to deliver a harmonised and ambitious objective. This process must be
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well resourced and at the same time resist political pressure to reduce perceived costs from setting ambitious objectives. Such pressure depends partly on the national administrative set-up and
its ability to leave the well trodden path of “technological solutions only” and instead engage in
an open dialogue with other governmental departments and stakeholders, convincing them of
the benefits of integrated and long term water management. Most governments and water management authorities are still very far away from this “ideal“ and are reluctant to seek stakeholder input or to communicate in a transparent way. Nevertheless positive changes in attitude
towards ECOs have been observed during the year 2004.
Agriculture policies will have a particularly important role to play. Bad communication in
Denmark and the Netherlands over the WFD’s allegedly dramatic consequences for farming in
Europe has already lead to huge resistance towards implementing the WFD.

IV.5.9

Outlook and ECO action (Environmental
Citizens' Organisation)

The WFD can be seen as a major contribution to Europe’s sustainable development agenda. When
correctly implemented, the WFD should deliver the environmentally sustainable conditions needed for aquatic ecosystems through defining a good status for all waters in Europe. But there is still
a long way to go and several drawbacks can be observed – in terms of lack of political commitment to fulfil the letter and spirit of the WFD. Often the exercise is seen as too costly and potential benefits are largely ignored. Public participation in implementation is still in the early stages
of development and needs a major effort from public authorities as well as environmental organisations. If this is not taken seriously the WFD could turn out to be a “white elephant”.
But the WFD is also an integrative policy which links up with many existing environmental policies and will rely on the successful delivery and implementation of specific policies like the new
chemicals policy, the greening of agriculture, transport, energy and regional policies.
ECOs are provided with ample opportunities to play a role and shape new water management
under the WFD. It is not easy to find in the jungle of paragraphs, ambiguous formulations and
flexible wording, where such opportunities lie. The following paragraphs should help ECOs and
other stakeholders to better identify what they can do make the WFD work.
For more detailed advice the reader is referred to the following publications: Lanz & Scheuer,
EEB Handbook on EU Water Policy under the Water Framework Directive, EEB 2001; and Tips and
Tricks for the Water Framework Directive Implementation, EEB and WWF 2004 (see:
http://www.eeb.org/activities/water/publications.htm)
1. Highlight the many environmental and socio-economic benefits, including:
◗ Increasing water security – catastrophic water events are becoming more frequent due to climate change, but also to regional water mismanagement. Long-term integrated river basin
management and protecting/ restoring the environment’s natural capacity to balance extreme
weather conditions should reduce local impacts of droughts and floods.
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◗ Only paying once and once only for the right measures to tackle water problems - Replacing
the current uncoordinated water management approaches by a single integrated and coordinated one can largely increase the efficiency of measures and reduce overall costs.
◗ Paying less in the future for water treatment – Today households pay the bill for cleaning up
industrial and agricultural water pollution. Making those polluters pay and reducing pollution
at source reduces water supply prices and increases water quality. According to the EEA reducing nitrate pollution from agriculture is 5-10 times cheaper than removing nitrate from polluted drinking waters (EEA Signals 2004).
◗ Having high quality water available for all as needed – water shortages are expensive to business and pose health hazards. Appropriate water pricing and sustainable resource management would lead to a more reliable water supply.
◗ River, lake, wetland, estuarine and coastal habitats, and species available for all to enjoy –
functioning ecosystems, which improve recreation and leisure are still underestimated values.
They can be an important source of prospering local economies.
◗ Fishing and tourism – once good water status is reached higher revenues can be achieved.
2. Public Participation and access to documents:
ECOs need to request that their authorities develop a structured and financed participation
framework. Often this only happens after ECOs persistently ask pressing questions about the
state of implementation and request access to information. Many ECOs are afraid of getting
involved due to the technical complexity of the issues and the capacities involved in tackling
them. But one does not need always technical knowledge in order to be a constructive player
in the process. In the first instance authorities need to be able to explain to non-experts what
they are doing. Inability to do so constitutes bad administration. In many cases the pressure
on authorities to make them explain in plain language what they are doing leads to more
accountable and open management, which allows new paths to be explored.

3. Encourage and get involved in a public discourse about “good ecological status” and setting specific objectives:
So far nobody can claim to know exactly what is meant by “good ecological status”. Of course,
many biologists working on the issues have developed ambitious ideas, but the general tendency of authorities is to change their existing ecological assessment systems as little as possible. Together with the constant pressure from politicians to design a cheap and easily achievable objective and to make sure that their own region and country does not look bad in comparison with others, this drives down the ambition to provide a truly holistic ecological assessment as required by the Directive. e.g. there is almost no national system which consistently
uses fish as a key indicator for assessing the state of waters. The WFD clearly requires to monitor and use fish as a key biological indicator. So far Member States have not been able to bring
forward sites with sufficient fish monitoring data in order to carry out a joint Intercalibration
exercise which achieves WFD conformity and EU wide comparable interpretation of what con-
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stitutes “good ecological status”. Following the scientific driven development of a definition
of “good ecological status”, specific objectives for each body of water have to be set, which
may take socio-economic conditions into account and thus resulting in extending deadlines
or lower environmental ambition. Blanket exemptions, like defining all flood defences or agriculture activities as overriding public interests, should be avoided and must be challenged.
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4. Explore synergies with other water legislation and nature conservation:
Water pollution from agriculture activities and households remains a major challenge. The
Nitrates and Waster Water Treatment Directive can help a lot but are far from being applied
and enforced. In specific the waste water treatment in the 10 New Member States has still a
long way to go. Alternatives to the inflexible and large scale solutions mainly used in Europe
15 should be promoted, including waste water separation systems and reed bed infiltration
systems. Infrastructure projects threaten remaining natural water courses, which are often
lying in designated nature conservation areas. Nature conservation obligations can thus be
used in synergy to avoid further deterioration.

5. Integration with other Common Agriculture Policy CAP and Rural Development:
The mid-term reviewed CAP provides better opportunities to support WFD implementation
and achievement of its objective. Specifically the Rural Development plans for the period after
2006 can serve to finance and steer agriculture management plans which conform to the WFD.

6. Challenge new infrastructure, like inland navigation, flood defences and hydropower:
With the WFD’s no-deterioration principle any new infrastructure work has to undergo a
detailed environmental impact assessment, the lack of better alternatives to provide the service has to be proven and mitigation measures have to be established.

7. Insist on phasing out the emissions of priority hazardous substances:
Firstly the Commission has to propose emission controls for priority hazardous substances
which achieve cessation of all emission within 20 years. ECOs will have to make their voice
heard in the European Parliament and at government level to avoid attempts by different
industry sectors to weaken ambitions and undermine the precautionary principle. If the EU
fails to adopt appropriate measures Member States have a duty to achieve cessation of emissions themselves. It will be necessary to remind governments of this duty.
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V.1

Introduction
By Stefan Scheuer
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Europe’s environmental policy is based on the European Union’s general objective of achieving
a “high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment” and applying the
general principles of integrating environmental protection into all policies, precaution, prevention,
damage control at source and polluter pays210. In chapter IV of his book a number of quantitative
and qualitative objectives for air, nature protection and water are explained which specify and
thus make operational the “high level protection” objective. Soil protection objectives are still
missing and have only marginally been taken into account through the air, water nature and
waste policies. Alongside this, in order to implement the general principles, specific objectives
and controls have been established. These include specific media objectives and standards sector
specific emission controls, for air and water emissions in particular - and management provisions
- especially for waste management. All of these are explained in chapter IV.
The steady economic growth and rising ‘standards’ of living that the EU has experienced over the
last fifty years have left us with environmental challenges that are well known. Emissions of
greenhouse gases and some air pollutants are still increasing, and the EU will find it difficult to
meet its commitments under the Kyoto protocol and Air Quality Ceilings. At the same time our
biodiversity and food chains are under threat from habitat fragmentation, hazardous chemicals,
poor land-use planning and insufficient protection of our waterways and seas. There are increasing problems disposing of municipal waste, the volume of which increases at roughly 3 % per
year. At the same time the Total Material Requirement of the EU is estimated at around 50t per
capita of which non-renewable resources form 88% and 1/3 of the total is being met through
imports from non-EU countries (Bringezu, Moll and Schütz 2003).
So, despite a comprehensive set of environmental legislation the EU has failed to achieve key environmental objectives. This is largely due to the failure of Member States to put in place the right measures in time, but also because the European Union promotes policies which contradict environmental objectives. The “environmental management” principles - above all the integration principle established by the Treaty have largely not been applied. Economic growth based on increasing material and natural resource use and consumption has been quicker than environmental efficiency gains.
Increasingly, therefore, environmental policies have been focussing on setting generic environmental standards for products, production, planning and management, which are applicable for
a wide range of sectors or products. Thus they can be described as horizontal environmental policy tools, although sector specific environmental legislation increasingly includes management
and planning provisions (e.g. Water Framework Directive – see chapter IV.5). Some follow a market based approach, like Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading or Environmental Liability; others
require public authorisations for production or products, like IPPC or Pesticides Authorisation
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Treaty of the European Community - Articles 2, 6 and 174.
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Directives. Some are voluntary, like the EU Flower, others set mandatory requirements for planning processes, like the Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment.
This development has to be welcomed in general but i) it remains far from completion and ii) raises concerns about the division of powers in the European Union and the application of the “subsidiarity principle”. The most powerful “horizontal tools” are fiscal and subsidies policies, which,
if they reduced the pressure on labour and increased it on environmental resource use, could
strengthen economic performance, societal welfare and environmental protection (Jørgensen
2003). But EU fiscal policies must be adopted by unanimity. Until today, no harmonised environmental taxes or charges were ever decided at EU level on the basis of environmental objectives.
There have been some ‘minimum taxes’ set for internal market purposes (e.g. taxes on fuels)211.
This instrument is thus largely left to the discretion of Member States.
The “subsidiarity principle” established in the EU Treaty suggests that the EU only takes action
where Member States fail to achieve EU objectives and that decisions are taken as closely as possible at citizen level. As a lot of “horizontal instruments” directly address this lowest decision
making level – the local level – a number of complications arise and add to national resistance
against perceived “bureaucratic over-regulation” coming from Brussels. Nevertheless one has to
argue that obviously Member States have failed to achieve the objectives and therefore should
either make a stronger effort or accept interference from the EU. Environmental quality standards
cannot be withdrawn just because one fails to achieve them! Before that, one should prove that
all efforts have been made to take action.
The following chapters explain a selected number of those “horizontal instruments”, assess their
strengths and weaknesses and make suggestions for action to make best use of those instruments
in order to achieve environmental objectives. Therefore, specific attention is given to establishing
the necessary cross-references and links to the environmental objectives described in chapter IV.
For the purpose of allowing easier access to the different “horizontal tools” they are divided in two
categories: i) Measures on Production, Planning and Management and ii) Product Policies.
The chapter starts with the most important environmental instrument – public participation in environmental policies. Although dealing with the environment, the three pillars of participation - public
involvement, access to information and justice - touch upon a much wider field and must be understood as supporting the European Union’s founding principles of liberty, democracy and the rule of law.
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V.2

Public Involvement in Environmental
Decision-Making
By Mary Taylor
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Introduction

Those who seek to protect the environment, at whatever scale of activity, are usually quite disadvantaged as compared with the economic forces at work around us. In recent years there has
been some recognition of the need to address the balance of power and allow citizens a greater
role in environmental decision-making. For that role to be effective it follows that citizens must
be able to access relevant information and have opportunities for comment. Decision-makers
also need to be accountable which means their decisions, and the basis for those decisions,
should be open to public scrutiny. In cases where citizens’ rights are not upheld, or there is lack
of enforcement of laws, then the public should be able to act in order to ensure that such laws
are respected.
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EU environmental laws (see especially chapter IV) increasingly provide their own public participation provisions. They are considered to be essential for good application and enforcement of the
laws, a very weak part of EU environmental policies. The list of Member States condemned by the
European Court of Justice in Strasbourg for violating environmental laws is very long. Yet the list
of infractions is likely to be only the tip of the iceberg. Water, soil, air and nature have no voice
of their own and citizens are usually dependent on the European Commission to take up their
complaints since they have practically no access to the Court in environmental matters.
Public participation rights, therefore, have to be seen as one of the most important horizontal tools
in environmental policy, and the Aarhus “Public Participation” Convention and its implementation
in Europe is a major step forward. However, access to justice remains weak and needs urgent underpinning to strengthen the ability of citizens to use the courts in defence of the environment.
In this section a brief overview of some tools that enable access to information and public participation - the Aarhus Convention, and its offspring, the Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer
Registers - is given.

V.2.2

The Aarhus “Public Participation” Convention

The UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus, 1998) is a milestone in environmental democracy, granting procedural rights to individuals with respect to access to environmental information held by public authorities and public participation in decision-making213. This transparency
and participation is, according to the objective of the Convention, “to contribute to the protection of the right of every person of present and future generations to live in an environment adequate to his or her health and well-being…”. So here is an international instrument clearly making a link between environmental protection, health, human rights and democracy. The
Convention has far-reaching consequences for the conduct of government and businesses and
involvement of the public in matters related to environmental protection.
The Convention does not set standards for environmental quality in itself, but sets out rules for the
public’s right of access to environmental information held by public authorities and a right of public
participation in permitting procedures (e.g. granting a pollution licence to a power plant) and, if somewhat less enthusiastically, in the development of plans, programmes, policies and laws. It also provides for increased access to justice in a number of circumstances, such as wrongful decisions under
the terms of the Convention or even to challenge more general contraventions of environmental laws.
The Aarhus Convention was negotiated with much input from the ECO community, and, despite
its imperfections, it is a profound instrument providing a number of tools for campaigners to
greatly improve government accountability, environmental decision-making and the involvement
of stakeholders.
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The UNECE pages on the Aarhus Convention provide very useful material on the Convention and ongoing processes:
www.unece.org/env/pp. “The Aarhus Convention: An Implementation Guide” has helpful commentary on each of the
articles of the Convention. It is at: http://www.unece.org/env/pp/acig.htm
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V.2.2.1

RATIFICATION

In the EU, implementation of the Convention is somewhat complex – a number of individual
countries have signed and gone on to ratify the Convention with their own national laws, others
have only signed and are waiting for Community legislation214.
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The European Community itself has ratified the Convention in 2005215, and the Community has to
develop legal instruments that will apply the rules of the Convention to Community institutions
as well as to the Member States. At the time of writing some of the legal instruments are not
completed, although the ratification means that we should be able to use the provisions of the
Convention.
The Aarhus Convention provides for minimum standards and any country, or indeed the
European Community, can go further than the Convention. Conversely, it is also possible that
some laws ostensibly implementing the Convention do not fully respect its intent or find themselves not quite in line with the overarching Community legislation or even the Convention itself.
Given the room for interpretation and development of concepts in this area there is considerable
work to do – including by ECOs - to ensure the coherence and consistency of national and
Community legislation.
Reference is often made to the three “pillars” of the Convention, as reflected in its title, each of
which deserves particular consideration. This brief introduction cannot really do justice to the
Aarhus Convention or describe its full scope and ongoing debates at EU or MS level, but we give
a number of references for those who require more detail.

V.2.2.2

THE THREE PILLARS

V.2.2.2.1

Access to Information

An earlier EC Directive on access to environmental information (90/313/EEC) had already been in
force for some years in EU Member States at the time the pan-European Aarhus Convention was
being developed. The Directive itself inevitably influenced the negotiations but, since it was also
being used in practice and subject to review under its own terms, its shortcomings were also
exposed. The final Convention did make some advances beyond 90/313/EEC, and in its turn was
transposed in 2003 into a new information Directive, 2003/4/EC. Member States should now have
developed their own national laws to reflect this Directive by 14 February 2005.
Progress includes the definition of environmental information, which is very broad and includes
cost-benefit and other economic analyses and measures such as policies likely to affect the environment. It is also much clearer that health and safety information is within the scope.
Environmental information should NOT be interpreted as simply about the state of the environ-
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ment or just about information held by environment ministries. The definition of public authorities is now much improved. Where public functions have been devolved or delegated or even
privatised, it is clear that these secondary bodies cannot escape obligations to provide access to
information. However, the big exception still is that MS may exclude bodies or institutions that
act in a judicial or legislative capacity. This includes bodies such as parliaments, courts and tribunals, and can also apply to authorities which may have both legislative and administrative functions. Note that in this latter case the authority should not have a blanket exemption - only those
areas which are legislative in nature should be exempted216.
There are a number of exemptions that may be applied to justify refusal of access to information.
These include ; for reasons of national security, commercial confidentiality, unfinished documents
and personal data. However, all are discretionary and have to be weighed against the public interest in releasing the information. Information on emissions into the environment shall be disclosed.
One area that is still problematic occasionally is that of charges for information requests.
Examination of public registers or environmental information in situ must be free of charge, but
supply of information may be subject to charges. These have to be a “reasonable amount”, but
this is somewhat open to definition and charges can cause difficulties for cash-strapped ECOs.
However, it is also the case that the Courts have noted that high charges would be perverse if
they restricted access to information217. If the cost of information is prohibitively high this creates
a serious inequality between, for example, corporations with access to large budgets and much
poorer ECOs.

V.2.2.2.2

Public Participation

The Aarhus Convention places considerable emphasis on the procedures for public participation
in decision-making on specific activities (such as IPPC permitting, see chapter V.3.2). It also provides for public participation with respect to the drawing up of plans, programmes and policies.
These are not defined in the Convention itself but would be expected to include environmental
strategies and planning policies.
Whilst some Community legislation already conformed to the Aarhus principles, and future environmental legislation will incorporate public participation as it is drafted, it has been necessary
to amend some existing legislation. Thus the new Directive on public participation, 2003/35/EC,
is not a perfectly horizontal piece of legislation applicable across the board. In particular, it
amends the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Directive (96/61/EC) (see chapter
V.3.2) and Environmental Impact Assessment Directive (85/337/EEC) (see chapter V.3.5.1), improving the public participation provisions, ensuring that they also apply to neighbouring countries
and providing for access to justice. Additionally it also brings into line public participation provisions for plans and programmes drawn up under the following Directives:
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◗ 75/442/EEC on waste
◗ 91/157/EEC on batteries and accumulators
◗ 91/676/EEC on nitrate pollution
164

◗ 91/689/EEC on hazardous waste
◗ 94/62/EC on packaging
◗ 96/62/EC on air quality.
The essence of the process is that the public must receive early notification of intent to draw up
(or modify or review) a plan or programme, with details of how to obtain information and how
to participate and submit comments. The relevant authorities shall take account of any such comments, and in turn inform the public of their decision. Parties must also make public the reasons
and considerations on which the decision is based so we believe that decision-makers should
respond to each specific point raised by the consultation responses.
This Directive has to be transposed into national laws by June 25 2005.
An important loophole in the Convention was the exemption of public participation obligations
for GMO-related decisions. With an amendment to the Convention, agreed by the Meeting of
Parties on the 27th of May 2005, this loophole is partially addressed. The main weakness of this
amendment is that it does not guarantee access to justice in cases where public participation
requirements are violated or when contributions from the public are ignored without clarification. The amendment will only enter into force when some 30 countries have ratified it.

V.2.2.2.3

Access to Justice

The Commission has produced a draft Directive on access to justice for implementation by
Member States (CEC 2003). This is going through the co-decision procedure with Parliament and
is not yet final at the time of writing. The draft Directive leaves much of the details to Member
States, so (assuming that any flaws are not amended prior to adoption) there should be possibilities for improving on the draft at national level.
Access to the courts in pursuit of environmental protection or exercise of rights is still not well
developed. One of the most contentious issues is that of legal standing for ECOs (and others), i.e.
the recognition of sufficient status to bring legal proceedings. A totally open system providing for
“actio popularis” was opposed by the Commission on the grounds that this goes further than the
Convention. Others have objected that enhanced access to the courts would create a huge number of actions, flooding the system. However analysis of environmental cases brought by ECOs in
a number of countries where ECOs have broader standing indicates that this view is not wellfounded. Such actions formed a minuscule proportion of the overall case load (0.0148% in one
study) and indeed were far more successful on average than other cases, emphasising the highly
focussed and targeted nature of the legal cases fought by ECOs (SRU 2005 and de Sadeleer 2005).
Member States can of course instate such a provision if they see fit. However, it seems likely that
countries will set some hurdles to standing, and so some ECOs may find themselves with insuffi-
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cient power to pursue cases at times. An automatic right of standing for environmental cases of
broad public interest would be very helpful.
There is however a possibility to become a “qualified entity”, a concept which is not found in the
Aarhus Convention and which is opposed by environmental citizens’ organisations. Legally established ECOs which have the aim of protecting the environment and have an organisational structure (including audited accounts) which enable them to pursue this objective are likely to qualify. Thus larger, longer established ECOs might pass the tests, but a local neighbourhood group
set up to challenge a recent development proposal will have difficulty. This does not exclude the
possibility of court action through some other route though, such as by a member of the public
who can show “sufficient interest” or whose rights are impaired.
The potential costs of legal action are also a huge barrier to environmental justice. Not only does
the losing side face its own costs, but often those of the opponent, despite the fact that an environmental case is likely to be very much in the public interest. One idea is to further the notion
of an “Aarhus Certificate”, whereby environmental cases are recognised as such early on and may
then be funded out of more general funds, rather than one brave ECO facing the entire burden
(Coalition for Access to Justice for the Environment 2004).
The draft Directive also excludes the Aarhus provision for challenge of acts and omissions by private persons which contravene national law relating to the environment (but covers those by public authorities). This seems to have pleased industry and ECOs have been urging amendment of this.

V.2.2.3

THE EC INSTITUTIONS

The Commission has also drafted a proposal for application of the Aarhus Convention principles
to EC institutions and bodies218. The first important point to note is that these bodies are not limited to the European Parliament, Council, Commission, Court of Justice and Court of Auditors. It
is interpreted much more broadly as “any public institution, body, office or agency established by,
or on the basis of, the Treaty establishing the European Community and performing public functions
except when and to the extent to which they act in a judicial or legislatve capacity219”. Thus EU agencies set up under Community legislation are caught within the net.
Much of the Regulation aims at parallel provisions for the Community bodies as for authorities in
Member States. However there are a number of weaknesses and the overall effect is that the Aarhus
provisions are less firmly embedded here than they are in the legislation for Member States.
Regulation 1049/2001 on access to Community documents will remain in force, but it is somewhat amended by the new draft Regulation. As noted above, the definition of Community institutions and bodies is clarified and extended, and any person, not just an EU citizen, may make a
request for information.
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Proposal for a Regulation on the application of the provisions of the Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public
Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters to EC institutions and bodies;
http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/en/com/pdf/2003/com2003_0622en01.pdf
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From the explanatory memorandum accompanying the draft Regulation
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Whilst the public participation provisions cover “plans and programmes relating to the environment”, the draft stops short of including policies, legislation and financial programmes. Thus the
public is rather excluded from the decision-making on high level EU policies.
The concept of “qualified entities” for legal standing appears again, as discussed above.
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Since the Regulation is still in draft form, details may be amended before final adoption, but its
progress can be tracked at the Commission’s website220.
The Regulation is likely to enter into force in 2006, after negotiations between the Commission,
Environment Council and the European Parliament over the final text. In its first reading, the
European Parliament demanded some important improvements to the Commission text. The Council
however, in its “Common Position” of December 2004, went in the opposite direction. Effectively it
wants to remove the “access to justice” pillar from the Regulation, and it also wants to exempt the
European Investment Bank from its scope. In the autumn of 2005, the EEB will try to convince the
European Parliament, during the second reading, not to accept such a weakening of the text.

V.2.2.4

THE AARHUS CONVENTION COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

One potentially very useful mechanism for promoting better implementation of the Aarhus
Convention is the international Compliance Committee, established under its auspices. This operates on a UNECE-wide basis for Parties to the Convention. The Committee can receive complaints
directly (through the Aarhus Convention secretariat) from members of the public, although
domestic remedies should be considered first. However, if these prove inadequate for some reason, ECOs or individuals can approach the Compliance Committee221.
The compliance procedure is designed to promote compliance with the Convention, rather than
provide redress for infringement of an individual’s rights. A number of complaints have already
been received, dealing with issues such as rights of legal standing for ECOs, failure of national
laws to respect the Convention and failure of public participation procedures. Reports of the
Committee meetings are available at the UNECE web site. As of writing no final reports have been
filed on particular cases, but these promise to be of very great value in setting standards for
implementation.

V.2.2.5

THE OUTLOOK

Whatever the content of the laws themselves, in practice freedom of information, public participation and access to justice are invariably also affected by cultural attitudes, historical perspectives, national implementation programmes, training for officials and the amount of resources
given to the efforts. Actual practice will inevitably vary considerably from one country to another and it is vital that the ECO community uses the Convention and its legal offspring, not only to
further particular environmental campaigns, but to test the effectiveness of national laws and
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http://www.europa.eu.int/prelex/detail_dossier_real.cfm?CL=en&DosId=186297
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Complaints can be received after a country has been a Party for one year.
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check them against the standards and aspirations of the Aarhus Convention. Making use of the
relevant laws for practical purposes is probably the best way to test and improve the implementation of the Convention, through exposing problems and promoting change. The documentation of the limitations of 90/313/EEC for example was very influential in shaping the Aarhus
Convention, and this collection of practical experiences and review needs to continue. Various
review procedures are even built into the legislation in fact (for example, Commission must
review the Directive on public participation by 25 June 2009), providing excellent opportunities
for ECOs to highlight weaknesses and press for improvement.
ECOs should also seek to push their own country’s implementation as far as possible beyond the
Convention and Directives. As mentioned above, legal standing and the costs of court action are
one area where there is a critical need to make progress. The use of exemptions to withhold
information (all of which are discretionary) should also be monitored closely. Charges for information should also be challenged.
A number of task forces and working groups established under the Convention continue to develop aspects of its application, again with ECO involvement. This is largely organised through the
European ECO Forum’s Public Participation Campaigns Committee, including an email discussion
group. See www.participate.org for more details

V.2.3

Public Information on Pollution - Pollutant
Release and Transfer Registers (PRTRs)

PRTRs are public databases showing quite detailed information on quantities of pollutants
released or transferred to other sites, the specific sources responsible and their exact locations.
Because they ‘name and shame’ individual factories and other pollution sources, they are widely acknowledged as a tool for increasing corporate accountability, driving down pollution and
improving the management of chemicals. Many successful websites have presented PRTR data
using interactive maps and helpful background information and are highly engaging tools for
public use.
Having information about exactly how much pollution is coming from a factory stack or what
dangerous chemicals might be stored in your neighbourhood might seem to be only fair. But it
is only relatively recently that citizens have had systematic access to some of this information
across the EU.
PRTRs have a longer history though. The first public PRTR was established in 1986 in the US,
known as the Toxics Release Inventory. This was at least in part catalysed by the catastrophic accident at Bhopal, India, in 1984 when thousands of people were killed by a release of methyl isocyanate from a Union Carbide pesticide plant.
A number of initiatives are under way in the EU. The first EU-wide instrument, the European
Pollutant Emission Register (CEC 2000), EPER, was adopted in 2000. But a number of countries
already had their own national systems in place and some of these continue to be more exten-
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sive than EPER. A pan-European (UNECE) Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers
was agreed under the Aarhus Convention in May 2003 in Kiev. The Commission has proposed
replacing the existing EPER with a PRTR Regulation that incorporates the requirements of the
Protocol. This proposal is currently under discussion.
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We describe very briefly here features of EPER and the Protocol, but should emphasise that each
Member State should set up a national system, with public participation, so there is much scope
for ECOs to influence these national systems and take them beyond the scope of the international instruments.
More detailed information on PRTR systems is available in the European ECO Forum booklet: “Your
Right to Know About Sources of Pollution - A brief introduction to the protocol on pollutant release
and transfer registers”, December 2003.

V.2.3.1

THE EUROPEAN POLLUTANT EMISSION REGISTER

EPER requires major industries (those that report under the Integrated Pollution and Prevention
Control Directive, see chapter V.3.2) to report on the annual releases of 37 air pollutants and 26
water pollutants, including major greenhouse gases and acid rain gases222. The information is
available online223 and allows users to view pollution data for around 10,000 individual industrial sites (including larger livestock farms and landfill sites) across the EU. Search facilities allow the
user to explore for particular substances or by country or even company name. It is quite simple
to find out who released, for example, the most sulphur dioxide in 2001 in any country. Since the
data are only reported, for the time being, on a three-yearly cycle the next set of data published
will be for 2004.
As much as EPER is a major step forward for the right-to-know movement, it is a very limited type
of pollution inventory and gives only a partial view of all the releases and transfers224 of pollutants from an industrial site. A major step forward will be implementation of the new Aarhus
Convention Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers, the PRTR Protocol225.

V.2.3.2

THE PRTR PROTOCOL

The Aarhus Convention itself is very much concerned with access to information held by public
authorities rather than private entities. But one section gave scope for the development of pollution inventories in order to channel more information about the environmental impact of corporate activities into the public domain. It required the establishment of national systems cataloguing the annual releases of pollutants from major industries.
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Some of the air and water pollutants are the same substances, making a total of 50 different substances in all.
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www.eper.cec.eu.int
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A release is an emission directly into the environment (such as to the air, into water or onto land); a transfer is usually
used to describe wastes that are sent to another site for treatment or disposal, e.g. wastes sent to an incinerator.
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www.unece.org/env/pp/prtr.htm
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The negotiations on the PRTR Protocol were finalised in 2003, and at the time of writing all EU
countries except Slovakia and Malta had signed. It is also open to countries outside the UNECE
(so globally) and a total of 36 countries plus the European Community are now signatories. The
European Commission has prepared a draft Regulation in order to transpose the Protocol into
EU law226. Once this becomes law, it is expected that data will be collected for the year 2007,
which will be published in 2009. National data sets should be available ahead of the EU-wide
web version.
Although the current EPER heavily influenced the negotiations and final form of the PRTR
Protocol, the Protocol makes some significant advances. We do not have space here for much
detail, but gains include:
◗ A total of 86 substances (up from 50, although a number are obsolete pesticides, at least in
the EU)
◗ Capturing a wider range of reporting industry, including parts of the mining sector, large shipyards, major sewage treatment works
◗ Releases to land are included for some pollutants
◗ Waste transfers are included if they are off-site (eg to a landfill or incinerator)
◗ Annual reporting (rather than three-yearly)
◗ Reports on diffuse sources of pollution such as traffic are to be developed
◗ Explicit language on public accessibility and user-friendliness
Also note that the EU’s PRTR draft Regulation includes four further substances to ensure coherence with the Water Framework Directive (see chapter IV.5) and the Stockholm Convention on
POPS. The timeframe for data collection and subsequent publication is also tighter as compared
with the Protocol.
Some uses of PRTR data
◗ Identifying major polluters
◗ Showing decreases (or increases) in one factory’s pollution over time
◗ Augmenting pollution prevention programmes and targets
◗ Locating “hot-spots” with particularly high emissions
◗ Helping emergency planning
◗ Analysing pollution and socio-economic factors eg the location of factories amongst populations of lower income or ethnic minorities
◗ Analysing investment and insurance risk
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The draft Regulation is at: http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/lex/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2004/com2004_0634en01.doc
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OUTLOOK

There are a number of areas where ECOs can be active. The PRTR Protocol is quite specific about
public involvement, stating that “Each Party shall ensure appropriate opportunities for public participation in the development of its national pollutant release and transfer register, within the framework of its national law”. Member States should be challenged to put this into effect, involving
ECOs and indeed other stakeholders. We have a role to play in ensuring that our countries
embrace the Protocol/European EPER, preparing to meet the obligations as a very minimum but
increasing the scope where possible.
It seems unlikely that the EU instrument itself will expand much beyond the PRTR Protocol
requirements (except as noted above) in the short term. Many countries feel that implementing
EPER and expanding it to be compatible with the Aarhus PRTR is already quite demanding.
However, in the longer term there is huge potential for evolution and this will be greatly helped
by “consumer demand”. Industry is making it quite clear it dislikes the sort of transparency that
we seek, and does not shy from using the “anti-competitive” arguments.
With respect to the scope of national systems, one obvious area for expansion is in the numbers
of pollutants. The US system, the Toxics Release Inventory, publishes information on over 600
toxic pollutants which makes the 86 of the PRTR look very unambitious. There are also some
industrial sectors that have escaped reporting requirements. Rather ludicrously the nuclear industry and petrochemical storage facilities were excluded from the Protocol for example, much to
the dismay of the ECO representatives. There is scope for including these in national systems,
although political and corporate opposition may have to be overcome of course227.
ECOs should also use the information generated by the current EPER or existing national systems
to help raise awareness and to increase the pressure for lower pollution levels. Publish those
league tables of polluters! PRTRs need to be used, and useful analysis can lead the way for
improvements. ECOs have in the past lead the way in developing internet access and undertaking analysis of pollution data228. This needs to continue if we are to keep the spotlight on pollution and waste disposal by industry and achieve further improvements in reporting.
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Introduction

Environmental Measures on Production, Planning and Management can be roughly understood
as provisions to integrate environmental considerations into production and planning of economic activities.
Those measures aim at internalising the costs of pollution, which is otherwise paid for by the general public or consumer, thereby implementing the “polluter pays principle”. This is very explicit in the
case of Environmental Liability and Emission Trading (see chapters V.3.3 and V.3.4), where either the
potential polluter will be made financially responsible when the damage happened and therefore
needs to prepare for this event in advance or the polluter has to pay for “emission rights” immediately. Both systems should lead to a market-based, and therefore the most economic, solution.
Environmental Liability has the biggest environmental protection potential as it can cover all economic activities, but largely depends on its national transposition and the strength of enforcing
authorities to set a “price” for environmental deterioration. The Directive allows for a number of
loopholes, like permits and state of the art defence, which dramatically reduce the scope of the
Directive and help to enforce traditional command and control legislation rather than providing
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an additional market based instrument229. How far this tool will thus contribute to environmental protection remains unclear.
European Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading on the contrary has a much smaller scope, mainly
addressing one pollutant and a limited range of economic activities, but the target is set. It is
clear how much will be achieved with this instrument.
In case of the Integrated Pollution and Prevention Control (IPPC) Directive (see chapter V.3.2) – the
centre piece of EU environmental industrial policies - environmental consideration should
become part of the business management culture and pollution be prevented at source. It covers in principle all potential pollution of air, water and soil in an integrated way, but only a limited number of economic activities. The IPPC is strongly linked to most other environmental policies, follows a local (decentralised) approach and its effectiveness depends on European environmental quality and emission standards.
The Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment (SEA) Directive (see chapter V.3.5.2) addresses
most governmental planning in order to integrate environmental considerations and allow better public participation. It complements the older Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
dealing with single projects (see chapter V.3.5.1). The experience with the implementation of the
latter was disappointing – rarely has a project been significantly changed or been stopped
because of the impact assessment. Environmental impact assessments press for a cultural and
mentality change in public administrations, which can take a long time. Meanwhile the SEA
Directive provides excellent opportunities for enforcing the correct application of existing environmental protection standards and requirements as set out in chapter IV of this book.
Finally there is the voluntary Environmental Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS, see chapter
V.3.6), which can be an important internal business system for increasing environmental awareness and efficiency. However, because of lack of transparency and indicators, the environmental
outcome remains difficult to assess and any interference with legislation or replacing it should
therefore be rejected.

V.3.2

IPPC-Directive
By Stefan Scheuer

V.3.2.1

230

INTRODUCTION

The Council Directive 96/61/EC on “Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control” from 1996 (IPPC)
is at the heart of the environmental regulation of industrial activities in Europe. It introduced an
integrated permitting procedure for 30 industrial sectors covering the pollution of water, soil and
air and bases emission controls and applying a “best available technique” (BAT) concept.
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Wennerås, P. and Permi Dedfence (2004) Environmental Liability Regimes – Subsidizing Environmental Damage in the EC?,
The Yearbook of European Environmental Law, Volume 4, December.
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EU Policy Director, European Environmental Bureau. With contributions from Andrew Farmer (IEEP), Dirk Jepsen (Ökopol),
Lesley James (FoE); Chapters 2 and 3 based on Industry Handbook chapter 4 by Christian Hey, 1998.
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IPPC relies on centralised (EU level steering) as well as decentralised (national/local permitting)
elements– the latter clearly dominating. As one of the core elements at European level, reference
documents (BREFs) are established, which describe BATs and provide associated Emission Limit
Values. For pollutants for which “the need of Community action has been identified” the
Commission is mandated to propose EU wide obligatory emission limit values. This it has so far
failed to do. On the decentralised side Member States have the possibility of providing general
binding rules for applying the IPPC Directive, including national emission limit values.
Furthermore, the BREFs are “only” to be considered by local authorities in granting permits to
and setting Emission Limit Values for industrial installations and can specifically be adjusted to
the local conditions – environmental as well as socio-economical. These permit conditions apply
to all new installations. Existing installations must have a permit by 2007. There are close links
between IPPC and nearly all other EU environmental policies, including the EU’s waste, air, climate, water, environmental liability and management and pollution emission register policies
(see chapters IV and V), where the IPPC permit and/or BAT concept is utilised to achieve their
objectives. To be able to understand the above-mentioned policies it is essential to have some
knowledge of the IPPC Directive.
Other links are also important – such as those with water, chemicals and waste policies as well as
the increase in the use of market based environmental policy instruments. This creates a highly
demanding and complex network of legislation, which needs careful scrutiny, especially on
whether IPPC’s “best available technique” concept merits such an increasingly important role in
environmental policies. At the same time, some industries and Member States have identified IPPC
as too high a regulatory burden for industry’s competitiveness, launching debate on whether IPPC
should be revised to allow for more flexibility (e.g. to introduce emission trading) (ENAP 2004).
The EEB has cautiously welcomed IPPC, but warns of the danger of too much regulatory devolution, leaving local permitting authorities vulnerable to business pressure and competition, and
reliance on other environmental policies setting harmonised standards. The EEB has participated since 1997 in the development of BREFs and encouraged its Members to play a role in the
national implementation process. Based on its experience, the EEB regards the quality of BREFs
and granted permits as rather mixed. The quality of national transposition legislation and implementation quality is alarming (CEC 2003)231.
Given this, and the above mentioned high expectations of IPPC to address more environmental problems on the one hand, whilst at the same time providing more flexibility in its implementation on
the other, requires a a carefully assessment of the Directive’s implications.
This chapter will begin by explaining the IPPC’s key elements, before addressing its strengths and
weaknesses, the quality of BREFs and national implementation and finally its standing within the
wider environmental policy framework. Conclusions are drawn which outline EEB’s views on what
IPPC can and what it cannot deliver in order to make best use of the IPPC as an effective instrument in environmental policies.
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European Commission report about IPPC implementation, July 2003 finds: huge delays, inadequate legal transposition
and candidate countries facing serious capacity problems. It concludes that successful application of BAT by 2007 is essential to achieve more sustainable production patterns and therefore warns that if efforts of authorities are insufficient it
might be necessary to establish a more harmonised approach, i.e. by setting EU wide emission limit values. But the
Commission until now refrained from making any concrete proposals to revise or how to complement IPPC.
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V.3.2.2

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE IPPC DIRECTIVE

The IPPC-directive defines an integrated permitting procedure for 30 industrial sectors, such as
the metal, mineral, chemical and waste-treatment industries. Permits are intended to, above all,
prevent pollution in air, water and land and where prevention is not possible, to control this pollution (Preamble 8 and Art. 1). Industrial operators who want to receive a permit, must comply
with several ambitious principles. They must apply preventive measures against pollution, not
cause significant pollution, avoid waste production, and recycle or deposit unavoidable waste ,
use energy sources efficiently and take preventive action against accident risk and aftercare after
economic activity has stopped (Art. 3).

V.3.2.2.1

The permits

The IPPC directive prescribes that all industries require a permit. This applies to new (Art. 4) as
well as to existing ones.232 (Art. 5, Art. 13). Existing installations must meet the requirements of
the directive and have a permit by 2007. According to Art. 13 Member States should reconsider
periodically the operating conditions of existing installations.. However, they are free to define
the periods for reconsideration. In any case, any major changes require a revised permit.
A company asking for a permit has to provide the permitting authority with a set of basic information, especially on its activities, the energy and raw material requirements, its emissions, and
the techniques which it shall apply to reduce emissions (Art. 6). Applications must be sent to the
competent authorities, which have to develop a co-ordination mechanism so that all aspects of
the permitting procedure can be effectively managed (Art. 7). On the basis of available information and verification, if they meet the essential requirements, the authorities may grant or refuse
a permit (Art. 8). The IPPC directive does not define timetables for the delay between application
and issuing a permit.

V.3.2.2.2

Conditions of the permit

The core Article of the IPPC is art. 9, which defines the conditions of the permit. A permit will only
be given if : a company provides complete information, it meets the emission limit values defined
by the competent authority, monitoring requirements are fulfilled, accident prevention measures
are carried out and some additional conditions are met. All the above conditions have to be
defined by the competent authorities, which means normally that they will be defined at national or regional level. The competent authorities also have to consider all other relevant information which it receives about the new installation (Art. 9.2).

V.3.2.2.3

BAT

The key concept, which aims to achieve the principles of art. 1 and 3, is that of “Best Available
Technique”. This concept is much more restrictive than the far-reaching principles might suggest.
,Each of the words themselves – ‘best’, ‘available’ and ‘technique’ – require definition.
“Best available techniques” are, according to the directive, the “most effective and advanced stage in
the development of activities.” It must be proven that such activities are practically suitable in order
to derive emission limit values. ELVs are founded upon the basis of BAT – but “without prescribing

232

“Existing” means an installation which was in operation before November 1996
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the use of any technique” (Art. 9.4). It is not absolutely clear how this confusing cross-reference may
be interpreted. An open interpretation is that even if one finds an ELV which corresponds to a BAT,
there might also be other techniques which lead to the same values. Such an interpretation emphasises the flexibility and technological openness which eventually may lead to innovation. Another
interpretation is that this formulation reflects the opposition of many Member States and that of
industry to identifying what a BAT really is. Industry is pressing for a wide range of techniques and
corresponding BATs, so that the concept will lose its binding character (UNICE 1998).
“Best” is related to the most effective way of achieving a “high general level of protection of the
environment as a whole”. What this high general level may mean is not defined in this directive,
but it is defined in several other directives (e.g. Habitats Directive, Air Quality Framework Directive
and the respective daughter directives, Water Framework Directive). Favourable Conservation
Status of important flora, fauna and habitats is established by the Birds and Habitats Directive (see
chapter IV.2). As regards clean air policies, a programme to define European air quality standards
is quite advanced (see chapter IV.3), as regards water a “good status” is set in a normative way and
quality standards for 33 chemicals are to be expected soon (see chapter IV.5). With regard to soil
quality, no EU policy has yet been developed and the future EU Soil Protection Strategy as outlined
by the 6EAP is hardly likely to set standards in the near future. So the quality of “Best” depends on
the quality of legislative work to be carried out in the course of the coming years.
“Available” implies that several conditions be met: scale, economic viability, efficiency and accessibility. Available techniques are already developed in terms of scale; they are hence “ripe” techniques and capable of being applied widely across Europe. They must have proven the market
test – that means they must have been applied under normal market conditions (“economically
and technically viable conditions“). They must be efficient, meaning that their cost-benefit relationship has to be considered. Establishing the external financial costs of pollution and hence
the benefits of its reduction is still an ongoing methodological problem, which has produced
many scientific controversies. In determining whether or not a technology is really “efficient”, the
crucial factor is the choice of methodology used to identify the external costs being defined.,
Finally – despite the existence of an internal market without barriers to trade – the directive
explicitly stresses “accessibility” as criteria: the technique must be locally accessible.
“Techniques” encompass a wide range of actions: from better technology to better operation
and design of factories. This new term also initiated a controversial discussion on its interpretation. For some, this definition is a leap forward from end-of-pipe solutions to an integrated view
on production processes, making the concept innovative and far-reaching. Others fear that the
focus on “software”, on organisation and operation, may lead to a neglect of hardware, such as
filters and other end-of-pipe technologies. If this interpretation becomes reality, the concept
would narrow down rather than widen the range of actions to be considered.
The key concept of the IPPC-directive, the BAT, is open to a wide range of interpretations, despite
– or perhaps because of - its elaborated definition. It contains restrictions, which raise doubts
that the concept as such will reach the level of aspirations defined in Art. 3. However, it certainly also offers opportunities for policy innovation, if it is interpreted as a new requirement to apply
integrated plus end-of-pipe technologies to reduce pollution.
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V.3.2.2.4

Environmental Quality Standards as the basic approach of the
directive

According to Art. 9.4 Member States have to define ELV´s “based on the best available techniques” (see above). Furthermore they have to take into account the technical characteristics of
the plant, its geographical location and local environmental conditions. In other words, the concept of BAT is further restricted and a fully decentralised approach is applied to define the specific conditions for a permit. The concept of “local environmental conditions” can only be appropriately understood by looking at the background to the directive’s history. It is a weaker formulation of the original proposal of the Commission that BAT is not required, where given quality
values may also be achieved with less effort. In other words, the idea of “local environmental conditions” implies a right to pollute until given Quality Values are reached. It is in essence a “fillingup” clause – even if “filling-up” might be interpreted as being contradictory to the basic principles of EU-environmental policies and the principles mentioned in the directive itself. However a
pure filling-up policy is also restricted by several safeguards. The respect of local considerations
should not lead to the neglect of long-distance and transboundary pollution (Art. 9.4). So the traditional policy of trying to achieve high local quality standards by the long-range diffusion of
substances is not allowed according to the directive.
The primacy of quality standards also applies, if defined levels cannot be achieved by BAT alone.
Where BAT falls short of achieving EU environmental quality standards, additional measures will
be required (Art. 10). This is reconfirmed by the “combined approach” set out in Article 10 of the
Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC (see chapter IV.5.5.2.2.2).
The conditions for a permit hence are defined decentrally. National authorities have considerable
discretion on how to strike the balance between environmental and economic considerations,
which are included in the directive (Breuer 1997). Without explicitly mentioning it, the IPPC-directive is based upon a quality-oriented approach. IPPC follows a combined approach, but with EQSs
as the primary basis. ELVs have to consider those values, either by becoming lenient in clean
regions or by becoming stricter in heavily polluted regions. The ELV-elements are defined as qualitative side-conditions to be respected (for instance: transboundary pollution, meeting the objectives of this directive). Further work on ELV is reduced either to an information exchange activity
without legally binding character (Art. 16) or to an optional activity (Art. 18). Both elements are
interlinked and require further description.

V.3.2.2.5

How are ELVs defined?

According to Art. 16 the Commission organises an exchange of information on the different
national ELVs and on the BAT. It has to publish a regular report - every three years - on how the
IPPC-directive is interpreted in Member States.
The information exchange is presently delegated to the IPPC-Bureau in Seville. This is a technical
bureau linked to a research institute of the European Commission (IPTS). Member States and
industry participate in this process. While ECOs are not explicitly mentioned in the directive, the
internal mandate especially refers to the EEB as one of the participants in the process. As a result
of this information exchange BAT-Reference Documents (BREFs) are elaborated, which serve as an
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information pool for the permitting authorities and the applying industries. The whole process
of information exchange is delegated to Technical Working Groups, with the participation of the
European Commission, Member States, the respective industries and the EEB. The general
methodology of the elaboration of the BREFs and its results are discussed during an Information
Exchange Forum in which the same participants meet on a regular basis. The information
exchange has become a highly political exercise, because there are fundamentally different interpretations of the use of BAT. Industry strongly emphasises the “subsidiarity” principle and the
need to define BAT at the local level. The reference documents should contain a wide range of
possible techniques and focus more on the qualitative description of them, than on resulting
ELVs. Some governments and ECOs perceive BAT, and the resulting ELVs, as a reference to permitting authorities. The list of selected techniques should be short and only contain those which are
most innovative.. Nor should the cover of ELVs be too wide-ranging. BAT, as such, can be seen as
a European concept which should eventually lead to harmonised minimum standards, according
to Art. 18. However, this point of view is held by a minority of those in the relevant committees.

V.3.2.2.6

Public participation and pollutant emission register (Art. 15)

Public access and participation is required by Art. 15 and related articles and has been amended
by the Directive 2003/35/EC on Public Participation. In general, ECOs are defined as “the public
concerned” and therefore have the right to participate in the permitting process and to challenge the permitting decision before a court of law. Permitting authorities must make publicly
available the permit and the reasons and considerations for the decision, including how public
opinions have been dealt with in the process, and the monitoring results.
Nevertheless it has to be kept in mind that, in practice especially, access to courts remains very
difficult for citizens or ECOs because of high court costs. Further care has to be taken with
respect to the format of consultation, sometimes incomprehensible documents or short deadlines, all of which hamper effective involvement.
Based on article 15.3 the Commission established the European Pollutant Emission Register
2000/479/EC, which requires Member States to report to the Commission, in a specific format, all
emission from installations covered by the IPPC. This information can be accessed at
www.eper.cec.eu.int (see chapter V.2.3).

V.3.2.2.7

Transboundary effects (Art. 17)

The directive also requires permitting authorities to inform and eventually consult the authorities of neighbouring countries, if significant transboundary effects can be expected. In such cases
the information should also be made available to the public.

V.3.2.2.8

Community ELV´s (Art. 18)

Art. 18 is the only article which gives the Commission the mandate to formulate harmonised
emission limit values, if “the need for Community action has been identified” – in particular on
the basis of the exchange of information provided in Art. 16. Art. 18 also contains an old-directives clause, which requires the application of the ELVs of older directives.
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V.3.2.2.9

Prevention of accident

The directive expands the scope of accident prevention, as established by the ‘Seveso’ Directive
96/82/EC. The Seveso Directive requires notification from installations keeping or handling specific dangerous substances above a certain volume and obliges such installations to draw up and
implement major-accident policies.
The IPPC Directive requires consideration of accident prevention for defining BAT and obliges
installation operators to put in place accident prevention measures. (Article 3). The IPPC Directive
is applying to a much wider range of installations than the Seveso Directive and therefore presents an important complementary EU instrument for the prevention of industrial accidents.

V.3.2.3

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

V.3.2.3.1

Strong Points

The strongest point of the IPPC directive is certainly its integrated and preventive approach to
pollution from industrial installations. It is a major shift from the narrow end-of-pipe type of environmental policies towards wider issues, taking the minimisation of waste or energy efficiency
into account (Cleary et al. 1997). This also implies a wider approach towards pollution reduction
activities, including management and organisation issues. The integrated approach of the IPPC
directive also applies to the joint view on all environmental problems, from global to local damage - including the protection of water, air and soils. Certainly the implementation of such an
integrated approach raises a lot of methodological problems – such as assessing a technique
which might have a strong record in one area of environmental problems and a very weak record
in another (Geldermann et. al. 1998). Available studies suggest expert judgement to set priorities
in the case of cross-media trade-offs. Nevertheless as regards its integrated approach, the IPPC
directive has incorporated some essential elements of sustainable development – which need follow-up and proper implementation.
Other relatively strong points are the information and participation requirements according to
Art. 15. They give environmental organisations and local citizens groups the possibility of influencing the permit granting procedure. The European Pollutant Emission Register, which allows
easy and comparable access to information on installation emissions offers new opportunities in
public control and benchmarking. This despite the fact the directive does not make any indications about the quality of information and is relatively restrictive on the number of substances to
be reported. It falls far behind the state of art of Pollution Emission Registers as applied in the US
(see chapter V.2.3).

V.3.2.3.1

Weak Points

The weakest point of the directive is that it has dropped one of the fundamental rationale of
European environmental policies: that a harmonisation of standards is needed to avoid the unfair
competition of regulatory systems or unfair economic competition and to solve international
environmental problems. The IPPC-directive offers the possibility of doing this in Art. 18 and also
refers to it in Art. 9.4. However, the directive basically follows a decentralised approach of norm
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setting. So Emission Limit Values ELVs are set at national or even local level (eg by individual permitting officials), taking into account local conditions. As this leaves considerable scope for interpretation, it can mean ambitious control policies in one country and a filling-up of clean areas in
others. There is a risk that precautionary action which aims at maintaining good environmental
quality - where it still exists - will no longer be taken.. On the other hand, heavily polluted areas
may have to make considerable efforts to meet environmental quality objectives - if they are
defined on a strict level in other directives.
Another weak point is the definition of BAT in practice. In theory, the BAT information exchange
process could be a source of innovation and fast diffusion of the most modern solutions throughout Europe. However, this would require a well financed process, with dynamic and highly qualified staff and a free flow of information on the real performance of average installations and pioneers in the respective sectors. The Commission does not have the money and the political will
to support pluralistic participation in the process of information exchange. So, even the simplest
figures on the respective sectors under discussion – such as the number, types, and size of installations - are not available. Stakeholders, including environmental organisations, have a formal
right to participate, but missing rules for the process and the fundamental lack of finance make
it very difficult for their experts to follow and influence discussions.
The information exchange process lacks even the finance necessary for the linguistic translation
of respective reference documents on BAT. ,Conversely, the information exchange process in
Seville where the EIPPC Bureau is based, is strongly influenced by participating industries, which
offer expertise and even staff. But industry’s position is clear: as a result of the information
exchange process no clear ELVs should be recommended, but rather a wide range of BATs with
their respective ELVs. Industry rejects even the European information exchange on innovative BAT
using the “subsidiarity” argument. So much depends on the willingness and the enthusiasm of
Member States on whether the information exchange focuses on the performance data of the
“pioneers” or on some average existing permit conditions, already applied by a few Member
States. The latter would imply a lost opportunity and would raise doubts on the usefulness of the
whole information exchange process.

V.3.2.3.3

IPPC implementation: Does it deliver improvements?

The Directive is currently being implemented and so progress and quality is uncertain. Member
State authorities interpret the Directive in their own context, industry submits permit applications, etc. At this stage it is difficult to have an overview of the progress being made and whether
implementation is in line with the Directive’s requirements233. Of particular concern is progress
on ensuring that permits are issued to existing installations and their conditions met prior to the
October 2007 deadline. Some Member States (eg Italy) seem to be establishing the conditions for
a last minute rush that authorities will not be able to cope with. Even some Member States with
programmes for dealing with these installations (eg the UK) have been criticised by the
Commission as a 2007 bottleneck still seems likely.
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An examination of these issues is given in: http://www.europarl.eu.int/comparl/envi/pdf/externalexpertise/
ieep/ippc_brief.pdf
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Ultimately, responsibility for checking whether Member States are complying rests with the
European Commission. Process elements are easier for the Commission to address, ie whether
the right installations have been given permits. However, to check whether the emission limit values in the permits comply with the Directive requires an assessment of whether BATs were correctly determined on a case by case basis. Even where an installation is similar to many others
across the EU, such checking is an enormous task. The regulator has the task of ensuring that permits are complied with. Unfortunately the European Pollutant Emission Register does not aid the
Commission in compliance checking in this instance as the Register has a different scope and
records total emissions (mass), as opposed to compliance with concentration values.
Therefore ECOs have an important role in informing the Commission and providing complaints.
Nevertheless, it is important for the Commission to undertake sample audits to check conformity with the Directive. Where particular Member States demonstrate poor compliance, then these
should be examined in more detail.
Since 1997, the EEB has participated in the development of the BAT- Reference documents (BREFs)
and encouraged its Members to play a role in the national implementation process. From this
experience the quality of BREFs and permits must be judged to be of rather mixed quality and
ECO participation in the permitting procedures is low. The quality of national transposition legislation and implementation quality is alarming according to a European Commission report (CEC
2003).

V.3.2.3.3.1

Quality of European BAT Reference documents

To date, 21 BREFs have been finalised through the information exchange process facilitated by
the European Commission and its Research Bureau in Seville. A further 12 BREFs are in preparation, which altogether largely cover the different sectors within the scope of the IPPC Directive.
The BREFs development started with the “big” sectors - pulp and paper, steel and cements - and
is now concluding with chemicals, ceramics, waste incineration etc.. In addition to the sector-specific BREFs, some “horizontal” BREFs have been or will be developed. These include monitoring
systems, storage of material, economic and cross-media, and energy efficiency.
The EEB has participated in 13 of the 21 finished BREFs and is continuing its involvement in 4 of
the 12 open BREF development processes.
Based on this experience, the following general process conclusion can be drawn:
1. Industry bias: There are not enough national experts to steer the process from the EIPPC
Bureau in Seville and insufficient capacities from Member States (in many cases only Germany
provides detailed and structured input). Participation from Member States has decreased over
the years, leaving the majority of participants from industry. This situation allowed industry
to commission the writing of the BREF on “Storage of bulk or dangerous materials” and to
develop a “shadow” BREF for “Large Combustion Plants” where they did not like the official
BREF. In other cases, industry just halts the process by not providing sufficient data.
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2. Lack of data to determine BAT and associated pollution emission values: Compared to the
knowledge that exists throughout Europe about specific types of industry, about their environmental effects and approaches to their regulation, the amount of information that is made
available by participating industries and Member States is relatively poor. Even very basic information about numbers, size and types of installations is missing in most cases. Overall, this
lack of data makes focussing on the task in hand very difficult Experience has shown that especially in the more heterogenic sectors (like e.g. Waste Treatment, Surface Treatment of Metals
or Surface Treatment using Solvents) this has led to mistakes in the selection of the types of
installations covered by the BREF. Industry participants often claim business confidentiality on
real life environmental performance data. If they are forced to provide data, they provide data
with a range of one or even two orders of magnitude. Sometimes, EEB experts find themselves
in the situation of being the only party in the process ready to bring in ambitious performance
parameters from existing plants – either by screening independent studies or by utilising the
knowledge of sector experts or interviews with sector suppliers and others.
3. Political instead of technical debates: the result of points 1 and 2 above is that lobby strategies dominate and hamper any rational exchange of information.. In the case of the BREF on
“Large Combustion Plants”, industry “experts” did not even try to argue on technical grounds
but rather preferred to “negotiate” over the outcome, in order to dilute any strong statements
about BAT associated emission levels based on economic arguments. At the end of the process,
industry even offered an alternative BREF, threatening to promote amongst its members.
The outcome of this process - the BREFs - are publications of approximately 500 pages long, of
mixed quality, which makes any overall assessment very difficult. The following general observations can be made:
1. Good overall description of available installation techniques and technologies. This is
undoubtedly valuable information for permitting or controlling authorities as well as for ECOs.
2. Description of environmental performance is of low quality : often substantive tables with
emission data are provided, but this on an erratic basis without further explanation as to why
some aspects are left out and others clouded with detail.
3. In general only the “classic” air pollutants from point sources are well documented. Quantified
emission data even within one single BREF is often not comparable because of the use of different measurement units (daily, yearly averages). Finally, emission data is presented in terms
of concentration values, rather than as emission per production or input unit, which means
that no comparison can be made of the efficiency of different installations.
4. Emission levels associated with the selected BATs are rare and often provided as ranges,
employing a factor of up to ten.
As a result the value of the BREFs for competent authorities in writing permits is seriously hampered in many cases. The main objective of BREFs - to provide emission levels in relation to the
overall performance of an installation associated with BAT - is inadequate.
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Table 9: BREFS and their current status
BREFS

STATUS

Pulp and Paper manufacture

Adopted Dec 2001

Iron and Steel production

Adopted Dec 2001

Cement and Lime production

Adopted Dec 2001

Cooling Systems

Adopted Dec 2001

Chlor-Alkali manufacture

Adopted Dec 2001

Ferrous Metal processing

Adopted Dec 2001

Non-Ferrous Metal processes

Adopted Dec 2001

Glass manufacture

Adopted Dec 2001

Tanning of hides and skins

Adopted Feb 2003

Refineries

Adopted Feb 2003

Large Volume Organic Chemicals

Adopted Feb 2003

Common waste water and waste gas treatment and management
systems in the chemical sector

Adopted Feb 2003

Textile processing

Adopted Jul 2003

Monitoring systems

Adopted Jul 2003

Intensive Livestock Farming

Adopted Jul 2003

Smitheries and Foundries

Adopted May 2005

Slaughterhouses and Animal By-products

Adopted May 2005

Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities

Finalised Jul 2004

Emissions from storage of bulk or dangerous materials

Finalised Jan 2005

Economic and cross media issues under IPPC

Finalised May 2005

Large Combustion Plant

Finalised May 2005

Food, Drink and Milk processes

Final Draft Jun 2005

Surface treatment of metals

Final Draft May 2005

Waste Incineration

Final Draft May 2005

Waste Treatments [Previously Waste Recovery/Disposal activities]

Final Draft May 2005

Large Volume Inorganic Chemicals - Ammonia, Acids & Fertilisers

Draft Mar 2004

Organic fine chemicals

Draft Dec 2004

Polymers

Draft Apr 2005

Surface treatments using solvents

Draft May 2005

Speciality inorganic chemicals

Draft May 2005

Large Volume Inorganic Chemicals - Solid & Others

Draft June 2005

Ceramics

Draft June 2005

Energy Efficiency

Started 2003
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V.3.2.3.3.2

Quality of national permits and use of BAT

The EEB has not made an assessment of the involvement of ECOs in the national permit granting process, but so far feedback from EEB Membership remains very limited suggesting little practical involvement and low level of encouragement from the responsible authorities.
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Because this work is still in progress and because there are many uncertainties attached to it, an
assessment of the quality of national implementation is impossible. Nevertheless some theoretical conclusions can be drawn from an EU perspective. As outlined in chapter V.3.2.2.4, national
environmental quality standards are likely to be the main driver for setting emission controls
under the IPPC Directive and filling up to such standards is permitted. Based on the quality of the
BREFs – as outlined above - this judgement seems to be true and therefore huge differences in
the application of the IPPC Directive across Europe are very likely. It is not BAT which seems to
drive emission controls, but rather environmental quality standards set by pioneering countries or EU legislation. This also means that the perceived hierarchy of a combined approach –
preventing pollution first through BAT controls and secondly strengthening controls if environmental objectives are not achieved - as it is used in other legislation, like the Water Framework
Directive 2000/60/EC - is likely to be invalid in practice.

V.3.2.4

IPPC IN THE WIDER POLICY CONTEXT: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL?

Regulating industrial environmental performance is far from simple, especially when attempted
at EU level. The simplest way is to establish standard levels of environmental performance
through setting emission limit values – an approach which has been done followed in the past
and is still appropriate in some cases. However, this is only practical where there are clear classes of industrial activity across the EU which are similar enough in their activity to enable a standardised regulatory approach. An alternative method is to set out principles of industrial regulation which must be followed. IPPC does this and can, therefore, cover a wide range of industrial
sectors and complex installations. The downside is that neither industry nor the community can
be certain about what is to be required of an installation and who should be held accountable.
Even though precise outcomes are difficult to predict, one can expect the IPPC Directive to deliver environmental improvements in industrial performance, most obviously with regard to the
many installations across the EU which are operating well below what could reasonably be considered to be BAT.
It is generally agreed that IPPC introduced a radical change to industrial regulation in the EU.
Until this time EU regulation was based either on the setting of common emission limit values or
environmental quality standards. IPPC complements these approaches. Rather than standard
operating conditions, it has standard principles of operation. This is a flexible approach which
can take local conditions into account and can incorporate a provision for ongoing improvement.
It can also be applied to a wide variety of activities, giving it a dynamic quality. The downside unfair regulatory competition and vulnerability to industry pressure, dependency on the ability
to set environmental quality standards and lack of regulatory and thus lack of pollution prevention - is explained in chapter V.3.2.3.2.
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It is important to stress that the IPPC Directive does not produce a ‘level playing field’ in the sense
usually used by business in its approach to the single market. IPPC itself does not impose specific conditions on the same types of enterprises across the EU. Regulatory authorities consider the
range of recommendations in a BREF, take account of local conditions and make their own decisions on what emission limit values are appropriate. One can, therefore, consider that while the
IPPC will help practice across the EU to converge, it will not become standardised. Where the
resulting differences in practices have no environmental consequences, this is not a problem.
However, this flexibility could be abused and it will be important to ensure that comparative
assessments are made of the emission limit values established in permits so that regulators in
one or more Member States are seen to be implementing the spirit of the Directive as well as its
letter.
The implementation of IPPC is being carried out during a period of debate over the nature (and
future) of environmental regulation at EU and national level. This includes a consideration of the
nature of environmental policy formulation as well as the types of instruments which might be
appropriate.
IPPC is, generally, flexible. However, it does impose certain obligations which act as limits on
what other instruments can be used by regulators. The first of these is a requirement to set emission limit values in a permit. The second set of requirements includes boundaries as to what is,
and what is not, an installation and, therefore, what is the ‘object’ of the regulation. The former
obligation means that instruments which rely on not setting ELVs (such as emissions trading) are
difficult or impossible to operate alongside IPPC. This problem is given further consideration
below. The second set of obligations are less clear and actual interpretation (and practice) in
Member States varies. Indeed some restrictions derive from Member State law (eg a permit can
only be issued to a single legal entity). However, there are innovative approaches which seek to
make wider regulatory decisions to groups of installations (eg on an industrial estate or within a
company). Other instruments are also in place such as negotiated agreements (well established
in the Netherlands, for example). These have their place as long as they are seen to deliver
beyond legal requirements and can be effective for some issues. However, the issue of enforcement is problematic and for most Member States such instruments remain an occasional useful
tool for specific companies and issues. This is likely to remain the case and such instruments
should not be allowed to interfere with the effective implementation of IPPC.
There is a debate within the EU and some individual Member States on ‘better regulation’.
Everybody wants better regulation. However, what is meant by ‘better’ depends upon whom one
asks. For many it is a smokescreen for deregulation. IPPC is criticised as being burdensome and
bureaucratic. The Dutch government, based on an unpublished survey of Member States,
claimed234 that the IPPC Directive is the most burdensome of all environmental legislation.
However, this position is not explained. In fact, when Member States consider the implications of
IPPC they are actually looking at national implementation. For some Member States (eg Sweden)
IPPC is implemented through existing laws and has practically no discernable additional consequence. For some others it has been a major change to the way that regulation is undertaken,
and they obviously view it as a burden. However, one must separate EU obligations from the
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ENAP conferences organised in 2002-2004 by Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment of The
Netherlands. ENAP stands for Exploring New Approaches in regulating industrial installations
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Member State requirements and when one does so one finds that industry is generally not concerned with the burdens of the Directive. Basic requirements of IPPC – analysis of installation
activity and performance, permit application, monitoring, inspection and review – are essential
and must remain in place as they are needed to ensure the protection of health and the wider
environment. These requirements must be implemented in a way that does not introduce unnecessary costs to industry. But the experience many years of interaction with industry suggests that
any slackening of such requirements will not maintain environmental performance.
Therefore, there is currently no justification for extracting selected industrial activities from the
obligations of the IPPC Directive. There is possibly a case for examining the exact thresholds of
what is covered by the Directive (eg excluding ‘trivial’ activities) as well as bringing new activities
into the scope of the Directive (such as intensive cattle units, more waste management facilities,
airports, construction sector etc).
There are close links between IPPC and nearly all other EU environmental policies - including EU’s
waste, air, climate, water, environmental liability and management and pollution emission register policies (see chapters IV and V) - where the IPPC’s permitting and/or BAT concept is utilised
for achieving their objectives. More links are discussed. In view of the specific problems identified in chapter V.3.2.3.3 those possible links as well as some existing ones will be assessed.

V.3.2.4.1

Phase out of hazardous chemical emissions

The Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC (WFD is innovative in implementing procedures to
honour Europe’s commitment to cease emissions of hazardous235 chemicals by 2020. The WFD
mandates the Commission to establish a list of priority substances (completed at the end of 2001)
and identify the hazardous ones, for which the Commission has to propose controls to cease their
emissions within 20 years (still to be carried
out) (see also chapter IV.5.5.2). In its draft delibHazardous chemicals are substances, which
erations for control measures the Commission
are able to accumulate and persist in the
heavily relies on the IPPC permitting procedure
environment or potentially can cause irreand BAT concept. It suggests that for IPPC covversible negative effects (like infertility or
ered industrial installations Member States
cancer). For such chemicals no safe stanhave to ensure that pollution reduction prodards can be set and in applying the precaugrammes are established including the cessationary principle Europe has committed
tion of emissions (no detectable concentraitself to end their emission into the environtions). Furthermore, Member States should
ment by 2020 (OSPAR Convention 1998).
identify BATs for the specific emission sources.
While at first sight it might seem appropriate to attach a new condition to the granting of IPPC
permits, e.g. a programme to achieve the cessation of an emission, this is made immediately
redundant for cases where cessation is technically or economically not feasible. This is likely to
be a regular scenario, as local authorities are unlikely to be in a position to prove the availability
of safer alternative techniques or technologies. The further suggestion of identifying within the
IPPC BREFs process BAT for the relevant emissions also seems to be the wrong approach. IPPC is
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The term "hazardous" is used here as in the context of the Marine Conventions and the Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC. It addresses substances of very high concern for the environment (and human health via the environment)
due to their persistence, liability to bioaccumulate and liability to cause irreversible effects an low or unknown dose.
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not designed to deal with the long-term and irreversible effects of hazardous chemicals and does
not address the cumulative effect of several emission sources, which, especially in the case of persistent chemicals, plays a crucial role. In practice no BREF has yet dealt in any great detail with
the emissions of a particular substance because of its toxicity.

V.3.2.4.2

Preventing and Recycling Waste

In the discussions on the Thematic Strategy on waste (see chapter IV.4.6) the Commission states
that ‘Another main challenge facing Community waste policy is to move towards a level playing field
across the EU for recycling guaranteeing a high level of environmental protection with recycling
being supported by an efficient internal market’.
To reach this objective the Commission proposes to adopt measures in order to fill the gap on
waste recycling standards, as follows:
◗ The extension of the IPPC directive to cover waste treatment activities not yet covered; and
◗ setting EU reference standards for the operation of waste treatment facilities. This is intended
to be linked to the determination of quality standards for recycled products in an Annex of the
directive 75/442/EC on waste. This would complement the technical requirements set at facility level through extension of the IPPC directive.
The IPPC directive already covers a limited number236 of waste treatment operations – mostly pretreatment operations and not recycling as such. Best available technique reference documents
(BREFs) are currently being developed for these. It also covers waste incinerators with existing
BREFs. The Commission claims that the extension of this directive would initiate a bottom-up
process by which BREFs would be developed for all waste management operations and the permits of recycling installations would be updated by allowing authorities to include emission limit
values and other appropriate permit conditions based on best available technology. The idea is
to move towards the harmonisation of environmental standards at the level of waste management
installations.
This approach gives rise to several practical concerns:
1. Deficiencies in ability to produce real harmonisation or Best level of environmental standards: Quality of BREFs so far is mixed and lacks guidance on ELVs, leading to a strong decentralisation of setting emission controls based on local environmental impacts. The BREFs are
subject to national interpretation, which raises questions as to how harmonised the application of the levels set in any BREFs will be in reality. Additionally there is a risk that the BREFs
do not really represent the best levels of available (and economically) feasible technology. This
leads to restrictions in the opportunities that Member States’ might have for objecting to
waste movements; if, for example, their national standards are better than the BREF guidance
and IPPC BAT is taken as a benchmark for ‘environmentally sound treatment’ under the EU
Waste Shipment regulation.
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IPPC covers: MBT, waste storage, some metal and chemical liquid and sludge physio-chemical treatments, immobilising
ashes, prep fuel from liquid waste, prep waste as fuel. IPPC does not cover: composting, battery recycling , Waste electronics and End of life Vehicles recycling/dismantling, oils, spent catalysts, other types recycling – except paper, steel indirectly
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2. Steering of waste streams not possible – emission standards alone not enough: The IPPC
Directive deals with individual installations and has almost no focus on how the waste should
be treated at other stages of the waste treatment chain. For instance, if mobile phones are
treated in an installation before actual recycling takes place, a relatively high portion of the
precious metals could be lost (simple shredding in a big shredder). The alternative is dismantling, which separates parts with high content of precious metals for recycling. Thus, the
approach to steering waste for recycling must be waste treatment chain orientated and not
installation oriented as it is the case in the IPPC Directive. This implies that other measures,
in addition to IPPC standards, are needed to steer the choice between different processes
(shredding or dismantling) and different kinds of installations.. The risk is that waste policy
goes in the direction of merely setting installation standards and abdicates responsibility for
the steering mechanism, with the excuse that standards are sufficient. This is a particular risk
for waste streams such as biodegrabable wastes.
3. IPPC is not very suitable for the majority of waste recycling facilities, which are SMEs (the
Council has on this basis previously rejected the idea of applying IPPC to SMEs237). The
Commission talks about possible ‘IPPC light’ approaches for SMEs. This may further dilute an
already fragile level of environmental ambition (given national flexibilities in interpretation of
BREFs).
4. Recycling standards needed urgently – it is not clear how soon and to what extent IPPC will
be revised at all to incorporate the proposed waste recycling activities. There is considerable
resistance from Member States to revising the IPPC framework before implementation experience has been shown to bring positive results. (post 2008). There is urgent need for recycling
standards in some recycling/pre-treatment activities to reduce the risk of eco-dumping (movements of wastes to less performing and therefore cheaper installations).

V.3.2.4.3

IPPC Permits as an Industry Defence

Industry federations regularly argue that once a company has obtained an IPPC permit for an
activity it has fulfilled all its duties, no further permits or specific authorisations should be necessary and that responsibility lies subsequently with public authorities. Considering the IPPC weaknesses in theory and practice (see chapter V.3.2.3) this argument is very problematic and would
lead to a weakening in companies’ environmental responsibility and undermine the implementation of the precautionary principle to be applied in cases of scientific uncertainties or lack of
data.

V.3.2.4.3.1

Environmental Liability

The new environmental liability Directive 2004/35/EC from 2004 is a first step towards the application of a general market based instrument, moving towards the “polluter pays principle” (see
chapter V.3.3). It is built on the assumption that the risk of liability for potential polluters would
result in more careful and preventive behaviour. Making businesses that damage the environment legally and financially accountable for that damage is but a way to internalise external environmental costs and urge industry to seek for the most effective strategy for avoiding environmental damage. One element which provoked controversial discussion during the Directive’s
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Council Resolution, Amsterdam, 18-20 April 1997
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development was the “permit defence” - meaning that a company holding a permit would no
longer be liable for environmental damage caused via the permitted activities. The final Directive
now allows industrial installations holding IPPC permits to be exempted from paying the costs of
remedial action if the installation’s operator can prove that the environmental damage had been
caused by an emission or an event authorised in the IPPC permit.
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This exemption is likely to dramatically reduce in practice the effectiveness of environmental liability by referring responsibility back to public authorities, for the following reasons :
Firstly European BAT reference documents are rather limited when it comes to addressing all possible significant environmental damages and therefore provide little help for authorities issuing
permits.
Secondly, permits are granted on the basis of local environmental and socio-economic considerations. So in cases where weak emission control conditions appear in the permit because of local
economic considerations, the operator would, in addition to this benefit, have the possibility of
defending himself against being held liable for paying the clean up of any resulting environmental damage. It is, of course, possible for the responsible authority to reject such a defence claim.
Obviously, however, the pressure on the authority to grant the exemption will be rather high, as
it is the authority which has set the permit conditions in the first place, and therefore shares a
certain responsibility.

V.3.2.4.3.2

Future Chemicals Policy (REACH)

In 2003 the Commission presented its proposals for a regulation on the Registration, Evaluation and
Authorisation of Chemicals (REACH) in order to reform Europe’s chemicals policies (see chapter
V.4.6.4.6). One of the key elements of this reform has been the identification of hazardous chemicals238 and substituting their uses with safer alternatives. The process established for achieving this
objective is called ‘authorisation’. For identified chemicals a deadline is set after which all un-authorised uses of that chemical are banned. In order to obtain an authorisation industry has to proof adequate control or the lack of safer alternatives plus over-riding societal interest. The main spirit of this
process can be clearly identified as achieving the 2020 cessation of emission of hazardous chemicals
(OSPAR Convention 1998 and Water Framework Directive 2000). However, the Commission’s proposals exclude emission from those industrial installations which hold IPPC permits, exempting them
from needing an authorisation in order to continue using hazardous chemicals.
This case was rather simple. Industry argued on the basis of “legal security” that once an industry received a permit it should not have to seek further authorisation. This argument was accepted. From an environmental perspective, however, the IPPC Directive is unsuited to addressing the
specific concerns of hazardous chemicals.
Firstly, only a very limited number of substances are specifically addressed in the BREFs with very limited information. This means that emissions of hazardous substances, even if they are not addressed
in the BREFs and subsequent permits, would be completely exempted from any emission control.
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The term "hazardous" is used here as in the context of the Marine Conventions and the Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC. It addresses substances of very high concern for the environment (and human health via the environment)
due to their persistence, liability to bioaccumulate and liability to cause irreversible effects an low or unknown dose.
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Secondly, hazardous chemicals represent a category of substances which include persistent substances and are thus liable to long-range transport, causing pollution in remote areas - like
groundwater, marine sediments or Polar Regions. Europe’s commitment is therefore to phase out
the emission of such hazardous substances altogether. As the IPPC permitting procedure is largely driven by local environmental objectives, it is completely inadequate for achieving such “global” environmental objectives.
Thirdly, effective phase out of emissions can only be achieved if their widespread use is substituted with safer alternatives. This substitution test is currently very weakly addressed – if at all – in
setting BATs.

V.3.2.4.4

Air and Climate Policies

When considering IPPC in the context of wider air and climate policy, three measures are particularly relevant: the Air Quality Framework and Daughter Directives; the Large Combustion Plant
Directive; and the Greenhouse Gas Trading Directive.
By focusing on individual installations, IPPC takes no direct account of the number of installations
in any particular area. It is therefore complemented by the local air quality standards set in Air
Quality Framework and Daughter Directives (see chapter IV.3); indeed, Article 10 of the IPPC
Directive specifically requires measures beyond BAT if these are necessary to meet local environmental quality standards. However, the 4th Daughter Directive - like the 3rd which did not set any
legally binding air quality standards on ozone – sets no legally binding air quality standards.
The Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) sets emission limit values for LCPs for SO2, NOx and
dust. It is therefore tempting to make comparisons with those set under IPPC, but this would be
flawed on two counts. Firstly, the LCPD applies only to air emissions, whereas IPPC takes an integrated approach that considers emissions to all media – air, land and water. Secondly, the LCPD
standards are legally binding, whereas the IPPC benchmark standards are not. IPPC only becomes
legally binding when it has been applied to an individual installation, taking account of local environmental, technical and geographical factors. However, the two directives have to be applied
without prejudice to each other, so the LCPD does provide an initial basis for the sort of binding
minimum ELVs that the EEB would like to see. It is important to stress, however, that the ELVs
under the LCPD are not necessarily BAT and it is likely that there will be good reasons in many
cases where stricter ELVs should be applied as IPPC permits are issued.
The relationship between IPPC and the Greenhouse Gas Trading Directive (GHGTD) (see chapter
V.3.4) is particularly problematic. The installation-specific nature of IPPC significantly conflicts
with the geographical flexibility required for trading, whether it is for GHGs or acid gases within
the LCPD National Plan option. The GHGTD contains an amendment to IPPC that supposedly
resolves this by exploiting synergies between the two approaches, but in reality this is fundamentally flawed on three counts. Firstly, the amendment facilitates trade by removing any requirement to set site-specific ELVs for CO2 under IPPC, and it is anticipated that this will be extended
to other GHGs, provided that they do not cause significant local pollution. However, despite an
initial statement that GHG emissions under trading must be no higher than they would have been
under IPPC, the GHGTD contains no requirement for actually checking this . Therefore GHG emis-
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sions are being driven by the politically determined Kyoto targets rather than the technically
determined BAT standards. Secondly, releasing the constraints of site specific GHG ELVs did not
provide sufficient flexibility for trading whilst installation-specific energy efficiency requirements
remained in place. Therefore, the setting of energy efficiency requirements has now been made
optional under IPPC, again without any guarantee that the resulting standards will be at least
equivalent to what would have been achieved under BAT. Lastly, the removal of GHGs and energy efficiency from IPPC and their consideration in relative isolation is not compatible with the
integrated approach required under IPPC.
As in all trading systems, a distinction has to be made between the level of ambition (cap, emission standard etc) and the means of achieving that level of ambition (command-and-control,
trading, taxes etc). In the case of trading, this means of compliance in theory offers the potential advantages of a simpler management system and cost savings, although the example of the
US suggests that these savings have usually been significantly overestimated. However, trading
itself is environmentally neutral because it is simply a means of compliance , and it is the nature
of trading that an overachievement of the standard in one part of the system is balanced by an
underachievement in another part. Any cost savings achieved by trading only get reflected in the
level of ambition if there is a political will to do so, and without that will, the lower compliance
costs simply result in higher industrial profit. With the removal of CO2 from the IPPC under GHG
trading, the level of ambition is set entirely on the basis of the political Kyoto negotiations, and
lacks valuable information on the environmental potential and economic costs that occur in BAT
assessments. It is this information that is necessary to inform any political will to properly reflect
the lower costs of trading systems in the level of ambition. This combines with the disadvantages
of the potential downgrading of IPPC energy efficiency requirements, the undermining of an
integrated approach to industrial management, and the danger that Member States will downgrade IPPC for other pollutants to facilitate trading.

V.3.2.5

OUTLOOK AND FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS

9 years of IPPC implementation have shown that its decentralised elements are by far the central
dominating aspects and that the main drivers for protecting the environment are environmental
quality standards and objectives rather than ambitious and pioneering technologies. The EU level
BREFs development is biased towards industry interests. Permitting authorities are exposed to
economic pressures with little help from national or EU level. ECOs have received great opportunities through the public participation and information provisions to expose “bad” companies
and influence the permitting conditions. But active participation in the permitting processes
seems to be very limited for the time being. As a result huge differences in the environmental
performances of industrial installations and eco-dumping are possible. At the same time there
are signs of positive developments with a gradual improvement in the environmental performance of installations, especially with the approach of the 2007 deadline – when all installations
will finally need to be in possession of a permit and to meet its conditions.
In order to promote the positive aspects and avoid negative development under the IPPC, the following action is recommended:
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1. Increase quality of European BAT reference documents: Member State authorities and ECOs
have to have increased capacity to balance industry domination. More and comparable emission levels associated with BATs have to be provided to guide and strengthen permitting
authorities. Therefore industry must be obliged to provide real life emission values overriding
unjustified confidentiality claims.
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2. Setting of EU wide emission limit values: based on the BREFs and persistent environmental
problems in the EU the Commission should finally use its mandate under the IPPC Directive to
propose mandatory ELVs.
3. New and ambitious air, soil and water quality objectives: The environmental success of the
IPPC Directive will depend on emission controls being steered by stringent air, water and soil
quality objectives. Therefore the list of 33 priority substances under the Water Framework
Directive has to be extended and quality standards adopted rapidly. The new EU soil protection policy should from its start foresee the setting of strategic quality objectives substantiated, as far as possible, by quantitative parameters.
4. Refute attempts to weaken (increase flexibility of) the IPPC Directive: In 2007 a revision of
the Directive is foreseen. Industry - as well as Member States - has expressed its concerns
about the costs and administrative burden – especially in light of the approaching 2007 deadline. Further attempts to extend emission trading beyond. Greenhouse gases are in conflict
with the local protection approach of the IPPC. In light of the still to be concluded quality
assessment of the IPPC implementation process , it is very important to provide regulatory stability in the first place and only propose changes once environmental outcomes are properly
assessed.
5. Highlight boundaries of what IPPC can and cannot deliver: the many attempts to use the
IPPC permitting and BAT elements as the principle means to address long-term and global
environmental problems should be rejected. IPPC is not designed to phase out emissions of
hazardous chemicals or steer waste policies towards prevention and recycling.
6. Improve quality of national implementation: ELVs and quality standards will be set at national levels as long as no European ones exist. That means the discussion on implementation
must be used for a wide and ambitious interpretation of the requirements of the IPPC directive. Only if some pioneer countries formulate demanding standards, do we get a new chance
for harmonised standards at the European level. On the national level ECOs may also insist on
a regular review of the permits in a period of within a maximum of 10 years.
7. Local participation and control: The IPPC-directive offers new opportunities to monitor the
permitting process at the local level. Local groups should actively use this new information
and opportunity for consultation. A well-informed local public may exert much more effective
social control on industries than a vaguely defined European directive may ever do. In this
sense – the shifted responsibility of the IPPC directive to the local level – should also be interpreted as a challenge for local groups. They should be helped by practical advice on how to
use the new information and consultation rights from their national organisations.
Nevertheless it has to be kept in mind that in practice especially access to courts remains very
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difficult for citizens or ECOs due to high court costs. Furthermore, care has to be taken with
respect to the format of consultation, sometimes incomprehensible documents or short deadlines, which hamper effective involvement.
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V.3.3

Environmental Liability - first step towards
“Making the polluters pay”
By Rosanna Micciché
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V.3.3.1

INTRODUCTION: FROM SEVESO TO BAIA MARE

The list of accidents with lasting, catastrophic consequences for the environment is regrettably
long. The disaster of Seveso back in July 1976, the fire in the Sandoz factory in Basel in 1986, the
burst of a containment dam and the consequent spill of toxic waters and mud into Doñana
National Park in southern Spain in 1998, and the accidents in Baia Mare and Baia Borsa, in
January and March 2000 respectively, constitute the most emblematic and notorious cases. In
addition to episodes of exceptional character, problems of soil and water pollution are becoming
more and more pressing, due to the gradual release of pollutants mainly from industrial and agricultural activities (EEA 2000)240.
As a direct consequence of public outrage spurred by those events, many EU Member States have
adopted specific regulations on liability for environmental damage. These measures are very
diverse in scope and nature (CMS Cameron McKenna 1995). Contextually, the European
Institutions have set a debate in motion about the opportunity for a Europe-wide regime of liability for damages to the environment that aims at implementing the “polluter-pays” principle,
enshrined in the Treaty establishing the European Communities (Krämer 1997)241.
This subchapter is divided into four parts. The first part describes the rocky road that led to the
adoption of a European Directive on environmental liability. The second outlines the main tenets
of the environmental liability regime as envisaged in the final text of the Directive and its most
controversial provisions. Thirdly, the provisions are examined in more detail, identifying strengths
but also deficits, which may jeopardise the proper functioning of the Directive. In the last part,
conclusions are drawn concerning the future role of the Community’s environmental liability
regime in changing the behaviour of potential polluters, and suggestions are made as to what
ECO action can be taken to make the best out of the Directive.

V.3.3.2

MAKING THE POLLUTERS PAY: A LONG WAY TO GO

A first proposal for a European liability regime covering damages caused by waste was made in
1989, and quickly abandoned. In 1993, the Commission revitalised the debate around a possible
future EC liability regime in its Green Paper on Remedying Environmental Damage242. Meanwhile,
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Followed the legislative process of the Environmental Liability Directive and worked actively throughout its key phases
for the European Policy Unit of Greenpeace.
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A study carried out by the European Environment Agency has revealed that no less than 300.000 sites have been qualified as actually or potentially contaminated. The Agency estimates that the cost of partially recovering those is between
55 and 106 bn ?, equivalent to 0.6-1.25% of EU’s GDP
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Art. 174, paragraph 2 of the Treaty establishing the EC (ex Art. 130 R), introduced by the Single European Act (1986)
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COM (1993) 47 final, 14 May.
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on June 21 1993, the Council of Europe adopted a Convention on Civil Liability for Damage resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment243.
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After consultation and studies carried out (Brans and Uilhoorn 1997, Deloddere and, Donatienne
1997), the Commission published a White Paper in 2000 aiming at exploring the different options
for Community action in the field of environmental liability (CEC 2000)244. Adhesion to the Lugano
Convention was quickly ruled out because of strong opposition from some Member States and
industry to its far-reaching and broad scope. The White Paper on Environmental Liability concluded in favour of a horizontal directive providing for strict liability for damage caused by EC regulated dangerous activities, covering both traditional damage (to health and property) and purely environmental damage (contamination of sites and damage to biodiversity), and fault-based
liability for damage to biodiversity caused by non-dangerous activities.
On 23 January 2002, the Commission finally published a Proposal for a Directive on environmental liability with regard to the prevention and remedying of environmental damage.
Unfortunately, following heavy pressure from some national governments and industry, the final
proposal was weaker than earlier drafts and the White Paper in numerous respects, and contained a number of shortfalls seriously undermining the regime as a whole.
On 21 April 2004, after more than 2 years of heated discussions, the European Parliament and
Council adopted the Directive (2004/35/EC) on Environmental Liability with Regard to the
Prevention and Remedying of Environmental Damage245. Notwithstanding the joint advocacy
effort by ECOs, the final text is very disappointing from an environmental point of view.
Dangerously, it also leaves wide discretion to Member States in several key aspects of the
Directive. The Directive entered into force on 30 April 2004, and gives Member States 3 years to
transpose its provisions into national law. A revision of the functioning of the Directive, including
proposals for amendments, is not envisaged until 30 April 2014.

V.3.3.3

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE AND EXEMPTIONS

V.3.3.3.1

Objective

The underlying objective of the Directive is to apply the polluter-pays principle throughout the
European Union. Liability rules are deemed to be necessary to ensure that environmental damage is restored and costs arising from clean-up work associated with site contamination do not
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Lugano Convention of the Council of Europe on Civil Liability for Damage caused by Activities Dangerous to the
Environment (21 June 1993). This convention provides a regime of strict liability that covers all types of damage (both traditional damage and degradation of the environment) when caused by dangerous activities. Dangerous activities are
defined with a reference to hazardous substances, biotechnologies and waste. However, the scope of application remains
open and may be extended to activities other than those explicitly mentioned. The convention was signed by 9 States, six
of which are Community Members (Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and Finland) None of which has
yet ratified it. To look up the text of the Convention, see: http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Reports/Html/150.htm
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The different options and instruments taken into consideration in the Commission’s White Paper for Community action
were: adhesion of the Community to the Convention of Lugano, a regime that covers exclusively trans-boundary damage,
a recommendation by the Community to guide the actions of individual Member States, a Community horizontal directive covering all potentially dangerous activities, and finally a Community directive that imposes a liability regime in specific sectors (e.g. biotechnology).
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Official Journal – L143/56 – 30 April 2004).
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end up being paid for with public money. As a market based instrument, liability for environmental damage is built on the assumption that the risk of liability for potential polluters would result
in more careful and preventive behaviour. Making businesses that damage the environment
legally and financially accountable for that damage is a way of internalising external environmental costs and urging industry to seek the most effective strategy for avoiding environmental
damage246. Moreover, the Directive seeks to avoid environmental dumping, e.g. companies
exploiting difference in liability rules in different countries, and to move towards a level playing
field.247.

V.3.3.3.2

Scope: Timing and Type of damage

Non-retroactivity of the system: Liability only applies to future cases of pollution - i.e. only those
cases in which it can be proven that the pollution occurred after the entry into force of the directive - and it leaves the management of preceding or historical pollution cases up to Member
States.248 The Directive also provides for a long-stop period of 30 years after which polluters are
no longer liable for the damage they cause.
“Environmental damage” covered by the liability regime is defined with reference to:
◗ species and habitats protected by Community legislation (EC 1979 and EC 1992) and national
legislation
◗ waters covered by the Water Framework Directive (EC 2000)
◗ the dangers for human health deriving from contamination of soil and underground
Admittedly, the particular value of this Directive is that it imposes liability for damage to biodiversity. Regrettably, though, the definition of “biodiversity” is quite limited and differs from the
authoritative definition contained in the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity249. The focus is
on species and habitats listed in certain Annexes of the Birds and Habitats Directives which are
considered to be of Community interest and whose conservation status requires the designation
of special protection areas or a system of strict protection.
Ultimately, the regime represents a further instrument in implementing Europe’s nature conservation policy, under the Wild Birds and Habitat Directives and the Europe-wide ecological network “NATURA 2000”250 (see chapter IV.2). Habitats and species protected under international con-
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Principle 16 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development calls on national authorities to endeavour to promote the internalisation of environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach
that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and investment.
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Not all EU countries have adopted rules governing liability for polluted sites. Portugal and Greece have no specific legislation on the matter. Moreover, environmental liability rules and clean up laws that already exist at Member State level
differ from Member State to Member State and also from the recently adopted Directive.
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The non-retroactivity of liability constitutes one of the biggest differences between the European Directive and the
American legislation in which this proposal for a directive was largely inspired (CERCLA 1980)
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Article 2 of the CBD defines biodiversity as the number, variety, and variability of all species of plants, animals and microorganisms as well as the ecosystem of which they are part.
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NATURA 2000 network is made up of “Special Protection Areas”(SPA) designated pursuant to Directive Wild Birds and
“Special Areas of Conservation” (SACs) designated pursuant to the Habitat Directive. The Natura 2000 netwrok contitutes
the central piece of the EC policy on nature conservation.
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ventions to which the EU or Member States are signatories, as well as the areas protected by
national and regional legislation that fall outside such a network, will not be automatically covered, unless a Member State expressly determines otherwise.
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Under the Directive’s regime, damage to waters is only covered if the damage “significantly
adversely affects the ecological, chemical, and/or quantitative status and/or ecological potential
of the waters concerned” as defined by the Water Framework Directive – e.g. breach existing
chemical quality standards or change from high to good or good to moderate ecological status.
Land contamination acquires relevance for the purposes of the Directive insofar as it creates a significant risk for human health. The Directive does not cover damage to air. This omission is justified by the consideration that air is mainly a carrier of harmful substances, the deposition of
which damages different media. Moreover, air pollution is caused in most cases by diffuse pollution, also excluded from the scope of the Proposal251.

V.3.3.3.3

Scope: Type of activities

As for the scope of the Directive, the latter foresees a regime of strict liability for a limited number of activities considered intrinsically dangerous, and listed in its Annex IV 252. Activities listed in
Annex III of the Directive are those governed by EC legislation on the protection of the environment. The Directive thus creates a link to the established regulatory framework at EU level. For
example, Annex III refers to the operation of the installations subject to permitting requirements
under the Directive on Integrated Pollution and Prevention Control (EC 1996). This covers certain
energy industries, such as mineral, oil and gas refineries, certain installations for the production
and processing of metals, some types of mineral industry and chemical industry, waste management installations and also some agricultural activities exceeding certain threshold levels of production. The scope of the Directive is also extended beyond the operation of installations subject
to permits to the handling of dangerous substances and compounds. It explicitly covers “any contained use, including transport” and “any deliberate release into the environment” of GMOs covered by the relevant directives (EC 1990 and EC 2001).
For those occupational activities not listed in Annex III, polluters will be held responsible only for
damage to biodiversity if fault or negligence is found. Consequently, if an operator of any activity not listed in Annex III causes biodiversity damage without being at fault, or water or land damage, regardless of whether he is at fault or not, he will not be held liable for the damage he has
caused.

V.3.3.3.4

Exemptions

The Directive also explicitly excludes from the scope of its regime, a wide range of industrial activities, such as the carriage of dangerous goods by sea, land or rail, and the nuclear industry.
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Article 4, paragraph 5 of the Proposal exclude from the scope of the Directive environmental damage or the imminent
threat of such damage caused by pollution of a widespread, diffuse character, where it is impossible to establish a casual link between the damage and the activities of certain individual operators.
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Reference is made to legislation that regulates limits of discharge or emission of hazardous substances into water or air,
legislation concerning dangerous substances and compounds also with the objective of protecting the environment, legislation aimed at preventing and controlling risks of incidents and pollution, legislation on management of hazardous
waste and other waste; legislation concerning biotechnologies, legislation on transport of hazardous substances.
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Liability arising from these activities is regulated by a number of International Conventions listed
in Annexes V and V of the Directive and by the Euratom Treaty respectively. In addition, the
Council of Ministers introduced a new paragraph taking into account two international instruments on liability for maritime and inland navigation253, to allow ship owners to limit their liability under national legislation.
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In practice, under the Directive’s regime, primary liability for the prevention and remedying of
environmental damage would lie with the operator that has caused the risk of damage or the
damage itself. Member States, and public authorities appointed by them, should act as trustees
of the system and “may” decide to take preventive and remedial action themselves if the author
of the damage cannot be found (in cases of diffuse pollution), if he is otherwise exempted from
liability under the Directive or also in the not-so-rare cases where the responsible operator does
not possess the necessary financial resources to prevent or remedy the damage. What in the original Commission’s proposal was a requirement for competent authorities to take preventive or
remedial measures in cases where the responsible operator could not be found, or was exempted from obligation (subsidiary state liability), has been subsequently transformed by the Council
of Ministers into a mere faculty254.
Moreover, a variety of standard exemptions is available to polluters (armed conflict, force
majeure, action by third parties, compliance with a compulsory order or instruction) under the
Directive. In addition, the Directive further allows Member States to exempt operators from cleanup costs, if they can demonstrate that the damage has been caused by an authorised activity
(“compliance with a permit”, e.g. permits under IPPC Directive see chapter V.3.2) or by an activity not considered risky according to the technical and scientific knowledge at the moment of
release of the emissions, or the development of the activity (“state of the art”) and that they were
not at fault or negligent. The said hybrid clause has been included by the Council of Ministers as
a compromise solution between those Member States which were in favour of keeping “compliance with a permit” and “state of the art” as plain exemptions to liability, and those who favoured
a “mitigating factors” clause.

V.3.3.3.5

Financial security

Another area of forceful controversy, both within the European Parliament and the Council of
Ministers, was the opportunity to require operators of risky activities to be covered by some form
of financial security, be it through insurance, reserves, bonds, dedicated funds or other mechanisms. Yet another poor compromise was agreed between the two Institutions during the conciliation procedure. As it stands, the Directive does not impose a compulsory financial guarantees
system. It only requires Member States to encourage the development of financial security instruments and markets, and demands that the Commission report on the availability at reasonable
costs of insurance and other types of financial security for the activities covered by Annex III, by
2010. The report shall also consider a gradual approach to mandatory financial security as well
as a ceiling for liability, and exclusion of low-risk activities from a mandatory guarantees system.
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1976 Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims (LLMC) and 1978 Strasbourg Convention on Limitation of
Liability in Inland Navigation (CLNI)
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For more information on the Council of Ministers and documents relating to see: http://register.consilium.eu.int/utfregister/frames/introfsEN.htm
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In light of the report and of an extended impact assessment, the Commission shall, if appropriate, put forward proposals for a harmonised system of mandatory financial security.
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Finally, precisely in consideration of the fact that environmental goods (water and biodiversity)
are often not subject to property law and, consequently both the impulse to protect them and
the control over the correct functioning of the regime can be lacking, it is foreseen that qualified
entities or individuals with a sufficient interest may ask the authority to undertake the appropriate measures against potential or actual polluters and may challenge the legality of the action,
or the lack of it, of the competent authority255. Member States are given the discretion to take
away those rights in the case of imminent threat of damage - which is precisely when those participatory rights are more useful for protecting natural resources not associated with property
rights.

V.3.3.4

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE NEW LIABILITY
REGIME

The Environmental Liability Directive has a two-fold aim: the prevention and remediation of environmental damage. Unlike what was initially envisaged in the White Paper, the Commission’s
Proposal left traditional damage (to persons and goods) out of the scope of the prospective
regime. In fact, the Commission considered that Community action was strictly necessary to effectively address widespread site contamination and the alarming loss of biodiversity in its territory. How effectively the new Directive addresses these problems is arguable, and will ultimately
depend on how Member States transpose key provisions.
As mentioned above, the Directive does not apply retroactively to past damage - damage which
occurred before its entry into force. This could give polluters a defence that can produce lengthy
legal controversies determining the time at which the damaging activity had occurred. In addition,
the Directive does not apply to pollution of a diffuse character, where it is not possible to establish
a causal link between the damage and the activities of individual operators. In those instances,
there is a risk that environmental damage will be borne by the public and its restoration, where provided, will be paid for out of taxpayers’ pockets, in contradiction with the Polluter Pays Principle.
The Directive covers damage to water, land and biodiversity. The innovative aspect and the particular value of this Directive is that it protects biodiversity. This is an area where the Directive
goes beyond existing national regimes and could make a real difference. This is why it is particularly important that the Directive covers as much wildlife as possible. Regrettably, the Directive
grants protection only to species and habitats listed in certain Annexes of the Birds and Habitats
Directives, while Member States are free to include habitats and species designated pursuant to
national laws, where they are not covered by EC legislation. ECOs have also expressed the concern that Member States may be reluctant to increase the number of conservation areas given
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Article 12 of the proposed Directive provides that persons adversely affected or likely to be adversely affected by environmental damage and qualified entities shall be entitled to submit observations relating to instances of environmental
damage of which they are aware and to request the competent authority action. In addition, pursuant to Article 13, any
person or qualified entity who had lodged a request for action with the competent authority shall have access to court
or other independent body competent to review the legality of the decisions, acts and failure to act of the competent
authority.
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the liability risk it creates for economic actors on their territory and ultimately for themselves.
Finally, damage to biodiversity is only relevant if a certain threshold is met. The damage needs to
be such that it “has significant adverse effects on reaching or maintaining the favourable conservation status of such habitats and species”256.
The Directive also covers waters protected by the Water Framework Directive, which includes
basically all surface waters, groundwater and coastal waters. By including these waters the geographical boundaries of the liability regime are expanded considerably. However, damage to
waters is only relevant for the purposes of the Directive if it “significantly adversely affects the
ecological, chemical and/or quantitative status and/or ecological potential” of the concerned
waters257. The meaning of this is yet unclear in reality as Member States still have to define the
ecological status or potential and set key biological and chemicals standards. Nevertheless failing to meet existing chemical quality standards (under the Dangerous Substances Directive
(76/464/EEC)) means falling short of good chemical status and thus represents a “significant
adverse effect” (see chapter IV.5).
The focus of the definition of land damage shifts away from the main purpose of the Directive,
namely the protection of natural resources in their own right towards the protection of public
health. It refers to “any land contamination that creates a significant risk of human health being
adversely affected as a result of the direct or indirect introduction, in, on or under land of substances, organisms or micro-organisms”258. The damage threshold to be met for land damage to
fall under the scope of the Directive could pose problems. The criteria included in the Directive
for determining whether land contamination is of such an extent as to exceed the damage
threshold are very imprecise and open ended.
The Directive provides for a strict liability regime for the activities listed in its Annex III. As regards
non-listed activities, operators could be held liable under the regime only for damage to biodiversity and when found to be at fault or if there is proof of negligence. This has the practical effect of
completely excluding operators of non-listed activities from liability for damages to waters and land
as defined in the Directive. This is unfortunate as it considerably weakens some of the positive
impacts that the Directive might have had, notably on the protection of waters and biodiversity.
Damage caused by maritime and nuclear accidents is left outside the regime’s scope. In this area,
the Commission is required to report to the European Parliament and the Council in relation to
the exclusion of pollution covered by the international instruments listed in Annexes V and V
from the scope of this Directive in view of possible amendments. Since such conventions are
much narrower in scope than the Directive in the way the environment is protected through their
liability rules, the said exclusion will have the effect of a preferential treatment of these activities.
One of the most serious dangers for the effectiveness of the Directive as to its capability to make
polluters pay for the environmental damage they cause –and thus to create strong incentives for
potential polluters to operate as safely as possible- is the introduction of “compliance with a permit” and “state of the art” considerations as reasons to exempt polluters from all clean up costs.
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Article 2, Paragraph 1(a).
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Article 2, paragraph 1 (b).
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Article 2, Paragraph 1 (c).
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As a matter of fact, this provision leaves Member States a great deal of discretion in the extent to
which operators could be absolved from paying the costs of remedial action when they have complied with a permit or operated according to “state of the art” considerations. Such mitigating factors entail the risk of waiving the principle of strict liability for potentially dangerous activities, by
re-introducing the necessity to prove the fault of the polluter. They are normally not allowed by
existing national environmental liability regimes of the EU Member States. The practical consequence of their introduction would be that the Directive would only cover unauthorised, illegal,
or negligent acts performed by an operator. Another practical outcome: activities with respect to
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), although formally covered by the regime, could fall outside its scope via the operation of “compliance with a permit” and “state of the art” considerations.
Another major risk for the effective functioning of the liability regime is that the insolvency of the
operators can pose an obstacle for authorities which want to recover the costs of environmental
remediation in line with the “Polluter-pays” principle. A compulsory system of financial security
for risky activities is crucial to creating incentives for operating in an environmentally friendly
fashion and ensuring that, once environmental damage has occurred, there are the financial
resources to pay for its remediation. This is especially important in the absence of a requirement
for Member States to remedy environmental damage where the polluter does not or cannot do
so (subsidiary state liability). There is a danger that a regime of strict liability for environmental
damage could induce large corporations to transfer their riskier activities to smaller enterprises,
so that when the latter causes damage they do not possess the necessary financial resources to
remedy it, and thus elude liability.
The availability of insurance or other financial instruments would impede such an eventuality.
Not only would it render companies less able to elude their responsibility, but it would also it
would induce them to adopt systems of efficient risk management to improve environmental performance so as to lower the cost of the insurance premiums. Notwithstanding the promising considerations contained in the White Paper (CEC 2000) in this respect259, the Directive only requires
Member States to encourage the development of these services. Along with the overcautious
approach on the phase-in of mandatory financial guarantees, the Directive also leaves the door
open to further weakening via the introduction of a limit to the financial liability of polluters.
Provisions on access to justice for citizens’ organisations were deemed to be crucial for furthering the aims of the Directive, especially in those areas, such as biodiversity damage, where no
property rights are associated with the natural resources damaged or in danger of being damaged. The White Paper specifically envisaged the rights for ECOs to bring claims directly against
the polluters, if emergency action is required (injunctive relief), or in order to recover the costs
incurred in taking urgent measures to avoid damage or further damage in line with the 1998
Arhus Convention (UN/ECE 1998). Regrettably, the Directive only provides for a two-tiered
approach and gives qualified interest groups the right to request the competent authority to take
action against polluters and bring judicial review proceedings against authorities’ decisions.
Moreover, Member States can waive those rights in the case of imminent threat of damage.
These changes are unfortunate because ECOs can play an important role in enforcing liability
rules and could make the regime more effective.
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White Paper on environmental liability, page 23. See note no. 7.
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V.3.3.5

CONCLUSIONS AND ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS'
ORGANISATION)

The newly adopted Directive is the result of 20 years of heated discussions within the European
Union, and in the wider forum of the Council of Europe. It took over 10 years to produce a legislative text – a Directive – that is now in the hands of Member States which are required to transpose the new rules in their legal system by 2007.
The end result is indeed a compromise text which had to take into account the sensibilities of
industrial groups and Member States and scale down from initial ambitions. The final text is very
weak for the reasons enumerated above and by no means ideal from an environmental perspective. It is indeed a complicated piece of legislation with a limited scope and a great degree of freedom for Member States in transposing its provisions.
Member States are now left with a difficult task: transposing the terms of the Directive into national law. Environmental liability rules and clean-up laws that already exist at national level differ from
Member State to Member State. The Directive will have significant overlaps with existing clean-up
regimes and aspects of civil law in Member States. The latter will have to assess how much of the
new Directive is already reflected in national laws and improve on national regimes when the latter are weaker and leave more stringent national rules unchanged or introduce more stringent
national rules when both national laws and the new Directive are too weak. After all, the Directive
explicitly mentions the right of Member States, under the EC Treaty (Art. 176), to make or keep
their environmental liability rules more stringent than the provisions of the Directive260.
Whether this Directive will improve the status quo vis-à-vis the remediation and prevention of
environmental damage in Member States will ultimately depend on how the latter implements
the Directive into national laws and, looking far ahead in the future, on how the Commission will
use its review obligations.
ECOs have a crucial role to play in the national implementation process to prevent the latter becoming race to the bottom due to industry lobbying and competition arguments. There is a great danger in a number of Member States that not only will national legislators not use the most pro-conservation options in implementing the provisions of the Directive, but that they could also choose to
weaken existing national laws where they are more stringent than the Directive’s provisions.
In particular, ECOs should lobby their governments and support a sensible implementation of the
critical provisions of the Directive in national law along the following lines:
◗ The biodiversity covered by the liability rules should be extended beyond the species and habitats listed in the relevant Annexes of the Birds and Habitats Directives to include those contemplated in International Conventions to which Member States are signatories and in national and regional laws.
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Article 16 provides that the Directive shall not prevent Member States from maintaining and adopting more stringent provisions in relation to the prevention and remedying of environmental damage.
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◗ The thresholds of significance that trigger the liability of polluters for the damage to waters,
land and biodiversity need to be lowered. In particular, land contamination should to refer to
serious harm to the environment and not to human health.
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◗ The system of strict liability needs to be extended to all occupational activities. Liability for
damages to the environment should ultimately depend on the actual damage and not on the
arbitrary nature of the activity causing the damage or the danger. This will also make the system more easily enforceable by public authorities and judicial bodies. Oil and nuclear accidents should be caught by the liability rules of the Directive where the relevant international
conventions contain no satisfactory provisions in some respect (especially relevant for biodiversity damage) or have not been ratified by the concerned Member State.
◗ The option to introduce “compliance with a permit” and “state of the art” considerations as
reasons to exonerate polluters from paying clean-up costs should in principle not be used.
Where Member States implement this clause, permits and authorisations should only be
granted under full public participation and strict environmental performance and reporting
conditions. Sensible solutions should be sought that allow a mitigation and a reduction of
appropriate parts of the clean-up costs for the polluters taking into account the level of fault
and negligence but not the exoneration from any cost in every case.
◗ The use of financial security cover for dangerous activities should be made compulsory even
if only in a phase-in approach. Especially with weak financial security provisions, subsidiary
state liability should be reinstated as a safety net for environmental restoration if a polluter
cannot be identified, cannot pay for clean-up costs or is otherwise exempted, in order to avoid
instances where environmental damage simply does not get remedied.
◗ Finally, it is recognised that ECOs could play a vital role in making sure that the Directive’s provisions are enforced. This is especially true when the national authorities whose primary
responsibility it is to enforce the system are over-burdened or have a conflict of interests (e.g.
when the same authority issues the permits.) Member States shall not be allowed to waive the
additional participatory rights granted to ECOs by the Directive in relation to imminent threat
of environmental damage. In addition, participatory rights for qualified entities (access to
information and public participation in decision-making) need to be stepped up with clearer
timeframes as well as allowing qualified ECOs to bring direct actions in court against operators when there is an imminent threat of damage (interim relief). In those cases, specifically,
and in light of the often irreversible nature of environmental damage, the two-tiered
approach for ECOs access to justice could be an impediment to an effective prevention of environmental damage.
◗ It will be then up to ECOs to use the rights they are granted by the Directive for the enforcement of its provisions to their full extent, especially in relation to damage to un-owned natural resources and vulnerable wildlife.
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V.3.4

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Directive
By Matthias Duwe
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V.3.4.1

261

INTRODUCTION: CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY IN THE EU

There is growing consensus within the global scientific community that human activity is interfering with our climate. The enormous growth in the release of heat-trapping gases since the
start of industrialisation, mainly caused by the combustion of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas,
has already led to an increase in the average global temperature of 0.7 degrees centigrade.
Projections suggest that this manmade climate change could lead to warming of 1.4 to 5.8
degrees centigrade by the end of the century (IPCC 2001), and recent studies indicate that it could
be even higher262. Change on such a scale would have devastating effects for people, animals and
plant life.
Growing scientific evidence, signs of impacts and public pressure to act on the problem have led
European leaders to put climate change high on the agenda of environmental challenges.
Furthermore, it has been recognised within the international negotiations on the issue, that rich
industrialised countries are historically responsible for climate change and therefore have to take
the lead in reducing them to counter the problem263. Despite the fact that the United States of
America, the largest emitter worldwide, decided to withdraw from the Kyoto Protocol on climate
change264 - a treaty it had negotiated for years - the members of the European Union and 100
other countries stayed committed to the agreement and ratified the Protocol. It finally entered
into force on the 16th of February 2005. This UN treaty stipulates that industrialised countries
should reduce their greenhouse gas emissions globally by 5%, compared to 1990 levels, in the
five-year period from 2008 to 2012. The EU15 had agreed to an 8% emissions reductions goal.
This commitment was, however, redistributed within the EU to account for differences in historical responsibility and reduction potential. It ranges from a –28% cut for Luxembourg to a +27%
increase in Portugal265. Still, the EU as an international body remains responsible for the achievement of the -8% overall target.266 The Member States from Central and Eastern Europe that joined
the EU in 2004 have taken on similar targets, but require almost no effort to achieve them, due
to economic changes in the 1990s.267
In order to achieve the Kyoto obligations, EU countries agreed that in addition to national action,
the Community as a whole would implement common and coordinated policies and measures to
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Policy Officer at the Climate Action Network (CAN) Europe asbl
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The International Climate Change Taskforce (January 2005) Meeting the Climate Challenge – www.ippr.org.uk
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See United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) of 1992 - www.unfccc.int
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Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1997) Full text of the treaty at
http://unfccc.int/essential_background/kyoto_protocol/items/1678.php
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See http://www.climnet.org/resources/euburden.htm for the full table
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See Article 4 of the Kyoto Protocol
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The enlargement of the EU does not affect the -8% target by the EU15 and their burden-sharing agreement. Latest data
on emissions trends for the whole EU25 is contained in the EEA report No 5/ 2004 “Greenhouse gas emission trends and
projections in Europe 2004” available from http://reports.eea.eu.int/eea_report_2004_5/en
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lower distortion of competition within the EU and minimize overall compliance cost. The
European Commission, therefore, initiated the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP) in
the year 2000 - a process that was meant to identify the best policy options - in close consultation with Member States and a variety of other stakeholders, including environmental organisations and industry associations. A selection of measures was identified that addressed all sectors
of the economy, and that could potentially deliver the reductions required by the Kyoto Protocol
and more, at a cost of less than 20 Euros per tonne of CO2268.
The energy-intensive sectors of industry are major contributors to climate change. Cutting emissions from these sources is imperative for the feasibility of long-term climate goals. To facilitate
such changes, businesses need the right price signals to reward technological innovation and
channel investment into cleaner production. From the early 1990s, the introduction of a tax on
CO2 and energy use in industry was discussed in the EU as the instrument that was going to deliver emission reductions in these sectors. However, the debate was drawn out, and deadlocked by
controversy and could not be realised at an EU-wide level, since decisions on harmonised taxes
require unanimous agreement among EU Member States. A different measure was needed, and
the focus shifted in the late 1990s to market-based measures such as the trading of emissions
allowances, which had to that date not been used in Europe for environmental purposes. The
concept had already been discussed under the negotiations on the Kyoto Protocol, which allows
trading of climate credits between participating countries.
In 2000, the European Commission initiated discussions on the introduction of an EU trading system
for greenhouse gas emission permits269 with the release of a Green paper270. As part of the stakeholder consultation process established with the kick-off of the ECCP, a separate working group on
Flexible Mechanisms was set up. that discussed the potential design of such a trading scheme among
Commission officials, Member States, industry associations and ECO representatives.271 The trading
scheme emerged as one of the central pillars of the ECCP. In autumn 2001, the Commission then published a proposal272 on the implementation of a European wide cap-and-trade system for large industrial points sources of carbon dioxide (CO2), widely known as the Emissions Trading System (ETS).
The Directive establishing the ETS was adopted in summer 2003 after controversial discussions within and between the European Council and the European Parliament (EC 2003). The ETS officially started operating on the 1st of January 2005. Its success is vital to achieving the EU’s near-term Kyoto targets and plays an important role in enabling the necessary long-term transformation of our fossil fuel
intensive to a low-carbon economy. However, the environmental effectiveness of the ETS is not guaranteed: it all depends on ambitious implementation and strict target setting.
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For more documents and more information, please consult the European Commission’s DG Environment’s webpage at
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/environment/climat/eccp.htm
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For more documents and more information, please consult the European Commission’s DG Environment’s webpage at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/climat/emission.htm
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Documents from this working group are available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/climat/flexiblemechanisms_
firstphase.htm
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EMISSIONS TRADING: THEORY AND PRACTICE

The EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) is the first of its scope and coverage world-wide. It is also
a new instrument for European environmental policy. Previously, trading schemes had only been
used as a climate policy tool in Denmark and the United Kingdom, and in other countries the
trading of certificates had been employed to support renewable electricity. The biggest example
of such a system in practice is the US trading system to reduce emissions of sulphur dioxide,
which started operating in 1995.273 The main theoretical benefits of a cap-and-trade approach are
the guaranteed achievement of a given environmental objective at the least possible cost for the
operators of pollution sources.

V.3.4.2.1

The concept: cap and trade

The idea behind a cap-and-trade system as an environmental policy tool is simple and straightforward274. An absolute limit is put on the pollution that causes the problem (= the cap). This guarantees the environmental goal that is to be achieved (e.g. minus 10% of emissions within 5 years)
and if left at that would work like standard environmental regulations. However, the pollution
sources covered by this environmental goal are then allowed to exchange amongst each other
the burden of fulfilment of this obligation (= the trading).
The global objective stays the same, but a market decides where the changes are being made.
One pollution source may reduce its emissions more than required by the target because it can
do so at a lower cost than another polluter, who will then pay the former to “acquire” the reductions made elsewhere. By limiting the total volume of pollution and allowing trading between
sources a price is put on every unit of the emissions concerned. This means that environmental
pollution - that used to be an external effect of its operation and came “for free” as far as emitters were concerned - now comes at a cost and will have to be taken into account in choices
about future behaviour, just like any other production factor.

V.3.4.2.1.1

How it works in theory

The following example tries to explain in a simplified manner how the system should work in theory. It takes the design of the EU ETS as a model, to stay close to the system at hand. A cap-andtrade system could also be designed differently. In this example we look at only two emissions
sources. Installations A and B both emit 100,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. The government gives
each of them 95,000 emission allowances (equivalent to a 5% reduction target), with one
allowance representing the right to emit 1 tonne of CO2. Both installations A and B are, therefore, 5,000 allowances short of covering their annual CO2 output. The plant owners face the
same choice: either reduce their emissions by 5,000 tonnes, or purchase 5,000 allowances on the
market. In order to decide which option to pursue, they will compare the costs of reducing their
emissions by 5,000 tonnes with the projected market price for allowances.
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For more information on the US trading system, please consult the EPA website at http://www.epa.gov/
airmarkets/arp/index.html
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The description provided here is necessarily a simplification and limited to the case of emission permit trading.
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We assume the market price for allowances is predicted to be 10 euro per tonne of CO2275.
Installation A’s engineers advise the manager that the cheapest reduction possibility is one single investment (switching fuel input or optimising process efficiency) at a total cost of 60,000
euro which will cut emissions by 10,000 t CO2. A’s reduction costs are, therefore, 6 euro per
tonne. The plant owner will (in economic theory) make the investment, because it presents the
cheaper option of complying with the cap. So instead of having to BUY 5,000 shares for 50,000
euro, the company can SELL as many shares due to its reduced emissions. So the net costs for his
response are 60,000 minus 50,000 euro - ie.10,000 euro - which is much less than the 50,000 that
he would have paid for excess emissions if he had not acted. The assumption here is that this gain
is enough to convince company A to make the investment.
Installation B, on the other hand faces reduction costs of 15 euro per tonne for an investment,
allowing him to reduce emission by 5,000 tonnes, totalling 75,000 euro - which is higher than the
expected market price. The
Figure 1: Effects on compliance cost with or without trading
owner will prefer to buy
allowances for 50,000 euro,
instead of reducing emissions
at the respective installation,
and thus saves 25,000 euro.
The market has helped identify
where emission can be cut most
cheaply, thus reducing overall
compliance costs by over half in
this example (60,000 euro
instead of 135,000 euro - see
graph) and the environmental
goal of a 5% reduction is met
nevertheless.

V.3.4.2.1.2

Environmental effectiveness

It is important to note, however, that in case there had been no trading in the example above,
the environmental benefit would in fact have been 50% greater. This kind of unintended consequence often leads to criticism against the concept of trading. This criticism is to some extent
misdirected, insofar as the target being set at the political level should correspond to the necessary urgency and extent of the environmental problem that is being tackled. In an ideal world,
reductions beyond such a target should not be necessary. But the real problem lies with the political will and capability in setting the target which is environmentally sound and unbiased with
respect to individual economic actors or constituencies. The environmental effectiveness
depends therefore inherently on the target-setting – the “cap” - as much as on the design of the
system. In a non-trading scenario, the company that faces a higher burden than its competitors
because of a design flaw in the policy (requirement to meet an objective resulting in more costly investments going beyond the target level) would feel hard done by - and probably rightly so.
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The market price is, of course, a function of supply and demand. This example is highly simplified to visualise the principle workings of such a system.
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The fact that trading reduces the cost of compliance to basically all participants enhances the
political feasibility of its introduction compared to other economic instruments.
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There are other serious environmental issues to be considered when judging the suitability of a
trading system. Climate change caused by greenhouse gases is independent of the geographical
location of GHG emissions. But with respect to damage to human health and the environment
from toxic pollutants, the geographical location and dilution is of crucial importance. An instrument that allows one source of pollution not to reduce its impact because this is being compensated for elsewhere has to deal with the problem of such locations with higher local pollution,
so-called “hotspots”, in which the emissions continue unabated. In fact, this is also an issue when
a trading scheme is introduced for a greenhouse gas such as carbon dioxide, because other harmful gases are being produced alongside the CO2. Continued CO2 emissions in one plant must,
therefore, not lead to a worsening of local air quality. This problem can, in theory, be overcome
by ensuring adherence to separate air quality legislation to limit these other pollutants. In turn,
such legislation could imply an indirect restriction on CO2 emissions. The potential conflict
between two such instruments serving different issues must be resolved without compromising
either one of the environmental objectives (see also chapter V.3.2.4.4).
Emission trading designs other than the one described in the example above are possible. The
distribution of allowances can also be carried out by auction, which has the benefit of creating
revenue for the state, just like taxes, and is seen in economic literature as the more effective
means of distributing permits. Environmentally it has the benefit that all emissions are paid for not only those beyond the initial target - which leads to a stronger financial incentive for participants to reduce pollution. The revenue could be recycled back to society by lowering the cost of
labour, which should lead to more employment. This way, a so-called “double dividend” could be
reaped, a reduction in environmental pollution and a positive social effect (Jørgensen, C.E. 2003).

V.3.4.2.2

The practice: the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS)

In January 2005, the European Union Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading established by Directive
2003/87/EC, commenced operation. To start with, it covers only carbon dioxide emissions and
concentrates on large point sources from key industry sectors. It is the first international trading
system for emissions in the world, and covers around 12,000 installations (owned by ca. 5,000
companies) spread across Europe. The emission sources covered include combustion plants for
electricity generation (capacities greater than 20MW), oil refineries, coke ovens, iron and steel
plants, and factories making cement, glass, lime, brick, ceramics, pulp and paper. The operators
of each of these installations now require a greenhouse gas permit issued by the relevant national authorities as part of the Trading System to continue running their plant. Member States grant
each installation covered by the trading system a specific number of emission allowances, each
worth 1 tonne of CO2 (mainly for free), which make up the official currency of the system. At the
end of each year, companies must have an allowance for every tonne they have emitted. If they
have not received a sufficient number of free allowances from their government in the beginning, they will have to decide on a strategy for bringing allowances and emissions in line. They
can either reduce their emissions or buy allowances from the market, effectively paying somebody else to make the reductions for them.
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V.3.4.2.2.1

Design features of the EU ETS

The environmental targets for the ETS are being set for periods of years, in order to avoid the problem of specific circumstances in one year making achievement of the targets too easy or too difficult.
The first trading period of the EU ETS runs from the beginning of 2005 to the end of 2007 (three
years). From the 1st of January 2008 onwards, it will be operating in five-year periods. This design was
chosen to allow compatibility with the Kyoto Protocol, the targets of which are for the period 2008
to 2012. Choosing the same time-line underlines the link with the Kyoto targets and facilitates taking these into account when setting ambition levels for the ETS. It also makes it easier to judge to
what extent the industry sector is being asked to contribute to achieving the Kyoto targets.
While the ETS directive, negotiated at EU level, laid out the architecture of the system, the targetsetting was left to the Member States. They have to decide on the total number of allowances (=
the maximum CO2 emissions from the sectors covered) and how many allowances each installation receives. These choices and other information have to be communicated to the European
Commission and the public in so-called National Allocation Plans (NAPs) which Member States
have to prepare for each trading period. The European Commission assesses the NAPs to determine whether they comply with the criteria set out in the directive that established the EU ETS.
These criteria contained in Annex III of the directive include consistency with the Kyoto targets
and projected and assessed progress towards them, as well as taking into account other relevant
national and EU energy and climate policies. It should also consider economic and technological
reduction potential, and not punish those that have already made improvements (so-called “early
action”) or operate a cleaner technology (such as power plants that produce electricity and heat
at the same time).
For the first trading period, each Member State had to prepare and publish its first National
Allocation Plan in early 2004. For future trading periods, every NAP needs to be submitted to the
Commission 1 1/2 years in advance of the start of the trading period, so for 2008-12 the deadline is 30th of June 2006. The European Commission has three months to complete its assessment.
In the first round of NAPs, the Commission sent letters to each Member State with technical questions that required clarification. On the basis of these answers, evaluation proceeded. The
Commission can either approve or reject plans, with the possibility of conditionally approving
them during the course of proceedings. No plans were rejected in the first round, although some
were approved on condition only. Most MS amended their NAPs prior to the Commission decision to receive approval.
The distribution of allowances, referred to as “allocations” in the context of the EU ETS, is carried
out mainly based on historical emissions. This approach, which uses past pollution levels, is
called “grandfathering”. Allocation decisions can be combined with future needs estimates (projections) or based on performance (using benchmarks) or on willingness to pay (via auctioning)
and combinations of these. The ETS directive specifies that most of the allowances will be handed out for free. Auctioning is possible for up to 5% for the period 2005-7 and a maximum of 10%
for 2008-12. Some MS that had experience with using benchmarks have used these for allocation
(the Netherlands and Belgium), most others have used future growth projections and applied correction factors. Member States are supposed to hand out or auction allowances by the end of
February of the year in progress.
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The NAPs are required to give a lot of detailed information, which amounts to an outline of a
Member State’s Kyoto target implementation strategy with specifics for all sectors. For the trading sector there must be an explanation of the methodology used for allocating the overall cap
on industry emissions and how they have been assigned to sub-sectors and the installations in
them. Apart from making domestic efforts, Member States may also purchase emission credits
from projects implemented in other countries in accordance with the mechanisms of the Kyoto
Protocol, such as the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI)276.
These projects generate officially certified credits, which enable governments to count the
achieved reductions against their own Kyoto targets. NAPs must spell out in detail what volume
of such credits a country is planning to purchase, what national authority will be in charge and
where the funds will come from.
With the reception of their greenhouse gas permit that allows the participating installations to
continue operating from the start of the EU ETS, operators are forced to monitor their CO2 emissions according to the monitoring and reporting guidelines developed specifically for the EU ETS.
This information will have to be evaluated by independent third parties, so-called verifiers, which
will have to establish that the CO2 monitoring has been done thoroughly and the resulting CO2
emission figures are sufficiently accurate. Installations have to make the verified data available at
the end of March every year for the emissions of the year before. One month later, at the end of
April, they then have to show they have sufficient numbers of allowances equivalent to their
emissions. These will then be “cancelled”, meaning they are taken out of the system and are no
longer available for trading. Information on the data and the allowances will be available in socalled registries, which are online systems with accounts for each participant that can be used
similarly to an Internet-based banking system277. It is here that operators receive allowances for
their installations and that they have to cancel them to comply with legislation.

V.3.4.2.2.2

Why the success of the ETS is important

The EU Emissions Trading System has been officially labelled a cornerstone of the European strategy to meet its Kyoto targets. It is the main instrument to starting the decarbonisation of the
European economy that is necessary to achieve long-term emission reduction objectives. It is the
first of its kind in terms of size and coverage, and its success or failure will therefore potentially
constitute a precedent.
For the EU, showing that emissions can be reduced and at low cost, is an issue of environmental
integrity as much as one of international credibility. The EU has declared itself a world leader on
climate change and now it has to show it is true to its word. The outcome will influence how
other countries judge the Kyoto Protocol and their relation to it - most importantly the United
States, which has opted to step away from the treaty it helped to negotiate. Also current industrialised partners like Japan and Canada and developing nations who will have to start limiting
their emissions in the future, will be watching to see if the EU can deliver. Showing that domestic emission cuts are possible and presenting ways to achieve them could bring the USA back on
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For more information on how citizens’ organisations view these mechanisms, please consult www.cdmwatch.org or
www.sinkswatch.org
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The European Commission provides access to all national registries via this webpage http://europa.eu.int/comm/
environment/ets/
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board and ease negotiations for future targets. Moreover, a functioning EU ETS could be linked
with similar systems around the world, including regional or federal level systems in the USA or
Australia, even if the country was to remain outside international agreements for the immediate
future. Such a direct connection would build up the international climate mitigation system from
the ground and facilitate the US’s return to the fold. Moreover, the developing world is viewing
the progress made by industrialised countries in reducing their emissions as a sign of how serious they are about taking action. Without positive signals here, developing countries are unlikely to agree to take up targets of their own any time soon.
On an intra-EU level, the consequences are manifold. If the EU ETS does not deliver on its promises, Member States will have little choice but to make up for the shortfalls towards their Kyoto
targets by resorting to the purchase of external carbon credits from the Kyoto Protocol’s flexible
mechanisms.278 This would most likely not only involve JI and CDM, but could go as far as buying
excess emissions from countries like Russia and the Ukraine, that have plenty of unused CO2 permits due to lax 1997 Kyoto targets (stabilisation at 1990 levels) and major reductions in their
emissions after the economic decline in the 1990s. These excess credits, often dubbed “hot air”
by critics because their existence was known when these targets were set, cannot be seen as
equivalent to reductions made within the EU, as far as the benefit to the climate is concerned,
since they allow an increase in emissions elsewhere279. In addition, the development and deployment of low carbon technology will suffer if there is no strong price signal from the ETS that
requires innovation. Furthermore, if no critical mass can be achieved for the sound implementation of this instrument, successes in other areas of climate policy will become less likely. This
would be disastrous for everyone affected by the future impacts of climate change.
How will ECOs measure if the EU ETS is a success or not? First of all, it needs to deliver emissions
reductions over current levels that help the EU as a whole in order to comply with its Kyoto targets, mainly by cutting greenhouse gases at home. Secondly, its rules need to create a strong signal to reward clean technology and lower emission levels. This long-term effect is not to be
underestimated - and it can be achieved, using proper rules together with targets. Thirdly, expansions to the system must not weaken its impact. Any changes should be for the better and help
to stabilise the system.

V.3.4.2.2.3

The Review

In 2005, the Commission started the official review of the EU Emissions Trading System, as
demanded by the directive in Article 30. This includes an evaluation of the allocation, reassessing certain provisions of the link with external credits and considers the expansion of the system
to include other sectors and gases. A consortium of consultants has been awarded the task of
assisting with an evaluation of the impacts of the system and the consequences of potential
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The Kyoto Protocol establishes three mechanisms to provide additional carbon credits that are eligible for official compliance with targets: projects in developing countries (Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)), projects in industrialised
countries (Joint Implementation JI)) and trading of credits assigned to countries with targets for free (similar to the EU’s
allowances) between this group of countries.
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Generous targets for Russia and other Eastern European countries were part of the horse-trading in the final hours of
Kyoto due to concessions to these countries’ poor economic performance in the 1990s. The criticism against this “hot
air” is similar to that described in subsection 2.1.2 and directed more at the targets rather than the trading mechanism
as such. It does, however, nullify the actual environmental benefit of these credits.
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changes. The review report by the Commission, accompanied by proposals to amend the directive if this is considered necessary, is due by mid-2006. Since such amendments will have to go
through codecision procedures, meaning they require a compromise between the Environment
Ministers in their Council and the European Parliament, they will most likely not be approved
before the start of the next trading round in 2008. Major changes to the directive are, therefore,
most likely to be applied from the period 2013-17 onwards.
The timing of the review means that little experience with the ETS will have been gained, but
major decisions for the medium-term future need to be taken. The Commission’s DG Environment
has indicated that it would like to keep the system mainly as it is at the moment, rather than
adding complexity through significant adjustments. Many actors agree, however, that a certain
degree of harmonisation of the rules is desirable. Important discussions will also take place
regarding the potential inclusion of other sectors and gases, for example, to link the aviation
industry to the ETS, or to include methane emissions or fluorinated gases in trading.

V.3.4.3

ASSESSMENT OF THE EU EMISSIONS TRADING SYSTEM

The EU ETS as set up by Directive 2003/87/EC has a number of stronger and weaker elements
from an ECO point of view. More or less all of them are potentially subject to change, on the
structural side through amendments to the directive and procedurally through experience gains,
capacity building and political will. The assessment presented here is therefore based on the
information currently available.

V.3.4.3.1

Strong points

V.3.4.3.1.1

General

The public debate around the development of the EU ETS has really raised awareness of the implications associated with serious climate change policy and created a lot of interest in the media,
and with many private and public actors. The European Commission made a conscious effort of
involving a wide range of stakeholders, including environmental groups. An innumerable number of seminars and conferences on the subject has taken and is still taking place. Since the start
of the system in January 2005, companies are officially obliged to account for their CO2
emissions. They need to know how much they emit over the year and to ensure that they have a
sufficient number of allowances to cover them. Even where the targets are low and the carbon
constraint is small or practically non-existent, the psychological effect should not be underestimated: an era of carbon constraint has begun for EU industry.
Another inherent advantage of the system is that it transparently translates the respective national targets under the Kyoto Protocol (and potentially also future obligations of a similar kind) into
maximum allowable emission limits for industry, basically assigning them a share of the burden
vis-à-vis other sectors of the economy. In addition, similar emission shares have to be defined for
non-trading sectors and policies spelt out on how to achieve them. It forces Member States to
come up with a strategy, where there may not have been a clear plan to start with. This also gives
the Commission important leverage in assessing MS compliance with Kyoto. Moreover, the sys-
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tem does provide MS with the tool to ensure that the necessary cuts in the industry sector are
made where they are least costly. Whether they make use of the tool they have been given is
another issue.

V.3.4.3.1.2

Coverage
217

The EU ETS covers around half of the EU’s total CO2 emissions and still only affects around 12,000
sources (which is around 1 for every 45,000 citizens in the EU25). This is a good start in terms of
potential environmental control and it also limits the complexity of the system and therefore the
administrative burden. The 12,000 installations are owned by ca. 5,000 companies, which is a
manageable number of actors.
In addition, the industry sector that is covered by the ETS has in most cases not been subject to
energy taxation or similar measures. The ETS allows opt-outs only for the period 2005-7; afterwards all installations covered must participate. This was a major issue of controversy, and it is an
absolutely crucial element of the system - there are no exemptions and participation is mandatory. In many countries, the climate impact of the sectors covered by the ETS is being controlled
for the first time.
In the future, it may be desirable to include more industry sectors and other greenhouse gases,
provided that these can be monitored and verified with sufficient accuracy. However, such an
expansion of the system can only take place once a proper functioning of the present set-up is
guaranteed. Should the ETS turn out not to deliver on its promises, other instruments, like taxation, charges and product policies will need much greater political attention.

V.3.4.3.1.3

Compliance system

The question of how a policy such as the ETS is being enforced is obviously crucial to its environmental effectiveness. At the heart of this is the level at which penalties for non-compliance are
being set, so that there is a strong disincentive to simply ignoring the legislation. The ETS directive puts a price tag on every tonne of CO2 for which an installation cannot show an EU
allowance. For the period 2005-7, this is a penalty of 40?; after this, it rises to and 100? per tonne.
Until the end of 2012, this is expected to be higher than the price of allowances on the market,
so any rational actor will choose the market over the fine. In fact, in addition to the payment, any
emission not covered by an allowance has be made up in the next trading period, meaning the
operator will have to bring forward the missing allowances then. The level at which penalties are
set may have to be increased in the longer term to account for higher carbon prices on the market, but this is unlikely to be necessary in the near future. This point will be addressed during the
official review of the directive (see chapter V.3.4.4.3).
Rules for monitoring and reporting under the EU ETS have been developed by the Commission
and were open for comments in the first half of 2005. It is important to have EU-wide rules rather
than leaving these to MS, in order to ensure compatibility of effort and integrity of cross-border
exchange of allowances. The fact that third party verifiers will assess the accuracy of company
reporting is also an important provision to guarantee that no emissions remain unaccounted for.
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Public participation and transparency

While there are still serious issues regarding public participation and transparency in some parts
of the EU ETS, it is worth noting the positive elements. According to the directive, MS are obliged
to consult the public while developing their NAPs and show how comments have been incorporated. This has not been a very inclusive process in some countries, where only industry representatives were heard, but in many Member States draft NAPs have been made available for public consultation. Furthermore, during the Commission evaluation of the NAPs, public comments
are also officially to be taken into account. This provided an opportunity for ECOs and industry
alike to communicate their perspectives to the Commission.
Important information on the implementation of the system will be made available via the registries. Information on how many free allowances a plant receives, and how much it actually emits
will be provided for everyone to see. In cases where the initial allocation is much higher than the
emissions, ECOs could try to verify the reason for what looks like a reduction. This way, cases of
undue free allocations could potentially be identified and exposed to the public. It will not be possible to see how many allowances any given installation holds at any specific time or to check who
trades with whom (this information will only become publicly available five years later, for reasons
of commercial interests and business confidentiality). This information is, however, not as important as sound implementation of the system and the role of ECOs as watchdogs.
Another intriguing possibility is that anyone who wants can open a registry account and start
trading EU allowances. This means it is possible for ECOs to organise campaigns among members
or other players, even with companies, to buy allowances off the market (see chapter V.3.4.4.1).

V.3.4.3.2

Weak points

Unfortunately, there are a number of weak points in the system, which cast doubts over its environmental effectiveness. The extent to which these are a problem cannot be fully established at
this point, so the assessment of the status quo can only serve as an indication.

V.3.4.3.2.1

Setting national targets and rules

The lax targets assigned to the industry sectors for the period 2005-7 present one of the greatest
shortfalls of the ETS so far.
From an environmental point of view, the fact that a ‘grandfathering’ approach (see chapter
V.3.4.2.2.1) was adopted rather than giving a clear priority to auctioning presents a significant
weakening of the potential impact of the directive. Only the gap between the allowances that are
being given out for free and actual emissions will have a price tag, diminishing the financial
incentive to reduce emissions. Industry was very vocal in its opposition to auctioning, which it
regarded as a different means of establishing a tax system. This opposition was reflected in the
behaviour of many MS, despite the prospects of revenue from auctioning and advice from economists that this was the more efficient procedure. This means that no so-called “double dividend”
is inherent in the ETS at the moment, which can be reaped with revenue-based policies. In the
future, the possibility of introducing more auctioning will arise, when this issue is being discussed under the official review of the directive.
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The fact that target-setting is being carried out by Member States and the rules that guide it left
considerably vague is at present the weakest point of the EU ETS. The lack of common rules led
to a situation where every country was developing its own methodology. A guidance document
produced by the Commission280 was available late in the process of preparing the first NAPs and
was only informative and not binding. To some degree, this set-up was unavoidable as MS were
unlikely to give away control over vital sectors of their economies. There is still a great deal to be
done at national level to improve the implementation of the scheme.
Early assessments of the NAPs for the first trading period show that governments have been cautious in demanding ambitious reductions from their industry sectors and generous in their initial allocations, considering that many EU15 MS are considerably far from their Kyoto targets. This
development threatens the achievement of the EU’s Kyoto targets and thereby questions its international credibility, because it has invested a lot of political capital in the UN negotiations on climate change. Failure to deliver on the EU’s promises to implement domestic policies will have
serious repercussions on the feasibility of engaging other international partners to continue with
the Kyoto framework of absolute reduction targets.
Furthermore, the financial incentives to change current practice and move to less-CO2 intensive
processes and plants depends on the level at which the targets are being set, because the degree
to which companies lack available allowances determines the carbon market price. This signal is
extremely important to help steer investment in the right direction. In the European power market for example, around a third of generation capacity needs to be replaced over the coming 1015 years. These plants and their emissions will be around for many decades and it would be disastrous for the climate if these plants were running on coal or lignite that produces immense volumes of CO2. These long-term effects also play a role in the kind of technology that will be developed to improve future processes. Strong targets are needed to send a clear signal that CO2 emissions need to be avoided.
The rules that decide how many allowances a plant receives also have an important steering function. They signal that more pollution means higher cost. Factories of the same kind (e.g. cement
production) but different levels of CO2 output should, for example, be treated according to the
same pollution or efficiency benchmark, so that there is an incentive for the worse plant to
become cleaner. This is especially important in the treatment of new plants that cannot be judged
on the basis of past emission levels. If investors know that the rules will penalise a plant with
higher CO2 emissions, this may play a role in their choice of technology. More details on how to
improve these rules will be available from the CAN-Europe assessment of the NAPs for 2005-7, set
for release in June 2005.

V.3.4.3.2.2

Link to external credits from JI and CDM

Representatives of the industry sectors covered by the EU ETS were looking for every possible way
of lowering the cost of possessing an allowance for every tonne of CO2. From the start, their
demands therefore, included the possibility of using credits from the project mechanisms of the
Kyoto Protocol (JI and CDM) as equivalent to EU allowances to meet their obligations under the
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EU ETS.281 The European Commission was also in favour of allowing these credits into the system,
as a means of winning win industry acceptance as well as demonstrating to the outside world
that the EU was interested in seeing these mechanisms being used.
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ECOs had been opposed to allowing these credits to be used in the ETS for two main reasons:
1. Domestic emission reductions have inherent benefits and 2. At the low carbon prices demanded from JI and CDM these were prone to producing low quality credits not equivalent to emission reductions in reality.
1. The EU ETS was designed as an intra-EU policy to reduce emissions from the industry sector
and foster cleaner technology to be developed and deployed. This signal for innovation and
change in the EU would be diminished or lost if external credits were used to provide the bulk
of credits, which companies use to comply with the EU ETS. Furthermore, international climate
treaties recognise that industrialised countries, as historical climate polluters, have to take the
lead in reducing emissions. Based on both the innovation argument and the insight that developed countries need to cut emissions first, achieving the Kyoto targets primarily through
reductions at home became a negotiation position of the EU when the Protocol was being
agreed. Showing that reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are possible in industrialised
societies is an important signal to international partners in developed and developing countries. External credits should therefore be only a limited option, but already many EU Member
States have declared they want to use them to comply with Kyoto. However, these purchases
at a government level are different from also allowing them to be used in the ETS.
2. The early examples of what kind of projects would be generating credits were of low environmental quality or outright destructive282. They included large hydro-electricity dam projects
that had already been under construction for years and would flood massive land areas and
force people to leave their homes. The Kyoto Protocol also allows projects that involve the
storage of carbon in plants and forests to count as emission reduction credits. ECOs feared
that this could lead to large-scale monoculture plantations, potentially with genetically modified plants bred for maximum carbon uptake, which would have serious negative effects not
only on biodiversity, but also on water and soil protection. In addition, any such so-called
“sinks projects” contain the inherent problems of calculating and verifying the carbon uptake
and guaranteeing that it will be permanent (what if the forest burns down?). In short, ECOs
saw a system in its infancy that was focusing on low-quality projects at the lowest price.
Allowing these credits into the ETS would effectively raise the cap by allowing additional emissions to take place, with doubts over whether real reductions had taken place elsewhere. The
logic behind the exchangeability of emission credits of a different kind - that one tonne of CO2
was the same wherever emitted - would be broken by project credits that were not equivalent
to one tonne of CO2 emitted from European chimneys.
With all non-ECO actors in favour of allowing JI and CDM credits into the system, the
Commission drafted an amendment to the EU ETS directive, known as the “linking directive”,
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which was adopted by Council and Parliament in 2004.283. It contains only a few vague restrictions on the use of JI/CDM credits in the EU ETS. A quantitative limit was introduced, which
requires every Member State from the trading period 2008-12 to impose a cap of their choice
on the use of JI/CDM credits per percentage of allowances initially given to an installation to
be set by MS. In theory, this could still be set at zero, thus not allowing any credits, but most
Member States are likely to settle for a few percent of the total number of allowances given
out for free, which does not provide a proper limitation at current allowance levels. The directive also contains qualitative criteria for external credit use. It does rule out credits from projects involving nuclear power technology until 2012, but such projects are currently not
allowed under the Kyoto Protocol anyway. Furthermore, it also prevents the use of credits
from sinks credits for the first trading period 2005-7, but leaves this exclusion subject to a
review for future periods. In addition, there is some non-binding language regarding hydroelectricity projects, referring to criteria developed by the World Commission on Dams and
general sustainability concerns, but this does not constitute an acceptable safeguard.
The fact that JI/CDM credits are allowed into the system without significant restrictions on
quantity and quality is a major flaw of the ETS from an ECO point of view, especially in terms
of the quality of credits to be expected in the near future. Member States can set the installation level cap (which can be changed with every NAP) very low to remedy this problem to
some extent.

V.3.4.3.2.3

Impact on other policies and sectors

The introduction of the EU ETS presents a significant change in the climate policy mix for many
Member States: only Denmark and the UK had previously set up national trading systems. In a
number of countries, the ETS is the first instrument that directly deals with the climate impact of
the energy and manufacturing sector and is noteworthy as such. However, where such policies
were already in place, the ETS has mostly replaced them, in full or in part, and it depends on each
case whether this implies a strengthening or weakening of environmental legislation. At the
same time, climate policies for other sectors not covered by the trading sector could be affected
by the introduction of the ETS, and a weak ETS may mean that more stringent measures are needed in those other sectors.
In Germany, for example, a voluntary agreement had been in place between the government and
industry that was meant to cut emissions from sectors now covered by the ETS. Most German
industry associations were opposed to this change in instrument, but in terms of the environmental target they seem to have benefited from it. The German government has decided to give out
a lot more CO2 allowances than originally foreseen under the negotiated agreement. This is an
indication of a low level of ambition in implementing the ETS in Member States.
In Finland, the peat industry has been lobbying the government to drop other taxation now that
the ETS has been put in place, to alleviate the cost from the combined measures. Similarly, the
Danish government is considering dropping taxation on CO2 for companies covered by the ETS.
However, Danish companies had previously been able to be almost exempt from the tax if they
agreed to a voluntary commitment to improve energy efficiency instead. In Flanders, Belgium, a
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voluntary energy efficiency covenant received overwhelming industry support once the regional
government announced this would be used as a basis for allocating allowances to companies.
However, there are indications that the introduction of the ETS is being used as a justification for
preventing any additional climate legislation for the sectors concerned. The Netherlands, on the
other hand, used the arrival of the ETS to consider an energy tax increase on industry outside the
trading system, an improvement for the climate.
It is important to highlight that taxation and emissions trading should be designed in such a way
that they act as complementary instruments for covering the totality of emissions and should not
be traded off against each other (Sijm and van Dril 2003)284.
A potential impact of a CO2 trading system for large stationary sources on air quality was already
mentioned in the theoretical discussion of the concept of ET. In the EU, an existing legislation
directly affected by the introduction is the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC)
directive from 1996 (see also chapter V.3.2.4.4). The IPPC directive requires all installations covered
by it to obtain a permit for operation, based on so-called best available techniques (BAT) standards which they need to implement, however in many cases with long lead times. The ETS directive directly brings changes to the IPPC resulting from the control on CO2 that comes with it for
those kinds of installations that are now covered by both the ETS and the IPPC. The ETS directive
stipulates that the operating permits required by the IPPC should not contain emission limit values for gases covered by the ETS, “unless it is necessary to ensure that no significant local pollution is caused.” (Article 26 Directive 2003/87/EC) This implies that greenhouse gas emissions
potentially covered by the ETS in the future (at present only CO2 ) could indeed be limited by
Member State authorities if local pollution can be expected, regardless of the level of CO2
allowances which the same installation would hold.
The amendment of the IPPC Directive allows Member States to decide not to impose energy efficiency standards when issuing permits to individual installations. The European Commission did,
overall, not see negative impacts arising from these changes to the IPPC.285 In fact the coverage
of the ETS is wider in some categories, where for example combustion plants from a threshold
of 20 MW are included (the IPPC sets a limit of at least 50 MW output capacity). Some environmental campaigners are concerned that local hotspots of increased pollution could be created, if
Member States do not enforce the application of the IPPC directive properly.
To summarise, the introduction of a major new policy instrument inherently implies that changes
to existing measures are likely. In many countries, these present an improvement over the status
quo. This should not serve as an excuse for the weakening of other legislation, like relaxing energy taxation.
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The Interactions between EU Emissions Trading Scheme and Energy Policy Instruments in the Netherlands. ECN-C—03-06.
See also ”Environmental Fiscal Reform (EFR) and EU emissions trading scheme (EU-ETS): the link with National Allocation
Plans (NAPs)”, EEB Position Paper, February 2004
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V.3.4.4

OUTLOOK AND PROSPECTS FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

ECOs have an important role to play in the implementation and further development of the EU
Emissions Trading System. This subchapter will describe how environmental groups at all levels
can engage in improving environmental effectiveness of the system or stop it from getting worse.
There are three major areas for ECO action: 1) Monitoring implementation on the ground; 2)
Influencing the targets and rules for 2008-12; 3) Participation in the review process.
Climate Action Network-Europe, which is a federation of European ECOs working on Climate
Change, has been following the development of the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) since the
first public discussions in 1999. ECOs cautiously welcomed the adoption of the ETS directive in
2003, which laid out the architecture of the system. The environmental impact, however, depends
just as critically on the targets that fill the system with life and which are contained in the national allocation plans. Lessons need to be drawn from the NAPs process and from the methodologies employed that can be used to improve the allocation for the second trading period 2008-12.
At the same time, the architecture of the ETS is being reviewed and could face significant changes
in the way of expansion. ECOs need to make their own assessment about the possibilities of including other sectors and gases into the scheme, which will become the focus of the discussion in 2005
and 2006. Early participation with an informed and, therefore, strong position will strengthen the
voice of ECOs considerably and help bring about an environmentally more meaningful outcome.
Climate Action Network Europe (www.climnet.org) is trying to coordinate these efforts.
From April 2006, ECOs will also be able to directly monitor the implementation of the system at
company level. The information on how much CO2 any participating installation emitted in a
given year will be made public. This can be compared with the level of allowances received by
the government, and ECOs can question instances in which there are significant differences
between these free emission allowances and the actual pollution, to ensure that companies have
not unduly received more credits than they needed to cover their emissions.
ECOs must also engage with the progressive actors at all levels, in international organisations,
Ministries and businesses, to help ensure the environmental effectiveness of the EU ETS. In many
areas, there is support for more stringent rules, but this support is often thwarted by pressure
from other agencies or companies and it needs greater encouragement. A wider informal coalition of progressive actors is essential.

V.3.4.4.1

Monitoring implementation

Checking on how the ETS is being implemented at national and local level is an important field
for ECO activity. This can be done by national groups or networks as well as initiatives that want
to challenge local plants that are big CO2 emission sources or that increase local air pollution.
There are two main ways of engaging with the ETS and its participants as well as other actors: (1)
via emission data that will be made public every year and (2) through being involved individually as a buyer on the emissions market .
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1. At the end of March of every year (starting in 2006) all participating installations will have to
publish their emissions data for the previous year. This will become public on online registries286. Equipped with this knowledge, ECOs can check what their local plants received for
free and what they actually emitted. A potential campaign idea for pressuring the polluters
could be to identify where significant gaps exist between what companies said they needed
and what turned out to be the “emission reality”. Especially in the first years, where ECOs suspect that in many cases installations might not need as much as they have been given, major
reductions may not be genuine but present cases of them having been successful in convincing authorities that they needed more. This could be communicated to press and to plant
owners, demanding clarifications for major changes in projected and actual emissions. The
same is true for major increases, since these might entail a rise in local pollution as well, and
also a massive additional climate impact. Such issues may well generate interest in the local
media and receive some public attention.
Going further into the details of the system, it is in fact also possible to identify where every
single allowance comes from, in which country it was issued and to whom, etc. via unique serial numbers. This is especially interesting for ECOs that want to monitor the use of JI or CDM
credits. These credits, that stem from the Kyoto system, also have their own serial numbers,
to denote their origins. When they enter the EU ETS, JI/CDM credits are converted into an EU
allowance, and all details necessary for project identification are retained. It should, therefore,
be possible to trace these credits and to tell when an installation cancels a credit from a bad
project to comply with the ETS. Publicising such cases will be important to raising awareness
and will oblige companies to think twice about the kind of allowance they buy.
2. Another important potential option for ECOs is for them to become market actors themselves.
The ETS allows anyone to open an account in a registry and to start buying and selling
allowances. This provision, which was mainly intended for brokers and other financial service
providers, can be exploited by ECOs at all levels, either directly or via a broker. The ETS provides ECOs with new opportunities to design schemes for carbon offsets, meaning that in this
case allowances would be bought from the ETS market and cancelled, to make up for emissions caused by an ECO office or event (especially travel emissions from cars or planes). If we
think about this option on a larger scale, it could involve engaging members of a network in
raising funds to buy allowances. Companies could also participate in such a system.
This kind of offset system has an interesting effect:. When non-industry actors start buying and
cancelling allowances, this implies that actual CO2 emissions from industry are avoided, since
the allowances can no longer be used in the system. The participating companies have fewer
allowances at hand to cover their emissions, a shorter market means prices rise, and the financial signal to go clean increases. A major buyer could significantly alter the market. On the
down-side, this would mean that the money goes to industrial companies, a thought most
likely not to the liking of every environmental group. However, they would be paid to reduce
their climate emissions. Then again, in contrast to other high-quality offset schemes such as
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Atmosfair or myclimate287, which use credits from projects of Gold Standard quality, a label
designed by CDM experts to ensure high-quality credits with real benefits for both the global
climate and local sustainability, there is no additional benefit for local communities from a system based on EU allowances. The pros and cons need to be thoroughly evaluated, but in particular from 2008 onwards, when the maximum limit on CO2 allowances is expected to be less
generous, this opportunity will be worthwhile exploring for ECO purposes.

V.3.4.4.2

Targets and rules for 2008-12

The lax targets assigned to the industry sectors for the period 2005-7 present one of the greatest
shortfalls of the ETS so far. It is of crucial importance for the environmental effectiveness of the
system that these targets are more ambitious in round 2, when the cuts count for the Kyoto targets. Lobbying on targets will mainly have to be done at a national level, and it will be important
to communicate the importance to national media to increase pressure on policy-makers.
The level of targets will depend on a case-by-case analysis of the national situation regarding the
current state of achievement of emission targets, and no general recommendation can be given
other than that long-term climate goals demand a steady decrease: emissions need to go down.
This is not always easy to argue. Most of the new EU Member States, for example, that have seen
significant emission reductions due to economic changes in the 1990s, see no need to demand
meaningful cuts from their industry sectors on the basis of complying with Kyoto targets. An
important point to make in all EU countries is that wherever past emission levels are being used
to decide on future allocations to installations, the year or period of years used in this calculation should not be changed to future years. This could create the perverse incentive that factories might try to inflate their emissions to higher than usual right now, in order to receive more
free credits in the future.
Problems with target-setting based on the Kyoto Protocol are another reason why the allocation
rules carry a particular weight, since most new Member States do not need to make reductions
to meet their targets. Especially in those cases, the decisions on what kind of installations receive
what quantities of allowances will influence the environmental impact (see chapter V.3.4.3.2.1).
ECOs should lobby for the use of auctioning up to 10% of allowances for 2008-12, and demand
product-specific benchmarks to ensure that dirtier technology is being penalised. The rules for
new entrants, plants that are yet to be built, are especially important. Again, these discussions
and decisions take place at national level.
Member States need to submit their NAPs for 2008-12 to the European Commission by the end
of June 2006. This means that the second half of 2005 and early 2006 will be the most critical
times for ECO lobbying. Finding out early what governments are planning can help influence
the outcome. Member States have been meeting informally since early 2005 to discuss how
these rules - all of which were developed by the Member States themselves for 2005-7 - could
be harmonised across the EU for the period 2008-12. No major changes to the system can be
expected for this second trading period. Smaller changes to criteria for developing NAPs are
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possible through the Climate Change Committee, a body made up by Commission officials and
Member State representatives.288 Member States also have the opportunity to request the unilateral inclusion of additional industry sectors for the period 2008-12. This would require approval
by the Committee and the development of guidelines on how to record emissions from these
new sectors.
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CAN-Europe is aiming to facilitate the lobbying of national groups on the targets and rules for
the second period of the ETS. A concrete example of communicating ECO experiences from different Member States will be the production of an ECO guide on NAPs. This report which contains an outline of an ideal NAP should help groups across the EU to engage with government
officials. CAN-Europe maintains a network of experts on the ETS from ECOs around Europe and
welcomes newcomers to its group.

V.3.4.4.3

The review process

The option to include the aviation sector in the EU ETS has received a great deal of attention in
the first half of 2005. The UK had already announced in 2004 that it would like to see this option
realised and would champion an amendment to this effect during its EU Presidency in the second half of 2005. Aviation is becoming more and more important for the climate, with its greenhouse gas emissions growing at 3-4% per year in the EU alone. Currently, there is no legislation
to reduce or limit the climate impact of aviation, which stems from a combination of its CO2 and
NOx emissions as well as the vapour trails and the formation of cirrus clouds caused by airplanes.
There are also other policy options to consider, such as fuel taxes or en-route emission charges.
The ECO coalition T&E (European Federation for Transport & Environment) is coordinating an
ECO discussion on these issues together with CAN-Europe.
It is difficult to predict how important the review will be for the future of the ETS. It presents a
process that requires increased coordination and communication between ECOs in the Member
States and representations based in Brussels. CAN-Europe coordinates ECO input and exchanges
intelligence on the review with members of its network.
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V.3.5

Environmental Impact Assessment

V.3.5.1

THE EIA DIRECTIVE
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By Thisvi Ekmetzoglou-Newson289
V.3.5.1.1

Introduction and key elements

In 1985, the Council of European Communities adopted a Directive on environmental impact
assessment for private and public projects ("EIA Directive") (EC 1985). This Directive was subsequently amended in 1997 (EC 1997) and in 2003 (EC 2003). The EIA Directive is based on the principle that the best environmental policy consists of preventing the creation of pollution at the
source, rather than trying to minimise or mitigate its effects later (principle of precaution). The
EIA Directive has been the pioneer in EU legislation as regards access to information and public
participation and inspired subsequent legislation both at the EU and international level (Aarhus
Convention – see chapter V.2 and relevant community legislation). The operation of its "democratic" procedures has helped to improve the acceptance by society for certain projects.
Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is a tool to implement a procedure to evaluate environmental effects of certain public and private projects.290 The term "environmental impact assessment"
describes a procedure to be followed during the authorisation process of projects likely to have significant effects on the environment, by virtue, inter alia, of their nature, size and location. The procedure is a means of drawing together, in a systematic way, an assessment of a project's likely significant environmental effects and identifies the direct and indirect environmental effects on the activities of the following factors: human beings, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climate, landscape, material assets, cultural heritage and the interaction between those factors. This helps to ensure that the
importance of the predicted effects, and the scope for reducing them, are properly understood by
the public and the relevant competent authority before the latter makes its decision. Projects subject
to EIA are enumerated in Annex I and Annex II of the Directive. These annexes include projects from
the industrial sector but refer to infrastructure projects and agricultural projects, too.
The first EIA Directive had to be transposed into national law by 1988. Almost all Member States were
late in transposing the Directive and some provisions of the Directive were still open to discussion.
The 5 year report on the implementation of the Directive 85/337/EEC (CEC 1993)291 triggered a discussion on new issues and problems revealed. An amended Directive (97/11/EC) has been adopted
by the Council setting a new deadline for transposition into national legislation: 14th March 1999.
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Article 1 of the Directive defines projects as
- the execution of construction works or of other installations or schemes,
- other interventions in the natural surroundings and landscape including those involving the extraction of mineral
resources.
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The Directive provided for a report on its application and effectiveness five years after notification. In 1997 an update of
this five year report has been prepared with additional information on EIA legislation in the new Member States Austria,
Finland and Sweden (European Commission: Concise revision of the report from the Commission of the implementation
of Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment Update 1995/96. Wagner, Dieter. Cologne, July 1997.
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The amended EIA Directive enlarged the scope of application of environmental assessment and
clarified the structure of Annex I (number of projects increased, with 14 new project types and
extension of 4 others) and Annex II (the number of projects increased by 8 and others were
extended, one project type was deleted). Projects listed in Annex I must always undergo an environmental impact assessment. For other projects listed in Annex II the Member States determine
- on the basis of a process described in the Directive - whether an environmental impact assessment must be carried out because of their likely significant effects on the environment. This evaluation or pre-selection, called "screening" is done either by using thresholds or by a case by case
examination or a combination of the two, while respecting the criteria found in Annex III. Some
Member States define these Annex II-projects within their legislation, while other Member States
choose a screening procedure to determine these projects and some provide for inclusion, exclusion or guiding thresholds. Very few members employ a case by case approach for all project
types. Modifications or extensions to development projects included in Annex I are subject to an
EIA, too. The screening procedure has been introduced in the Member States gradually but has
gained importance within their authorisation procedures. The Commission has provided support
for this approach by publishing guidance on screening (CEC 1996 and 2001). In addition, the
European Court of Justice has clarified some elements of screening.292
After determining, whether a project needs an environmental impact assessment, the scope of
the study has to be determined (CEC 1996 and 2001). The scoping procedure is non-obligatory.
Today seven Member States (from the old 15) have a mandatory scoping procedure in place.
There is also recognition in some Member States that public involvement at the scoping stage
identifies the issues that are ‘significant’ to the people who will have to live with the project and
not just the ‘experts’.
Overall, the EIA Directive 97/11/EC introduced provisions that clarified, supplemented and
improved the rules on the assessment procedure, in order to ensure that the Directive is applied
in an increasingly harmonised and efficient manner.
After the screening and scoping processes, where applicable, the developer supplies the necessary information on the project. This comprises a description of the project, a description of
measures to mitigate adverse effects, an outline of the main alternatives studied, data to identify and assess the main effects of the project on the environment and a non-technical summary.
This information may be compiled in a report, sometimes called environmental impact study
(EIS). Authorities likely to be concerned by the project by reason of their specific environmental
responsibilities have to be consulted and the public has to be given a chance to comment on the
EIS. If there are likely to be significant effects on the environment of another Member State, there
has to be transboundary consultation. According to the amended Directive and the EspooConvention (UNECE 1991), transboundary consultation includes the affected public in the neighbouring countries, too.
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Commission v Belgium and the Dutch Dykes cases, Member States could not use thresholds to exclude whole classes of
projects, but thresholds could be used to exclude very small or minor projects. In C-392/96
Commission v Ireland the ECJ ruled that thresholds could not be based on the size or other physical characteristics of a
project alone and that they had to be based upon locational and other environmental factors.
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The competent authority has to consider all the information gathered during the public consultation procedures and take it into account in the development consent procedure. Whether
the results of the EIA are binding for the development consent depends on the various national systems.
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The Directive can be transposed by integrating EIA into existing procedures for consent within
the Member States. Almost all Member States choose to do so.
Finally, the amended Directive 2003/35/EC, that was adopted in order to align with the provision
of the UNECE Aarhus Convention introduces more detailed provisions as regards the public consultation process as well as the notion of the "public concerned" where ECOs are explicitly mentioned. In addition, there is a new article that deals with the issue of access to justice.

V.3.5.1.2

Positive effects for the environment

There have been several studies on the effects of the environmental impact assessment procedure and the need for further research (CEC 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, 1997). Additionally, within the
updated five-year-reports on Directives 85/337/EEC and 97/11/EC Member States commented on
certain aspects of the EIA procedure. According to the comments received and the research
results, projects have been modified and decisions been influenced by EIA, because the decision
making authorities had to assess the results of the EIA and take them into consideration. It
appears that the EIA process is having a notable effect on the number of project modifications.
Improvements are not always as obvious because elements of a specific project are changed even
before they are presented for public consultation. At least the planning process has been
improved.
The principal benefits of an EIA are:
◗ the identification of key environmental issues,
◗ improvement of project design,
◗ higher standards of mitigation,
◗ better decision-making.
Additionally there have been cases where a well structured and managed EIA process led to savings in cost and time. One example where savings on costs were achieved is the extension of
the Billund airport, in Denmark. The EIA contributed to extending the capacity of the airport and
at the same time reducing the number of homes exposed to noise from 1,290 to 328, while at
the same time concluding that an extension of the airport with a new runway was not necessary. It saved 300 million Kroner (?40.4 million) – the cost of the planned new runway - and
approximately 350 hectares of farm land, as well as preserving an ancient Danish forest. This
example shows that although even today some developers regard EIA as a bureaucratic obstacle, used constructively it can be an efficient way of planning which often turns out to be more
cost effective.
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It could also be claimed today that one additional success of EIA is its contribution to safeguarding the money of the European tax-payer. Due to the constant monitoring of the application of
EIA there have been cases where funding has been blocked due to bad application or incomplete
transposition of the EIA Directive. This has led the beneficiary Member States to take the necessary measures to comply with the EIA Directive. Special attention was also given to the pre-accession funds provided during enlargement, thereby contributing to integrating EIA into the decision making process of accession countries.
Finally, the operation of EIAs has gradually formed a new generation of decision-makers. Both
national authorities and developers are better able to integrate environmental consideration into
their everyday planning.

V.3.5.1.3

Weaknesses and constraints

The EIA Directive is only about procedures, it does not set new environmental standards or provides for new and more stringent material requirements. Therefore the results of the EIA procedure are very much dependent on the transposition into national law and the already existing
national standards and environmental requirements but also on the implementation by the relevant authorities. EIA did not - as sometimes was wrongly expected - change environmental policy and it is certainly not a substitute for it. The integration of EIA into already existing procedures
makes it sometimes very difficult for outsiders to gain insight into the process and find out the
essential steps, where pressure can be applied. Sometimes the increase in cost and time is criticised. One has to consider that delays can occur for many reasons not related to the EIA process
itself, such as modifications proposed by the promoter of the project or technical or economic
reasons. The main reasons for delay are usually a lack of proper scoping and a failure on the part
of the developer or the consultant to undertake a systematic study and resulting from this the
need for supplementary information.
The five year report on the application of EIA Directive 97/11/EC (CEC 2003) revealed some important deficiencies in the implementation of the Directive by Member States. It appeared that the
main problem lies with the application and implementation of the Directive and not, for the most
part, with the transposition of the legal requirements of the Directive293.
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The five year Report comprises a list of actions that the Commission undertook to carry out: Firstly continue the on- going
enforcement of the Directive. Secondly to initiate research as to the way that thresholds are set out as well as the operation of screening. Thirdly to prepare an interpretative and practical guidance with the participation of Member States,
the new Member States and other stakeholders such as local and regional authorities, ECOs and industry representatives.
More guidance might help to overcome weaknesses. Lastly but not least to consider the initiation of capacity building
comprising training programmes tailored made for each particular Member State.
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Some of those deficiencies are:
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1) Unsystematic screening of Annex II projects, inadequate setting of thresholds and criteria
and of their application294. The report revealed that while many Member States have set
thresholds for the same project types, there are very large differences in the levels at which
thresholds have been set295. Some Member States have made EIA mandatory for some project
types regardless of size. This means that a project will be subject to EIA on a mandatory basis
in one Member State while the same project type, of the same size, will require EIA only after
case-by-case screening in another Member State.
2) Insufficient consideration of the cumulative effects of projects and use of "salami slicing"296.
There seems to be growing awareness of the issues raised by the requirement to assess the
cumulation of impacts, and measures have been put in place in many Member States to
address this. The Commission has also published guidelines for the assessment of indirect and
cumulative impacts (CEC 1999). The issue of possible salami-slicing is recognised by the
Member States and some States have established measures to reveal and prevent such practice, including setting low thresholds or calling for assessment of “the whole programme”
where this is appropriate. However, in day to day application, those two issues need special
attention.
3) Alternatives. One of the main criticisms of the EIA Directive 85/337/EEC was that it did not
require, in a more formalised way, developers or competent authorities to examine alternatives, where they exist, from the outset of the development of EIA. The element of taking into
account the alternatives and the obligation on the developer to supply to the competent
authority an outline of the main alternatives "studied" was inserted in the amended EIA
Directive 97/11/EC and is in line with the development of Community environmental legislation297 In some Member States, the consideration of alternatives is a central focus of the EIA
process; elsewhere the consideration of alternatives appears to be less complete than it might
be. Most Members States require assessment of the zero alternative and other project alternatives, which may include options for location, process, design, etc. A variety of institutions,
and sometimes the public, may contribute to the selection of alternatives for assessment, and
these may include the most “environmentally friendly” alternative. However, since the
Directive applies to projects only, in most cases the discussion of alternatives - either a differ-
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See also the jurisprudence of the ECJ. Case C-392/96 Commission versus Ireland: Member States are not allowed to
exempt whole classes of projects from the requirement for EIA, nor to avoid taking into account when establishing
thresholds only of the size of projects but also their nature and location (Annex II 1.b projects for the use of uncultivated land or semi-natural areas for intensive agricultural purposes).It has also ruled that the setting of thresholds or criteria for Annex II projects could not be set at such a high level that the objectives of the Directive would be circumvented
by the splitting of projects into smaller units and that the cumulative effects of such an approach would need to be
assessed. Case C-435/97 ITA/WWF (Bolzano/Italy): No general exemptions of entire class of Annex II projects are permitted. Member States are not allowed to se thresholds/criteria that practically exclude classes of projects from EIA.
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Examples include thresholds used for wind farms: some Member States have used a basis the capacity of turbines, other
the number of turbines and others monetary thresholds (cost of the project).
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Salami-slicing includes the practice of dividing projects up into two or more separate entities so that each individual element does not require an EIA and therefore the project as a whole is not assessed. It also refers to the perceived practice
of a developer obtaining permission for a project that is below a threshold, and therefore not subject to EIA, and at a
later date extending that project or its capacity above the threshold limits.
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In particular with the Habitats 92/43/EEC and Birds 79/409/EEC Directives.
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ent location or a different production method - comes too late at this stage. The important
decisions are made at the policy, plan or programme level. The new SEA Directive that deals
with the environmental assessment of plans and programmes will be valuable in this direction
(see chapter V.3.5.2).
4) Annex I and II project types. While most Member States have experienced difficulties with the
interpretation of Annex II 10 (a) (industrial estate development projects) and Annex II 10 (b)
(urban development projects), the approach taken by the Member States on how to tackle this
issue varies. It seems that most prefer that such definition be left to Member States, so that
they can take their own economic and social aspects to take into consideration. Other types
of projects that can create problems with interpretation include animal carcass disposal sites
and means of disposal.
5) Poor quality control systems for the EIA process (voluntary). Directive 97/11/EC introduced
new minimum requirements for the information to be supplied by the developer. Failure to
provide adequate information constitutes grounds for refusal of development consent in the
majority of countries, under a variety of arrangements. Some Member States have formalised
a review procedure to ensure that the environmental information supplied to the competent
authority is in compliance with the Directive. In some cases an independent specialist review
commission or panel of experts carries out the review of the EIS. However, since there is no
explicit obligation in the Directive to provide for such a review as well as a general quality control provision298 there is no harmonised approach to the matter. It is worth noticing that
research conducted in about half of all Member States on the quality of information and on
the overall quality of the assessments showed that up to 50% of EIS did not fully meet the
requirements of the Directive. Nevertheless, checking the quality of EIA process is provided via
national judicial review processes. Also judicial review is further strengthened in the amended Directive 2003/35/EC.
6) The inadequate incorporation of EIA results in development decisions and monitoring.
Without formal monitoring of the outcomes of the EIA process and more detailed research, it
is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the EIA Directive on decision making. Nevertheless, it
is apparent from the five year report on the application of the EIA Directive 97/11/EC that the
environmental considerations raised by the EIA process are balanced against other societal
and economic considerations in decision making. The lack of central monitoring of the key
stages of EIA make it difficult for Member States to ensure that their EIA systems are consistently and correctly applied.

V.3.5.1.4

Opportunities for action

Environmental impact assessment has not changed environmental policy, but it is a very valuable,
internationally accepted tool, for integrating environmental concerns into decision making. The
EIA Directive enables decision makers and developers to protect the environment by finding
alternative solutions, minimising impacts and taking appropriate mitigation measures. It should
therefore be used and strengthened and ECOs should familiarise themselves with the basic
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The EIA Directive does not prescribe the manner in which competent authorities carry out their screening duties, how
the scoping process should operate, how the assessments should be completed, at what level of detail or how their outcome should be reported.
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requirements and national procedures. This is particularly true for ECOs in new Member States.
The intervention of ECOs and citizens has been growing throughout the years of EIA implementation and the high number of complaints submitted to the European Commission would indicate that civil society shows great interest in seeing that the Directive is effectively applied in practice.
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At the European level the adoption of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive
could solve some of the deficiencies in the implementation of the current EIA Directive, particularly in the case of alternatives and monitoring of plans and programmes.
At national level, ECOs should concentrate not only on correct transposition but also most importantly on effective implementation of the 97/11/EC, as well as the newly adopted 2003/35/EC,
into national law. Screening procedures have to be further enhanced, in particular the issues of
‘salami slicing’ and cumulation with other projects. Special attention should be given to thresholds and project selection. Rather than preaching to the converted, ECOs should form coalitions
with other groups - including progressive groups from the business sector - to strengthen EIA.
The advantages of EIA as a management tool for consent procedures should be emphasised.
At the project level, ECOs should use their rights within the scoping and participation procedures.
Sometimes these are rather complicated and difficult issues and therefore early training is of
importance. National EIA centres that collect and document environmental impact studies can
play an important role. The amended Directive 2003/34/EC, which provides for access to justice,
will further enhance the right to challenge such decisions on development projects. The last
resort will always be to go to court or to file a formal complaint with the European Commission
(see chapter VI). Because the Directive only establishes the procedure to be followed and is less
concerned with substance, the success of complaints to the Commission is rather limited. Legal
developments in this field can be followed by checking the annual report on monitoring the
application of Community law.299 The responsibility for EIA within the European Commission rests
with the Directorate General for Environment (Directorate D - Water and Environmental
Programmes, D.3 Cohesion Policy and Environmental Impact Assessments). The Commission has
a homepage especially for EIA, including links to the national EIA centres (http://europa.eu.int/
comm/environment/eia/home.htm).
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Figure 2. Environmental Impact Assessment (Flow Chart)
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V.3.5.2

THE SEA DIRECTIVE
By Frederik Hoedeman300

V.3.5.2.1

Introduction

The Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment Directive 2001/42/EC (SEA Directive) from the
year 2001 is a powerful tool for greening policy areas like spatial planning, urban development
policies, transport policies and industrial policies. As such, Strategic Environmental Impact
Assessment Directive is the extension of the previous Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Directive from 1985, from the individual project to the plans and programmes level.
Like the EIA Directive, one important objective of the SEA Directive is to create the basis for better decision-making and integration of environmental considerations. However, the big difference is that SEAs only apply to public programmes and programmes and consequently are much
more directly linked to political decision-making. Hence, SEAs can make political decision makers more directly accountable for decisions which have a negative effect on the environment. The
political discussions of whether politicians “dare” to approve a plan with significant environmental consequences are thus much more qualified.
The overall aim of the SEA Directive is to “provide for a high level of protection of the environment”, by integrating a wide range of environmental considerations into spatial planning. . The
scope of the SEA Directive is potentially very broad as it will require SEAs of all plans and programmes produced in eight different sectors and land use planning. Member States must also pay
special attention to environmental problems in relation to other EU environmental laws including Air, Nature Protection, Waste and Water. Most other plans and programmes with significant
environmental effects will also require a strategic environmental impact assessment.
A SEA is a process requirement which should enable different government authorities to better
coordinate their planning and citizens to have a say in this, on the basis of better environmental
information and a systematic assessment of alternative options. Whereas EIAs of projects were
not effective in assessing cumulative effects like urban sprawl, the effects of ongoing intensification of agriculture or fragmentation of nature sites, SEAs of much larger plans or programmes
have the potential to capture a clearer picture of their cumulative effects.
However, in the end, changes to the plans or programmes to take account of environmental
impacts is left to political decision makers. This means that in practice and in legal terms, the SEA
only starts “biting” when brought together with the wealth of existing EU environmental objectives and requirements. The Environmental Report provides an excellent access point for checking and ensuring such cross-compliance.
In order for these benefits to occur in reality, it will be important that ECOs check the quality of
the national transposition of the SEA Directive to ensure that no blanket exemptions of plans or
programmes takes place, all assessment levels are included and the public receives a clear framework and support for its participation. Furthermore, ECOs must be aware of the specific protection objectives and requirements in existing EU environmental legislation, including air, nature,
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Nature Protection Officer, Danish Society for Nature Conservation.
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waste and water legislation (see chapter IV). A SEA can provide them with important access and
a control point to ask for full compliance with those objectives and requirements.
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So far there has been little experience in applying SEAs. In most EU Member States, the Directive
has just been transposed, but only a few countries have started to apply the national SEA legislation in their daily administration of plans and programmes.
This overview of Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment intends to give an idea of what SEA
is about and how SEA can specifically contribute to biodiversity protection and assessing climate
change.

V.3.5.2.2

Objective and Tools

The main objective of the directive is enhancement of sustainable development, by integrating
environmental protection issues into spatial planning and thus moving towards achieving the
integration requirement of Article 6 of the EU Treaty.
The SEA requires assessment of significant environmental effects of a plan or programme, and
addressing those during its preparation. Furthermore, the SEA requests the identification of
strategic alternatives and their effects before final decisions or choices are made. It also gives the
public quite substantial possibilities for participating in the SEA and in the preparation of the plan
or programme. One important requirement is that the significant actual effects during the implementation of the plan or programme need to be monitored.
The scope of the SEA Directive (article 3.1) is very broad as SEAs must be carried out for most
land use plans and programmes, including the following eight different sectors : forestry, fisheries, energy, industry, transport, waste management, water management, telecommunications,
tourism, town and country planning or land use. In the case of a plan or programme having likely effects on Natura 2000 sites an SEA is also required. Other plans and programmes with significant environmental effects also need an SEA (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Plans and Programmes covered by the SEA Directive
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The SEA applies to most plans and programmes that started after 21st July 2004 or before this
date, but to be completed after 21st July 2006.
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Public consultation, the environmental report and monitoring

A SEA requires consultation at several stages and can give ECOs new opportunities for greening
state plans and programmes. In most EU Member States, the decision not to undertake a SEA of
a plan or a programme in the screening phase must be made public, and can be challenged in a
administrative court or in the civil court system. When preparing the Environmental Report, the
plan-making authority must consult other authorities, which, by reason of their environmental
responsibilities, are likely to be concerned by the environmental effects. Apart from that, the
planning authority must “consult the public affected or likely to be affected or having an interest”, and the authorities with environmental responsibilities, in the ”draft plan” and the
Environmental Report. Other Member States must also be consulted if their environment is likely to be significantly affected by the plan, but this is likely to be relatively rare for plans covered.
When a plan or a programme is adopted, the Member State must ensure that the following information is made available to the public:
◗ The adopted plan;
◗ How the environmental considerations were integrated;
◗ How the environmental report and the results of consultation were taken into account;
◗ The reasons for choosing the plan or the programme in the light of other reasonable alternatives; and
◗ The arrangements for monitoring environmental effects.
The SEA Directive leaves it up to Member States to define what the “public” is. It is possible to do
this case by case or by developing national guidelines. The Aarhus Convention (see chapter V.2)
will also be a relevant tool for the public in gaining access to information, participation and justice, since it broadens the requirements of most Member States in matters of public consultation.
The Environmental Report
In cases where an environmental assessment is required, an environmental report shall be prepared, which describes the likely significant effects on the environment of implementing the plan
or programme as well as reasonable alternatives. Annex 2 of the Directive sets out criteria for determining the likely significance of the effects, which include the relevance of the plan or programme
for existing EU environmental policies and objectives, i.e. Air, Nature, Waste and Water legislation
– see chapter IV. Reasonable alternatives taking into account the geographical scope of the plan or
programme must be identified, described and evaluated. A long list of information is required in
the Environmental Report, and the term “environment” has to be understood in a very broad sense:
a) an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or programme and relationship with
other relevant plans and programmes
b) the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereof
without the implementation of the plan or programme
c) the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected
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d) any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programme including
in particular any areas of particular environmental importance, such as areas protected pursuant to the Habitats Directive and Birds Directive
e) the environmental protection objectives, established at international, Community or Member
State level, which are relevant to the plan or programme and the way those objectives and any
environmental considerations have been taken into account during its preparation.
f) The likely significant effects on the environment, including issues such as biodiversity, population, human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage including architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the interrelationship
between the above factors.
g) The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible offset any significant
adverse effects on the environment of implementing the plan or programme
h) An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with and the description of how
the assessment was undertaken including the difficulties encountered in compiling the
required information.
i) A description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring
j) A non-technical summary of the information provided
The Environmental Report must be written simultaneously with developing the plan or the project to ensure that the results of the report are also used in the planning process. SEA should start
from the first planning ideas, not with an already drafted plan or project. This integration, into
one common process, fosters the integration of environmental impacts into the final project or
plan.
Monitoring
The monitoring of environmental effects is an important and interesting strength of the SEA
Directive. According to Article 10 of the SEA Directive, “Member States shall monitor the significant
environmental effects of the implementation of plans and programmes in order, inter alia, to identify at an early stage unforeseen adverse effects, and to be able to undertake appropriate remedial action”. The SEA directive does not, however, specify what the term “monitoring” means.
A key objective of monitoring is to check whether the described significant environmental effects
in the Environmental Report also occur over time, in order to identify unforeseen environmental
impacts. Furthermore, the monitoring should enable the planning authorities to initiate mitigation in cases where monitoring identifies unexpected environmental impacts. Nevertheless, such
action is not specifically required in the Directive.
The amount of detail of environmental information needed to set up the monitoring programme
depends also on the likely significant environmental effects of the plan or the programme. In case
a plan or a project is changed as a result of an unexpected impact on the environment, the new
plan may require a new SEA.
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The SEA Directive and Biodiversity

The SEA Directive is intended to achieve a high level of environmental protection and is identified in key international agreements as an important tool for promoting the conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity. There are two key principles for biodiversity protection, which
should be considered:
◗ The precautionary principle implies a presumption in favour of biodiversity protection where
the knowledge required ensuring effective mitigation or compensation for a significant
adverse impact is lacking. The principle guides decision-making in order to be able to respond
and prevent situations of potentially irreversible or long-term negative effects. Therefore the
availability of alternatives plays a prominent role, whereby alternatives must be understood in
a very wide sense of providing a service rather than technological options.
◗ The “no net loss principle”301 requires a status quo to be maintained in terms of quantitative
and qualitative aspects of biodiversity. Member states have agreed that further losses of biodiversity must be halted by 2010.
SEA can become a good tool for protecting and enhancing biodiversity because it may build biodiversity objectives into the development of plans and programmes. SEA is also a suitable method
for considering the full range of threats to biodiversity in an area, enabling assessments of the
cumulative effects. Furthermore, the SEA Directive implies the suggestion of effective mitigation
strategies to ensure no net-loss of biodiversity as a course of the development and implementation of plans. Finally, monitoring programmes can provide and coordinate biodiversity data and
enable remedial measures to be taken.
In particular, SEA should follow the “positive planning” approach, e.g. avoiding biodiversity loss
and damage in the first place and mitigating only where impacts cannot be avoided and there
are no alternative solutions. Biodiversity should be enhanced where possible. This includes consolidation of existing designated sites, enhanced connectivity between biodiversity hotspots and
the compensation of unavoidable biodiversity loss..
The SEA directive is therefore a potentially significant tool to support the achievement of the
Natura 2000 network and Water Framework Directive objectives. All plans and projects, which
may have a significant environmental effect on Natura 2000 sites and other areas of environmental importance, including wetlands, rivers, makes and coastal areas require an environmental
assessment.

V.3.5.2.2.3

Strategic Environmental Assessment and Climate Change

The SEA Directive requires authorities to assess the likely significant effects of their plans and programmes on “the environment, including on issues such as biodiversity…climatic factors…and the
interrelationship between the above factors”. To deal efficiently with climate change, greenhouse
gas emissions need to be reduced sharply and EU Member States need to start adapting to climate change. Assessing climate change in SEA is very different to assessing other effects. Climate
change is one of the most significant and complex cumulative effects. It is due to the accumula-
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As stated in: “Strategic Environmental Assessment and Biodiversity: Guidance for Practitioners” by the Countryside Council
for Wales, English Nature, Environment Agency and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, UK, June 2004
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tion of many actions, each of which has only a limited impact but all of which together cause serious effects. Examples of adaptation measures to reduce the impact of climate change are
◗ planning for land use change
◗ providing wildlife corridors
◗ type and location of infrastructure
◗ type and level of flood defences
◗ designing buildings and urban areas to cope with new climate extremes.
Existing climatic data and models have highlighted general changes to the global climate.
However, uncertainties remain over the rate and severity of change at the regional and local level
as well as the interrelationship with natural climatic factors. The challenge facing landscape planning and nature protection planning in the future is therefore less about dealing with specific
impacts and more about developing strategies to manage uncertainties created by climate
change. Above all, the management of climate change involves adaptive management that focuses on transparency and mutual learning between sectors.
Used effectively, the SEA Directive can initiate such processes towards both reducing greenhouse
gasses and adapting to climate change.

V.3.5.2.3

Transposition and Implementation

All EU governments should have transposed the directive by 21 July 2004. Nevertheless, The
European Commission found that by February 2005 only 11302 out of the 25 Countries had transposed the SEA into national law, compared with nine by July 2004. Application of the SEA requirements and progress on the ground is very difficult to measure, but appears to be running ahead
of legal transposition.
Likewise, the number of SEAs being carried out is gradually increasing, though reliable figures
are non-existent. Quite a number of SEAs are being performed in countries like Belgium and
Malta that have yet to transpose the directive. In the Netherlands - another country still to transpose the directive - the first SEA was announced January 2005, covering the province of
Gelderland`s 2005 regional plan. In the UK, there was already some experience of SEA a number
of years prior to the directive. Five SEAs were carried out for oil and gas exploration and more
recently wind farms were also included. Since the Directive has been implemented, much of the
SEA work has centred on development plans.
In Portugal, the transposition proposal excludes urbanisation plans and ‘detail’ plans. This exclusion seems not to be in compliance with the directive. In fact, art. 3.2 refers specifically to urban
planning. The exclusion of urban planning is jeopardising the SEA’s objectives, as inappropriate
land management and excessive urbanisation are the cause of several of Portugal’s environmental problems303.
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Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and the UK
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The problem in Portugal is that, in fact, Portugal has no real urban planning, so it is even more difficult to control construction, especially outside protected areas.
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The Scottish Executive has decided that it wants to be “the world leader in SEA”. It has drafted a
SEA Bill and if passed in its present form it would mean that all public sector strategies, plans and
programmes would need SEA. Scotland will also go far in ensuring quality control. The intention
is to set up a body, probably within the Executive, to advise responsible authorities on meeting
SEA requirements and co-ordinate the administrative requirements.
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In Denmark, one of the first Member States to transpose the directive, the level of ambition, however, seems to be quite limited. The Danish Ministry of the Environment has not so far published
any guidelines for municipalities and counties on how to administrate the new legislation. Since
the national legislation on SEA came into practice in July 2004, there have been no decisions
about non-requirement of SEA for particular plans or programmes and only one Environmental
Report has been sent out to a public hearing. This report did not fulfil the minimum requirements
of the Danish SEA legislation or the SEA Directive and the Danish Society for the Conservation of
Nature has complained about this to the Higher Nature Complaint Board.

V.3.5.2.4

Strength and Weaknesses of the SEA Directive

The SEA Directive is a procedural Directive which requires changes in administrative behaviour
and working style. While it systematically requires the integrative assessment of environmental
effects of plans and programmes involving different authorities and requires public hearings, it
is still a political decision as to whether or not the assessment leads to changes. Even in cases
where the monitoring programme identifies unexpected environmental impacts, the authorities
are not obliged to initiate mitigation. Nevertheless, a well carried out SEA provides a good tool
for challenging the political decision makers in the light of documented negative impacts on the
environment. When such impacts are checked against existing EU environmental objectives and
requirements the SEA provides an excellent opportunity to ensure cross-compliance and enforcement of existing environmental legislation.
Article 3.3 of the SEA directive could reduce the scope of applying an SEA, since it says that Plans
and Programmes referred to in 3.2 determine the use of small areas on the local level and minor
modifications to plans and programmes referred to in paragraph 2 shall require an environmental
assessment only when Member States determine that they are likely to have significant environmental effects. The terms small and local and minor modifications leave a lot of possibilities for
authorities to “screen out” a plan or programme from SEA requirement. In any case, however, the
authorities must document that such a small, local and minor plan has no significant environmental effects. As the discussion of article 3.3 illustrates, it is indeed possible that the classic EIA
problem of “salami-slicing”, as it happened for example with the Spanish National Hydrological
Plan304 or the Ribe County in Denmark305 - splitting plans into smaller ones in order to hide cumu-
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Spain adopted on 5 July 2001 a water management plan involving 863 individual works and over 100 dams with total
costs of 20,050 million EURO, seeking with 2/3 funding from EU funds. Central part of the plan was a transfer of 1050 million m? water per year from the Ebro river in the south east to regions in the sout west. The government sponsered environmental impact assessment only covered individual parts of the plan in the clear attempt to find support for EU funding for «positively » assessed parts of the plan while financing harmful parts itself. The plan was stopped after a change
in government in the year 2004.
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Each of the 351 extension projects of intensive livestock farms in the Ribe County in Denmark in the period 2000-2004
was assessed separately under the EIA requirements escaping the assessment of the overall massive environmental
impact.
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lative effects and disaggregating unfavourable findings from favourable ones, to escape the obligation of carrying out an evaluation of the impacts - will continue when implementing the SEA.
Linked to this problem is the issue of authorities not assessing environmentally unsound or politically unpopular details of plans stating that the details cannot be assessed at all.
It is also likely that many authorities in Member States will have a tendency to understand SEA as
a larger EIA of several projects, in spite of the fact that SEA requires the consideration and assessment of a much wider range of alternative options and issues to be examined.
The problems of mobilising the public to participate in the EIA process are also likely to be evident in the implementation of SEA. It may be difficult for people to become involved as it is difficult for them to understand what the effects of a plan will be in 20 years time.. Linked to this
problem is the lack of capacity and expertise among local communities or ECOs to respond to
consultations and public hearings. As a consequence, a great number of SEAs are likely to receive
only a sporadic response from the public.
The exclusion from the directive of plans and programmes serving solely national defence or civil
emergency is also a problem since such plans and programmes often have considerable environmental effects.
Quality control is a major problem with project level EIA, and it will be important to learn from
the implementation experience and establish member state based external instruments of quality control. The EU Commission has to prepare a report on the application and effectiveness of
the SEA by July 2006 and propose amendments with a view to further integrating environmental
protection requirements according to article 6 of the EU Treaty.

V.3.5.2.5

Outlook and action

ECO participation in SEA public processes is extremely important if the SEA directive is to work as
a way of challenging environmentally unsound plans and enforcing EU environmental targets.
But it has to be kept in mind that the Directive is a process rather than an end in itself. It can force
in-depth scrutiny, leaving well-trodden paths and engaging in developing alternatives, thereby
increasing the possibility of putting pressure on political decision makers tofind solutions which
are less damaging to the environment. Furthermore, during the carrying out of a SEA, identification of an incorrect application and failure to achieve environmental objectives as laid down in
EU Air, Nature Protection, Waste and Water legislation (see chapter IV) can lead to conditions and
requirements of those laws being applied in a more rigorous manner.
But first of all the SEA Directive has to be correctly transposed into national law, and implemented. This involves the scrutiny and control of transposition legislation in each Member State by
ECOs and the European Commission. The focus of such quality control should include the correct
scope of the Directive and the right of the public to participate in the SEAs and to complain to
civil or administrative courts (see also chapter V.2).
A further important task of ECOs is to build capacity at local and regional level to engage in the
process, explore the opportunities for their specific work areas within SEAs and get their views
expressed and taken into account during the SEA process. The SEAs Environmental report should
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help ECOs as well as the European Commission to insist more firmly on the correct application of
existing EU environmental laws.
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ECOs will also have a difficult task in checking whether decisions over which Plans and
Programmes should be subject to SEA are correct and making a quality control of SEA reports and
raising issues. ECOs should also make complaints at the national level or through the European
Court of Justice to ensure the early implementation of SEA and that it leads to positive case law
that backs a strong interpretation of the Directive.
One of the best ways to help members of the public and ECOs to understand the SEA process is
to develop simple checklists, which explain what to do. One example of this is the “Strategic
Environmental Assessment and Biodiversity: Guidance for Practioners” by RSPB and English and
Welsh Environmental Agencies
Making the SEA Directive work strengthens the call for thematic coalitions including governments, ECOs, business, local communities and research institutions on issues like climate change,
protection of landscapes and biodiversity. These coalitions should aim to bring about change in
planning practice, reaching a high protection status of the environment. This directive in particular, allows ECOs to work simultaneously, directly and hopefully together with the national
authorities, giving them strength to green the proposed plans and programmes.
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V.3.6

Environmental Management and Audit Scheme
By Dr. Karola Taschner

V.3.6.1

306

INTRODUCTION

The Fifth Environmental Programme of the EU - "Towards Sustainability" - put forward the idea that
the range of environmental policy instruments should be broadened and that EU environmental
policy should no longer rely exclusively on command and control measures. One policy measure
which has been revised, and which will be revised again since the current revision of ISO 14001 was
finished in 2004, is the Regulation on Environmental Management and Audit Schemes - the EMAS.
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) can be an effective tool for improving environmental
protection inside companies in a systematic manner. Organisations that have an EMS in place can
reduce their risk and cope more easily with legal and performance requirements .
Given the fact that inspection by regulatory authorities is insufficient most of the time, such a system can give support to government control of companies without necessarily replacing it.
The goal of the EMAS Regulation (CEC 2001) is that EMAS registered companies have an EMS in
place that includes, among other requirements, legal compliance. An EMS serves as a tool to
help companies to improve their environmental performance, i.e. to continually reduce their significant environmental impacts. The process requires regular checking by internal and external
auditors.
The Community Regulation on EMAS sets up a system which consists of several contiguous, interlinked parts which mutually reinforce each other. EMAS applies to all types of enterprise, including service industries like banks. Such an inclusion could lead to an interesting development, if
the lending policies of banks are also deemed to be subject to the requirements of EMAS.
Products and services are covered as well.
The Regulation specifies the requirements involved in dealing with environmental aspects: defining an environmental policy, making an initial environmental review, determining the significant
environmental aspects, setting up an environmental programme and environmental management system and the audit criteria to be put forward in the public environmental statement.
An initial review results in the definition of the significant environmental impacts of the company’s activities, products and services. For that purpose, the company has to develop comprehensive, reproducible criteria, which can be checked independently and which should be made publicly available. Significant environmental aspects determine the next step in the process.
The company must then formulate an environmental policy in the light of the initial review. This
is important because it demonstrates the commitment of the top of the company hierarchy to
environmental goals and its willingness to invest in activities which might not deliver immediate
economic return.
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Scientific advisor to the European Environmental Bureau
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The company should then set up an environmental programme setting reduction targets and
time tables, with the environmental management system organised accordingly. The environmental performance of the company is then checked every year in a well-defined audit cycle by
an internal (or external) auditor. Third parties, the "verifiers", deliver private inspection services
to companies which check the auditors’ work i.e. the documentary evidence submitted by the
auditor on its validity. Finally, the company has to issue a public environmental statement that is
validated by the verifier and requires a yearly update. Only then is the company entitled to register with the national competent body.
The public statement can be shaped according to the different groups at which it is targeted. The
Commission has issued a guidance document(CEC 2003) to implement the Regulation. Mild forms
of benchmarking are envisaged: "Companies may select indicators relevant to their business (e.g.
energy use per tonne of product)"
Environmental aspects, policy, management programmes, monitoring and auditing are determined by Annex I of the Regulation and are identical with the international standard ISO
14001:1996307 Since 14001 has been revised and a new version published in 2004 (ISO
14001:2004), as a consequence the EMAS Regulation also has to be revised.
EMAS requirements for the initial environmental review, legal compliance, independent verification,
accreditation system for verifiers, validated public environmental statements and employee involvement go beyond the requirements of the ISO standard and are laid down in detailed annexes.
Member States have set up two competent bodies to
1. establish a system for the accreditation of independent environmental verifiers and the supervision of their activities
2. register those companies which have fulfilled EMAS Regulation requirements
The implementation of the Regulation was discussed in meetings of the EMAS experts from
Member States in a Committee envisaged under Article 14 of the Directive. Representatives from
industrial federations and the EEB were admitted.
Recently the EU Commission reacted to two developments
1. the necessity that small and medium enterprises should also have the possibility of becoming EMAS registered,
2. a growing number of private initiatives to apply some kind of EMAS “light”.
Based on the BSI standard 8555 (308) the Commission issued the Mandate 356 (309) to CEN and CENELEC for the development of a new standard for the “staged implementation” of EMS. The
European standard bodies have meanwhile asked ISO to develop the standard.
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ISO 14001:1996 on Environmental Management Systems – Specification with guidance for use

308

British Standard BS 8555:2003
Environmental management systems —Guide to the phased implementation of an environmental management system
including the use of environmental performance evaluation

309

M/356 Standardisation mandate to CEN and CENELEC for the development of an en guidance standard concerning a
staged implementation of environmental management systems (EMS)
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V.3.6.2

POTENTIAL OF EMAS

EMAS offers many advantages. The management of a company may decide to commit itself, in
a top-down approach, to continually improving its environmental performance. Since the regulation also requires the involvement of employees, it provides for a bottom-up approach as well.
This can have an integrating effect on the corporate climate.
Companies that have gone through the process of EMAS registration, often report that the
installation of an EMS has ultimately been a cost saving measure. Investment for lower resource
use mean less waste, and better control leads to reduced emissions – both of which result in
financial savings. A study conducted by the Austrian Economic Chamber came to the conclusion
that investments into EMAS had been written off after less than fourteen months on average.
Often changes were small: "a valve here, a switch there...". End-of-pipe solutions for waste to be
“placed” somewhere were no longer regarded as an optimal solution and, instead, recycling of
some waste suddenly appeared to be cost-effective.
Overall, a company which has an EMAS in place, reduces its environmental risk and makes an
ongoing commitment to do so- the idea being that once a company has been registered it then
needs to go on making improvements in order to avoid losing face were its registration to be subsequently cancelled.

V.3.6.3

THIRD PARTY AUDIT

As verification is a key element of EMAS, the credibility of EMAS depends to a large extent on the
credibility of the verifiers, i.e. their competence, independence and objectivity. Member States
have to guarantee an efficient and reliable accreditation system and supervision for its verifiers.
Verifiers can sign up as individuals or as a team with a responsible team leader. All Member
States have set up accreditation boards. Verifiers are granted accreditation only for the industrial sectors in which they have experience and require to have specialised knowledge on the environmental impacts caused by these sectors. Furthermore they must demonstrate their competence in conducting an audit. Different Member States have constructed very different accreditation boards. Some allow environmentalists to be part of them, others do not. In Germany, for
instance, environmentalists are entitled to contribute to defining the conditions for the accreditation of verifiers. . A very effective method of checking an applicant’s abilities is to have him
conduct "witnessed assessments", i.e. in order to become a verifier, the applicant must be examined while working “on the job”.
The quality of the accreditation boards is assessed by "peer review", i.e. accreditation boards of
the different countries evaluate each other.
Apart from their competence, it is also very difficult to guarantee the objectivity and independence of a verifier. Some guidelines have been set up by the Commission. A verifier should not
have been involved in the consultancy process prior to EMAS verification, nor be financially
dependent on that company, e.g. because he has no other clients.
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Nevertheless, in practice, verifiers seem to have very limited powers. One expert commented that
if verifiers were to examine cases too closely "they would soon be out of business".
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V.3.6.4

EMAS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STANDARDS

The EMAS Regulation’s requirements on EMS are copied from ISO 14001:1996. Industry had
asked for the standard to facilitate EMAS registration. Therefore the Commission issued a mandate to develop an EMS standard which was eventually conducted by ISO. The requirements of
the ISO standard can be certified by accredited certifiers and by carrying out the additional
requirements of legal compliance, independent verification and validated public environmental
statement, a company can be verified and registered under EMAS. A company that has entered
EMAS via the ISO standard is not obliged to conduct an initial review.
Site operators undergoing EMAS have commented that there is little difference between the two
schemes, which may mean that EMAS registration is too easily obtained when starting from the
ISO standard. In Germany, certifiers and verifiers are identical, so that verification is obtainable
almost without any extra effort.
Countries excelling in EMAS registrations are Austria, Germany, Denmark and Sweden. Recently
the number of registrations became stagnant with the exception of Spain where, because of
Government incentives, EMAS registrations and certifications for ISO 14001 are booming. Other
countries also have registrations but only in a limited number. EMAS has not been a major success at EU level.
European industry and the Commission both have reasons to be reluctant about accepting EMAS
without linking it to global markets. Neither of them want to set up trade barriers and so their
preferred option is an international standard i.e. the standard developed by the International
Standardisation Organisation (ISO). It would be in contravention of WTO to grant the products
and services of EMAS registered companies a competitive advantage in the EU e.g. in public procurement. An international standard on environmental management systems gives companies
the same access world-wide. This is the reason why EMAS is perceived as an ISO 14001 certificate with some add-ons – such as the public statement.
The ISO standard is negotiated among representatives from standard institutes from all over the
world. US representatives, who have been extremely in negotiations, are not interested in a standard that sets environmental requirements which are too precise and instead prefer vague wording. This can be explained by the fact that the US has very strict legislation on environmental liability and that Americans do not want to sign up to any requirements which could later be used
against them in cases of litigation.
A critical view on the International Standard on Environmental Management Systems, ISO
14001:1996 concluded (Krut 1998)
◗ The goal of ISO 14001:1996 is conformance with the organisation’s environmental policy. The
environmental policy of companies “includes a commitment to comply with relevant environmental legislation and regulations and with other requirements to which the organization
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subscribes”. Quite a number of Member States found this wording insufficient for making use
of ISO 14001 certificates for surveillance purposes, since a “commitment to legal compliance”
does not necessarily mean that legal requirements are really met.
◗ ISO 14001 does not audit the actual environmental performance but the performance of the
environmental management system hoping (without stating it) that with the improvement of
the system the environmental performance would also be improved.
◗ The goal is not defined as "continual improvement of environmental performance" but rather
vaguely as "prevention of pollution"
◗ The audit cycle is left open and
◗ Past activities are not considered either
Also the ISO standard does not require the company to request its suppliers to have an EMS in
place
The revised text of ISO 14001 was issued at the end of 2004. One of the conditions of the revision has been that it should not add on any new requirements and align to ISO 9001 to facilitate
organisations to apply both standards in one go.
According to the EU-Commission
◗ The new standard ISO 14001:2004 clarifies the assessment of legal compliance and how
organisations treat legal compliance. This renders it easier to move from ISO 14001 to EMAS,
as the gap between them regarding non-compliance with legal requirement will be closer. Full
compliance with legal legislation as requested in EMAS is still not an ISO 14001 requirement.
◗ On documented procedures: the new regulation leaves it up to the companies and makes it
simpler what document need to be covered by documentation. Not every procedure needs to
be documented.
◗ The new standard explains on which parts of the organisation the environmental management system applies.
◗ A definition for the auditor has been introduced to ensure compatibility with ISO 9001, while
the definition for “auditor” is not included in the EMAS regulation.
◗ A check list for minimum requirements of the management review has been included.
The importance of communicating environmental issues has been emphasized.
The main problem is that a text which resulted from negotiations conducted in a democratically
non-legitimised body like the ISO (standardisation institutes from all over the world) has entered
EU legislative text.
While EMAS registrations have stagnated and are even declining, ISO 14001 certifications are still
rising. The main reason seems to be that companies are reluctant to make information public. As
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any advantage granted to EMAS will immediately be demanded for ISO 14001 as well, there is little incentive for companies to make the extra effort in applying for EMAS registration.
From an environmental point of view, EMAS is without any doubt the superior of the two systems.
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V.3.6.4

SHORTCOMINGS OF EMAS AND ISO 14001:1996

In view of the revision, the Commission is considering extending the field of application of EMAS.
The question arises whether it will be appropriate to use EMAS as an intrument to accomodate
the multiple uses envisaged for it:
◗ as implementation tool as envisaged in the draft directive for setting eco-design requirements
for energy-using products(310)
◗ as label for services, like tourism
◗ as instrument for suppliers to demonstrate their compliance with the legal requirements with
respect to producers’ responsibility
◗ as a framework for integrating life-cycle thinking into the Commission Communication on
Integrated Product Policy (IPP) in order to improve the exploitation of the product dimension
of EMAS(311)
◗ as a method for European standards to implement the directive on packaging and packaging
waste 94/62/EC (312)
EEB and ANEC(313) were very alarmed that the EMS might be used as an instrument to delegate
controls to industries themselves. The two NGOs have taken the opportunity to make an assessment of EMAS and ISO 14001 to demonstrate that both are not fit to serve surveillance let alone
self surveillance purposes.(314) They point to studies which provide evidence that neither the
application of EMAS nor EMS standards have clearly resulted in superior environmental performance.(315) (316)
The Regulation requires the "continual improvement of environmental performance". It is, however, entirely at the discretion of the company as to how much they want to improve and in what
time frame. No indication as to when the verifier should withhold his signature because he has
found that the improvement made was not worthwhile.
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COM(2003) 453 final
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COM(2003) 302 final
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Official Journal L 365 , 31/12/1994 p 10 -23
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European Association for the Co-ordination of Consumer Representation in Standardisation
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ANEC/EEB Position Paper on Environmental Management System Standards, 2003-02-21
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ANEC/EEB Position Paper on Environmental Management System Standards, 2003-02-21
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The state of EMAS in the EU, Eco-management as a tool for sustainable development, Literature study, Jens Clausen,
Michael Keril and Martin Jungwirth, IÖW and Ecologic, Berlin 2002
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Both a company with good environmental performance and a comparatively "dirty" one can
become registered. This is only acceptable because the "dirty" company will also have committed
itself to the improvement of environmental performance and legal compliance. If they do not
meet the demands immediately, they are required to sign up to do so in future.
The initial environmental review leaves considerable leeway for the company in choosing criteria
for determining their significant environmental aspects. The only pressure on them is that these
criteria have to be disclosed. When defining targets and objectives, companies have to “consider” “environmental aspects that have a significant environmental impact, a wording that does not
establish any priority or obligation.
It is of utmost importance that EMAS provides guarantees that EMAS registered organisations
meet legal environmental requirements. Environmental policy includes “compliance with all relevant regulatory requirements regarding the environment” (Article 2(a). The competent registration body has to consult the enforcement authorities concerning the organisation’s regulatory
compliance. In some Member States regulatory authorities have reacted by inspecting the company in question which was just what the company had wanted to avoid. In other Member States
authorities have reacted more to the organisations’ taste by attributing relief to EMAS registered
companies. There have been one or two cases in the EU where an EMAS registration has been
suspended or withdrawn due to evident lack of compliance.
The public environmental statement asks for only very general information. Benchmarking is
purely voluntary and the Commission implementation guide is not mandatory. What is worse,
EMAS registered sites have even not respected the very general information requirements of the
Regulation. In 1996, the Swedish EMAS Council assessed 58 environmental statements and came
to the conclusion that almost none of the industrial sites had met them (Swedish EMAS Council
1996).
The nature of the registration bodies varies greatly throughout the EU. In some countries, environmental agencies serve as registration points. In others, this function is fulfilled by
Departments of Industry, and in Germany the Chambers of Commerce of the different ‘Länder’.
Unfortunately, the registration point is generally viewed not as a control but only as a formal registration point.
One shortcoming of the system which can never be overcome is that verifiers are paid by the very
people they are verifying. There are, in fact, too many offering their services, which in the past has
led to the situation where a verifier has refused to give his accord, only for another one to do so
24 hours later. From an optimistic viewpoint, this can be regarded as merely a ‘teething trouble’
and one which is symptomatic of any new system still in the early stages of development.
One solution to this problem would be if verifiers making a rejection then informed the registration body of their decision. The latter could then refuse to register such an audit until and unless
considerable improvements were made.
An additional problem arises from the fact that companies that are ISO 14001 certified can
become EMAS-registered without repeating their audit. They only require to demonstrate to the
verifier that they have been fulfilling the additional requirements of EMAS.
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The ANEC/EEB position paper provides evidence from studies showing that it is not even certain
that EMS has improved the environmental performance of companies.
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V.3.6.8

PROMOTION OF EMAS

The question remains as to what credit can be given to companies which have been making an
effort to have their environmental management systems checked by third parties and to issue a
validated environmental statement to the public. Such a commitment to future improvement in
environmental performance is extremely valuable if it can be monitored. Firms should be encouraged to subscribe to EMAS and gain credibility. Only if enterprises see a worthwhile return will
they get involved in the exercise. This is certainly one of the reasons for current stagnation, and
even a roll back in EMAS registrations (Austrian Economic Chamber 1996). After the initial benefits have been reaped companies then tend to ask themselves questions about the further value
of EMAS to them.
The first ones to appreciate the effects are certainly people living in the neighbourhood of the
company, even though the public at large may not be the primary target. Banks in their lending
policies and insurance companies in fixing their premiums could consider the fact that EMAS registered companies have better control over their risks and liabilities. However, they usually find
the securities delivered by EMAS insufficient to merit a lower premium.
Some enterprises demand that their suppliers have a certified EMS in place. Public authorities
could make EMAS registration a condition in their purchasing policy. Public procurement in which
some credit is given to EMAS could be a vigorous incentive for encouraging it. However, encouraging EMAS means encouraging ISO 14001 at the same time, without providing the same environmental gains.
The strongest element of EMAS is in theory its public statement. Many companies have started
to issue environmental reports. These used to be of limited value especially as they were not validated and not comparable. In principle the EMAS public statement could provide a framework
for environmental reporting. For this purpose the requirements should be more demanding and
be based on environmental indicators and benchmarks. The introduction of producers’ responsibility in the Directives on end-of-life vehicles, waste from electric and electronic equipment and
reduction of hazardous substances (see chapter IV.4) have opened up a new field of interest in
EMAS. Some producers think EMAS could serve as a basis for supply chain control in that suppliers could introduce environmental requirements into the scope of their environmental policy
programmes and EMS.
EMAS can also help companies to reduce risks and could help to prevent civil liability cases under
the Environmental Liability Directive (see chapter V.3.3). The US act on environmental liability
caused severe problems to companies when it was introduced because insurance companies
were not willing to provide insurance cover. They found the risk too high. Only when companies
established full-blown environmental management systems and procedures to help ensure that
they remained in compliance with rules, regulations and laws, did insurers gain confidence.
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The main advantage of EMAS as far as companies are concerned is that it can supposedly alleviate the controls imposed upon them by regulatory authorities, perhaps even concerning their
permits. Here care has to be taken that EMAS does not become an easy way out. EMAS asks for
"continual improvement of environmental performance", which is in no way conducive to being
lax on permits. One could imagine, however, that reporting obligations under regulatory requirements and EMAS should not be duplicated. Some Governments argue that since EMAS represents
for them a guarantee of environmental conformity with EMAS objectives, this allows them to concentrate their scarce inspection resources on more problematic companies. Here it has to be
made clear that EMAS companies have no right to obtain preferential treatment from authorities
unless EMAS can guarantee full compliance with environmental regulations.

V.3.6.9

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS’ ORGANISATIONS AND DEMANDS FOR EMAS REVISION

The EEB has deprioritised its work on EMAS after the last revision, but EMAS offers a number of
opportunities to make use of the information that must be made publicly available:
◗ environmental policy (Annex I-A.2.f),
◗ criteria for determining significant environmental impact (Annex 6.4),
◗ environmental statement that has to be validated annually. (Annex 3.1 and especially 3.3 setting reporting criteria)
EMAS will have to be revised following the publication of the revised ISO 14001 and ECOs should
be involved. ECOS (317) - of which EEB is a member - provides access to the International
Standardisation Organisation (ISO) but the standard was almost finalised when ECOS was able to
join. So it could only provide limited input.
ANEC/EEB have put forward the following demands:
◗ EMS standards must contain a clear obligation to comply with legal provisions (a commitment
to comply as in ISO 14001:1996 is insufficient)
◗ continual improvement of Environmental performance means a measurable reduction of
environmental burdens and resource consumption rather than an enhancement of the management system and its measurable output
◗ EMS standards shall require compliance with international environmental agreements irrespective of whether or not the home country of the organisation has ratified the agreement.
In addition, time scales for the incorporation into EMS standards of such provisions are shorter than the legal implementation. Both agreements and time scales shall be indicated in the
relevant standards
◗ organisations shall be required to apply the same environmental criteria in all countries in
which they operate
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◗ a set of key environmental indicators measuring environmental performance and not the performance of the EMS, including appropriate scales, shall be developed
◗ the key environmental indicators shall allow comparisons between different organisations
256

◗ EMS standards shall contain detailed standardised reporting requirements including key performance indicators and data, which allow a comparison between legal provisions or BAT and
the actual performance
◗ minimum performance levels based on the state-of-the-art shall be defined
The Commission argues that the Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control
(IPPC) demands application of best available technology by law and therefore it is not necessary to mention it in a regulation which is voluntary. This is not quite true. The EU reference documents for what is deemed to be “best available technology” is only to be taken
into account by the permitting authorities, which may also consider local and geographical conditions in issuing a permit under the IPPC Directive (see chapter V.3.2).
Only very large plants are regulated under the IPPC Directive. Many are not - e.g. small and
medium enterprises - and for them it would be important to apply economically viable
application of BAT because they are often not regulated otherwise.
◗ organisations which have obtained an EMS registration shall be subject to evaluation studies.
The performance achieved shall be compared with the performance of companies which have
not implemented EMAS or ISO 14001. Methods for performance ranking shall be developed.
◗ companies shall not be awarded for the mere implementation of an EMS. Instead, incentives
(e.g. more lenient enforcement control) should be linked to compliance with environmental
laws. It is also not adequate that EMS firms are given preference in the context of public procurement or enforcement unless their excellence has been proven using comparable data.
◗ under no circumstances shall the EMS approach be applied as a substitute for product specifications.
The recently revised ISO 14001 has not taken these demands into account.
The current EMAS is still far from being a "full blown environmental management system which
helps companies to be in compliance". However, we should try to give the future EMAS ambition
so that it becomes a rigorous and convincing instrument.
ECOs will be confronted with the development of the new mandated standard for the “staged
approach to EMAS”. As with ISO 14001, ISO will conduct the task and so heavily influence the legislative framework of the EU’s EMAS. ECOs should follow this issue closely in order to make sure
that certificates are not issued before the enterprise conforms fully to the requirements any other
organisation has to meet under ISO 14001. Any earlier certification with only “key elements” or
some relevant environmental aspects dealt with, would undermine the credibility of all other
EMS certificate.
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Introduction

Up to now most EU environmental policy responses have been based on end-of-pipe measures
(such as emission limits) or the establishment of environmental quality objectives (such as air
quality values) - see chapter IV. Environmental standards have only been introduced at EU level
for a limited number of products - such as energy labels (see chapter V.4.2), restriction of hazardous substances in electrical equipment (see chapter IV.4), market ban for carcinogenic substances (see chapter V.4.6.4.3), or authorisation schemes for open uses of chemicals like pesticides
and biocides (see chapter V.4.6.5.1).
While the first have lead to important environmental improvements - for example in cleaning up
polluting emissions to water from industrial installations - the effects of those such as energy
efficiency, vehicle emissions and exposure to carcinogenic chemicals, have been overwhelmed by
increasing consumption patterns or new chemical threats, like interference with hormone systems. At the same time, the increasing complexity in sourcing materials and components in manufacture supply chains has made product information and estimation of their lifecycle impacts
almost impossible to calculate and actual recycling equally complicated. For this reason the addition of a structured product lifecycle focus to European environmental policy can supplement
existing measures as well as enabling a more coherent approach to addressing the environmental challenges set down in both the European Sustainable Development Strategy and the Sixth
Environmental Action Programme.
Environmental product policy focusing on articles – usually understood as consumer articles, but
not exclusively - is commonly understood as a policy approach aimed at addressing environmental impacts `at source´ and moving thus from addressing point source (installation based) pollution and impact sources to diffuse (product associated) impact sources.
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In the past, EU environmental product policy (EPP) was based on the approach that there should
be free circulation of goods and that questions of protecting health, safety and the environment,
should in principle be left to Member States. Only national measures were taken to prepare EUwide provisions. Subsequently an EU wide policy was developed for product safety taking into
account human health – but leaving out environmental considerations.
262

Previously most initiatives on EPP came from international forums –for example the Montreal
Protocol phasing out substances that deplete the ozone layer, POPs under the Stockholm
Convention etc
At present the EU policy on products is still fragmented, lacking data and mostly of a voluntary
nature (consisting principally of the European Ecolabel scheme). The recent political agreement
(April 2005) on the Ecodesign framework for Energy Using Products is an important step towards
establishing legislative product policy. However, the umbrella framework for EU product policy –
a role purportedly to be played by the Commission’s Integrated Product Policy Strategy – has so
far failed to materialise in any concrete form.
In terms of the specific focus of reductions in impacts from hazardous substances used in products there is an EU chemicals policy in place. However, this policy addresses only a small percentage of all 100,000 or so chemicals and leaves us with insufficient information to effectively prevent damage (see chapter V.4.6.4). The Commission has proposed a much needed replacement
of this flawed system with a new regulation – REACH , the Registration, Evaluation and
Authorisation of Chemicals - which applies to chemicals produced in quantities of over one
tonne per year and used in consumer articles. This regulation would, for the first time, collect and
make available safety data for 30,000 chemicals by making chemical producers responsible for
the safe management of chemicals, and implement a precautionary system for unacceptable risks
by encouraging the substitution of chemicals with potential long-term or irreversible impacts.
REACH is currently being debated in the European Parliament and Council, were it has met with
strong opposition from chemical producers.
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V.4.2

The EU Ecolabel – the ‘Flower’
By Dr. Karola Taschner and Melissa Shinn
318

V.4.2.1

319

THE PURPOSE OF THE FLOWER

The idea behind the Flower as expressed in the current Regulation on the Community eco-label
award scheme (EC 2000) revised in 2000320 is to promote products which have the potential to
reduce negative environmental impacts, as compared with the other products in the same product
group, thus contributing to the efficient use of resources and a high level of environmental protection.
This objective shall be pursued through the provision of guidance and accurate, non-deceptive and
scientifically based information to consumers on such products. The environmental impacts are
identified on the basis of examination of the interactions of products with the environment, including the use of energy and natural resources, during the life cycle of the product.
The Flower scheme covers goods and services, and the ‘consumers’ addressed include professional purchasers. The eco-label may be awarded to a product possessing characteristics which enable
it to contribute significantly to improvements in relation to key environmental aspects, these environmental aspects (namely Air quality, Water quality, Soil protection, Waste reduction, Energy
savings, Natural resource management, Global warming prevention, Ozone layer protection,
Environmental safety, Noise and Biodiversity) are identified in the light of an indicative matrix
(laid down in the annex of the Regulation). The matrix guides the assessment of the environmental impact over the life cycle of products (covering preproduction/ raw materials, production, distribution (including packaging), use, reuse / recycling / disposal and waste management) to
determine where the most significant contribution for improvement exists, from a life cycle perspective.321
The Flower provides for an environmentally motivated product standard, which is developed
through a transparent stakeholder process, and thus represents an important counterbalance to
the purely business and economic driven standardisation process (see chapter V.4.5).
On the other hand the scheme is still far from delivering satisfactory results and suffers from a
number of deficiencies. Firstly, non business stakeholder participation is somewhat limited and
results sometimes in rather mediocre criteria rather than being on the cutting-edge of environmental performance. Secondly, market penetration and uptake by producers is still low in many
countries. Some of the criteria set for environmental product performance are relatively weak in
some product groups. From the EEBs experience this is also partly due to the fact that there is no
level of ambition defined in the regulation (such as for example the top 10% of products). The
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For more information on the previous regulation an account can be found in the EEBs previous handbook – EEB industry handbook –A critical evaluation of available European Legislation on Industry and the Environment, December 1998.
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For more information on the functioning and set up of the scheme an account can be found in the EEBs previous handbook – EEB industry handbook –A critical evaluation of available European Legislation on Industry and the Environment.
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regulation leaves it open as to which products and criteria are selected, and gives no guidance
on priority issues. The wording of the revised Regulation (from 2000) is slightly more explicit in
setting the objectives322, and the regulation envisages that products of the same product group
will be compared with each ither. Information for consumers should not only be better, but accurate and non-deceptive. However, the regulation text makes it quite clear that the ambitions of
the Community Eco-label schemes were never high. The intention was more to provide a modest
marketing instrument for producers who wanted to make an effort. The EEB argues that the one
of the reasons the Community Eco-label has not been accepted by manufacturers is because it
has not been signalling excellence.
Furthermore, there has been no requirement in the regulations to respect, throughout the criteria setting process, the original selection of, and focus on, the most relevant criteria (established
in the life-cycle considerations study). In the EEB’s experience, the final criteria frequently drift
from the most important environmental impacts.

V.4.2.2

DELIVERABLES OF THE FLOWER 1992 - 2003

To date, the performance of the Flower can be illustrated partially by the following statistics.
In 1999, there were 15 product categories for which Flower criteria existed. Forty manufacturers
and two importers held a total of 55 Flower licences. Together, they manufactured 240 different
product items that carried the Flower on their label. The licences all belonged to eight product
categories: paints and varnishes, textiles, washing machines, laundry detergents, refrigerators,
tissue paper products, personal computers and soil improvers. By March 2005, there are 7 more
product categories (total 22) with Flower criteria, 6 more under development, and a total of 208
licences held by manufacturers. These licences cover 17 product categories and over 500 different individual products.323
Between 2000 and 2001, the number of product items (available on shelves) rose from 17 million
to 54 million, and ex-factory sales volume from ?38 million to ?119 million. The most successful
countries so far are Denmark, France and Italy, followed by Spain, Greece and Sweden. The most
successful product groups are textiles and paints and varnishes, followed by soil improvers and
dishwashing detergents.
What the Flower actually delivers in terms of reduction in environmental impacts and overall ecological burden is difficult to calculate. It delivers these effects through a number of mechanisms,
some of which are direct, such as a shift in production processes and product composition or
design. At the same time good promotion can increase the market share for the more ecological
products and deliver on potential impact reductions.
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Regulation 880/92 (revised by 1980/2000 in 2000) stipulated that the Eco-label award ‘is intended to promote the design,
production, marketing and use of products which have a reduced environmental impact during their entire life cycle, and provide consumers with better information on the environmental impact of products.’ Note that ‘a reduced environmental
impact’ can mean any kind of impact.
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Other mechanisms are more indirect, such as the creation of a product benchmark that puts pressure on non-licensed manufacturers to evolve (mimicking all or some of the Eco-label criteria), or
simply guides them as to what is expected of them, even though they may not apply for the
Flower. For example, in the case of washing machines, the Eco-label has certainly resulted in the
creation of a standard, although it is difficult to establish how much this is due to the Eco-label
and how much it is also thanks to the EU energy label. In the case of light bulbs, it is remarkable,
given the original resistance of the industry, that there has been an applicant in this sector.
A study on direct and indirect benefits was recently carried out by the UK for the EU Ecolabel324.The study concluded with estimates that the current potential for reduced environmental
impacts in terms of Indirect Environmental Benefits (assuming nine types of indirect benefits and
a market penetration of 5%) of the Ecolabel within the EU25 (per year) was the potential
saving/avoidance of:
◗ 43 TWh energy,
◗ 27 million tonnesCO2,
◗ 35 million m? water,
◗ 39 thousand tonnes of hazardous substances; and
◗ 1.5 million tonnes in materials.
In the absence of quantifiable statistics, trust in the Flower’s ability to deliver reduced environmental impacts is heavily dependent on two pre-conditions:
1) It represents the environmental leader – i.e. the best available in terms of technology, choice
of raw materials, design for use, etc - and it maintains this leadership position through regular revision.
2) It can achieve a significant market uptake - through the number of products that have Flower
criteria, and the quantity of labelled products on the market or sold (the current work plan
target is a 25% increase per year).
Essentially, therefore, whether the Flower is delivering can also be qualitatively judged on its
respect for, and achievement of, these conditions.
Within the European Union Eco-labelling Board (EUEB) and among the Member States, however,
the debate is often over whether it would be better to have an Eco-label with strict criteria that
have no, or only a few, applications and little market penetration, or to have less strict Eco-label
criteria that would have more ease of application and more likelihood of market penetration.
Such debate has never been resolved. It makes the assumption, however, that stricter criteria
mean market uptake is automatically lower (as less producers would automatically be able to
meet them). It is the EEB’s opinion however that this assumption is not correct. The EEB maintains that an EU Ecolabel that makes a name for itself as a label of excellence would have far
greater ability to attract producers (through the very nature of its reputation) than a mediocre
label that has a luke-warm reputation, and subsequently lower promotion attraction to ECOs.
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Study available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/ecolabel/pdf/market_study/benefitsfinalreport_1104.pdf
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Based on the trends observed (most recently in the EEB EU Ecolabel evaluation study325), it can be
concluded that there is a tendency to contemplate less ambitious criteria as one of the prerequisites to facilitating market uptake (by manufacturers). This is especially evident in the revision of
pre-existing criteria where there are current Flower licence holders.
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Example: In the recent revision (revision of criteria - 2002) of the criteria for paints and varnishes it was evident that concern over maintaining the current holders was clearly dominant over
the necessity of strengthening the criteria, e.g. in the content of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs). This is, however, a short-sighted approach. While it may indeed facilitate maintaining the
current licence holders and encourage the entry of new ones, it doesn not actually achieve the
environmental leadership the Flower should represent. In the case of paints and varnishes, it will
probably not engender environmental and occupational safety credibility with the truly progressive paint manufacturers who should be the target audience.
In the case of (compact fluorescent) light bulbs (revision of criteria - 2002), while there was not
sufficient will to demand lower levels of mercury, there was an indirect recognition of the emergence of zero mercury bulbs326 in the reduction of the lifetime of the new criteria from five to
three years. The light bulbs case also illustrated however that the life-cycle assessment approach
can potentially be used detrimentally if applied in too simplistic a form. There was a proposal to
remove the demand for the use of recycled paper packaging as it didn’t represent a ‘major environmental impact in the total life cycle of the product’. Fortunately, a majority of competent bodies did not agree with this perspective, maintaining that packaging had an important visual role
in terms of providing consistency with the green image of the product, and the criterion was
maintained.
This did however highlight that the fact that the Flower needs to be thought about in a larger
context than just the immediate and direct impact of each product, i.e. the use of recycled packaging is part of the ‘market’ of another more ecological product – recycled fibres.
Packaging is one of the horizontal issues that were identified as needing discussion in the revision of the last EU Eco-label work plan in 2001. (Flame-retardants is another.) These issues, along
with the Flower’s approach to establishing preferences for renewable over non-renewable
resources, need to be addressed urgently and have not yet been timetabled for discussion. (The
EEB attempted to advance the discussion in 2003, and presented a proposal for a working group
on horizontal packaging criteria, but so far the proposal has not been given working group time.)

V.4.2.3

EEBS EVALUATION OF THE FLOWER - 2004

In 2003/2004 the EEB performed its own evaluation of the Flower Scheme (in the context of the
2004 EU Flower Week promotion campaign and) in anticipation of the upcoming revision of the
regulation. The aim of the evaluation was to collect and summarise the EEB´s experience over the
last 10 years of the existence of the Flower both in terms of governance (balance of interests),
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See EEB evaluation of the European Ecolabel and Scheme – What we wanted, what we got, July 2004 –
http://www.eeb.org/activities/product_policy/EEB-Ecolabel-evaluation-What-we-wanted-what-we-got-July2004.pdf
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These bulbs will be the new benchmark, due on the market within two years, according to the Swedish CB.
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quality (ambition level of the criteria) and impact on the market (is the label making a difference,
delivering environmental improvements and changing market dynamics and changes in manufacturing?).
The conclusions of the evaluation were the following:327
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1) As concerns governance the evaluation concluded that there was a satisfactory uptake of the
EEB recommendations in some product areas, but this is not true for the majority of products
(only 42.5% of the cases showed satisfactory uptake results). Furthermore, there is still too frequent evidence (at least 25%) of industry participation ‘imbalances’ (ie too many industry representatives compared to non-industry participants), with no guidelines available to clarify
this. It would be advisable therefore to establish some clearer guidelines on stakeholder balance and guidelines on pro-active steps that should be taken to consult and integrate recommendations from product eco-design frontrunners.
2) As concerns the quality of the criteria and level of ambition (using the EEBs original demands
as a benchmark) the evaluation concluded that the global quality (the level of environmental
ambition) is still on average mediocre. Only three products (footwear, soil improvers and
hand-dishwashing detergents) were evaluated as showing a good level of ambition, and two
products (mattresses and dishwashers) were evaluated as showing a mixed good/mediocre
level of ambition. A majority,75%, evaluations were classified as mediocre328. This was often
felt to be a result of some participant Member State representatives (often S. European and
the UK) fearing that too ambitious criteria would hamper the number of applications.
However, given the relatively low level of some criteria, and the continued low level of applicants in some product categories, EEB’s conclusion is that the applicant deficit is more likely
to be due to active producer boycott (such as in the case of electrical goods and copy paper)
and a lack of leverage from retailer and consumer demand due to a lack of, and grave deficits
in and lack of continuity in, national promotion activities.
During the EEB´s eco-label working group meetings that accompanied this study it was recognised that whilst the ambition level of the criteria are the relevant aspects for evaluation of
the scheme’s performance, other aspects related to the bigger Product Policy picture were
also relevant. These include the fact that the ecolabel scheme is the only concrete and productive EU Ecological Product Policy tool that is setting any requirements and establishing an EU
network of national competent bodies - the only existing formal network of eco-design competence at the moment. Another important factor is that there continues to exist the necessity for a credible alternative to producer self-claims and producer own eco-labels and a more
suitable consumer communication tool than Environmental Product Declarations329.
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For more full conclusions and details on methodology etc see EEB evaluation of the European Ecolabel and Scheme –
What we wanted, what we got, July 2004 – http://www.eeb.org/activities/product_policy/EEB-Ecolabel-evaluation-Whatwe-wanted-what-we-got-July2004.pdf
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NOTE: The evaluation of ambition level was admittedly particularly tricky, given that there is a normally a process of compromise involved. The benchmarking done here was against the EEBs original and most demanding ambitions for each
criteria process – ie our demands at the beginning of the process which may not have been the same by the end of the
discussions (due to either political `fine tuning´ or adjustments due to new information)
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Environmental Product Declarations are a declaration of information about products and services and what type of environmental problems they cause in a life cycle perspective. These may be certified or self-declared, but very little standardisation of the content exists till now.
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The EU Ecolabel also can, and does, deliver several other indirect benefits. These include:
a) possibility of use of eco-label criteria in greening public procurement (see chapter
V.4.2.6.1),
b) informal use of ecolabel criteria for eco-design benchmarking for individual companies,
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c) creation of an information database on the best available technologies, substitution feasibility and a network of expertise and contacts with frontrunners on different product areas.
3) Concerning impact on the market (is the label making a difference and delivering environmental improvements and market dynamics (changes in manufacturing /consumer demand)?)
the evaluation concluded that this was an almost impossible question to answer. The proxy of
number of applicants as an estimate for environmental improvements and impact reduction
is far from satisfactory and contributed heavily to the negative evaluation of these aspects330.
Direct environmental improvements (or reduced environmental impacts) was judged to be
poor to mediocre in more than 3/4 of the cases and there was no clear evidence available of
market dynamics created (or at least no data is available). It seems fair to say that if the data
does not exist the scheme has not been sufficiently active in attempting to create some transparency about its own benefits, which for a consumer communication tool is not a strong recommendation.
The study concluded overall that the EEB´s involvement in the scheme may have resulted in criteria with a higher level of ambition than if the EEB had not been involved, even though the
results have a low market dynamics impact eventually due to the problem of lack of promotion
of the label. The EEB Eco-label working group and eco-label experts made it clear at the time that
expectations were that it was not sufficient that the EEB simply settle for the passive role of
scheme `watchdog´, but that the scheme must start to deliver direct and indirect benefits and that
these should be documented.
The evaluation provided several operational and policy recommendations – including the
necessity for seeking a more active engagement of EEB member organisations (only 7 actively
contribute to the eco-label working group at the moment). Ideally the EEB´s Ecolabel resources
should be increased to allow it to play a more pro-active role.

V.4.2.4

SECOND REGULATION REVISION ON THE HORIZON

The revision for the EU Ecolabel Regulation was due to be presented by the Commission before
October 2005 (but the process has been delayed). In preparation for this and in an attempt to
find some consensus on issues to be included in the revision the Commission made quite intensive use of the existing Policy Management group, an informal parallel structure to the EU
Ecolabel Board. Whilst no formal consensus was reached many useful ideas were generated and
the ideas were summarised and documented in a series of reports331 and experiences shared. This
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Note that lack of data was used as a negative classification.
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These reports and presentations are available at the Ecolabel website http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/ecolabel/whats_eco/pm_managementgroups_en.htm
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has undoubtedly increased the understanding of the different National Competent Bodies and
hopefully will lead to better political compromises when the political phase of revision comes to
Council and Parliament. At the end of 2004, the Commission decided to perform an additional
own study of its own – on the revision of the Ecolabel and EMAS schemes. The results of this
study are still pending so it is not clear yet what the Commission intends for the revision.
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V.4.2.5

LINKS WITH OTHER EU AND NATIONAL LABELS

The implementation of the Scheme must comply with the provisions of the Treaties, including the
precautionary principle and the Community environmental policy, as specified in the Community
Programme of Policy and Action in relation to the Environment and Sustainable Development (the
Fifth Environmental Action Programme), and shall be coordinated with other labelling or quality certification arrangements as well as … the Community Energy Labelling Scheme established by Directive
92/75/EEC and the Organic Agriculture Scheme established by Regulation (EEC) No 2092/91.
The hierarchy of the Flower with reference to the national labelling schemes is an uneasy one as
historically one of the objectives of the scheme, from the point of view of the Commission, was to
harmonise EU ecolabelling by eventually replacing the national schemes332. Member States however actively resist this, preferring to maintain their freedom to initiate criteria based on their own
ambition levels and on products relevant to their own markets and consumers. Partly thanks to the
collaboration through the Cooperation and Coordination ad-hoc working group set up by the 20022004 Flower work plan (a more detailed implementation timetable of work items) there has been
a growing realisation that the co-existence of the two levels of labelling has significant benefits –
not only in terms of resources and experience gained (it is unlikely that the EU label would succeed
in commanding similar resources via the Regulation) but also in terms of keeping the pressure on
EU label in terms of ambition level, especially as the existing labelling schemes are mostly from
Northern European and Nordic countries who traditionally have higher environmental ambitions.
The Ecolabel regulation further states that participation in the Scheme shall be without prejudice
to environmental or other regulatory requirements of Community or national law applicable to the
various life stages of goods, and where appropriate to a service – in other words if a product is
awarded the label it does not avoid any other Community obligations.
Indeed the Ecolabel criteria frequently take up legal obligations (such as the phase-out of hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment) and introduce them earlier (eg in the
2004 revision of the criteria on portable and personal computers), or the use of the energy efficiency labelling levels (eg specifying level A+ energy efficiency as a criteria in refrigerators – criteria revised 2004).
The labels criteria can now be used in other policy tools – namely public procurement criteria setting (in conformity with the EU directives on public procurement – more below) and the setting
of and conformity to Energy Using Product Ecodesign Implementing Measures.
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Examples of national schemes are – the German Blau Engel, The Nordic Swan (covering Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
Iceland and Norway), the Dutch MileuKeur and private labels such as the Good Environmental Choice run by the EEBs
member The Swedish Nature Conservation Association. For more information on ecolabels exsiting in the EU
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V.4.2.6

ECOLABELS AND CROSS-LINKS WITH OTHER LEGISLATION

V.4.2.6.1

Public Procurement

The link with Public Procurement legislation is perhaps the most significant, with the greatest
potential for expanding the impact of the EU Ecolabel scheme at this point in time. In 2004, the
European Union adopted two directives revising European rules for Public Procurement333. Public
procurement accounts for over 16% of the European Union's GDP equivalent to 1500 billion
Euros. Moreover, it has a determining effect on certain sectors such as construction and public
works, energy, telecommunications and heavy industry.
In addition to their economic importance, such rules have a direct impact on the daily lives of
European citizens. It is through public procurement that decisions are made on public transport,
road building,, making our towns and cities better places to live in, building and cleaning our
schools and hospitals, as well as running their canteens, our water supplies, waste treatment,
equipment of public offices, schools, hospitals etc.
The revised Directives offer scope for contracting authorities to consider social, employment, ethical and environmental issues. The revision process has helped to clarify and strengthen the
scope for considering such objectives. In the past, this scope was vague, and discouraged many
public authorities from pursuing such objectives. For several of the brave, it lead to a generation
of court cases (many of them helpful to our concerns334) to clarify the rules, which have also
helped to shape the revised Directives.
There are several references to environmental considerations in the new directives. Following the
requirements of Article 6 of The Treaty, Recital 5 provides that “contracting authorities may contribute to the protection of the environment and the promotion of sustainable development”
and Recital 6 states that the Directive should not prevent the protection of animal and plant life.
These principles are then spelt out in the provisions covering different phases of the public procurement procedure. The use of environmental characteristics in technical specifications is identified in article 23, and annex VI of the directives. Recital 29 and article 23 provide further explanation whereby technical specifications may include environmental characteristics and may use
for thatpurpose requirements that are laid down in eco-labels. These eco-labels may be
European, multi-national or national. However the requirements must have been adopted
through a procedure involving all relevant stakeholders, including environmental organisations,
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Directive 2004/18/EC of the European parliament and of the Council on the coordination of procedures for the award of
public work contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts, (O.J. L 134, 30.4.2004) and Directive
2004/17/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 coordinating the procurement procedures
of entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors (O.J. L 134 30.4.2004). Public procurement
rules relate to the procedures for the award of public supply, public service, public works and utilities contracts all over
the European Union and the European Economic Area.
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One famous and influential example is the Concordia Bus Finland Oy Ab v Helsingin kaupunki and HKL-Bussiliikenne - In
its judgment of 17 September 2002 the ECJ ruled that “where, in the context of a public contract for the provision of urban
bus transport services, the contracting authority decides to award a contract to the tenderer who submits the economically
most advantageous tender, it may take into consideration ecological criteria such as the level of nitrogen oxide emissions or
the noise level of the buses, provided that they are linked to the subject-matter of the contract, do not confer an unrestricted freedom of choice on the authority, are expressly mentioned in the contract documents or the tender notice, and comply
with all the fundamental principles of Community law, in particular the principle of non-discrimination.”
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and be based on scientific information. Technical specifications are further defined in Annex VI
and shall include environmental performance levels, production processes and methods
(Annex VI).
The very important aspect of using Ecolabel criteria for public procurement is the simplicity with
which local authorities, who do not have the capacities to define their environmental criteria, can
simply “copy and paste” the Ecolabel criteria into their call for tender, as suggested by the
Commission handbook on applying Public Procurement335. Energy Using Product (EuP) Ecodesign
Framework
As far as the Energy Using Product (EuP) Ecodesign Framework and implementing measures336 are
concerned (see chapter V.4.4), both can be used as sources of information for setting criteria for
the EuP implementing measures and for the conformity assessment process. EU Ecolabeled products shall be presumed to comply with the ecodesign requirements of the applicable implementing
measure insofar as those requirements are met by the eco-label. In addition to which, for national
ecolabel schemes for the same purpose the Commission may decide that other eco-labels fulfil
equivalent conditions to the Community eco-label pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 1980/2000).

V.4.2.6.2

Integrated Product Policy (IPP)

The Ecolabel working plan identifies coordination with ongoing activities under the EU IPP
Strategy(CEC 2003b) – in particular within the planned IPP working group on information instruments. As the IPP has not yet started this work and because the outcome of the IPP working
group on product information is not clear, no direct results are foreseen.. Possible synergies could
be the use of Ecolabel information in common IPP tools/Ecolabel product performance database
for subsequent use in future setting of Ecolabel criteria and any minimum binding product
requirements that the Energy Using Products Ecodesign framework will set and that the IPP may
one day see fit to set for other product sectors.

V.4.2.7

TIPS FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

V.4.2.7.1

National ECO support/use of EU Ecolabel resources

(for more information on the criteria, background studies, technical information, products
labelled, where they are sold, your national EU Ecolabel competent bodies etc see
http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/ecolabel/whats_eco/index_en.htm and the Flower
online catalogue - http://www.eco-label.com/)
1) Improvement in National and EU level ECO engagement - The identified shortcomings in
promotion of the scheme and the associated dilution of the impact of importance of the
scheme to manufacturers as well as active producer boycott, could also be addressed by a
more active uptake of the Eco-label in ECO campaigns.
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Commission handbook on applying Public Procurement - Commission Staff Working Document - Buying green! A handbook on environmental public procurement, SEC(2004) 1050 of August 2004
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According to the second reading political agreement adopted by the Council COREPER April 2005 and due for EP plenary adoption shortly afterwards.
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However, this would in turn depend on higher ECO confidence in the ambition level of the criteria, either generically, or on specific symbolic thematic issues ( ie those particularly relevant
to the ECO campaigns – e.g. PVC free, Chlorine free paper, fully and credibly certified wood
fibre sources etc) which itself depends on ECOS seeking more resources for better communication and coordination between the ECO EU Eco-label coordinator (at this moment carried
out by the EEB) and other ECOs and their relevant campaigns. This should be done both at the
National level – direct ECO involvement in National EU Ecolabel Competent Body decision
making and at EU coordination level (for example through increased and targeted funding of
dedicated ECO EU Ecolabel coordination).
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2) Improvement in National ECO use of the EU Ecolabel as a reference benchmark. Apart from
direct promotion of the Flower in terms of `greening consumption´ campaigns (which can be
done alone or in conjunction with relevant national labels) the EU Ecolabel can serve a multiplicity of other ends. For example:
a) use of the criteria (or background technical information and studies) for political demands
in various thematic campaigns – eg the criteria on energy efficiency, emissions, hazardous
substances have been scrutinised for manufacturing feasibility at an EU level, which means
that in principle they should represent no or very low barriers to access to markets in any
EU MS.This can be a strong (and pragmatic) argument when demanding product based
solutions for thematic campaigns on climate change, toxic substance releases, global emission reductions, or can simply be a useful benchmark to use in reference to the demands
being made (are they stronger or weaker than on EU labels). The fact that the EU ambition
level is compromised by political consensus should/ can always be recalled.
b) the information and criteria levels can provide a good basis for further work on establishing (and even going beyond) ECO’s own ecolabels , on single or multiple issues. Similarly
the Ecolabel working group could potentially be a rich network of information sharing as
some of the EEB MOs participating in the EEB Ecolabel working group already have their
own labels.

V.4.2.7.2

The EU Ecolabel and EU Directives on Public Procurement

For more detailed information and recommendations see the joint guide developed by the coalition of European level non-governmental organisations in co-operation with European trade
unions – Making the most of public money – a practical guide to implementing and contracting
under the revised EU Public Procurement Directives, November 2004337, see also the Commission
handbook on applying Public Procurement - Commission Staff Working Document - Buying
green! A handbook on environmental public procurement, SEC(2004) 1050 of August 2004 (and
other useful links - available on EEB website on Public Procurement) (CEC 2004).
ECO activities concerning Ecolabels and greening public procurement can focus on 2 phases:
1) Transposition phase - in the national level implementation phase of applying the revised Public
Procurement Directives (normally with a deadline of 31 January 2006) it is crucial that National
and Regional Governments with the responsibility for implementing these provisions into
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See http://www.eeb.org/activities/public_procurement/Practical-Guide-Public-Procurement-FINAL-NOVEMBER2004.pdf
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their legal frameworks maximise the scope to include these considerations, and that public
authorities develop their contracting procedures to ensure their use in practice.
Several aspects of the EU Directives offer Member States or public authorities’ choices in
applying certain provisions, and decision-makers should be urged to allow a maximum scope
for applying social, employment, ethical and environmental considerations. A contracting
authority may include award criteria that are not of a purely economic nature, but they must
be linked to the subject matter of the contract. This has to be made quite clear in national law.
2) Implementation phase – ECOs can attempt to alert authorities to the opportunities presented by the Public Procurement Directives. Environmental characteristics should take account of
the entire life cycle of a product. Often the most important environmental impact occurs in
the production phase. Apart from allowing public authorities to consider this, the Directives
allow also for the use of eco-labels as selection criteria.
National legislation should make differences between the different types of eco-labels. Full
use should be made of the leeway given by the Directives in favour of Type I (independently
verified) eco-labels. Type I eco-labels like European Flower, German Blue Angel, Nordic Swan
and others have the advantage of providing quantitative criteria developed in multi-stakeholder processes and they put the producer under the obligation to either give detailed evidence
that they meet the criteria or have their products certified.
Note: Self-claims (Type II eco-labels) should not be recognised.
Environmental declarations Type III (ie supposedly verified) should only be used if they either
a) fulfil the stricter elements of the options envisaged in Environmental declarations International Standard currently under development - ISO 14025 i.e. they should be based on:
◗ a complete LCA
◗ product category rules (PCR) of a representative PCR programme338
◗ both LCA and rules should be reviewed by a panel of interested parties.
◗ the environmental product declaration at the end should be certified by an external independent third party.
or
b) alternatively they fulfil an eventual (possibly to be developed) EU equivalent standard
for Environmental Product Declarations (EPD),
Overall the requirements on the data should ensure that the information conveyed in
the product declaration is:
◗ comparable: meaning all necessary conventions (system borders) and calculation (e.g. data
bases) rules have to be equivalent within a product category

338

Product requirements can only be defined and therefore hold for products that have a common functional unit and are comparable on the basis of this unit as the requirements (on the data) are specific of products (within one product category).
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◗ relevant: meaning it covers relevant environmental aspects.
◗ transparent: meaning the user of the information can assess for himself the preconditions
by which the information was gathered and processed.
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◗ credible: meaning the user of the information can be sure it is plausible and collected in a
scientifically sound way as well as according to publicly accessible rules. This also ensures
that the data is of appropriate quality.
◗ consistent: meaning the data was collected to produce a consistent characterisation of the
environmental performance of a product in terms of the geographical, temporal, and technological borders of the product system.
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V.4.3

Integrated Product Policy
By Melissa Shinn
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V.4.3.1

THE PURPOSE OF INTEGRATED PRODUCT POLICY (IPP)

A potentially far-reaching way to integrate a product focus into mainstream manufacturing is
through an Integrated Product Policy (IPP) approach. This approach is based on Life-Cycle
Thinking – it takes the product’s life-cycle and aims for a reduction of the environmental impacts
of products from the cradle to the grave. In so doing it aims to give comprehensive coverage of
all life cycle impacts and all environmental aspects. This can also be used to prevent individual
parts/impacts of the supply-chain from being addressed in a way that results in the environmental burden simply being shifted to another part or to another environmental impact type. This
implies that eventually for each stage of manufacture (from extraction to end of life) environmental impacts are recorded or estimated in such a way that total lifecycle impacts can eventually be
calculated.

V.4.3.2

BRIEF HISTORY OF EU IPP POLICY

After a first discussion document (Green Paper) was produced in 2001, the Commission then
came up with a more detailed document (White Paper) in June 2003, in which it presented intentions and plans for a European Integrated Product Policy

V.4.3.2.1

The white paper- The IPP Communication

In June 2003 the Commission communicated its further developed intentions and plans for a
European Integrated Product Policy (CEC 2003). However, the content was disappointing as it
failed entirely to give the European Community what it needed - a strong policy tool capable of
driving significant change in product design and manufacture. The shortcomings explained
above were not overcome and only minor steps in a leadership direction have been made –
namely putting some Commission resources behind studying a product selection methodology
and some form of future product focus (a future discussion document on product design obligations). However, previous references to four product groups of particular environmental relevance - namely cars, buildings, furniture and cleaning products - were no longer in evidence. It
also proposed setting up Commission-run working groups and possibly some steering (like)
group. It made a committment to developing IPP indicators to assess environmental improvements, requiring member states to report on IPP implementation, and calling on member states
to draw up action plans on greening Public Procurement.
However, it lacked the most important policy component of them all: active leadership through
a legislative platform from which to make effective use of these actions and any results thereof
and to lay down a common vision on what concrete environmental objectives were trying to be
achieved, and by when.
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Senior Policy Officer for Product and Waste Policies, European Environmental Bureau
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Additionally the 2003 IPP communication failed to provide:
◗ Concrete support of tools such as reduced VAT on EU Ecolabels (indeed this was specifically
dismissed), this is especially regrettable in view of pending negotiations on the amendment
of the 6th VAT directive
◗ Concrete activities on consumption - such as a working group towards a policy to deal with
this - despite recognition of the problem of increasing consumption
◗ A clear map on the development of Product Information requirements or Product Data Files
on environmental performance
◗ Mention of the potential of Producer Responsibility for Environmentally sound products - such
as a driver for ‘mass (widespread) integration’ of life-cycle thinking and environmental considerations into manufacturing and the standardisation process
◗ Recognition of the necessity to create efficient, tailor-made resources such as the IPP or
Benchmarking Institute, in the style of the IPPC Seville Bureau and setting up of important
‘consumer information tools’ such as EU Eco-test networks
◗ Recognition of the importance of extended producer responsibility in general and of the
potential of individual producer responsibility
◗ Recognition of the need to address the short comings of the New Approach and the lack of
integration of environmental interests into the EU's privatised standardisation process
The main activities generating from the Communication consisted of 3 studies (on product prioritisation, life-cycle information and interpretative tools, development of indicators for IPP) and
voluntary product pilot projects to start ‘learning by doing’. It however remains to be seen what
the Commission can do with the results of such ‘learning by doing’ if there is no legal mandate
to use the results.

V.4.3.2.2

The EEB proposals

In February 2003 the EEB published its vision and demands for an appropriate EU integrated
product policy framework340. The vision paper does not necessarily foresee the immediate launch
of product-specific legislation, but first, a general legislative platform in the form of a general IPP
Framework Directive. This would create the appropriate setting for the Commission and Member
States to turn the IPP into a ‘live’ policy and gives the Commission the mandate to invest
resources in its implementation.
The vision includes laying down clear environmental objectives based on existing policies - especially the 6th EAP - and using existing targets and commitments in the 6EAP and other existing policy ambitions such as Kyoto, Ospar (marine pollution) and Persistent Organic Pollutant (POPs)
Conventions, the marine strategy, the air quality objectives, the waste prevention strategy etc...
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See An NGO vision paper towards a European Integrated Product Policy , EEB, March 2003 at www.eeb.org/activities/
product_policy/main.htm – under Position Papers
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A second key element is creating a general legal provision for environmentally-sound products,
to deny market access to those product designs that have the greatest negative impacts and to
drive environmental considerations and the lifecycle methodology fully into product manufacture and consequently the European Standardisation process.
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Obliging producers to supply product lifecycle information is another crucial step, and setting up
the necessary resources such as a benchmarking institution, to be able to provide producers and
the standardisation process with important tools such as product benchmarks and lifecycle data
is essential for enabling further product innovation, setting product performance criteria and
providing information for future policy. It foresees a Commission ‘working framework’ to establish working groups on specific IPP tools, such as economic incentives.
Simulation of a directive on environmentally sound products
The EEB subsequently developed further the idea of building an IPP legal framework in the form
of a generic environmentally sound product responsibility directive, building on the approach
of the Product Safety Directive.
Overview of EEB proposal for an EU IPP Strategy and Policy framework
EU IPP STRATEGY:
Should –
Define Timeframe / scope / ambition and environmental objectives / indicators/ reporting
Set–up the following implementing mechanisms:
◗ EU level Steering Group
With IPP tools Working groups
- Economic tools
- Procurement
- Product data
- Producer responsibility on environmentally sound products
- Product Prioritisation
- Consumption Policy…
◗ Framework Directive on Producer responsibility on environmentally sound products
• General producer responsibilities on environmentally sound products
• Obligatory product lifecycle information
◗ Operationalising Daughter Regulations – on specific products
• Providing Politically set minimum requirements
◗ Resources (?100 Million)
- Research Bureau (or use JRC?)
- European Benchmarking Institute
- Eco-test network
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The main objectives of an environmentally sound product responsibility directive would be to:341
1. Lay down the principal that all consumer products should be environmentally sound and
enforce this by restricting market access for products that are environmentally not sound.
2. Make the integrated methodology342 and lifecycle approach to environmental soundness a
general requirement of product design and manufacture.
3. Establish the general requirements for the environmentally sound products in the absence of
specific requirements.(Provide an instrument that gives the Benchmarking Institute/
Commission the information to set cut-off criteria and to deny market access to products
which do not meet the requirements and whose producers do not disclose information on
the significant environmental impacts of their products)
4. Foresee the establishment of specific minimum criteria for environmentally sound products
5. Require producers to supply life-cycle data on their products and foresee standardisation of
the reporting of this data. The data should refer to sector specific baseline criteria and be third
party certified.

V.4.3.3

IMPLEMENTATION OF IPP TO DATE

The Commission began implementation of the EU IPP in 2004 establishing twice yearly ‘Regular’
meetings with stakeholders and Member State competent authorities. The studies to develop
indicators for IPP (end June 2005) to make life-cycle information and interpretative tools available
(end November 2004) and identify the products with the greatest potential for environmental
improvement are all underway and due in 2005. The Commission made use of the internet for
stakeholder consultation on working documents.
Working groups on product information and one on Member State reporting have been established and are due to start work soon (an EEB proposal for a working group on an environmentally sound products directive was rejected). Two voluntary pilot projects were launched in 2004
involving analysing a mobile phone and a teak garden chair and their environmental impacts during the life-cycle. The Commission had asked all stakeholders, through its Internet site, to supply
the Commission with information on the environmental impacts of the products in question.
Meanwhile the Commission has restated its commitment to taking a decision on Environmental
Product Declarations (whether EU level guidance is necessary or the work done in ISO is sufficient) in 2005.

341

For more details see EEB Explanatory memorandum on Sound Products June2004, at http://www.eeb.org/activities/product_policy/EEB-working-document-Explanatory-memorandum-on-Sound-Products-June2004.pdf

342

integrating in this case means integrating all the environmental aspects (water, air, materials, substances etc)
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LINKS WITH ISO STANDARDS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCT
DECLARATIONS

The International Standards Organisation (ISO) is currently in the process of revising ISO 14025
on Environmental product declarations. The standard has meanwhile changed its name to
“Environmental declarations”. However the ISO standard will unfortunately not address important elements such as comparable data. Furthermore it will allow companies to issue self-audits.
ECOs could still try to improve the ISO standard via their national standard institutes. If they do
not succeed they have to insist that the Commission, when intending to use this standard for EU
purposes, add stricter requirements on comparability and credibility of the data. To achieve comparability, criteria and parameters have to be fixed and measuring methods standardised.
Credibility can be guaranteed by verification through independent third party verification or – as
the second best solution – through an independent external review panel343.

V.4.3.5

TIPS FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

Given the lack of concrete outcomes of the IPP process at EU level (legislation etc..) there is not
much that can be used at the National campaigning level other than to push national governments to develop their own IPP Strategies and possibly incorporate some of the EEB recommendations on activities. As product policy is seen more and more as an EU domain (following the
objectives of a harmonised internal market and free movement of goods) it becomes more difficult for Member States to find the political will at National level to act in a Strategic way on environmental product policy, pending EU action. This makes the `stand still´ at EU level doubly problematic as the `eventual´ promise of an EU product policy holds off action at National level but
does not deliver at EU level.
As far as pushing for National Strategies is concerned, ECOs can make use of the IPP Regular
meeting minutes for inspiration. These reports identify interesting studies, reports and policy
activities in other EU Member States. These are publicly available at the European Commission
website - http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/ipp/meetings.htm For example in Denmark
two studies are ongoing: on product prioritisation; and on how IPP can be integrated into other
EU policy areas. The national stakeholder panel on professional green procurement has now
adopted an action plan. In Sweden, the Swedish EPA was working with UNEP and Lund University
on preparing an eco-design handbook that was due to be completed in 2004. The EPA has also
produced some new information for public purchasers and is also in the process of putting
together a plan on how to develop information flow along the product chain. In Austria a ministerial order was drawn up in 2004 that will develop some guidelines containing obligatory environmental considerations etc.
Unfortunately the Commission has not allowed one very IPP active country, Switzerland, to join
the EU’s regular IPP meetings (even on an informal basis - due to their non member status) the
EEB does.. Interesting activities that Switzerland is carrying out include establishing a Swiss
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For more information please request ECOS expert reports– see http://www.ecostandard.org
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Centre for LifeCycle inventories, the already existing Ecological Purchasing Service of the Swiss
Agency of Environment, forests and Landscapes, providing advice to the Competence Centre for
Federal Public Procurement, including a new information tool for public purchasers (GIMAP)344.
The link with Public Procurement legislation is maybe the most significant and that which has
the biggest potential of working on IPP in practice at this point in time. Public procurement
accounts for over 16% of the European Union's GDP equivalent to 1500 billion Euros. The
European Union adopted two directives in 2004 revising European rules Public Procurement (EC
2004a and EC 2004b)345 (see also chapter V.4.2.7.2).
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For more information see www.ecoinvent.ch and http://www.environment-switzerland.ch/buw----al/eng/fachgebiete/
fg_produkte/strategie/index.html.
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Public procurement rules relate to the procedures for the award of public supply, public service, public works and utilities contracts all over the European Union and the European Economic Area.
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V.4.4

The Ecodesign framework for energy using
products (EuP) Directive
By Melissa Shinn

346

282

In August 2003 the Commission published its proposal for a directive establishing a framework
for the setting of Eco-design requirements for Energy- Using Products (EuP) (EC 2003). Its aim was
to ensure free movement of products; it contributes to sustainable development through increased
security of energy supply and high environmental protection.
The EuP was a result of the merger of a planned Energy using Products energy efficiency directive and the Ecodesign of Electrical and Electronic Equipment proposal (previously part of a triple
package on Electrical and Electronic Equipment addressing Waste EEE, Restriction of Hazardous
substances in EEE and Ecodesign).
At the time of writing the EuP Directive has just been agreed between the European Parliament
and Council.

V.4.4.1

THE PURPOSE OF EUP

The explanatory memorandum states that with the wide dissemination and considerable environmental impacts of energy-using products, growing public awareness of environmental issues will
result in the environmental aspects and performance of such products being increasingly targeted.
It is important to avoid market fragmentation through diverging national requirements as regards
the environmental aspects of these products. It consequently appears necessary to create a coherent
harmonised Community framework in which to address these “eco-design” requirements. It reminds
us that it is estimated that over 80% of all product-related environmental impacts are determined
during the product design phase347. Integrating environmental considerations as early as possible into the product development process is therefore the most effective way of introducing
changes and improvements to products.
The EuP foresees the setting up of `daughter´ implementing measures using a Commission
steered Regulatory Committee (preparing and taking Commission decisions by consulting and
receiving approval from Member States experts). Whilst the implementing measures foreseen are
legally binding instruments, making full use of EU harmonised standards, the EuP proposal gives
considerable priority to voluntary tools (such as voluntary agreements) as alternative avenues of
action - where such actions are likely to deliver the policy objectives faster or in a less costly manner than mandatory requirements. Legislative measures may be needed where market forces fail to
evolve in the right direction or at an acceptable speed (recitals).
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Senior Policy Officer for Product and Waste Policies, European Environmental Bureau
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“How to do EcoDesign?”, a guide for environmentally and economically sound design edited by the German federal
Environmental Agency, Verlag form, 2000
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Concerning the environmental focus, the EuP has a very strong emphasis on energy efficiency
over other environmental aspects (due to its merger with the Energy Efficiency proposal and the
high political attention given to climate change and the demand side efficiency agenda at the
time of its adoption).
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V.4.4.2

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE FINAL TEXT

In April 2005 a political agreement was reached between the European Parliament, Council and
Commission on the EuP directive text. Analysis of this agreement reveals that the European
Parliament’s efforts to improve the governance and environmental ambition of the EuP proposal
have only been partially successful, with the exception of the aspects concerning action on energy efficiency where some significant changes were made.
The most significant positive element of the EuP framework is that is does foresee the setting of
EU legally binding ‘minimum’ cut-off criteria through the setting of `specific requirements (annex
II) for all products placed on the EU market including importers. It foresees (theoretically) that
these should be used for all environmental impact categories (with a detailed clarifying list in
annex I). This has the potential to get rid of some of the worst products on the market.
The functioning of the directive can be divided into two fundamental aspects – those concerning
the environmental ambition level of the criteria setting and those concerning the governance
foreseen for the implementation of the directive.
The main critical elements concerning the environmental ambition of the directive are:
◗ the article basis – the directive is based on article 95 of the treaty (“free movement”) which
means Member States may only go beyond the prescribed EU level of protection under
restricted and predefined conditions.
◗ the references (in recitals and main implementing article – article 12) to environmental policies and objectives thereof. Unfortunately there is only fleeting reference to the 6EAP and the
European Climate Change Programme (ECCP), lacking specific references to e.g. waste and
chemical policy objectives.
◗ the use of Commission defined benchmarking foreseen in the directive for setting requirements with no levels (so called generic requirements – Annex I) is a significant element as it
ensures there is some level of accountability and comparability of manufacturer progress on
Ecodesign for these requirements. High ambition levels for requirements where levels ARE set
– so called specific requirements – Annex II). The directive requires that impacts should be minimised, instead of just reduced, and international benchmarking should be included in analyses – especially concerning energy efficiency in use.
◗ The directive anticipates a number of elements specifically on energy efficiency – including the
use of the Least Lifecycle Costing methodology, a obligation for the Commission to have a
scheduled working plan (including an obligation to address as a matter of priority the prod-
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ucts identified by the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP) as having the greatest
potential for demand side energy efficiency).
Key elements of the directive as concerns governance are the following:
284

◗ a parallel stakeholder ‘consultative’ committee to oversee the Commission’s Regulatory
Committee work (to be further defined by its own regulation),
◗ foresees (but does not oblige funding) of ECO participation in the consultative committee and
in associated scrutiny of standardisation activities
The final negotiation on the directive unfortunately lead to prioritising elements of national
enforcement measures and special resources for SMES - articles 6 and 7 and 11 respectively)
rather than many important environmental ambition and governance aspects. In order to give
priority to environment over free movement, article 175 would have been preferable to article 95
and would have allowed Member States the freedom to go beyond the EU levels set (which based
on article 95 they may only do so under certain restrictive predefined conditions – new scientific evidence etc).
Furthermore, stronger links to other existing policies, objectives and targets (such as waste prevention, hazardous substances etc) would have created clearer obligations on the Commission
when implementing. At the same time the prioritisation of the status of voluntary agreements
and criteria on protection of competitivity will potentially weaken efforts to maintain the upper
hand for binding, environmentally focused instruments.
Most of the specific elements on energy efficiency were taken up by the agreement - Article 13
and Annex II. An exception to this was one of the elements with the greatest potential, namely a
specific requirement to create a standalone measure on energy consumption in standby, now relegated to a recital.
Other significant elements that were added/strengthened include the setting up of the stakeholder consultative forum (originally an EEB proposal) – Article 14 - and requirements for the setting of a common Commission defined benchmark when setting generic requirements (i.e. product requirements where setting a specific cut-off level is not foreseen) – Annex I paragraph 3.
There was a significant mitigation of the criteria protecting competivity applied to the selection
procedure (Article 12) and the use of voluntary agreements were made conditional to multiple
criteria assessment on their potential performance (but are regrettably still seen as priority measures).
Crucially, however, the agreement failed to introduce many changes on important governance
aspects, many were requested by the Parliament in the first reading. In particular, the following
did not make it through to the final directive:
◗ a Parliamentary call back mechanism on the Implementing Measures adopted by the
Commission (so that stakeholders can call the alarm if implementing measures are not acceptable)
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◗ a feedback mechanism between the process of development of EU harmonised standards and
the consultative forum to allow an external `quality control´ of standards whilst they are being
developed
◗ independent eco-design and lifecycle impacts expertise (independent from industry interests)
to reinforce the Commission’s capacity to perform balanced analyses towards the implementing measures
◗ stronger possibilities to challenge the (automatic) use of industry self-declaration for conformity as a default, as opposed to stronger models of conformity assessment (for example models whereby the producer has to involve third parties to verify their claims)
Last, and very crucially, including more detailed requirements on producers to provide information on the performance of their products as regards their lifecycle impacts (data ideally to be
standardised and collected centrally). Parliamentary amendments foresaw specific requirements
on manufacture provision of standardised product information. These were not taken up in the
agreement so all that remains are the general provisions in Annex I - Part 2 on Requirements relating to the supply of information and article 11 on Administrative cooperation and exchange of information that unfortunately foresee only information for consumer, supply chain or end of life purposes or enforcement monitoring information between authorities, Member States and the
Commission.
Some additional negative elements – mainly introduced by the Council were also taken up – in
particular the provision that so called `negative´ requirements can be set (implementing measures
may also provide that no ecodesign requirement is necessary for certain specified ecodesign parameters …). This is the first time we see such a measure in EU policy whereby a harmonisation measure can define that `no requirement´ is necessary, and this could be dangerous taking into
account the fact that the framework is based on Article 95 of the EU treaty (ie national measures
may not, without difficulty, be more ambitious than EU measures.). It remains to be seen if these
negative requirements can be interpreted as ‘addressing’ an issue. If that is the case this could
effectively cap national activities despite a continued absence of EU requirements.

V.4.4.3

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION

Given the obligation for the Commission to establish a work plan of products to be addressed
(foreseen to be published by 2007) any implementing measures on specific products are not to
be expected until 2008/2009. However the mandate (article 13.2) for the Commission to adopt
implementing measures during the transitional period on those products which have been identified by the ECCP means that the Commission may actually move forward with some implementing measure proposals before then. Methodological studies are already underway under the
management of the Directorate General for Enterprise.
However, given the lack of obligatory funding for civil society organisations involvement in the
stakeholder consultative forum it will depend very much on the Commissions desire to engage
environmental advocates and the guidelines set in the subsequent Commission regulation that
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will set up the forum (still to be defined). The achievement of the other governance and environmental ambition objectives missing in the regulation itself will in its turn depend on the
resources dedicated to the involvement of ECOs in the forum and the Commissions receptiveness
to compensating for some of the missing elements in the regulation – such as the focus on issues
other than energy efficiency (for example waste prevention and recyclability) and product information requirements and the use of independent expertise for analyses and studies (the latter
being an issue the European Parliament is keen to follow up on).

V.4.4.4

LINKS WITH OTHER LEGISLATION / POLICY TOOLS

The EuP Directive has direct links to other legislation – in particular it is supposed to be ‘complementary´ to legislation on labelling and standard product information of the consumption of
energy and other resources by household appliances and the energy efficiency labelling programme for office equipment (Council Directive 92/75/EEC of 22 September 1992348 and
Regulation (EC) No 1980/2000 349 respectively). The same applies to Directive 2002/96/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 January 2003 on waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE) 350, Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27
January 2003 on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment351 and Council Directive 76/769/EEC of 27 July 1976 relating to restrictions on
the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations352. Synergies between
this Directive and the existing Community instruments should contribute to increasing their respective impacts and building coherent requirements for manufacturers to apply (recitals).
There are also complementary links to Council Directive 90/396/EEC of 29 June 1990 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to appliances burning gaseous fuels353
and Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2002
on the energy performance of buildings354 especially as concerns performance of heat generators
for space heating and the production of hot water and the insulation of heat and domestic hotwater distribution in new non-industrial buildings.
The EuP Directive also integrates some existing legislation that already contained provisions for
the energy efficiency requirements (and foresaw future revisions themselves) giving them the
new status of implementing measures of the EuP framework – namely the Directive 92/42/EEC
of 21 May 1992 on efficiency requirements for new hotwater boilers fired with liquid or gaseous
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OJ L 297, 13.10.1992, p. 16. Directive as amended by Regulation (EC) No 1882/2003 of the European Parliament and of
the Council (OJ L 284, 31.10.2003, p. 1).
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OJ L 332, 15.12.2001, p. 1.
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OJ L 37, 13.2.2003, p. 24. Directive as last amended by Directive 2003/108/EC (OJ L 345, 31.12.2003, p. 106).
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OJ L 37, 13.2.2003, p. 19.
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OJ L 262, 27.9.1976, p. 201. Directive as last amended by Commission Directive 2004/98/EC (OJ L 305, 1.10.2004, p. 63).

353

OJ L 196, 26.7.1990, p. 15. Directive as amended by Directive 93/68/EEC (OJ L 220, 30.8.1993, p. 1).
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OJ L 1, 4.1.2003, p. 65.
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fuels355, Directive 96/57/EC of 3 September 1996 on energy efficiency requirements for household
electric refrigerators, freezers and combinations thereof356 and Directive 2000/55/EC of 18
September 2000 on energy efficiency requirements for ballasts for fluorescent lighting357.
The EuP foresees that the Directive 92/42/EEC providing for a star rating system intended to
ascertain the energy performance of boilers be amended to open the way for more effective
schemes….since Member States and the industry agree that the star rating system has proved not to
deliver the expected result.
The EuP framework also absorbs (and so effectively repeals) Council Directive 86/594/EEC of 1
December 1986 on airborne noise emitted by household appliances358 which lays down the conditions under which publication of information on the noise emitted by such appliances may be
required by Member States, and defines a procedure to determine the level of noise (although
Member States may continue to apply existing national measures adopted under Directive
86/594/EEC until such time as implementing measures for the products concerned are adopted
under this Directive). These integrations and repeals will have to be watched to ensure there is
no regression as concerns environmental performance/information requirements.
Concerning the link to IPP the EuP´s explanatory memorandum states (echoed in the directives
recitals) that the implementation of the present Directive will contribute to the integration of lifecycle thinking, one of the basic principles of the Integrated Product Policy (IPP), into product
design. The experiences with its implementation will contribute to judging the appropriateness of
establishing similar parallel framework Directives for other products, or general obligations on producers to undertake eco-design, activities that will be pursued in the follow-up to the
Communication on IPP.
As mentioned above (see above under The EU Ecolabel – The Flower) the EuP makes use of both
the EU and National Ecolabels (for both content and proving conformity) and foresees the use of
EU harmonised standards to ease implementation. Concerning standards there are significant
issues of lack of democracy in setting such standards (for more details see Chapter V.4.5 on
Standardisation and New Approach and the example of the packaging directive given in Chapter
IV.4.4 on Waste).

355

OJ L 167, 22.6.1992, p. 17. Directive as last amended by Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council (OJ L 52, 21.2.2004, p. 50).
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OJ L 236, 18.9.1996, p. 36.

357

OJ L 279, 1.11.2000, p. 33.

358

OJ L 344, 6.12.1986, p. 24. Directive as amended by Council Regulation (EC) No 807/2003
(OJ L 122, 16.5.2003, p. 36).
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V.4.4.5

TIPS FOR ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS' ORGANISATION)

Concerning transposition, many of the governance elements listed in chapter V.4.4.2 concerning
the final EuP directive’s weaknesses can be reinforced at National level. In particular:
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a) funding of national ECO participation in national level consultative committees and in associated scrutiny of standardisation activities;
b) stronger pressure/responsibilities on the national authorities to asses the effectiveness of
using industry self-declaration for conformity as a default as opposed to stronger models of
conformity assessment (for example models whereby the producer has to involve third parties
to verify their claims);
c) dedicated national/ regional product Ecodesign resources (national expert body or bureau)
that can be responsible for following the implementation and/or enforcement of the ecodesign requirements placed on producers. This body can also collect product performance
information and make it a) publicly available, b) comparable for wider use (in research,
labelling, business to business product declarations and future ecodesign requirements).
Perhaps most important however is the addition to the national transposition of the Ecodesign
directive of more detailed requirements on producers to provide information on the performance
of their products as concerns their lifecycle impacts for expert usage – ie not just consumers,
their own manufacture chain and end-of-life-purposes, but also for researchers, ECOs, authorities etc (data ideally to be standardised and collected centrally at a national level).
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V.4.5

New Approach and Standardisation
By Karola Taschner

V.4.5.1

359

INTRODUCTION

One of the four freedoms of the EU is the free circulation of goods. To achieve this goal, it turned
out that it was even more important to remove technical barriers to trade than customs and tariffs. Apart from national legislation and technical regulations referring to standards, standards
themselves have been revealed as an important source of market distortion and potential trade
barriers and have so become the target of Community action.
Standards have been developed over the past 100 years or so, and are one of the backbones of
industrial societies. Standardisation is a method of setting up technical specifications in order to
facilitate the technical compatibility of products, parts of products and production equipment
etc. Nuts and bolts are a striking example of standardisation at work. Standardisation institutes
are private and standards used to be developed by industry for industry although anybody with
an interest in them is invited to comment.
Standard writing is a highly formalised process and not easy to influence. Technical committees
and their attached working groups are rather autonomous and defend the right to produce standards that serve the needs of the participating industry. Standard writing experts perceive the
purpose of a standard to be creating compatibility and not to serve the protection of the environment. This stated, the fact is that standards can have considerable effects on the environment.
Technical standards are recommendations from the European standardisation organisations360 to
their members. There is therefore no obligation to apply European standards. However, overwhelming reasons of practicability (creating common understanding, for monitoring etc and
facilitating trade) underline the drive for the use of so called (EU) harmonized standards. Often
the legislation uses different techniques to favour the application of standards. In the most direct
form, the legislation itself contains a reference to technical standards, e.g. for measuring methods, tests for certain substances, development of certain procedures and procedures and management systems. Other methods consist of establishing a presumption that a product complies
with legislative requirements, where the product conforms with the standards. Furthermore, the
legislative framework for the market access of a range of 20 product groups follows the so called
“new approach”
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There are at present three European standardisation organisations: CEN (Comité Européen de Normalisation), CENELEC
(Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique) and ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute); the
national standardisation organisations are members, in part also individual companies. Membership extends beyond the
area of the European Union.
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V.4.5.2

COMMUNITY ACTION

In order to prevent the uncontrolled publication of ever more technical standards and regulations, the Community developed rules on how to deal with technical regulations and standards
in two different ways.
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V.4.5.2.1

Notification and standstill obligation

In 1983 the Council adopted a Directive (EC 1983) which has been amended several times since
and consolidated in 1998 (EC 1998).
Member States must inform the Commission and other MSs of draft technical regulations361, the
adoption of which is delayed in order to give the Commission and other Member States the
opportunity to make comments or to decide whether there is a technical trade barrier and thus
a need for the Commission to intervene and make its own proposals. During this time MSs have
to put the adoption of any such technical regulations on hold.
The Directive furthermore requires the Commission and national standard bodies (NSBs) to be
informed at least every four months of the new items the NSBs have added to their standards programme. The Commission and other NSBs either comment or the Commission issues a request
to European standard bodies362 (ESBs) to develop a European standard. During this time NSBs are
obliged to follow the stand-still rule, i.e. they are not to adopt the standard and Member States
are not to create legislative or other references to it. The membership of CEN, CENELEC and ETSI
consists of the national standard bodies of EU and EFTA363.
This directive has given standard bodies a prominent role in internal market policy.
For implementing the Directive, the Commission is accompanied in its action by the standing
98/34 Committee whose members are appointed by Member States.

V.4.5.2.2

“New Approach”

Rather often the explanation for deviating requirements in MSs lies in different levels of protection with regard to the safety of consumers, workers at their workplace or the protection of the
environment. (Thus, to a certain extent much of Europe’s consumer and environmental policy has
been a by-product of single market policy.) In the past, the Community made attempts to make
proposals and to regulate technical issues but soon realised that neither the Commission, nor
the Council or the Parliament were able to cope with the complexity of the technical details.
In order to find a systematic solution the Commission presented the “New Approach” policy
which was eventually adopted as a Council Resolution on 7 May 1985.364.

361

technical specification or other requirement in laws, regulations or administrative provisions of a MS the observance of
which is compulsory
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CEN (European Committee for Standardisation), CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation) and
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)
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Council Resolution of 7 May 1985 on a "new approach" to technical harmonisation and standards, OJ N°C136 of 4 June
1985, p.1.
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It represents an innovative program of technical harmonisation and standardisation. It is thus
named as it significantly differs from the way in which European Directives were drafted in the
past. The “old Directives” were in fact characterised by three main shortcomings:
◗ as technical harmonisation Directives, they showed a high level of technical specification,
making them very complex
◗ their adoption, requiring unanimity within the Council, took a long time to be finalised
◗ as a consequence, they were often out-dated by technological developments before they were
accepted as binding norms.
The “new approach” is instead characterised by a clear separation of tasks and responsibilities
between the European legislator and the European standards bodies (European Committee for
Standardisation-CEN, European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation-CENELEC and
European Telecommunication Standards Institute-ETSI):
◗ The New Approach Directives define the “essential requirements” that goods must meet when
they are placed on the Community market
◗ the EU Commission issues a Mandate according to which European standards bodies draw up
the corresponding technical specifications meeting the essential requirements of the
Directives, compliance with which will provide a presumption of conformity with the essential
requirements themselves. These specifications are known as “harmonised standards”.
In terms of achieving environmental ambitious standardisation Europe has failed so far. In the
only case of a New Approach for the environment - the Directive on packaging and packaging
waste - this has become very visible, where lack of clear guidance in the Directive and the
Commission mandate, lack of balanced participation of stakeholders and lack of control of the
quality of the end product resulted in inadequate standards to support EU environmental obligations and objectives (EEB 2005) (see http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/newapproach/
index.htm for a list of Directives following the New Approach).
The Commission also gives Mandates for standards outside the framework of the New Approach
that deal with the access of products to the market. There are Commission Mandates for products,
services, installations, management systems, pollution concentrations or emissions etc. The crucial
difference to legislation is simply that standards are drafted and agreed not by the legislative institutions (European Parliament and Council) in (relatively) accessible and democratic codecisions, but
by the industry and/or the standardisation associations, dominated by industry interests.
If a Directive requires assistance from standard bodies for its implementation – be it “New
Approach” or otherwise – the EU Commission issues a mandate as negotiated with a European
standard body (ESB). The Commission pays ESBs to develop standards according to the mandate.
The Technical Committee in charge is none the less autonomous in completing the mandate. If
they do not comply with legislation or a mandate, the only sanction consists of the Commission
not publishing the reference of the standard.
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The standardisation procedure follows the internal rules of standard bodies. After having
received and accepted the Mandate, the respective European standardisation body sets up a technical committee to develop the appropriate “technical specifications” and a business plan for
defining the scope of the “harmonized standards” needed. This is an important phase where participation is extremely important.
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When the text of the standard has finally been agreed upon in the technical committee and the
Commission is also satisfied, the latter publishes the reference of the standard in the Official
Journal of the EU (OJ). Such standards enjoy a quasi legal status, since the “national authorities
are obliged to recognise that products manufactured in conformity with requirements established by the Directive (This signifies that the producer has the choice of not manufacturing in
conformity with the standards but that in this event he has an obligation to prove that his products conform to the essential requirements of the Directive)”, i.e. applying the standard demonstrates the assumption of conformity.
After having issued the mandate, the Commission is given little room to intervene. The
Commission can comment while the standard is under development or at the enquiry phase. A
Commission official coming to the working group meeting would have no more rights than any
other member of the group. Also after assessment of the adopted standard, the Commission has
no right whatsoever to change or amend the standard text unilaterally. (Here it should be mentioned that the screening of the standard is by no means common practice.) There only exists one
sanction for the Commission in case the standard does not meet the essential requirements of the
directive or the terms of reference of the mandate: not to publish the standard reference in the OJ.

V.4.5.3

ROLE OF STANDARDS IN EU LEGISLATION FROM “BUSINESS TO
BUSINESS” TO “BUSINESS TO PUBLIC”?

Considering the growing importance of standards for products within the EU and the fact that no
standard is just the result of technical considerations alone, but rather the result of economic
interests, the environmental impact of standards is only taken into account if there is an obligation to do so either by legislation or a Commission mandate.

V.4.5.3.1

Non-Mandated Standard

Apart from the standards under the New Approach or other mandates of the EU Commission,
other voluntary non-mandated technical standards have been entering into EU environmental
legislation as reference methods etc. and – as mentioned above - fulfil quasi legal functions.
On one side the Commission issues mandates for test procedures for monitoring purposes: measuring and sampling (e.g., air pollutants), for environmental product performance (e.g., motoring
fuels, solid recovered fuel).
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On the other side European and international standard bodies develop technical standards spontaneously without a mandate which they offer to the Commission when it is defining a new policy area (e.g., water framework directive, soil strategy) or are requested to do so when the
Commission sets up a programming mandate e.g. under the Directive on energy using products
(see Chapter V.4.4).
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Many legislative acts of the EU refer to technical standards that have been developed by
European or international standard bodies365. Standard references on measurement, testing, sample taking, calibration methods etc. are an integral part of annexes and are thus compulsory.
Sometimes more standards for the same purpose are added without their compatibility having
been tested. Such references to standards can be found in the directives concerning air and water
quality, motor vehicle exhaust gases. They are also very common in the decisions the
Commission issues under the EU eco-label Regulation. The Directives on Public Procurement (EC
2004a and 2004b) propose standards as a reference for defining technical specifications.
The entire text of a standard has even been taken up in an EU legislative text: Annex I of the
EMAS-Regulation (EC 2001b) consists of Section 4 of EN ISO 14001:1996.

V.4.5.3.2

Public Participation

As outlined above the participants in standard groups are usually industry experts defending certain interests, i.e. the patents of the companies paying them.
It was obvious that at least under the New Approach mandates this industry domination could
not continue. Industry could not take over the task of developing the standards on its own for
quasi legal purposes. Instead, other stakeholders needed to be involved. To guarantee at least
some participation of stakeholders, consumers (ANEC), trade unions (TUTB) and later also small
and medium enterprises (NORMAPME) were given support from the Commission to organise
themselves and to participate in the process. While environmental organisations initially were
denied funding for setting up their own technical bureau, in 2002 the Commission supported the
start of ECOS (European Environmental Citizens Organisation for Standardisation).
The Commission issued two Communications in 2004 that also highlight the need for public participation.366,367

365

ISO (International Standardisation Organisation), IEC (International Electrotechnical Committee)

366

The role of European standardisation in the framework of European policies and legislation; Commission Communication
COM(2004) 674 final of 18.10.2004

367

Commission Communication (2004) on Integration of Environmental Aspects into European Standardization, (COM
(2004)130 final)
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WHO DEVELOPS STANDARDS AND WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Standardisers have to respect safety requirements not only according to the new approach directives but also due to Community legislation on product liability368 and product safety (EC 2001a).
This is different for the environment where no such legislation exists.
When developing non-mandated standards as described above, standard writers have no obligation whatsoever to take the environment into account. Standards bodies have made several
attempts to cope with this problem by incorporating respect for environmental aspects while
drafting standards. However, the success of these initiatives has remained limited as these internal rules have no sanctions with which to enforce them.
Finally, in 2004, the European Commission reacted by presenting its Communication on the
“Integration of Environmental Aspects into European Standardisation”. While this
Communication puts the emphasis on the use of standardisation for the purpose of environmental protection, ECOs give priority to binding legislation or at least insist on the necessity that
essential requirements have to be clearly defined in the legislative text and mandates, before
standards can be regarded as an effective and accountable way forward for the environment.
For the time being, the problem of how non-mandated standards take up environmental aspects
is left to free negotiation inside the standards groups. The voice of the environment, however, is
usually not strong enough as economic interests prevail. The Communication envisages training
of standardisers. This may be useful in some cases although environmental experts have often
observed that their colleagues from industry are very well aware of the environmental problems.

V.4.5.4.1

Standard bodies and how they work

In the European Union, the standardisation system consists of the three above mentioned organisations CEN369, CENELEC370 and ETSI371. These organisations are responsible for the establishment
of European Standards in their respective fields of activities. They achieve this goal by managing
Technical Committees, consisting of national delegations established by the national standardisation institutes (or bodies). Standard bodies are composed of a great number of technical committees working autonomously at their own cost and for their self determined goals.
The latter should ensure that interested parties are informed about the text of European standards being discussed and be given opportunity to comment on the text. For that purpose they
create and convene national committees mirroring European technical committees, organise
public enquiries and transfer national positions. The national member of ESB’s, i.e. the National
Standard Bodies (NSBs) vote on the final texts to approve European standards, according to a
weighted-vote procedure similar to the voting system in the Council of Ministers. The participants

368

Directive 85/37/EEC as amended by Council Directive 1999/34/EC on the approximation of laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning liability of defective products; OJ L 210, 7.8.1985, p.29; OJ L 141,
4.6.1999, p. 20

369

Europen Committee for Standardization

370

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

371

European Telecommunications Standards Institute
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of these groups are industry dominated in spite of the efforts of some countries and NSBs to
obtain more balanced participation. NSBs have the obligation to transpose all European standards into national standards and to withdraw any conflicting national standards. While a
European standard is under development, NSBs have to stop all work on standards projects dealing with the same issue. There are 10 000 European standards.
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ISO372, IEC373 and IUT374 work on a similar basis to their counterparts in Europe. However, participation in an international standardisation item does not prevent national standards institutes
from publishing national standards on the same subject. This is the difference with EU harmonized standards: international standards do not have to be accepted as national standards.
Agreements exist between ISO and CEN on the one hand, and IEC and CENELEC on the other
hand, to promote synergies between international and European standardisation. Some 30 % of
the work programme of CEN is indeed developed in collaboration with ISO (either within ISO
Technical Committees or in CEN Technical Committees), whilst the proportion reaches 80 % in
CENELEC/IEC.
The co-operation between ISO and European standard bodies is problematic. ISO standards transformed into European standards make it compulsory for NSBs to withdraw their national standards, whereas ISO and national standards can coexist in non-EU countries. It is very difficult to
come to an agreement on the level of requirement in ISO work as it has to cover the needs of
countries which have very diverse degrees of technical and economic achievement.
Recently, in cases where unique international solutions have not been possible because of legitimate market differences, ISO has introduced the concept of ‘options’ to facilitate global harmonization. This will mean that ISO standards of different levels of environmental stringency have
to compete on the world market. The idea is that any products that meetthe ISO standard,
although at different levels, have access to any market and can compete there to the advantage
of those who have the lowest demands to fulfil. Where margins are slim this will ask savings to
be made and EU producers will ask for relief from regulatory requirements.

V.4.5.4.2

Structural problems linked to the use of standards in legislation –
lack of accountability

V.4.5.4.2.1

Lack of legislation mandating integration of environmental aspects.

As there does not exist any horizontal legislation for the protection of the environment,(corresponding to the product safety and product liability directives for consumers), the only possible
reference remains article 6 of the Treaty, requiring the integration of environmental concerns into
all policies of the European Union. This requirement should be implemented by EU legislation
making the integration of environmental aspects mandatory for any standard.

372

International Organisation for Standardisation

373

International Electrotechnical Commission

374

International Telecommunication Union
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Accountability

According to their own description, however, ESBs are purely technical in nature. Their activity is
not meant, therefore, to extend to legal issues. This probably also explains the composition of
their decision-making boards, which are made up exclusively of representatives of national standard bodies, whose brief is determined by national stakeholders (in practice this has been mainly industry) having an interest in standards on economic grounds, and not for the benefit of society at large. All standardisation activities fulfilling quasi legislative functions are characterised by
a democratic and information deficit.

V.4.5.4.2.3

Accessibility

In principle, the standardisation process is open to all interests. In reality, its accessibility to nonprofit interests is only limited. If the EU delegates the task of defining technical standards to private standard bodies, the concerned industry will be well equipped with human and financial
resources. Under the present circumstances, organisations defending public interests like the
protection of the environment cannot yet meet that challenge and are still in a minority position.
The Commission gives support to consumers groups, trade unions and small, medium enterprises and, since 2002, ECOs as well, so that they might participate as observers in European standardisation.

V.4.5.4.2.4

Distinguishing political and technical competencies

The Council Resolution of 7 May 1985 itself restricts the scope of "mandated" standardisation.
The "new approach" and other directives envisaging mandates define "essential requirements"
to be harmonised and laid down by the Directives in accordance with article 95 of the Treaty. The
"general reference to standards" can operate only in areas in which these "essential requirements" and "manufacturing specifications" can be clearly distinguished. It will often be difficult
to make such a distinction. When legislation and mandates are not clear enough it means that
policy decisions are frequently referred to standard bodies and sometimes set the agenda for the
formulation and application of European environmental law.
The crucial problem of "mandated" standardisation lies in the fact that, where the distinction
between legislative and "merely" standardisation activity is unclear, the standards institutions
with their close links to industry can take important decisions affecting the efficient application
of European environmental regulations.
Since, however, all "technical standardisation " also involves a political decision there is a danger
that responsibility for EU environmental policy decisions will be shifted from the political to the
diverse business sectors.

V.4.5.4.3

Examples of Environmental requirements in mandated standards

Only a few studies have looked into the question, if mandated standards – under the “new
approach” or others - are meeting environmental requirements. It is rather difficult, even for
experts, to assess standards if they have not participated in the process. That means that there is
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not much evidence on standards meeting or not meeting the environmental requirements apart
from cases where experts have participated in the writing of the standard. The following examples do not concern mandates with exclusively environmental objectives. None of the examples
of standards have taken environmental aspects sufficiently into account. While assessing standards in which they have expertise, ECOs have not been able to find positive examples.
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V.4.5.4.3.1

Packaging and packaging waste - The first and only example of the New
Approach in the field of the environment
375

The Directive on packaging and packaging waste stipulates “A standard is necessary to set criteria for assessment and measurement of source reduction”. Instead of the expected thresholds
and quantitative criteria the standards developed by CEN eventually opted for a management system approach that did not allow the determination of compliance with essential requirements.
Denmark, Belgium, and the Commission, as well as NGOs (EEB and ANEC) came to the conclusion
that the requirements had not been met.
In 2002 the Commission issued a new mandate for the same packaging standards. This differed
only slightly to the original one and the standards have only marginally improved. Participating
NGOs concluded that the standards do neither satisfy the essential requirements of the Directive
not the provisions of the Mandate and identified some major shortcomings, in particular
[ANEC/ECOS (2005)]:
◗ The European standard EN13428:2004 (Requirements specific to manufacturing and composition – prevention by source reduction) offers no measurable criteria nor incentive to companies to reduce excessive packaging. In addition, the standard allows for the use of substances
that are harmful for the environment.
◗ The European standard EN 13429:2004 (Packaging – Reuse) does neither specify a minimum
number of trips or rotations nor does it contain a test method for the verification of such a
requirement. ANEC and ECOS are also very concerned about the inclusion of hybrid systems
in the standard.
◗ The European standard EN 13430:2004 (Requirements for packaging recovering by material
recycling) does not define material specific requirements to facilitate recycling nor a minimum
percentage of the package that has to be recyclable.
◗ The European standard EN 13231:2004 (Requirements for packaging recoverable in the form
of energy recovery) contains a minimum caloric value, which is, however, much too low.
Further, substances or materials that can adversely affect energy recovery have been insufficiently covered.
Despite these serious shortcomings, the Commission published the standards in February 2005
in the Official Journal, arguing that they could not be better than the directive.

375

Council Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste
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Waste of electric and electronic equipment376

The Directive envisages standardised marking on electric and electronic equipment to facilitate
its separate collection. The mandated standard developed by CENELEC will not be published since
it does not comply with the requirements of the Directive. The marking is envisaged for 13th
August 2005 and no harmonized standard is available.

V.4.5.4.3.3

Heating appliances standards

There are standards of heating appliances (boilers)377 that allow for higher emissions of air pollutants than the legal limit values would allow in certain countries.

V.4.5.4.3.4

Construction Product Directive

Some standards mandated under the construction product directive did not meet Mandate and
Community legislation although the Commission had demanded explicitly that EC legislation on dangerous substances be respected. This should have been an obligation even without the mandate.

V.4.5.4.3.5

Refrigerants

The producer of an environmentally benign hydrocarbon refrigerant with a global warming
potential no higher than that of CO2 found that he was no longer able to compete because of
exaggerated fire protection considerations imposed by the producers of fluorigenated hydrocarbons. Those chemicals have a global warming potential of 100 to 1000 times higher than CO2 .
The dimensions of the refrigerant containing compartments had to be reduced to such an extent
that the hydrocabon refrigerant was no longer efficient.

V.4.5.4.3.6

Environmental Management Systems

In 1995, the CEN Programming Committee on the Environment was to be entrusted with the
Commission mandate for a standard on environmental management systems envisaged under
the EMAS Regulation. The business representatives, however, insisted that such a standard should
not be developed at European but at international level. This, in the end, was accepted by the
Commission. It happened to be a somewhat awkward construction in that the Americans in particular saw no reason to accommodate European legislation. It raised endless controversy in the
so-called “Bridging Committee” (between the international and the European level) over how
much of the standard 14001 was in conformity with the Regulation. Only afterwards did it turn
out that four of the delegates representing national standard bodies had come from EXXON.
Finally only parts of ISO 14001 where declared to be in conformity with the regulation and these
were published in the Official Journal. The subsequent revision of the Regulation deleted the
detailed original annexes and replaced them by the vaguely and often ambiguously worded text
of ISO 14001.
If NGOs had not participated in discussing the mentioned standards, these cases would never
have surfaced.

376

Directive 2002/96/EC of 27 January 2003 on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)O.J. 13.2.2003 L 37/24

377

NOx emission limits from gas heating appliance standards EN 297/EN483 and EN 676, CO emissions of gas heating appliance standards EN 303-3, NOx emissions of oil heating appliance standards EN 267/EN 303-2
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V.4.5.4.3.7

Standard for the harmonised UNICA bottle.

ECOs are in principle in favour of standards and recognize their advantages. The German ECO
BUND, and some bottle producers and retailers agreed on having the same type of reusable milk
bottle to avoid unnecessary transport of empty bottles. They defined the specifications on the
bottle’s environmental performance, e.g. the number of trips the bottle was to achieve. The system has been in place for ten years.

V.4.5.4.4

Greening standardisation: Attempts to improve environmental
accountability

Standardisation structures and processes have been the subject of many public discussions. This
has facilitated improved understanding of what standardisation can serve and what its shortcomings are. For many years, environmental organisations have called for legislative measures that
would make it mandatory for standardisation to take environmental aspects into account and in
conjunction with such measures they asked for the means to be able to participate in standardisation at all levels.
The arguments and complaints from ECOs have not remained unheard. EU institutions became
aware, some Member States reacted and also the standard bodies themselves have been trying
to improve their accountability. ECOs demonstrate their willingness to co-operate.

V.4.5.4.4.1

Commission

DG Environment employs a desk officer on standardisation whose task it is to follow the standardisation policy of the Commission and of the standard bodies, looking at their repercussions
on the environment. DG Industry has desk officers to deal with environmental issues and tries
actively to improve working conditions of ECOs in ESBs.
In 2004 the Commission tabled the Communication on “Integration of Environmental Aspects
into European Standardisation”378 . It does not envisage any binding measures and instead
emphasises extending the use of standardisation for purposes of environmental protection by
envisaging more funding for stakeholder participation. The Council confirmed this in its
Resolution of 23 July 2004.
In 2002 DG Environment granted a three-year service contract to the newly founded European
Environmental Citizens Organisation (ECOS) It will expire October 2005 and the Commission has
promised continuity.
ECOS has welcomed the Commission’s attempt to make standardisation accountable also for
environmental protection. However, ECOS demands binding legal requirements.
As in general the EU wants to broaden the scope for the role of standardisation, the revision of
the New Approach has long been on its agenda. ECOS has taken the position that the New
Approach should not be opened to environmental issues unless it can be ensured that integrating environmental aspects into product policy is made a general requirement. (ECOS 2004).

378

COM(2004)130 final
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The Council and the European Parliament have time and again pronounced themselves in favour
of extending the use of standards. At the same time they stress the need for the participation of
all interested parties in the standard setting process.
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Environmental citizens’ organisations like ECOS depend on Commission funding. If funding
became unavailable they could no longer participate in the work and would have to oppose further application of the New Approach on the basis that one of the main preconditions i.e. public
participation, was no longer being met.

V.4.5.4.4.2

Member States

Only a few Member States have set themselves an environmental agenda for standardisation.
One way for governments to achieve this is by giving financial support to ECO participation in the
standardisation process.. Their involvement has to be triggered by financial support as ECOs have
neither the financial means nor the expertise at hand to follow the cumbersome work involved
in technical committees.
Already in 1992 the German Government granted environmental citizens’ organisations financing and negotiated a contract with DIN, the German standards body, giving these organisations
access to standard committees. Furthermore, the Government pays DIN to screen its standards
for environmental aspects.
Three years ago the Danish Government attributed a contract to Denmarks
Naturfredningsforening to follow some standardisation projects. DS, the Danish standard body
has shown itself to be more open than others to environmental concerns.
The French ECO, France Nature Environnement was able to participate in the horizontal
Committees of AFNOR, the French standard body. French ECOs receive restricted financial government support for certain projects like the participation in the Plenary of ISO TC 207 on
Environmental Management.
In Belgium ECOs can and do participate in selected standard committees, e.g. on packaging.
The Swedish organisation SNCC can participate via the consumer ticket and if they pay in standard committees. They themselves do not receive public funding for their participation in standardisation.

V.4.5.4.4.3

Standard bodies

Since it has become evident that standardisation has enormous political implications, a process
of reflection has started.
ESBs have learned to cope with the issues of health and safety. It has to be regarded as a sign of
trust that consumer organisations are starting to request technical standards and are proposing
their own items. Co-operation between environmental citizens’ organisations and ESBs is, however, still in its early stages.
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Since 1992 CEN has an environmental committee. The Strategic Advisory Body for the
Environment, SABE. SABE is concerned with the problems of environmental aspects in standardisation. SABE is encouraging industrial sectors to develop environmental guidelines, invites chairpersons dealing with TCs on air, water, soil related standards to report, has several subgroups,
monitors the activity of the Environmental Helpdesk etc
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Apart from SABE, CEN has set up the Environmental Helpdesk (EHD) which depends on SABE and
whose task it is to screen all standards for their environmental aspects and to send comments to
the technical committees in question. ECOs have been disappointed by the results achieved and
the low acceptance that the EHD has received from standard committees (ANEC / EEB 2002).
Following well-founded criticism the terms of reference of the EHD have been reformulated in
order to improve its transparency of working .
SABE's role should be strengthened towards greater implication in the CEN’s overall work programme (ECOS 2004). Recommendations could be made and monitored, with respect to the environmental dimension of the work of product- or process-related technical committees. CENELEC,
TC 111X (Environment), a hybrid body with both an advisory and a standard-writing role, is in
charge of all environmental issues. An ad-hoc working group (WG) has been set up to report to
and carry out the work for the TC after signature of the Commission Mandate on the standardisation programme under the Directive on energy using products. DIN will convene this WG. The
results of this preparatory work will be endorsed and developed, if necessary, by TC 111X.
CENELEC has recently decided to make it an obligation for their technical committees to report
on their environmental achievements in a data bank that will be accessible to a wide public.
Involvement in ISO is by definition more costly than work in CEN. The costs incurred in holding
and attending meetings outside Europe and lengthy discussions amongst more than 170 NSBs
may lead to discouragement and a search for more cost-effective solutions. Great care should
therefore be taken when deciding to transfer standardisation work from the European level to
ISO. The main interest of ECOs is with ISO/TC 207 "Environmental Management" which has
shown a willingness to attract ECO representatives. To make sure that this participation is reflected in the final text of standards, ISO shall make sure that recommendations regarding the participation of ECOs, as proposed by the ECO Task Force Group within ISO/TC 207, are implemented.
These would include, for example, a right of appeal for ECOs and procedures that make it possible to sustain minority positions.

V.4.5.4.4.4

European Environmental Citizens Organisation for Standardisation (ECOS)

The EEB, after having participated as an observer for seven years in CEN environmental committees, suspended its observer status when it realised that it was in danger of fulfilling nothing but
alibi functions. It was especially disappointed that the CEN Environmental Helpdesk was not given
enough power to be efficient and was even declined the right to publish its comments internally.
In order to have more weight in the standardisation process, environmental organisations joined
forces. EEB, WWF-EPO, Friends of the Earth Europe and BirdLife International and some national
environmental organisations have founded a new environmental federation, the European
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Environmental Citizens Organisation for Standardisation (ECOS). This organisation applied for a
three year service contract to “green” standardisation -which it was eventually awarded.
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The members of ECOS decided on the work programme according to their own interests. Only
items on which ECOS members are working and employ staff are included in the organisation’s
work programme.
ECOS is meanwhile represented by technical experts in about 30 working groups and the technical committees of standard bodies. ECOS is an associate member of CEN and allowed to comment
on any standard, is a Liaison A member of ISO TC 207 and is in the process of acquiring a similar
status in CENELEC. ECOS wants to become a reliable partner and to be given the chance to influence programmes of work and the strategic decisions of standardisation bodies to the benefit of
the environment. It hopes to achieve this through its observer status in administrative and technical boards. In addition, ECOS will play a similar role in technical committees. Its experts,
involved in technical discussions, will be able to make contributions regarding the final texts of
standards. Their progressive involvement will help to increase the environmental dimensions of
European standards and thus their reputation in the eyes of the public inside and outside the
Community and EFTA.
In addition, ECOS may be able to promote new standardisation works with a full environmental
purpose. In such cases, alliances will need to be sought with front-runner industries as well as
with consumers or workers representatives.
Standardisation remains largely based on national participation. Votes on final standards texts
are an exclusive competence of the national standardisation bodies. Therefore, ECOS sees it as
one of its main tasks to contribute to the establishment of close relations between national ECOs
and national standards bodies. It is of utmost importance that the action of ECOS at European
level can be complemented by the involvement of its members. This, however, will require the
availability of sufficient resources.

V.4.5.4.5

Outlook and Action for environmental citizens’ organisations

European environmental citizens’ organisations have realised the implications of standardisation
and are concerned that the repercussions of standards on the environment are still not sufficiently taken into account. They fear that the imbalance in the composition of the standardisation
groups gives rise to standards that do not reflect societal needs. ECOs should continue to ask for
both binding legislation on environmental aspects to be considered and the means to further
participate in standardisation. They should attempt to obtain government funding for this from
a budget line that does not drain the already scarce resources of ECO support for other projects.
European environmental citizens’ organisations can become members of ECOS.379
They should comment on business plans and standard texts under preparation at national standard institutes and could base their comments on advice provided by ECOS.

379

For more information: www. Ecostandard.org
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Demands
◗ ECOs should be aware that only binding requirements guarantee the consideration of the
environment in standardisation and should demand this. Only a generalised requirement to
respect the environment will eventually make standardisation as equally satisfactory for the
environment as it has become for health and safety. The revision of the New Approach should
take care of this. Furthermore, an equivalent to the product safety directive should only allow
market access to environmentally sound products.
◗ In the past mandated standards have taken political decisions as legislation and mandates
were never clear enough and did not draw the division line between both. This should be
avoided in future by using clear and unambiguous language in legislation and mandates.
◗ If ECOs want to have an impact on standardisation, it will not be enough for them to participate in standardisation. They would also need some minority rights and to be able to take
recourse to an appeal structure in the standard bodies.
◗ Furthermore, all standards organisations should work towards a more balanced representation of all interested parties in their technical groups. Access to technical committees should
not be hindered by a lack of resources within important stakeholders representatives.
◗ In order to give ECOS a permanent status it needs continuous financing. The Budget of the EU
must envisage financing for ECOS in the same way as it does for ANEC, TUTB and NORMAPME.
Public participation and thus public funding is the justification for the application of the New
Approach.
◗ ECOs should be aware of the repercussions of the new policy of ISO on the environment to
allow for options in ISO standards.
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V.4.6

Chemicals and Pesticides Regulations
By Andreas Ahrens , Hans Muilermann , Stefan Scheuer
and Catherine Wattiez
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V.4.6.1

INTRODUCTION

Of all environmental problems, that of environmental degradation caused by chemicals was
probably one of the first to be recognised by environmentalists and governments. However, at
that time in the 1970s a regulatory framework on classification and labelling of chemicals was
already in place, mainly driven by the need to harmonise classification of health hazards related
to workers safety. The first EU-legislation on chemicals dates back to 1967, in the days of the
European Economic Community.
Since then a respectable body of legislation has been constructed, including:
◗ classification, labelling and packaging of dangerous chemicals (since 1967);
◗ restrictions on marketing and use of chemicals (since 1976);
◗ introduction of new substances into the market (since 1981);
◗ market authorisation of pesticides (since 1991);
◗ risk assessment framework for new chemicals (since 1993);
◗ risk assessment framework for chemicals ”having existed” on the market in 1981 (since 1994);
◗ for the integrated prevention of pollution of air, water, soil and sediments (since 1996);
◗ market authorisation for biocides (since 1998); and
◗ protocol for the export of chemicals to countries outside the EU-region (Rotterdam
Convention since 2004).
In this chapter the core of EU legislation on chemicals and pesticides will be briefly discussed with
regard to the environment. A cursory glance will also be given to occupational safety and health
and consumer safety policies, where chemicals are involved. The chapter also includes the current Commission’s proposal for a chemicals policy reform in Europe (REACH) and the latest plans
towards a European Strategy for the Sustainable Use of Pesticides.
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V.4.6.2

CHEMICAL INTENSIFICATION OF EUROPE’S ECONOMY

Chemicals play an ever-increasing role in modern society. They are added to almost all consumer
products in a growing variety of mixtures, which increasingly determines their function and
design. They also play a greater role in manufacturing and farming processes than ever before.
Chemical production is increasing far above GDP growth (EEA 2003) starting with 1 million tonnes
per year in 1930, reaching 400 million tonnes in 2000. 100,196 chemicals are listed by industry as
having been on the market before 1981. Unfortunately no statistics are available to analyse this
“chemical intensification” of our societies in more detail. In particular, no information is accessible on how many chemicals are dangerous to the environment or human health.
Since 1981 more than 3,700 chemicals have been registered with around 300 chemicals per year
registered since the mid-nineties (Nordbeck and Faust 2002). Only for those “few” and mostly low
volume chemicals is safety information available.
Annual pesticides sales have increased in EU countries by around 10% (Eurostat 2002) despite the
implementation of a number of national pesticide use reduction programmes (in The
Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden) and at the same time pesticide ingredients are now more
“effective” at lower doses. These figures and developments strongly suggest that farming is
increasingly dependent on pesticide use (PAN 2002).

V.4.6.3

FROM LARGE SCALE CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION TO APPLYING PRECAUTION

Concurrent with the chemical intensification of Europe’s economy, chemicals are increasingly
found in places for which they are not designed: industrial chemicals are accumulating in human
bodies and in wildlife (EEA 2003 and WWF 2003). As far as the scarce monitoring data reveals,
pesticide levels in Groundwater are above legal standards (EEA 2000) in many parts of Europe and
pesticides are commonly found in food (PAN 2002). Many of those chemicals are known for (or
often found later to have) the potential to cause serious harm, including allergies, cancers, hormone disruption and neurodevelopmental disorders. Up to now the regulatory framework has
not been effective in preventing such problems.
This is due to a systematic failure of the current system
◗ to provide incentives for manufacturers of chemicals to assess the safety of their products;
◗ to place the burdens of proof on those who have interest in the market and use of substances;
and
◗ to handle the scientific uncertainties around the prediction of exposure and harmful effects of
chemicals in an efficient way.
These failures are illustrated by the risk assessment programme for EU’s “existing” chemicals (see
chapter V.4.6.4.2). Before evidence of a risk becomes available or the EU risk assessment concludes that there is concern over a risk the chemical manufacturer can assume that his product
is safe. This means that there is no effective incentive for the chemical manufacturer to make data
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available on toxicity and exposure. On the contrary, manufacturers making data available, which
would lead to a classification of a chemical as hazardous, would be “punished” with a negative
label as untested chemicals do not carry any label. Thus the burden of proof rests with the
authorities and the general public to prove chemical risks.
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In the case of chemicals put on the market after 1981 or active substances in pesticide and biocide products, the manufactures have to provide a risk assessment before marketing, or by a certain deadline in the case of the latter. Thus some burden of proof lies with the manufacturers,
although enforcement is hampered due to lack of public capacity to evaluate industry data and
enforce the deadlines (see chapter V.4.6.5.1.3).
However, both systems suffer from the limitation of the risk assessment approach and its failure
to communicate uncertainties. Firstly, exposure data is rarely available due to lack of monitoring
or uncertainty in the case of predicting concentrations in the environment. Secondly toxicity data,
for each chemical considered individually only relate to some specific species in a specific environment, making conclusions for other species contaminated by a cocktail of additional chemicals highly uncertain (DEPA 2003) (Zeliger 2003). Moreover progress in toxicology is not adequately considered and potential toxicological endpoints such as neurotoxicity, immunotoxicity, hormone disruption, and developmental toxicology are not systematically investigated, even for pesticides, which are currently the most intensively tested chemicals (Seralini2003) (Howard 2003)
(Meyers 2002) (WHO 2002).
Helping to address this problem an important principle is available to Community policy via
Article 6 of the Maastricht Treaty – the precautionary principle (de Sadeleer 2003). This principle
should help to overcome the stalemate surrounding decision taking in cases of high scientific
uncertainties or lack of data. But it has never been defined with great clarity as to how it should
be implemented and most significant progress has been made mainly through Case Law384 and
secondary laws.385. With respect to chemical risks the discussion has moved towards establishing
criteria for identifying so-called “hazardous” chemicals386 - those which have high persistency in
the environment, accumulation in human tissue and/or irreversible effects including cancer or
infertility, for which the risk assessment procedure delivers the highest uncertainties. Such sub-
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European Court of Justice rulings on BSE and Hormones in the Cases C-180/96 (United Kingdom versus Commission 1996)
and C-331/88 (Fedesa 1990)
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Examples for the application of the precautionary principle, include:
• Directive 2001/18/EC on the deliberate release into the environment of genetically modified organisms: “Member States
shall, in accordance with the precautionary principle, ensure that all appropriate measures are taken to avoid adverse
effects on human health and the environment which might arise from the deliberate release or the placing on the market of GMOs.”;
• Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC (article 4 and 16) “Cessation of emission of vPvB and PBT substances”;
• Directive 2002/95/EC on restriction on hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment (ROHS) – banning
common brominated flame retardants and heavy metals; and
• Council Directive 76/769 - market and use restrictions for all CMRs.
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The term "hazardous" is used here as in the context of the Marine Conventions and the Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC. It addresses substances of very high concern for the environment (and human health via the environment)
due to their persistence, liability to bioaccumulate and liability to cause irreversible effects an low or unknown dose.
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stances should then primarily be regulated on the basis of availability of safer alternatives and
socio-economic considerations (substitution principle387).
Additionally the proposed chemicals policy reform, REACH, foresees shifting the burden of providing data and proving the safety/danger of chemicals from public authorities to industry and
banning chemicals in the case of the highest possible uncertainty – a complete lack of data by a
given deadline.

V.4.6.4

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS

V.4.6.4.1

Hazard characterisation, classification, labelling and safety data
sheets

Hazard characterisation and classification and labelling of chemicals is regulated by the Council
Directive 67/548/EEC, including its key amendments of 1979 and 1992, as well as 29 adaptations
on technical progress. According to this Directive all chemical substances and preparations (mixtures of substances, e.g. glues, solvents, reagents) available to the general consumer or to professional users must be assessed for hazardous characteristics. For classification and labelling of
preparations a separate Directive (1999/45/EC) applies. Also a material safety data sheet must be
available for professional users (see Directive 2001/58/EEC).
A substance or preparation is characterised as hazardous when it meets the criteria for one or
more hazard characteristics. This is usually determined on the basis of test data. Chemicals can
be flammable or explosive, irritating or corrosive, harmful or toxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic or
teratogenic, etc. The hazards are further characterised by a system of standardised risk phrases
used on the labels of hazardous chemicals.
In principal, the implementation of these requirements is the responsibility of the producers and
importers of the chemicals. However for existing substances, the generation of new test data if
information is lacking is not required. In addition, there exists a programme run out by Member
States, in collaboration with the European Commission, to harmonise classification and labelling
data for dangerous substances based on existing information. About 3,000 dangerous substances
and groups of substances with a harmonised classification are listed in annex 1 of Directive
67/548.

V.4.6.4.2

Risk assessment at the core of EU chemicals policies

At the core of EU chemicals policy there is a harmonised risk assessment method. On the basis
of a standardised set of data for a chemical, a no-effect-level is established and exposure to man
or the environment is estimated. Thus a Predicted No Effect Concentration (PNEC) and a Predicted
Environmental Concentration (PEC) can be established. On the basis of the PEC/PNEC ratio it is
decided whether risk management is needed.

387

“Safer Chemicals within Reach. Using the Substitution Principle to drive Green Chemistry”, REACH Report prepared for the
Greenpeace Environmental Trust By Clean Production Action, October 2003 http://eu.greenpeace.org/
downloads/chem/SaferChemsWithinReach.pdf
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In this risk assessment procedure the risks for consumers, workers and the environment are
assessed using an integrated methodology. The procedure is applied for newly marketed substances on a regular basis within the notification procedure. For these substances there is an obligation to generate test data on human and environmental hazards before a substance may be
marketed.
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The procedure is also used in the EU programme on assessment of “existing” substances under
Council Regulation (EEC) 793/93. This programme applies to 100.196 substances having been registered by industry 1981 as being on the market (EINECS388 Substances). The programme started in
1994, 13 years after the requirements for new substances entered into force. At that time and
until now, new substances still had a marginal share in the market and hence action on existing
substances became necessary. Based on the registration of all substances > 10 t/a between 1994
and 1998, the member states selected about 140 substances to carry out a community risk assessment. The selection was based on an agreed computerised priority setting methodology. Today,
for about 80 substances the assessment is finalised at technical level. In addition, in 2003 and
2004 about 120 high production volume substances have been screened in order to determine
whether they possibly meet the criteria of being persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic. At this
time, the assessment is still going on.
The outcome of the programme seems quite poor compared to the number of substances still to
be assessed. However, it should be taken into account, that the 10 years of risk assessment work
at EU level has created a common understanding on the risk assessment approach and a full
package of methodology is readily available. Hence even though the performance of the process
seems low, it has increased the capacity to carry out future risk assessments more effectively.
Nevertheless the risk assessment does not deliver what was expected. The comprehensive nature
of the current risk assessment approach, the burdens of assessment placed on authorities, and
in particular the lack of knowledge on uses and exposure of substances make it difficult to speed
up the process based on the current legislation (see chapter V.4.6.3).

V.4.6.4.3

Restrictions on marketing and use

The final policy goal of these selection and assessment procedures is to decide whether restriction on the marketing and use of the chemicals under scrutiny is necessary to protect human
health and/or the environment. The EU has the possibility of restricting the marketing and use of
hazardous chemicals under Council Directive 76/769. Many restrictions have already been set up
even without a comprehensive risk assessment (like e.g. the ban of CMRs in consumer products).
This first EU regulation for the restriction of marketing and use of chemicals contains restrictions
for polychlorinated biphenyls, polychlorinated terphenyls and vinyl chloride monomer. In subsequent amendments of Council Regulation 76/769 a substantial list gives substances which were
banned or severely restricted in the EU. The list includes: benzene; asbestos; 8 chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents; several compounds and products containing heavy metals such as lead, mercury, cadmium and nickel; substances that are considered to be carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic to
reproduction for humans; a list of benzidine dyestuffs; pentachlorophenol and its salts and
esters; organic compounds.

388
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At the basis of these restrictions to marketing or use lies a risk assessment, which shows a risk to
human health or the environment of a chemical substance in a particular application. This may
be a risk to workers, to consumers, to the public at large or to the environment.
Also a cost/benefit analysis is performed for proposed restrictions on marketing and use. The
authorities must demonstrate that the selected measures are proportionate and that the restriction leads to alternatives posing a smaller or no risk.
ECOs campaigning for the ban of a chemical product or substance will be confronted with this
burden of proof one way or the other. When they call upon their national government to ban a
substance, this government will have to prove to the European Commission the necessity of such
a ban. When the ECO decides to lobby directly at EU level , the European Commission will have
to fit the substance into a risk assessment procedure and perform a cost/benefit analysis.
The alternative for ECOs is a campaign against the use of a substance via public awareness and
concern. This means flagging products or trademarks in case they contain hazardous chemicals.
However, in this case, it is the market which decides, regardless of comparative risk considerations on alternatives, costs or benefits.

V.4.6.4.4

Related policy fields: worker and consumer protection

As stated earlier, risks to the health of workers and consumers is assessed in the same procedure
and using the same methods of analysis as environmental risks. This opens up the possibility of
forming coalitions with trade unions or consumers unions in campaigns against the use of specific substances or groups of substances. In the case of asbestos the coalition of worker and consumer groups was very strong, leading to bans on asbestos in most European countries.
In the Netherlands a coalition of environmental, consumer and worker organisations was successful in introducing legally binding measures at source against the indoor use of solvent rich
products in the work place. These measures are also beneficial for the environment because
reducing the use of solvent rich products also leads to a reduction in emissions of volatile organic compounds in the air.

V.4.6.4.5

Weaknesses in current EU chemicals legislation

There are five major weaknesses in current EU chemicals legislation. Firstly, not all chemicals on
the market are treated equally. Substances placed on the market after 1981 must be notified
based on an obligatory and costly set of information. For substances which have already been on
the market,, no such requirement has existed until now. As a consequence more than 95% of substances on the market in amounts > 1 t/a fall into the category of these “old” substances and the
barriers to innovation are quite high.
Secondly, as a consequence of the above, there is a lack of hazard classification for many chemicals. Even for the better known substances there are gaps in knowledge about their hazards or
environmental effects. For many commercially used chemicals, data about their hazards to
human health or the environment are inexistent, not documented or not publicly accessible.
There is no obligation in any EU legislation to perform the basic set of tests upon a chemical sub-
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stance before it is used in production. This means that without changes in the policy, ignorance
about the risks of substances will continue to exist. Moreover, the current system requires substances with known dangerous properties to be labelled as such but does not ask the same of
substances which have simply not yet been tested.. Such a system does not provide any incentives to generate more knowledge on substance properties since doing so may be “sanctioned”
with a hazard label.
Thirdly, in practice it is not the producer of the existing substances who is required prove the
safety of his products, but governments or environmental groups who have to make the case
against a substance. With the limited capacity for assessing risks, both in Member States, in ECOs
and in the European Commission, only a few chemicals per year can be assessed.. The task is simply too onerous and moreover rests on the wrong shoulders. Under the current system, the
majority of commercially applied chemicals is and will continue to be non-assessed.
A fourth problem in chemicals policy is the fact that measures must be based on quantitative risk
assessment. This is based on the assumption that all chemicals have a threshold concentration
below which exposure causes no harm. This supposition does not hold true for many carcinogens
and mutagens, where there is no safe level of exposure. The supposition does not hold true
either for persistent and bio-accumulating substances which may lead to life time exposure of
biota and humans, starting already in pre-natal phase. Again, a safe level of exposure can hardly
be determined based on scientific methodology.
Last but not least, current legislation fails to provide a mechanism based on which the responsibility for risk assessment, risk communication and risk management can be located along supply
chains in a transparent and effective way. The duty of manufacturers and importers to provide
available information on substance properties and corresponding risk management advice and
the duty of employers to assess the risk caused by exposure to chemicals in the work place are
not sufficiently adjusted to each other in practice. As the present situation stands, they are not
required to provide an assessment relating to consumer and environment safety.

V.4.6.4.6

Towards a new European chemicals policy (REACH)

The shortcomings mentioned above have triggered an intensive debate on chemical policy
reform during the last 6 years. Initiated by an informal meeting of the Environment ministers of
several EU countries in Chester, UK in 1998, the EU Commission started a systematic analysis of
the performance of the four major elements of EU chemicals legislation. Based on this, a White
Paper on a new Chemicals Strategy was published in 2001. Finally in October 2003 the
Commission issued a proposal and drafted a regulation on the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals COM 2003/644, the so called REACH System. This draft
regulation integrates about 40 single pieces of chemicals legislation into one consistent framework for all chemicals produced in or imported into Europe. The marketing and use of biocides,
plant protection products, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics will be authorised under separate legislation. Apart from consolidating existing legislation, the REACH systems introduces 6 rather
new elements into the legislation:
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1. Further marketing of existing substances is only allowed based on a registration including an
obligatory set of information, a safety assessment covering the whole life cycle of the substance in the market, and appropriate risk management advice for intended uses. Hence the
producers and importers are not only obliged to carry out sufficient testing, they are also
requested to decide on the type and conditions of use they consider to be safe. The justification of this decision must be documented in a chemicals safety report. This report will cover
workers’ health, consumer safety and the environment.
2. The information will be transferred to the user by means of a slightly modified safety data
sheet. It will be the task of the formulator of preparations (like glues, paints, lubricants, plastic additives, ..) to check whether his process and the type of intended use of the preparation
are covered in the suppliers safety assessment. If this is not the case, the formulator of the
preparation will have three possibilities: i) adjusting his practice to comply with the risk management advice of the manufacturer, ii) asking the manufacturer to extend his safety assessment or iii) to carry out his own safety assessment and to notify this to the authorities. These
mechanisms also apply to the next step of the supply chain, the use of preparations in industrial manufacturing or professional services. In theory, this mechanism is expected to avoid
gaps of responsibility in future.
3. For substances of particular concern, like CMRs, PBTs or vPvBs389, an authorisation requirement
can be set up. In such cases, the only uses permitted will be those for which the manufacturer or user is able to demonstrate that risks can be prevented or that no safer alternatives are
available. Quantitative risk assessment will not usually be applied in the authorisation procedure.
4. The information in the registration dossiers will be stored and processed in a central EU data
base managed by the new European Chemicals Agency. Data related to the hazardous properties of substances, classification, labelling and safety data sheet information will be publicly
accessible via the internet.
5. For the first time substances in articles are fully covered in chemicals legislation and it will
therefore become easier to reduce the risk related to diffuse losses of dangerous substances
from articles like building material, textiles, vehicles, electronic equipment, etc..
6. In future, authorities will focus on four types of work : (this does not mean however that their
administrative capacity can be reduced):
i. spot-checking the registration dossiers for quality and supervising the implementation of
the down stream user obligations at local level,
ii. evaluation of manufacturers or importers proposals for vertebrate testing
iii. substance evaluation if i) the risk management measures advised by the manufacturer are
not sufficient as such or ii) if they are not sufficiently implemented in the market or iii) if
cumulative risk occurs which cannot be controlled based on the strategies proposed by the
single manufacturer.
389

Carcinogens, mutagens, substances toxic to preproduction; persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic substances (PBT); very
persistent and very bioaccumulative substances (vPvB)
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iv. Setting up an authorisation requirement for very hazardous substances or taking measures
for restrictions on marketing and use.
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The whole system aims at putting producers and users responsibility into practice, achieving
greater transparency of substance properties and types of use, and improving the effectiveness
of regulatory interventions by the authorities.
The phase-in-process of about 30,000 existing substances into the new system is expected to last
about 11 years, starting with high production volume chemicals and CMRs in 2007 and finishing
with all chemicals between 1 and 10 tonnes (about 17000 substances) by 2017. For substances <
10 t/a, no safety assessment is required.

V.4.6.5

PESTICIDES

V.4.6.5.1

The Authorisation Directive

V.4.6.5.1.1

Introduction

The Pesticides Authorisation Directive from 1991 (91/414/EC, OJ L230) is one of Europe’s central
legislations for controlling pesticides (another Authorisation Directive deals with Biocides
(98/8/EC, OJ L123). It concerns the placing on the market of “plant protection products” with the
intention of harmonizing national pesticide registration schemes, and the introduction of a
Community-wide market approval scheme. One of its key objectives is: “…when plant protection
products are authorised, to make sure that, when properly applied for the purposes intended,
they are sufficiently effective and have no unacceptable effect on plants or plant products, no
unacceptable influence on the environment in general, and in particular, no harmful effect on
human or animal health or on groundwater”.

V.4.6.5.1.2

EU positive list and national authorisation

The Directive requests that Member States ensure that only pesticides which are authorised
according to the Directives provisions and contain ingredients approved at EU level, are marketed and used.
The Directive provides so-called Uniform Principles in Annex VI that set common criteria for evaluating pesticide formulated products to be authorised at national level. One of the important
authorisation conditions is that the concentration in ground and surface water of the pesticides
active ingredient, its breakdown products or metabolites should not exceed established standards under the proposed conditions of use. For groundwater this includes a maximal concentration of 0.1 microgram/litre - the drinking water standard introduced in 1980 as being equivalent to the detection level and thus as a proxy for zero.
For the EU level approval of pesticide active ingredients the Directive establishes an EU wide positive list (Annex I of the Directive), which means that all unlisted active substances may not be
marketed or used in pesticides products. While this is a simple mechanism the process employed
to establish the list is complex:
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i) A company applies to a Member State for an active ingredient to be accepted in Annex I.
ii) This Member State ensures that the company provides other Member States and the
Commission with data according to Annex II (related to the active substance) and Annex III on
at least one preparation containing that active substance
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iii) The commission refers the dossier to a Member States’ expert committee (the Standing
Committee on Plant Health) for examination; and finally
iv) The Commission prepares a decision for inclusion or non-inclusion, which can be accepted or
rejected by the Standing Committee on Plant Health.
It has to be noted that for the decision to include a pesticide ingredient in the positive list the
Directive does not provide criteria as the Uniform Principles (annex VI of the Directive) for the
authorisation process of pesticide products at Member State level.
Based on those EU authorised active ingredients Member States can than authorise pesticide
products uses at national level according to the Directive assessment procedures and data
requirements. Once a pesticide product is accepted in one Member State, other Member States
have to accept this product on their market, according to the mutual recognition clause, unless
they can prove harm according to specific conditions in their countries.

V.4.6.5.1.3

Transition period - All pesticides to be safety checked by 2003?

In order to phase in the system the Directive allowed Member States until July 2003 to authorise
pesticides products containing active ingredients, which are not yet on the EU positive list (Annex
I). Furthermore, the Commission was mandated to engage a process to gradually examine active
ingredients for inclusion on the positive list by July 2003.
Progress turned out to be too slow to assess all known (ca. 800) pesticide ingredients in time. The
Commission decided to apply the so-called ‘ one-use’ principle, which means that if a pesticide
use is authorised in at least one place in Europe, those ingredients are placed on the EU positive
list. This shifted a lot of work and responsibility back onto Member States. Furthermore, the
Commission decided in 2001 to extend the 2003 deadline by five more years.
Until July 2003 only 28 “old” and some 40 “new” substances were included and 13 excluded from
Annex I. A further 377 substances have been excluded from the market as there was no notifying
company. Because some Member States claimed they needed excluded active ingredients, the
Commission created a loophole through establishing a so-called “ essential use” exemption,
which allows the further use of around 50 active ingredients in specified products and Member
States until 31 December 2007.

V.4.6.5.1.4

Assessment

The Pesticide Authorisation Directive presents a step forward in regulating chemical risks, compared to how non-pesticide chemicals are regulated. At the same time the assessment procedure
has proven to be cumbersome and the decision making process incapable of dealing with unacceptable risks from hazardous pesticides.
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1. The Directive places too much burden on Member State Authorities, which do not have the
capacity to deal with the procedures required and which are under huge pressure from pesticide producers and farmers. Moreover, they cannot rely on a level-playing field in Europe.
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2. The Directive does not provide effective sanctions for industry delaying the safety assessment
by very slow data delivery.
3. Pesticides producers have ample room for manoeuvre, e.g. by promoting and funding ‘scientific’ meetings ending in a proposal for ‘guidelines’ with the aim of being accepted by the
Commission. Several of these industry-sponsored guidelines are available (on so-called nonrelevant metabolites, on statistical methods of risk assessment called HARAP, on microcosm
tests called CLASSIC replacing regular tests with the most sensitive organism, etc.)
4. The decision about inclusion of pesticide active ingredients in Annex I uses neither clear cutoff criteria which are necessary to implement the precautionary principle in dealing with highly persistent and bioaccumulative substances or substances with irreversible effects, like cancer or hormone disruption, nor the substitution principle.
5. Finally decisions about including pesticide ingredients in Annex I take place behind the closed
doors of a Member States Committee, were the Commission makes a proposal and has to find
support from Member States. It is clear that in such a process political trade-offs are made.
For more information: http://www.pan-europe.info

V.4.6.5.2

Towards a Thematic Strategy on Sustainable Use of Pesticides

Europe’s pesticide policy is weak, resting entirely on one Directive, the Authorisation Directive
91/414/EEC, which is only capable of addressing the most problematic pesticides through market exclusions or restrictions. This has not addressed pesticide use – where farmers are involved
- and has allowed an increasing use of and dependency on pesticides in Europe. The contamination of water, soil and organisms continue at an alarming rate.
Already in its 5th Environmental Action Programme covering the period 1993 to 2000, the EU committed itself to achieving “a substantial reduction of pesticide use per unit of land under production”. But nothing happened except a series of 7 studies in the mid –1990s and a 1998 stakeholder meeting which recognised the need for complementary pesticide policy.
The 6th Environmental Action Programme, covering the period 2001-2010, aims at a high level of
protection of human health and the environment and at halting biodiversity loss by 2010. It calls
for Community-level action to “reduce the impacts of pesticides on human health and the environment and more generally to achieve a more sustainable use of pesticides as well as a significant overall reduction in risks and of the use of pesticides consistent with the necessary crop
protection” and for the elaboration of a Thematic Strategy on the sustainable use of pesticides by
2005. It is foreseen that the revision of the Pesticides Authorisation Directive will be part of that
strategy.
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V.4.6.5.2.1

Revision of the Pesticides Authorisation Directive

The 1991 Directive requests an evaluation after 10 years of operating and the Commission presented this report in July 2001 (DG SANCO 822/2001). Its main conclusion is that the harmonization cannot be finalised as intended in 12 years, but needs an extra 5 years to complete (up to
2008) . Furthermore, the Commission announced a revision of Directive 91/414. The
Environmental Council responded with Conclusions in November 2001. The European Parliament
decided on a Resolution in May 2002 accepting the delay on the condition that:
◗ exclusion criteria for pesticides being CMR (carcinogenic, mutagenic, reprotoxic) or
endocrine disruptors or P or B or on priority lists in EU legislations or international EU ratified
Treaties will be used for inclusion of active ingredients in Annex I,
◗ all metabolites of active ingredients will be considered relevant,
◗ the substitution principle and the comparative risk assessment will be introduced including
only the least harmful active ingredient in Annex I and
◗ a Directive for pesticide use reduction will be proposed by Commission.
In July 2002 and January 2003 the Commission organised stakeholder meetings on the revision
of the Authorisation Directive. One of the main discussions was the comparative risk assessment,
which would help implement the substitution principle and promote less harmful pesticides. The
majority wanted such comparative assessments to be carried out at Member State level; industry
wanted it only at farm level and on a voluntary basis. The revision of the Authorisation Directive
was expected mid 2004 but has been delayed.

V.4.6.5.2.2

Sustainable use or use reduction strategy?

In its communication “Towards a Thematic Strategy on the Sustainable Use of Pesticides” from 4
July 2002 the Commission outlined its views for a Strategy on Sustainable Use of Pesticides following the 6EAP. It also mentioned the need to review Directive 91/414/EEC to include the substitution principle of particularly active substances for which certain concerns persist, the need
to address the problem of stockpiles of obsolete pesticides in New Member States and Accession
countries, and some international aspects. However, it focuses on measures to be taken to reduce
the risks to health and environment from pesticides use; in particular:
◗ establishment of national plans to reduce hazards, risks and dependence on pesticides,
◗ introduction of best practices in river basin management such as mandatory field margins,
◗ introduction of measures to increase protection of NATURA 2000 areas,
◗ banning of aerial spraying but with specific derogations,
◗ initiation of epidemiological research for plant protection product (PPP)users at risk and monitoring programmes on pesticides residue levels for consumers,
◗ better and coordinated data collection for poisoning cases,
◗ support of cost /benefits analyses of PPP and alternatives,
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◗ research into and development of less hazardous methods of application and handling, definition of IPM techniques, combination effects of pesticides particularly on vulnerable groups
and point source pollution.
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A stakeholders meeting on the development of this Thematic Strategy was organised by the
Commission on the 4th November 2002 (see http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/environment/
ppps/home.htm). Council Conclusions on the Commission Communication were adopted 9
December 2002 as well as a European Parliament Resolution on 27 March 2003. An extended
impact assessment was started on September 2003 for some measures proposed by the
Commission for the Thematic Strategy.

V.4.6.5.2.3

Assessment

So far the Commission has failed to show a clear vision and objective for pesticide authorisation
and use. The urgently needed criteria for the inclusion of active pesticide ingredients on the positive list of the Authorisation Directive in order to ensure a consequent substitution of hazardous
substances, including CMR, endocrine disruptors, neurotoxics, persistent or bioaccumulative pesticides, as well as increased transparency are not high on the agenda. The de-coupling of agricultural production and pesticides use is not spelled out and the proposed patchwork of, mostly voluntary, measures will be completely insufficient for a responsible and long-term pesticides policy.
The Commission’s Communication addresses many elements crucial to reducing pesticides impact,
but leaves it either to Member States’ discretion or falls short of the legislative measures needed.
For more information: http://www.pan-europe.info

V.4.6.6

OUTLOOK AND ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS'
ORGANISATION)

Europe has a massive backlog in assessing and controlling chemical risks. Risk ignorance is
rewarded and policy responses are often too late to prevent serious and long-term environmental and health damage. Chemicals used as pesticides have received much higher attention and
stricter control measures. But European pesticide regulation faces problems similar to those of
industrial chemical control. It encourages chemical producers to invest huge amounts of
resources in defending “problem” substances instead of encouraging the market to invest in safer
alternatives including chemical free ones. At the same time public authorities and regulators
remain in a weak position as they carry the burden of proof on their shoulders.
The new chemicals policy REACH, as proposed by the Commission, has been described by many
stakeholders as a “once in a life time opportunity” to implement a transparent producer responsibility for chemical safety and a precautionary substitution of hazardous chemicals. But resistance from chemical producers is high and has already led to a dramatic watering down of the
Commission proposal. Current developments in the political debate suggest that REACH will be
adopted – but it is as yet unclear as to how strong the final proposal will be. In any case, REACH
will always be a procedural framework, whose success depends on the attitude of all involved
parties towards working together to improve the environmental and human health performance
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of modern products. Besides the obvious players - industry and public authorities – this also
includes ECOs, who need to prepare for participation in a long implementation process. It is a
process which is likely to exceed 10 years and ECOs should use increasingly available chemical
data to point out problems and deficiencies.

V.4.6.6.1

Substituting “hazardous”390 chemicals and ending emissions by 2020

In order to achieve Europe’s commitment to ending emission of all “hazardous” chemicals,
including chemicals with CMR, PBT or vPvB properties, by 2020391, comply with the Water
Framework Directive (see chapter IV.5) and achieve a safe management of all chemicals by
2020[392] the new chemicals policy under REACH and the revision of the Pesticides Authorisation
Directive have to implement a clear programme to substitute hazardous chemicals with safer
alternatives. This can be achieved by banning all uses of chemicals meeting the properties above,
except certain uses which have been specifically authorised. For such a time-limited authorisation, industry should be obliged to prove that there are no safer alternatives and that there exists
an overriding societal interest. Such a system would provide all market players with a clear direction for innovation and reward frontrunners. Finally it would ensure the gradual diminution of
uses of “hazardous” chemicals.

V.4.6.6.2

Core elements of the REACH proposal which should be defended

Although REACH puts into practise very much what the Chemicals Industry promised for years
under its responsible care commitment , industry has been lobbying heavily against the new system. There are several reasons behind this lobbying, which will not be analysed here. However
ECO campaigning is needed to defend the core elements of the regulatory proposal against
industry. This means in particular:
◗ Promoting the need for a new system by illustrating at which point the current systems fails
to prevent damage to health, to the environment and to business. In particular the unintended occurrence of dangerous substances in consumer articles is always a strong argument for
better supply chain management.
◗ Highlighting the need for good quality information on chemicals to be made accessible
through a public data base. In addition better information on dangerous substances in products is needed, an element not yet sufficiently covered in the current proposal, in particular
with regard to imported articles.
◗ Advocating the need for a standard set of basic information requirements for all substances,
regardless of their intended use, in order keep to the burden of proof on industry.
◗ Addressing the need for a third party quality assurance mechanism in order to prevent the
new system from processing information of poor quality.

390

The term "hazardous" is used here as in the context of the Marine Conventions and the Water Framework Directive. It
addresses substances of very high concern for the environment (and human health via the environment) due to their persistence, liability to bioaccumulate and liability to cause irreversible effects at low or unknown dose.
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1998, Sintra, Ministerial statement under the OSPAR Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the
North-East Atlantic
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2002, Johannesburg, United Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development
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◗ Bringing forward cases of substances which require to be put under authorisation requirements due to inappropriate control of exposure and the existence of safer alternatives.
◗ Maintaining credibility as a more reliable information source for parliamentarians than chemical industry lobbyists.
320

◗ Motivating Member States to concentrate on the enforcement strategies for REACH, including
increasing capacities in competent authorities.

V.4.6.6.3

Pesticides Authorisation and Use Reduction

While awaiting the revision of the 1991 Pesticides Authorisation Directive, which urgently needs
to bring exclusion criteria for the EU positive list of pesticides ingredients, a great deal remains
to be done on the issues of national implementation and enforcement. If the Directive is correctly applied, Europe’s groundwater should not be polluted from pesticides. Authorisation for the
use of pesticides, which are found in concentrations above 0.1 microgram/litre in groundwater,
should either be withdrawn or stricter controls, including bans, at farm level applied. Otherwise
citizens will have to continue to pay the bill for cleaning up these polluted waters for their drinking water supply.
In order to reverse the growing use of and dependency on pesticides Europe needs a mandatory use reduction programme and support measures. Therefore a Directive that sets a clear
timetable and indicators is urgently needed. Emphasis should be put on use reduction. A global
reduction of human and environmental exposure to a complex mixture of chemicals, including
pesticides, is necessary. In addition, a ban on the most hazardous chemicals and pesticides needs
to be achieved through a revised and improved Pesticides Authorisation Directive.
ECOs are proposing a 50% reduction in the frequency of pesticides application for each country
within 10 years. ‘Frequency of application’ is the average number of times per year agricultural
land can be treated with the prescribed dose of a pesticide, based on the quantities sold.
The Directive should contain tools to achieve this target, including:
◗ Improved controls on the use and distribution of pesticides
◗ Set standards for Integrated Crop Management for every crop and crop rotation system as
basic requirement for all non-organic crops
◗ Promotion of organic farming
◗ Levies on pesticides.
A text proposal for a Directive on pesticides use reduction was published in 2002 by Pesticides
Action Network Europe and co-signed by EEB and about 80 environment, public health, consumer and farmers groups including European federations of these groups as well as by trade
unions from 25 European countries (see http://www.pan-europe.net ). Such a Pesticides Use
Reduction Directive should be part of the future Thematic Strategy. In particular, successful
national use reduction strategies should be held up as an example and lead they way by showing the feasibility of breaking the link between agricultural production and pesticides use.
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Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands have already shown that use reduction without unacceptable costs for farmers and society is possible.
Even if the EU will not issue mandatory targets and deadlines for pesticides use reduction, it is
likely that countries will be requested to develop and implement national strategies. ECOs should
participate in the planning and design process of such strategies and request implementation of
pesticide use reduction at national level.
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V.4.7

Motor fuels and environmentally relevant
legislation
By Karola Taschner
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V.4.7.1

INTRODUCTION

The reduction of exhaust gas emissions is dependent on the interaction of engine technology,
after-treatment devices and fuel quality. The optimisation of fuel composition in particular can
help to exploit the technical potential of engine technology and after - and end-of-pipe treatment. From among the multitude of motor fuel components a few have been singled out below,
as they have particularly beneficial or adverse effects.

V.4.7.2

FUEL COMPONENTS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

V.4.7.2.1

A problem of the past: lead

In the past a lead compound was added to petrol as an anti-knock agent and octane booster or
enhancer. Lead alkyl additives were used historically as inexpensive octane enhancers for gasoline.
Health effects of lead in petrol
Results from research studies into pupils’ classroom behaviour revealed that there was a positive
correlation between the levels of lead in milk teeth and behavioural disturbances among pupils.
Furthermore, there was a direct correlation between blood lead level and lead pollution in the
ambient air where children lived. Motor vehicle exhaust gases were identified as the source of
lead in ambient air.
This evidence resulted in a consumer campaign in the UK to remove lead from petrol and to substitute it by ethyl-alcohol or ethyl- or methyl tertiary butyl ether (i.e. ETBE or MTBE).
Poisoning of catalytic converters through lead in petrol
Another strand of the campaign against lead in petrol has followed quite different objectives. Air
pollution from vehicle exhaust gases started to become a serious problem in cities. Modern
three-way catalysts promised to be the solution but they lost their efficiency rapidly due to poisoning from the lead in petrol.

V.4.7.2.2

Oxygenates as substitutes for lead in petrol

Oxygenates are alcohols or alcohol derivatives.
Oxygenates work as an antiknock agent and octane booster in petrol, making a tankful of petrol
last longer. They have proven to be particularly efficient in reducing CO formation in the US. CO,
however, has rarely been a European problem.
◗ Ethanol can have negative effects on driveability. Complaints about evaporative emissions of
alcohol and its giving rise to ozone formation made it relatively unpopular as a petrol additive.
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◗ ETBE was, in the end, the additive of choice as it was the best substitute for lead. Also US
farmers were in favour, since cereals are used as raw material for bioethanol production, thus
providing a boost to their income. MTBE is produced from natural gas and has given rise to
some problems concerning water pollution.
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There is a limit to the positive effects of oxygenates as they are offset by their ozone forming
potential.

V.4.7.2.3

Sulphur content

Health effects
There has long been evidence that diesel particles increase the risk of lung cancer. The relationship between the emission of diesel particles and sulphur content of diesel fuel has also been
known for many years. This has lead to a continuous reduction of sulphur in diesel fuel. In addition evidence has emerged over the last decade that ultra-fine particles can represent a serious
risk for people suffering from heart and lung diseases.
Sulphur affecting catalytic converters
Emissions of NOx and hydrocarbon continue to decline significantly at ultra-low sulphur levels for
advanced technology vehicles.
Stringent emission requirements, combined with long-life compliance, demand extremely efficient
and durable, after-treatment systems. In addition, many manufacturers are developing and introducing lean-burn technology. This technology has the potential to reduce fuel consumption by up
to 15 to 20%, but require NOx control technologies which can function under lean conditions.
The performance of new exhaust after-treatment devices such as catalytic converters is very sensitive to fuel sulphur and their effectiveness is dependent on sulphur free fuel. Sulphur free fuels
also reduce the polluting emissions of older vehicles as they allow catalytic devices fitted in these
vehicles to operate more effectively

V.4.7.2.4

Olefins

Olefins are unsaturated hydrocarbons and can boost octane numbers. If low molecular weight
olefins are emitted unburnt or evaporated, however, they can give rise to ozone formation.

V.4.7.2.5

Aromatics and poly-aromatics

Aromatics are the most energy containing components of motoring fuels and so they are important in the provision of octane and – as a consequence - increased emissions of CO2, but also
toxic substance, like benzene.
A higher aromatic content in the fuel increases the flame temperature during combustion which
results in increased NOx emissions.
Aromatics in petrol
Benzene causes cancer in humans and the reduction of aromatics reduces benzene emissions.
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Poly-aromatics in diesel fuel
Poly-aromatics in diesel fuel contribute to Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) in the exhaust. There
is evidence that PAHs contribute to the formation of particular matter (PM – finest dust, see chapter IV.3) and exhaust PAH.
Total aromatics also have been shown to influence exhaust emissions, particularly NOx emissions
from heavy-duty diesel engines.

V.4.7.3

DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF REGULATING FUEL COMPOSITION

V.4.7.3.1

Objectives

Regulating fuel quality is a complicated equation with many unknown factors, where the overall
result has to be maximum energy efficiency and near zero exhaust emissions.
The most important objective of regulating fuel composition is to reduce, in conjunction with the
most advanced vehicle and after-treatment technology, the classical pollutants from tail-pipe
emissions: NOx, (HC), CO and diesel particles. All of them have proven to be air toxics and their
emission needs to be prevented altogether. A balance has to be achieved in trade-offs especially
between particle and NOx formation.

V.4.7.3.2

Fuel consumption versus emission reduction

CO and HC emissions can be dealt with effectively by two- and three-way catalytic converters.
NOx removal through 3-way catalysts depends on stochiometric combustion conditions which
are not optimal for fuel consumption. Part of the fuel leaves the engine unburnt and has to be
oxidized in after-treatment. This is of course a waste of energy. Diesel engines combust fuel in
excess oxygen - as do “lean-burn” petrol engines. However, the greater energy efficiency of diesel
and lean-burn technology is accompanied by higher NOx emissions. Upcoming de-NOx catalyst
technology needs sulphur free fuels.
Physical properties like density, volatility and the boiling point of fuels play a role in avoiding
evaporation. On the other hand, the combustion of fuels has to result in maximum energy efficiency. Compounds of high energy density like aromatics raise the combustion temperature and
thus give rise to excessive NOx formation. But aromatics are the “bread and butter” of fuels and
can thus only be reduced to a certain extent.
Additives of many kinds, like oxygenates and stabilisers, have effects that have to be bridled as well.

V.4.7.3.3

Alternative fuels

A completely new approach will have to be applied with respect to alternative fuels - apart from
natural gas and LPG which have already been regulated. The properties of biofuels, for example,
are not stable and blending them or using them in a pure form would not guarantee the carefully fixed environmental performance of ‘normal’ motor fuels.
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The EU has left the task of defining the specifications of biofuels to standardisation. This decision
has had important consequences as it means that interested parties will decide among themselves.

V.4.7.3.4
326

Testing

Test results using reference fuels do not mirror real world conditions as they are of better environmental quality than market fuels. The use of reference fuels is part of the procedure of testing for type approval. Limit values that can be met with reference fuels cannot necessarily be met
by market fuels. This factor should be kept in mind.
Regulating fuel quality is a complicated equation with many unknown factors where the objectives should be maximum energy efficiency and near zero exhaust emissions.

V.4.7.4

CURRENT LEGISLATION

There have been various changes in the regulations governing fuel composition in the Community.
From the outset, motor fuel composition was standardised within certain tolerance limits. Only
later was action taken for environmental reasons. In 1985 lead-free petrol (EC 1985) was allowed
in the Community, and three years later, the Community adopted its ground breaking Directive
98/70/EC (EC 1998) which fixed market fuel quality by means of environmental specifications.
According to a Directive adopted in 2003, Member States have to introduce sulphur free motoring fuels by 2005 at the latest and make it a market access requirement by 2009.
Since 2000 natural gas and LPG fuelled vehicles have had to meet emission requirements (EC
1999). In 2003 the EU adopted legislation to promote the use of biofuels and other renewable
fuels for transport (EC 2003b).

V.4.7.4.1

Lead free petrol

For reasons of environmental protection, the Community adopted legislation that made it
mandatory for Member States to make unleaded petrol available to consumers.
Member States had to ensure the availability of unleaded petrol within their territories by 1989
and at the same time a balanced distribution of leaded petrol as the engine valves of some car
engines depended on the lead as lubricant. The same Directive fixed the maximum benzene content at 5% and also the minimum motor octane number at 85, where it has stayed ever since.
Tax incentives have done what the legislator had not dared achieve – a wide distribution of leadfree petrol As Directive 85/210/EEC did not ban lead in petrol right away, this eventually happened only in 1998.

V.4.7.4.2

Quality of petrol and diesel fuels (Directive 98/70/EC)

In 1996 it had become clear that even the introduction of stricter emission limits over time had
not succeeded in providing air quality in the EU that would meet WHO guidelines on the different air pollutants.
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The Commission did two things :
a) it asked WHO to revise its recommendations and provided the funding for this task
b) it set up a partnership with motor vehicle manufacturers and oil companies to evaluate the
technical potential of optimising fuel and motor technology with the objective of reducing
exhaust emissions.
The decisive part of the Auto-Oil Programme was that it made use of refined modelling methods for air pollutants - CO, NOx, and hydrocarbons (HC) - developed under the UN-ECE
Convention on Long Range Transport of Air Pollutants, and applied these methods to seven
European test cities to show by how much these air pollutants had to be reduced. These air pollution models were the backbone of the process even if negotiations with the motor manufacturing and oil industries did not result in sufficiently stringent fuel specifications in the ultimate
Commission proposal.
The European Parliament in the end completed the task supported by a broad coalition of political parties and in agreement with the Council (EC 1998).

V.4.7.4.3

“Mini-Directive” on sulphur-free (EC 2003a) fuels.

The 2003 Directive introduces sulphur free motoring fuels by 2005 at the latest and ensures exclusive marketing of sulphur-free fuels by 2009.
As most Member States granted tax incentives and the costs of desulphurisation in refineries
were less onerous than expected, sulphur free fuels rapidly became available on the market.
Table 10: The environmental specifications for market fuels are thus envisaged as follows:
PETROL (MAXIMUM CONTENT IN % V/V)

before

2000

2005

2009

Sulphur content mg/kg

500

150

50

50010

Olefins

none

18

18

18

Aromatics

none

42

35

35

Benzene

5.0

1

1

1

Oxygen content

2.7

2,7

2,7

2,7

before

2000

2005

2009

Sulphur content

500

350

50

10

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

none

11

11

11

DIESEL (MAXIMUM CONTENT MG/KG)
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V.4.7.4.4
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Alternative fuels

Natural gas and Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
Natural gas and LPG fuels have entered the market and demonstrate low exhaust gas emissions.
Emissions for LPG and natural gas vehicles are meanwhile regulated and specifications for reference fuels for the purpose of testing have been introduced (EC 2002). Gas fuelled buses and
heavy duty vehicles are likely to be the first to meet the very strict emission requirements of EEVs
(Environmentally enhanced vehicles).
However, under specific driving conditions , natural gas fuelled vehicles can emit uncombusted
methane which has a higher global warming potential than CO2.. Therefore the Directive stipulates that emissions of uncombusted methane stay below a creation level. Natural gas is by no
means a very homogeneous fuel, differing widely in composition depending on its origin.
LPG is mainly a by-product of the refining of petroleum and consists largely of propane and
butane.
Biofuels
France has been allowed to apply a differentiated rate of excise duty to biofuels (EC 2003c).
Meanwhile the promotion of the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport (EC 2003b)
has been generalised and Member States are encouraged to make use of tax incentives. Member
States should ensure that a minimum proportion of biofuels or other renewable fuels is placed on
the market, indicatively 2% by 2005 and 5.75% by 2010. No legislation on the quality of biofuels is
envisaged. Instead CEN standards are being developed. In particular, the production of bio diesel
increased by 34 % in 2003. Germany’s share of this is about half and France’s one quarter394.

V.4.7.4.5

Taxation

Member States were encouraged to apply new minimum tax rates for conventional motor fuels
as well as for LPG and natural gas395 in 2003. The latter are obviously privileged due to their positive effects on exhaust emissions but above all because of their low CO2 emissions.
Table 11: Minimum taxation for 1000 l fuel in ?
FUEL TYPE

1.1.2004

1.1.2010

Leaded petrol

421

421

Unleaded petrol

359

359

Gas oil (diesel)

302

330

Kerosene

302

330

LPG

125

125

Natural gas

2.6

2.6

394

Biofuel Barometer
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Council Directive 2003/96/EC of 27 October 2003 restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy
products and electricity (Text with EEA relevance); Official Journal L 283 , 31/10/2003 P. 0051 – 0070
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V.4.7.5

FUTURE LEGISLATION

V.4.7.5.1

The world-wide fuel charter

Past legislation was determined by the international alliance of motor manufacturers396, whose
members prepared for markets with further advanced requirements for emission control, especially to enable sophisticated NOx after-treatment technologies.
The demands of “The world-wide Fuel Charter” of 2002 have been met, with the exception of
some concerning Petrol, where the demand was that Olefins be reduced to 10%.
Diesel: Demands continue to be made for high cetane, low aromatics divided into two classes:
total aromatics 15% and poly-aromatics 2% and for low limits on biodiesel (5%) and a ban on any
ethanol-diesel ("e-diesel") blends.

V.4.7.5.2

Ultra-fine particles

The issue most under discussion at this time is the problem of ultra-fine particles which are usually emitted by diesel vehicles but also – although to a lesser extent – by petrol vehicles.
Member States are encouraged to measure PM 10 in ambient air but evidence of health studies
recommends focussing on PM 2.5. Fuel quality has an influence on PM concentrations but abatement technology is more directed to after-treatment.

V.4.7.5.3

Alternative fuels

Research and development on alternative fuels is to be encouraged as decreasing dependence
on mineral oil will lead towards greater sustainability. However, only proper life cycle assessments
will help in making the right choices. The EEB has come to the conclusion when assessing life
cycle studies that biofuels are not the first choice given the environmental impact of intensive
farming on biodiversity. Additionally, the effect of the growing use of biofuels as alternatives
would be outweighed in only four years by the increase in overall fuel consumption. Driving
smaller cars, using them less often and using advanced vehicle technology etc. would be more
effective in reducing dependence on fossil fuels.

V.4.7.6

OUTLOOK AND ECO ACTION (ENVIRONMENTAL CITIZENS'
ORGANISATION)

Fuel quality is critical to reducing vehicle emissions, and the following recommendations for
action deserve careful attention:
1. monitor fuel quality, as marketed fuels often do not live up to requirements
2. follow the development of alternative fuels. A wide variety of alternative fuels is being developed and all their environmental advantages and shortcomings need to be discussed beyond
a pure CO2 balance

396

www.autoalliance.org/fuel_charter.htm
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3. assess the standards developed for specifications of biofuels by CEN
4. observe to what extent fuel quality can reduce or increase ultra-fine particle formation
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5. get involved in the debate when it comes to evaluating the trade offs of enhanced fuel quality with positive effects on air quality and thus human health and, on the other hand, the energy consumption that may increase when producing these improved fuels.
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VI.1

EU environmental legislative structure

EU environmental policy is based on the provisions and principles provided in the EC Treaty
mainly in Articles 2, 95 and 174, which cannot be changed by subsequent legislation.
334

Subsequent or secondary legislation in the field of the environment includes:
a) Regulations
Regulations are binding, directly applicable in all Member States and are immediately
enforceable at Member State level before national courts. Regulations are normally adopted
to provide legislation on issues requiring uniform provisions throughout the Community.
b) Directives
Directives are addressed to the Member States and impose upon them an obligation to achieve
a specific result within a certain period of time. However, it is up to the Member States to decide
how to achieve this result. Member States must transpose directives’ provisions into domestic
legal orders, but it is up to each Member State to decide what kind of legislative act is more
appropriate to achieve the imposed result as long as the transposition is ‘complete’ and ‘correct’.
c) Decisions
Decisions are not legislative instruments aimed at the general public, unlike the regulations,
and are binding in their entirety, unlike the directives. Decisions are binding upon those to
whom they are addressed. A recent and important example of an environmental Decision is
the Decision of the European Parliament and Council for the Sixth Environmental Action
Programme, which i.a. obliges the European Commission to present Thematic Strategies within a given time and including certain elements.

VI.2

Implementation and Enforcement

As many EU laws are adopted in the form of Directives the quality of transposition into national
legislation and their application at national level are key aspects for successful environmental
protection. The European Commission has a special obligation to enforce EU laws and thus must
control the quality of transposition and application of provisions.
Transposition:
The Commission receives reports about the transposition of Directives into national laws and is
thus in a position to check compliance – although due to a lack of resources the checks are rather
limited. In case of delayed, incomplete or wrong transposition the Commission can launch an
infringement procedure.
The room for manoeuvre to transpose Directives, especially so-called Framework Directives into
national law is often substantial and can lead to large interpretation differences and subsequently in different environmental ambition levels.

VI.Environmental Legislation – information on structure, implementation and enforcement

Implementation:
The second hurdle for a proper application of environmental Directives is the actual implementation of the provisions, measures, monitoring etc. in practice. Most Directives foresee reporting
of how those obligations are to be carried out – but often in a very general and summarised format, which is often insufficient to check compliance.
As there is no EU inspectorate for the environment to check what is happening in practice, the
European Commission has only limited possibilities of ensuring proper enforcement. The
Commission acknowledges that complaints sent by citizens, ECOs or others play a vital role in
keeping the Commission informed of (non-)compliance with certain EU environmental legislation.
This complaints procedure is available to everybody, there is no need to be personally specifically concerned by the infringement and it does not involve any costs. It has, however, also a number of shortcomings. The process is very slow (worst cases remain pending for 10 years and
more); there is no fixed time frame; the complainant often lacks information on the development
of the case confidentiality being invoked with regard to Member States’ replies; and cases cannot be reopened when a Member State does not keep its promise to remedy an offence.
Stages of the infringement procedure
1) Suspected Infringement
•
•
•
•

Complaints launched by citizens, ECOs, corporations
The own initaitive of the Commission
Petitions and Questions by the European Parliament
Non-communication of the transposition of Directives by Member States

2) Formal Letter of Notice (Art. 226)
3) Reasoned Opinion (Art. 226)
4) Referral to the European Court of Justice (ECJ) (Art. 226)
5) ECJ Judgement (Art. 226)
6) Proceedings, Financial Penalties (Art. 228)
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Secretariat-general of the Commission http://europa.eu.int/comm/secretariat_general/
index_en.htm under the heading “Application of Community law”
Infringements: The Commission’s “Annual report on monitoring the application of Community
law” provides a detailed overview of the application – or lack of application – of Community law
per Member State and per issue. It can found at the Website of the Secretariat-general of the
Commission http://europa.eu.int/comm/secretariat_general/index_en.htm under the heading
“Infringements”
Complaints: A standard form for complaints to be submitted to the European Commission for
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